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How SailsAre Made

ONE'S METHODOLOGY and philosophical

approach to sailmaking can range from an

intuitive, empirical, improvisational, and artistic

stance to a refined, highly theoretical, technical,

and scientific approach: sort of like the difference

between dead reckoning and satellite navigation

or the use of Loran. The two schools need not be

mutually exclusive. In fact, in the end it is a judi-

cious blend that will result in the best sailing, sail-

making, and sails.

This chapter presents background information

regarding a commercial sailmaking environment

and the general considerations, techniques, and

procedures involved in making sails. Chapter 6,

"Making Your Own Sails," applies this information

to specific sails and amateur practice, skills, and

needs. This is the do-it-yourself foundation course.

THE BUSINESS OF SAILMAKING

In the overall scheme of things, sailmaking is a

small industry. Popular as sailing is, the manufac-

ture of sails occupies a puny economic niche in

this country's GNP—nothing alongside sugar or

beef, for example. Sailmaking is highly competitive

and in many respects quite centralized in terms of

control of marketing trends. To compete success-

fully in the mainstream of the industry demands

shrewd marketing, keeping up with trends, and

skunking the competition with improvements

aimed at one of three markets: racers, cruisers, or

daysailors. The process tends to combine the inter-

ests of all groups and directs products toward them

as if they all had the same needs. But there are

middle-of-the-road sail lofts that, while offering

some products and making concessions to the

latest trends in order to stay afloat, do not try to

compete on a large scale; they do so locally with

small, slower production. Then there are the fringe

specialists surviving in a specialty with a small,

loyal clientele—local or mail order—usually with

low overhead, low production, and unsophisti-

cated technology of design and construction.

Where Are Sails Made?
Sails have not always been fabricated in the

immaculate and comfortable sail lofts generally

found today. The advent of sport sailing and the

ensuing development of appropriate materials and

aesthetics contributed substantially to changing

what was formerly a harsh and unappealing work

environment. Where cleanliness and precision are

not required, sails can be lofted on the desert sand,

as they are on the shores of the Nile, or on a frozen

lake, as schooner sails were in Maine.
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In days of old, indoor spaces were poorly lighted

and inadequately heated. There often was no room

to lay out a full sail, and the sails would be made in

pieces. Sails made on board ship had to be pieced

together within the confines of the sail locker or on

deck. Ironically, mechanization and computers

have brought state-of-the-art production sailmak-

ing back into a similarly prefabricated piece-by-

piece sail-construction procedure. Indoor com-

mercial sailmaking, however, generally requires a

floor space large enough to lay out sails of all

dimensions. Forty feet by 60 feet of uninterrupted

floor space would be ideal, although I've made do

with less, and many lofts maintain a smaller space

and periodically borrow or rent a big floor when the

need arises. Having set up sail lofts in six different

locations, I'll say that low-capital enterprises have a

hard time finding suitable and affordable space.

These days there is a hefty price tag on a square

foot of rental space. Happily, sail lofts can be

located in lofts and upper spaces that other busi-

nesses cannot utilize. A well-lighted, clean, warm
space with an open, level, wooden, easily cleaned

floor is preferable. A rest room is convenient and a

view of the water is inspirational. For walk-in busi-

ness, the closer to the boats the better. Proximity

to and affiliation with other facets of the marine

industry and maritime trades increases exposure,

and complementary businesses pass clients

along—chandleries, boatbuilding and storage facil-

ities, rigging lofts, charter businesses, and so forth.

Who Works in a Sail Loft?

Sailmakers are often sailors, but sometimes, par-

ticularly in a departmentalized production setup,

the people employed to construct sails don't know

the sharp end of a boat from the dull end. You don't

have to be an old salt to be skilled at any of the

mechanical aspects of building a sail. As a mini*

mum, a sail loft with one person for each division

of the process, including sales, reception, and pub-

lic relations, could have as few as six people. With

high-volume production and auxiliary services

such as canvaswork and sail (leaning, the crew

may number a score or more—particularly at the

peak of the sailing season. In the opposite extreme,

one or two people do everything year-round. The

smallest of lofts often work in a feast-or-famine sit-

uation; at times it is all they can do to keep the wolf

from the door—and then it doesn't take much to be

swamped. The smaller lofts always walk an eco-

nomic tightrope, and the sailmaker, while not dis

couraging work, must take care not to alienate

clients by taking on more commitments than can

be fulfilled. Extremely frustrated and unlikely t<>

return is the sailor whose boat is waiting out on the

mooring for a new sail as the short sailing season

and vacation time tick past! Any financially solvent

and profitable sailmaking enterprise will, of neces

sity, be highly organized regardless of the si/e ofthe

operation. In the extremes, shops range from auto-

mated, rigid, impersonal, punch-clock factories to

relaxed, personal workplaces with character and

an atmosphere of camaraderie.

At one time women were seldom found working

in sail lofts. Increasingly- though, women own, man

age, and perform all aspects of the sailmaking

process. The most expansive opportunities foi wo

men lie in small lofts dedicated to an enlightened

clientele of less-competitive, less biased sailors It is

possible, as women become more I ompetitJvc in

racing circles, that the in. iking of then sails will tall

under their control. Women sailmakers will then

make moneyfrom women sailois As it is now. in the

competition and production lofts, women air gen

erally employed as otfue help 01 work In the i on

struction and asseinbh departments

Sources of Materials

Synthetic sailcloth manufacture is •> men pebble

on the textile ui(liisti\ he.ic h, so spei i.ili/ed and

refined are these fabrics Onl) three 01 (but nulls

,h tu.ilK produi e the < loth. .1 handful of dlstribti

tots then make fuithei letmenients to ihe < loth

.Hid market It \n lofts, big and small must obtain

then sailcloth liom these tew dist

r

ihutoi s with

the exception ol someol thelargei lofts thai have

then own ( loth finishing oper.ition. the\ h.i\e the

mills m. ike up 1 loth to then own spec if K .ill"

I en these big lofts, with then own br.ind n.une
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sailcloth, rely on other distributors for fabric. Of

course, high-volume enterprises have consider-

able influence over the characteristics of cloth

available and are in the best position to benefit

from bulk-rate pricing.

If the synthetic-sailcloth industry is a pebble,

the natural-fiber sailcloth industry is but a grain of

sand. In fact, true natural sailcloth is not manu-

factured on this continent and must be imported

by the individual loft from extremely limited

sources in Europe or purchased from another

importer. Extensive detective work might turn up

some sailcloth hidden away somewhere, left over

from an old loft or remaining in a distributor's

obsolete line. Of course, there are natural-fiber

materials manufactured for purposes other than

sailmaking that may be passable as sailcloth in cer-

tain instances. In this regard, as with marine fab-

rics in general, there are more manufacturers and

mills and numerous distributors.

For materials, sail lofts go where price, quality,

and service appeal to them. There is a tendency,

though, to simplify things; thus the sailcloth dis-

tributors carry other marine fabrics as well as sail-

and canvas-related hardware and tools. Limited

applications and market, as well as exclusive

importation and distribution contracts among
manufacturers and distributors, have resulted in

limited sail, tool, and hardware sources. Materials

such as thread, tools such as sewing machines and

canvas tools, and hardware with other applications

are more readily available and are distributed by

many firms. As we learned in Chapter 1, "A Ditty

Bag Apprenticeship," several of the sailmaker's

basic tools are unique items made by or for the

artisan expressly for personal needs and use.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SAIL DESIGN

When a sail is designed, its two- and three-dimen-

sional shape; its construction—that is, materials,

hardware, and reinforcements; and its built-in sail-

handling and shape-adjustment features should all

be considered.

The desired two-dimensional shape is in part

determined by requirements of additional sail area;

aerodynamic attributes such as smooth leeches

that minimize vortices, turbulence, and power loss

by air pressure escaping around the sail edges; and

the extent to which peripheral form affects sail han-

dling and sail life.

The three-dimensional shape of a sail is deter-

mined by apparent wind speed, apparent wind

angle, point of sail, trim, sea conditions, hull per-

formance, stability, and rig type. In addition, the

three-dimensional form of one sail is influenced by

that sail's interaction with other sails. The sailor's

needs also play a part, as does the availability of

substitute sails: all else being equal, the jib on a

boat with but one headsail for a wide range ofwind

conditions will likely have a different basic shape

than a jib of the same dimensions on a boat carry-

ing several jibs.

A sail's three-dimensional form may be dispro-

portional, or asymmetrical, by design in order to

achieve maximum performance in varying wind

speeds and apparent wind angles in different parts

of the sail. Though all these variables are real—and

in the sole pursuit of performance they must be

accounted for—in general, only approximations

can be made, and the design process in regard to

shape and performance is a mass of compromises.

There is no right or wrong, just the appropriate set

of compromises.

General design aspects are interrelated, of

course, and all directly influence the selection of

sailcloth. Here again there are trade-offs (see Table

5-1): aerodynamic efficiency and performance are

achieved at the expense of nearly all other consid-

erations except aesthetics (beauty being in the eye

of the beholder and softness being in the hand of

the stuffer). With synthetics, you might say that the

design of the sail's shape starts back in the chemist's

lab (or, in the case of natural materials, back in the

plant), and continues on through the development

of fiber, thread, weaving, and finishing. An under-

standing of sailcloth composition, design, and con-

struction is necessary for informed sail shaping at

the design table, on the loft floor, and on the water.
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The preliminary designing of a sail entails work-

ing with and around the most elemental aspects

of sailcloth, right down to the molecular structure

of the fibers that in turn are transformed into yarns

of greater or lesser size, twist, strength or tenacity,

elasticity, and water absorption. These yarns are

then woven into a fabric of a specified width. The

yarns running the length of the fabric are called

warp; those woven across are called weft or fill. The

relationship of quantity of weft to warp yarns and

the tightness of the weave highly influence the

character of the cloth. The multitude of processes

involved in refining and finishing sailcloth—heat-

ing, shrinking, calendering (heal pressing), impreg-

nation, and coating the cloth—further render a

sailcloth that is specialized and idiosyncratic. Varl

ations in the process result in differing amounts ol

bias elongation, stretch, elasticity, porosity, and

tear strength. Cloth then can be created not onl\

for particular types of sailing, the rig, and the boat,

but also for the sail type and (tit, the wind range,

and even for specific parts ot a sail.

The area of greatest instability in sailcloth lies in

bias elongation, the inherent tenden< \ ol woven

fabric to give when force is exerted diagonally to

the direction of the weave. Within limits this

"weakness" is not a failing, and it is this asp* t ol

cloth behavior that plays such a majoi pan in i mi

nection with sailcloth type and design and In the

shaping ot sails.

Ways of Putting Shape into a Sail

There are five basic means h\ wlm li three dimeii

sional form is built into a sail: Btretch, bias etongi

tion, hioadse. lining and d.nts. molding 01 s ( nipt

Ing, and edge Curves KateU is one let hnique used

exclusively In a given sail, they -\n- usuall) < on
bined. Stretch and bias elongation BTC i onsuleied

undesirable features ol modern fabrb , but in tradl

lional sail making and hoik ompet it ive sailing these

aspects are an asset and .i valuable tool

(loth Stretch I Uutk anil I'rr manent I le.nh

with bound edges, it the bod\ ol the s.ul exp.n

some i urvature Mill result So the extent and dis

tiibution ol cloth itreti h m the given hbrfc must

plotted and t ontroDed

Natural Mberi itret< h more than ivnthetli
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ones—permanent stretch, that is—and after a cer-

tain point have less recovery. Generally it is the

force of the wind and the wear of weathering and

use that encourage a fabric to stretch, but more

than one cotton sail has been shaped in despera-

tion by being strung up horizontally and loaded

with wet sand! Synthetic fibers will elongate per-

manently to a small extent, especially if pushed by

excessive strains. But generally it is the elasticity

in synthetics that must be accounted for in pro-

ducing sail shape. (Better-quality fibers of higher

tenacity will have less give and faster recovery.) For

example, if you're employing a lightweight fabric or

a poor-quality material, you can count on the sail's

being fuller as the wind picks up. It's all relative, of

course, but it's one recourse in obtaining shape.

Knowing the specifications of a cloth—that is, how
much stretch there will be under a certain load

—

will give some indication as to the transformation

the cloth will make. Frankly, in the realm of syn-

thetics—with the exception of light, voluminous,

off-wind sails—elasticity is not that serious a con-

sideration. It is a factor in shape and performance

of the sail, but not worth losing sleep over unless

the sails are intended for competition.

On the other hand, with cotton, and especially

with flax, there is much need of concern, since

without planning, an unweatherly bag of a sail

could result. Moreover, there is also the matter

of shrinkage to contend with. For a rumpus
room-built spritsail this is not so critical, but for a

sail with any expectations ofupwind performance,

it is. Again, cloth weight and cloth quality have the

biggest effect.

Bias Elongation Bias elongation is a type of

cloth stretch, with more or less elasticity, not to be

confused with the permanent stretch and elasticity

of the fiber. Bias elongation is the result of stress

being placed diagonally upon a woven fabric.

Bias elongation in one portion of a sail, say the

luff, forms a pocket that draws cloth from other

parts of the sail. Thus, bias elongation can be

intentionally induced to pull the draft position

forward in a sail. Similarly, peaking up a gaff sail

or spritsail creates a diagonal tension from peak

to tack; cloth is drawn to that diagonal area. The

wind then smooths it out to desirable sail curva-

ture.

When bias elongation occurs in areas such as

the clew and lower leech, it forms unwanted wrin-

kles. The sailmaker plans the cut of a sail in part

-MA.L_yXFSD
~TE>45IOM

£>UTHA.ul_
TENSION! T

figure 5-1. Bias elongation. As sail edge tension

distorts the weave ofthe sailcloth, cloth is drawn
from within the sail toward that edge. Bias

elongation is advantageous where intended,

and a problem where unintended.
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TE-MSiON

figure 5-2. Bias elongation in a gaffsail. The cloth

tension provided by peaking up a gaffs'l draws

extra cloth into the tensioned area. The wind will

smooth this out to create the desired sail curvature.

If the wind lightens, the peak must he lowered.

TE.wSic>nj

FIGURE 5-3. Bias elongation wrinkles in the clew of a

genoa. The wrinkled clews in genous and otbei

sails are die result ofunwanted cloth distortion on

the bias. Ifyourgenoa looks like this, you hare

either a luirdwarclicinjoncnicnt problem (perhOMM

curable) or a cloth problem (not much you can do)

to minimize, or benefit from, bias elongation

Much of this will be anticipatory thinking and

planning for sail controls—and for sailors who will

make great use of bias elongation to change sail

shape. The more versatile a sail is, the more bias

elongation will be a factor in its design and use.

(Moth selection will be based on a determined

amount of bias elongation under a given amount

of stress. Specifications available for synthetic sail

cloths provide a clear indication ot what elonga

tion can be anticipated. Allowam e must be made

for the Increased permanent strati h ol natural

saih loth along edges where the ( lotfal air I ill OR

the bias. <n i m on the gore" In traditional pai

lance it might be thought thai one could pui

something alone, the edge ol a natural febrii

thai does not .tiett b. and therein prr\cnt tin

cloth from streti hing bi all it is. bowevet. nn es

Bary to permit the sailcloth to stretch to the extent

that u naturally would undei the load alone, that

side ol the sail; it you don't, the edge will remain

ti^bt and the cloth within the sail will strati h fhus
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CUKV1ELD,

SEAM
OVERLAP

v~_ DAJST5

figure 5-4. Broadseams and darts. Widening the

overlap ofseam ends builds sail shape. A widened,

straight overlap at the leech builds in aflat exitfor

the airflow; a widened, curved overlap at the luff

builds in a curved entry. In synthetic cloth you may
keep the seam width uniform by trimming away
the excess cloth at the broadseams (upper dashed

lines on each panel).

you would lose the ability to control the sail's

shape along that edge.

Broadseaming and Darts Broadseaming (tap-

ering or tailoring) is one technique in controlling

the stretch of bias-cut sail edges in natural-fiber

sails. Just as important, it is a means of forming sail

shape by widening the seam ends, which in effect

adds cloth and creates curvature. Broadseaming

puts in a certain amount of draft, but more impor-

BC^VDS&A.'-'lS

figure 5-5. Sail camber resultingfrom broad-

seaming and darts. Curved darts build a shelflike

curvature into thefoot of the sail. (Shaded areas in

drawing represent seam overlap.)

straight anic?

Seam end

WiDESNJElD

P

figure 5-6. Luffand leech broadseams build shape

in a crosscut gaff-headed sail.
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<CuR.YtP AjsIP
WloEwED SEAM EJJIV)

AT HEAD

figure 5-7. Curvature built into a gaff-headed sail

by broadseaming.

"BK£v\DSE,AJMS

CUEV'SD AWC?
Vv/l0£NI£0 5EAA4
EKJD5 AT FdoT

figur] > 8 Possible broadseaming configuration In

a vertically cut loose footed oi boomless tpritsail

figure 5-9. Curvature in a spritsail resulting from

broadseaming at head and loot.

taut, in .i ( rosscul sail, n is intended t" i ontrol

dr. ill placement. I Ightening the Beams along un

supported edges may provide some curvature bul

also supports and assists that edge in standing in

breeze. i).ms also provide shape and nip lup

port

rhe length and amount o! broadseam are •

erned bj the ^.ni type, the mirndrd s.nl shapr

other shaping methods in the design, and the type

of sail) loth rhe more stable a synthetii sailcloth is,

the mora dependent on tailoring It infill b<

shape thus widci broadseams
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Molded Sails Molding is an extension of broad-

seaming, and denotes an extensive tailoring job in

which a sail is sculpted of fairly stable materials.

Cox Sails in the Northwest has been leaning in that

direction for years now; they have constructed an

ingenious wing form, and the sailcloth is laid over it

and tailored to conform to the shape. This seems

SU^HTUy WlDE-ME-D
AJ=TE.R SEAM

to work well for triangular sails. Similarly, computer

programs now project a form and then determine

the patterns of the cloth pieces required to create

that form. This method of sailmaking is a natural

outcome of sailcloth advances and economic inter-

ests. Unlike broadseaming, in which the straight

edge of one panel is sewn with a curved overlap to

the next panel, in molding the curved panel edges

are joined by a seam of constant width, which for

a firm cloth results in a smoother installation of

curvature.

Any cut of sail—even the most traditional—can

be molded. Molding is best employed, though, in

cuts where draft position and control must be

quite specific, and with materials that lend them-

selves to complex cloth patterns intended to align

CURVED *ND WlD&MED S&AM EMOi/

figure 5-10. Possible broadseaming configuration in

a battenless Bermudan cruising mains'l. Since this

sail will be built ofsofter cloth than the racing/

daysailing sail in Figure 5-4, it does not depend
to the same extent on broadseamingfor shape.

\
&(SrW. CLU5TH
E03ES cugyer
"TOtf-JED l*J A.
UMIFOR.M
SEAM W'lCrr'H

figure 5-n. The tailored and uniformly curved

panels ofa computer-generated racing sail mold in

curvature while maintaining a uniform basic

seam width.
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Utitufc 8.8

Longitndc 8.8

Incrownt IB.8

fl(* < I'

|vJ

5ltTjl*

Lttitdb 18.8

Longlt^e -88.8

I—t 18.8

figure 5-12. Elaborate computer-shaped, computer-

generated panels build curvature into high-tech

sails while minimizing bias elongation.

FiGURi 5 it. Sample of'a three dimensional

computer printout, this onefrom Sailrite Kits

Computer design makes manipulation oj tail

shape parameters easy, When the desired thape

emerges, a pattern (an begenerated
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warp and weft threads with directions of stress in

the sail. When one thinks of molding, one thinks

of the incredibly complex sail cuts seen on racers

and even cruiser-racers.

Edge Curves Though broadseaming to some

degree is virtually essential to impart curvature in a

sail, edge curves are still needed to create draft, par-

ticularly in less stable fabrics. What are edge

curves? They are the excess cloth outside the

straight line from one corner to another that, when

gathered up or pressed against a straight edge such

as a spar or stay, is bunched into the body of the

sail, allowing wind to create belly in the sail.

Clearly, only soft, flexible fabrics work well if this

shaping technique is employed solely. In itself,

edge curving does nothing to locate the curvature

created, though the curvature will emanate from

the sail edge where the round was cut. Draft place-

ment will then be up to the wind and the sailor

manipulating the sail.

Even if a sail's camber is to come from other

figure 5-14. Rounded sail edges create camber when pushed into the sail.
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means, edge curves are important. The flexing

of a spar to which the sail is bent alternately reduces

or increases sail camber, and whether these changes

5AG*^/N£t
STA/

i k,[jre5-i5. The unavoidable sagging <>l a stay

pushes cloth into a soil, which increases it\ i amber.

The sailmaker antii ipates and cither utilizes OT

compensates for this effect

occur intentionally or otherwise, allowances inusi

be made in the extent and shaping ofthe sail's edge

curves. Similarly, the inevitable sag of a stay, partic-

ularly as the wind increases, pushes cloth at t into

the sail, making it fuller, lb some extent this is desi]

able, but beyond a certain point it is detrimental to

windward work, and the sail's luff must be cut to

allow for an anticipated amount of stay sag.

Generally, if the sails are sails and not cloth

covered wings, some combination ot these five

techniques is used, with emphasis on some <>i

others depending on materials, sail type, and use,

For a seafaring, voyaging, and amateur sailmaking

slant, the materials and sail types involved will

rely most heavily on edge curves, bias elongation,

and broadseaming, while taking Into account

stretch and elasticity of a particular fabric 1 here

will be none of the cuts or materials appropri-

ate for molded, computer derived sails 01 wing

oriented constructions.

Sail Cuts
The cut of a sail refers not onl\ to its two diinen

sional form, but also to the mannei m which the

cloths, or panels, are laid out ill the sail 1 he i lothfl

arc oriented so as to maximize Btrength and mini

mi/.e stretch by placing eiihei the uaip oi tin-

weft—not the bias parallel to the strain on an

unsupported sail edge. I urthei considerations !<»i

sail strength and durability include running scams

parallel to the- strain, keeping scam ends from

striking free sail edges, ami planning the layout

such thai it a scam should let K<». the sail is still

usable, i « > i these reasons, as well as material

necessity, the traditional vertii al <>i up and down

cut was foi millennia the prevalent < loth pattern

In both transverse and fore and ait sails Square

sails and loic and aft boomed workboat sails have

typil ally been ( Ut With the < lot lis laid pa la 1 1 el to

the Icct hes lii the full battened sails ot the ( in

cm. the i lothshave been laid parallel tothelufl

Various mitei < uts were developed In an attempt

to < ontioi and limit itreti b m the unsupported

edges "i boomless headsails I he s< <>n h miter mh

! t ontinuedon page 144)
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Soft cujtm

fcoUNPBO
LUFF EOC&

focr TAPECS

f^OUNDED fOGT EXXJc- CURVE-.

figure 5-16. Multiple sail-shaping methods utilized simultaneously (here in a club-footed

stays'l) achieve a balanced, harmonious, versatile shape.
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HGura 5-17 Typical cloth layouts m coTistrut nons nmglngfrom traditional to

temporary'- These layouts either utilize inns elongation 01 attempt to minimi
con
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vives today even with the use of synthetic sailcloths,

since with the cloths running parallel to both leech

and foot there are no seams striking an edge, which

is important for a stormsail. The conventional

miter, with cloth perpendicular to the straight-line

leech and straight-line foot, though found on latter-

day working craft, is a yachting convention, and

one that has nearly become extinct in contempo-

rary sailing. While the complicated and risky busi-

ness of miter cutting a sail is essential in natural-

fiber headsails—particularly genoas—stable syn-

thetic cloths and economic considerations have

essentially removed miter-cut sails from the scene.

The other principal consideration in the laying

of the cloth is ease of broadseaming to create an

airfoil shape. It was with this in mind and the idea

of having the seams in the cloth running roughly

parallel to and smoothly with the airflow, .is well

as the placement of leech strain upon the weft

threads of the cloth, that N. G. Herreshoff in the

1890s developed the cross- or horizontal-cut sail.

Suitable yacht-quality cotton fabrics made this

possible and synthetics, in a sense, later made u

obligatory.

The crosscut came to dominate sail constrin

tion—first in boomed yacht sails, then eventually

in nearly all sails (with the exception ol spinnaket s

in yachts, and of course seafaring craft around the

world). Ironically, the introduction of laminated

sailcloths, warp-oriented fabrics, and compute!
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ized molding has brought back the vertical cut,

with some variations.

Last there are the radial cuts—which are a syn-

thetic-sailcloth innovation—often in multiples or

combined with other cuts or partial cuts. The prin-

ciple of radial construction—that of aligning warp

with the fanned strain of sail corners—is sound

stress distribution, but there are drawbacks:

It is only practical with synthetics that can

be cut, trimmed with a hotknife, and left

unhemmed, or with very light synthetic

fabrics that lend themselves to machine-

folded seams.

Clew"

Foot-

figure 5-19. This contemporary biradial genoa design aligns the warp ofthe cloth with the

strain at head, clew, leech, andfoot.
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The more sophisticated radial patterns

require complex calculations and cutting of

patterns to build in a designed curvature.

• All those seams are a vulnerable aspect of

this type of construction.

At one time the appearance of the Wizard of

Bristol's crosscut sails was as novel as today's trend

toward greater use of multiradial patterns in com-

petitive sails and even in cruising and daysailing

sails.

Although with a computer program or a kit any-

one can obtain the pattern for a high-tech sail cut,

the traditional cuts and their contemporary deriva-

tions lend themselves best to manual design and

construction.

THE SAILMAKING PROCESS

The procedure of making sails can be broken

down into several phases, with variations depend-

ing on the choice of construction techniques and

the extent to which the process has been mecha-

nized or automated. The following sequence is the

traditional one, and the one an amateur would fol-

low. This chapter presents a quick overview; the

step-by-step details are in Chapter 6.

Sailmaking begins with the considerations set

forth in Chapters 2 through 4: the type of sailing,

the hull, the rig, the sail type, and the sail's inter-

action with and relationship to other sails. Periph-

eral measurements are then obtained either from ;i

sail plan or from measuring the boat or the old

sails.

In the design process all these factors are

weighed in arriving at the desired two-dimensional,

or peripheral, form (thai is, the shape seen on an

architect's sail plan) and the appropriate camb
er(s), draft placement, and distribution of curva-

ture. Materials are selected and all construt tion

requirements, techniques, measurements, reefs,

reinforcements, and means ofattachment are des

ignated. All the materials and hardware are spec i

fied. All this is worked up in one or more scale

plans that will later guide the full-size lofting.

Sails can be made in pattern pieces (rather than

lofting them as a whole), such as was done in small

lofts and on board ship and is now mimicked

inside the circuits of a computer. But here we will

loft the sail to its full-size dimensions, then assem-

ble it from pieces laid over the full-scale plan,

altered, and joined.

At this point the materials are gathered (at least

the sailcloth) and any preparatory work the sail

cloth may require is performed. In the case ol

natural-fiber materials the cloth may be aged, or

dyed, and mildewproofed. Most certainly, unless

the panels are quite narrow, it must be bight, or

false, seamed. Depending on the woven cloth width

and sail type, there may be from one to as man) as

three false seams sewn in per panel to minimize

cloth stretch between actual seams.

Even with synthetic sailcloth—where no preset

vative coloring or false seaming is requited some
preparation maybe necessary Ifa cloth width oat

rower than commercially available is desired Nat

row synthetic cloth widths in DaCTOIt are no longer

regularly produced, though the) can lie spei lal

ordered lor a Cutting lee. ( Mien the w ide c loth is

already in hand, so you must slit it down to the

width you desire, I here are aestheth and tailot

ing reasons for using narrow cloths, as well .is

some shape retention qualities when nsin^ soltei

fabrics.

\ i
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figure 5-21. Peripheral measurements spiked out and twined offon the loft floor.

Lofting
Lofting is nothing more than reproducing the

sail design full size on a floor. First the endpoints

(corners), the perimeters, and the edge curves,

then the midpoints of each edge and the loca-

tions of deepest roach are marked. The miters,

if any, are marked. The placement and direction

of the cloths are marked out and reef row posi-

tions are designated. All these demarcations can

be set off with spikes and string or drawn directly

on the floor. (The wonderful shapes and curves

of the sails lofted by the Herreshoff sailmakers

can still be seen on the floor of what is now a T-

shirt silk-screening company in Bristol, Rhode
Island.)

Primary Layout
Over the lofted plan are laid the cloths of the sails,

back and forth, overlapping by a determined seam

width. Extra cloth is allowed at the panel ends for

use as tablings and also to compensate for the

cloth consumed by broadseaming. Each piece of

the sail is marked as to location and relationship

to its neighbors so that the pieces may be reassem-

bled and sewn evenly. All the corners are marked,

and the sail is ready to be sewn. With the plan

entirely covered by cloth and the panels aligned,

the broadseams are drawn and possibly trimmed.

Alternatively, the cloths can be stuck together

with double-sided sticky tape while on the floor.

Then the sail as a whole is aligned with the floor

plan and the secondary layout (drawing of edge

curves, marking of tablings, etc.) is begun, leaving

the seaming and secondary machine work to be

done at the same time. There is some advantage

to doing this:

1. You get to see how smooth and fair a job you

have done of broadseaming.

2. The sewing of the seams will be as even as the

accuracy with which you stuck the seams

together.
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figure 5-22. In a crosscut sail thefirst panel, or cloth, is laid along the tack seam, which is

the perpendicularfrom tack to leech.

3. You need not roll up the individual cloths and

make the extra trip to the sewing machine

required to sew separate cloths accurately.

4. You have some advance indication of the shape

and edge support you have tailored into the

sail and can make corrections prior to

trimming and sewing.

On the other hand:

1. You have the challenge of horsing the full

sail through the machine as you seam it up,

though on small or light sails this is not a

problem.

2. You deny yourself the opportunity to learn how

to really sew a seam.

Seaming
If the sail has not been prestuck, the next step is the

seaming, in which the panels are taken doth In

cloth to the machine and sewn together. II the sail

is hand sewn, then it is better to piece it tOgethei

with sticky tape or pins cloth by cloth .is \<m

assemble the sail. A full sail ol prepinned cloths

would be too unwieldy to handle Seaming! even

with a machine, is time-consuming, end the qua!

ity of the job will have a pronounced effect on the

durability and appearance ol the s.ni Various i on

trivances exist to expedite and fa< iht.ite the job

special Beaming machines, se.nn pullers, sliding

tables, moving machines, and sunken ilooi level

seaming-machine pits, .is well .is t loth i hutes end

tables.

Secondary Layout
Once ;i sail is seamed up it is I.ml out o\et (he pi. in

and realigned with endpoints and ( loth dire* tion

it may !>< necessar) t<> tension and imooth the

seams in ordei u> even out the stitch tension ["he

sail is pinned out as natuialK as possible <>\ei the

plan, the edge i urves are drawn with long ban
or tape, and tablingi an- marked and < m ||
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figure 5-23. Once the cloths are all laid out and either sticky-taped or sewn together with

broadseams in place, all edge curves and tablings are drawn and cut. Here a leech curve

with its tabling is being drawn. By resting the point ofa compass against the batten and
keeping the angle ofcompass to batten constant, you can trace lines parallel to the batten

for the tabling and cut edge.

always a thrill to finally cut the last edge; at that

point the sail ceases to look like a bunch of strips

sewn together.

The drawing of edge curves takes a good eye for

form and fairness, the accuracy of which greatly

affects the sail shape. Needless to say, a well-drawn

curve may be lost in haphazard cutting.

Reefs are drawn. Corner patches are drawn and

the pieces made up, and tablings are folded or

rubbed under.

Finish Sewing
The sail is now taken back to the sewing machine

or bench and all the added cloth reinforcements

are sewn down. At this time any added reinforce-

ments or sail controls, such as internal luff ropes or

leech and foot cords, are installed. With the com-

pletion of this phase the sail is a whole entity in its

finished form. There are no cut cloth edges left

exposed, except for the extreme corners, which will

be finished by hand.

Handwork
Handwork, ox finish work, both reinforces the sail

and provides its means of attachment. All eyelets,

corner rings, and cringles are installed. Luff ropes

are spliced and seized. Boltropes are sewn. Reef

points are installed and chafing gear is sewn.

Hanks and slides are seized. It varies—some com-

bination of these things: holes to attach things to

the sail, edge reinforcements, and means of attach-

ing sail to spar or wire. Much finishwork formerly

done by hand is now done by machine.

I continually deceive myself by thinking that
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when a sail is brought over for handwork it is

almost done. Actually, depending on the sail, it

may be less than half done, given all the labor that

is required in finishing a sail by hand. By the time

you get around to sewing that last leather and reef

nettle, that sail is a pretty familiar—not to say

tedious—article. What a joy to be folding it up at

last and putting it in the bag!

Preservation
But we're not done yet, at least if it is a natural-fiber

sail. For voyaging or working purposes the sail

ought to be treated—dressed down with a preser-

vative process to prevent organic rot and deterio-

ration. Although sailcloth can be treated prior to

making the sail, often it is left to treat the finished

sail—boltrope, reinforcements, and all. More on

this and the risks in Chapter 8, "Sail Care and

Maintenance."

Bending Sail

The last task for the sailmaker is to bend sail and

test it. Some lofts have test spars—indoors or out or

both. Some sailmakers insist on bending their sails

out on the water. This is by far the best approach.

The sailmaker is then assured that the sails are

bent correctly; adjustments can be made, and

flaws and successes can be noted. Experience is

acquired also, as the sailmaker profits from the

continuity of involvement with the whole process

and is not relying on secondhand information or

feedback. Photographs can record the shapes.

Bending sail on the water provides the opportunity

for as much experimentation and exposure to var-

ious conditions as possible. I wish that more sail-

makers actually handled their products. 1 low often

does a sailmaker test-sail a stormsailV

Followup
It is not unusual for a sail to be returned for alter

ation—perhaps immediately after an initial test

sail, or later, as it takes time lor some problems to

reveal themselves. In competitive sailing, sails

undergo repeated alteration, perhaps several times

during a particular race scries or season A sail

maker must be reconciled to a certain amount of

this and actually welcome the opportunity to cor

rect and improve a sail. Minor alterations are one

thing; major recuts may be nearly as time <.onsum
ingas building a whole new sail. Of course, even

the most perfect and well-made sails receh e roil

tine maintenance, protection, and storage.

SAILMAKING MATERIALS

Sailmaking entails an aesthetic sense ol propoi

tion—bigger is not always better.

A timeline of major turning points in the mak
ing of sails would include the flrsl * ultivation

of cotton, flax, and hemp; the discover) and use ol

bronze and iron for sail hardware; the evolution

of the weaving loom; mechanization oi WOSfl me,

and ropemaking; the abolition ol slavery; the

development of wire rope; the invention ol the

sewing machine (first with treadles, then eta ti i

cally powered); the advent ol steam driven ship

ping; the development oi synthetic sailcloth and

cordage; the use ofcomputers In s.ul design ,iiid

manufacture; and the development ol laminated

sailcloth materials. Meanwhile, in less than I i en

tury, the relatively unmechanized world <>t ^.ni

dependent water-home conuneu e. with its sup

portive sail-material industries, has heen dans

formed into a highly centralized, mechanized,

Industrial economywith aver) small but high tech

Industry dedicated to the making ol materials prl

inanh for pleasure sailing.

Materials such as wool, cotton, iiav Orion,

linen, hemp, and manila have he< ome obsolete Ifl

a very short period ol tune it Is disconcerting to

s,i\ the least, that synthetic sail materials d<

oped within m\ lifetime BUCfl as ll.iiiuii-are

now considered "traditional it has nothing to do

with tradition and everything to do with market

me,. Regardless, materials < ease lo he ni.inul.ii

tilled and e,raduall\ dis.ippr.u I he liu k ROW

blend materials and techniques from different eras
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within the confines of budget, material availability,

ease of construction, and material compatibility.

Except in the least valued of sails, it is false

economy—not to mention dangerous—to use

materials of inferior quality. At best, sailing perfor-

mance and sail longevity suffer. At worst, there

may be loss of life and vessel. This does not mean,

however, that one is compelled to pay exorbitant

prices for best-quality conventional materials.

There are unconventional means of obtaining

DINGHY SAILCLOTH

Q: / am building an 1
1 -foot dinghy and its 75-square-foot sail. What sort of sailcloth do you sug-

gest I use?

A: The principal considerations are: availability, cost, your sailmaking skills, sail and rig type,

intended use of the boat, and maintenance. Competitive and highly refined traditional sail con-

struction—to mention two extremes—require costly materials—either synthetic or natural

—

and a high degree of skill and aptitude. The most convenient source of materials would be a

sail loft that specializes in either of those kinds of sailmaking.

Is this your first shot at making a sail? Are you interested in exploring all facets of the art,

or do you mostly just want to get the show on the water? Perfectly acceptable sails may be

made from Tyvek, polyethylene tarps, London Fog raincoat material, bag nylon, or tent can-

vas—not to mention old sails. Tarp or Tyvek sails may be taped together and require no

sewing. These are good materials for preliminary experimentation.

Typically, a noncompetitive cat dinghy rig—sprit, gunter, lug, or sprit boom—makes the best

use of a sail that derives its shape from rig adjustments rather than a sail with a molded,

comparatively fixed form. This means relatively soft, unstable, woven cloth. In the realm of

manufactured sailcloth, your best bet is a soft 3.9-ounce Dacron available in colors from

black to bubble gum. I know of no 4- to 5-ounce cotton sailcloth that has not been treated

with toxic preservatives. Nonsailcloth cottons such as the rather heavy 10-ounce Vivatex,

however, offer a durable, natural material that, with minimal expertise, expense, and labor, can

be made into a functional and forgiving sail.
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unconventional materials: affordable materials

that are adequate, reliable, and functional, if not

classic in appearance. These may be seconds, or

scrounged, or adapted from nonnautical applica-

tions. Piatt Monfort of Wiscasset, Maine, has made
a splash by using Tyvek, a Du Pont (ironically the

source of conventional sail fiber) building insula-

tion material, as sail "cloth."

So, though it is often maintained that there is a

"proper" way of making sails and rigging, and it is

true that some conventions have withstood the test

of time, there are also innovations that may be

more easily accomplished at less cost and in less

time, just as successfully.

There are five basic groups of materials ofwhich

sails are made, though not every sail will include all

five. Sailcloth, sail twine/sewing thread, and hard-

ware are certain; cordage of some sort is likely, but

not essential; and wire rope now is least likely to

be found. In addition many sails incorporate

leather or webbing, and sometimes both.

Sailcloth

Dacron The roots of contemporary sailcloth

production extend far below the sail-loft floor;

indeed, the sailcloth tree has its fine little root

hairs in petroleum, from which E. I. Du Pont de

Nemours & Co. derives the polymers, filaments,

and films used in synthetic sails. Polyethylene

tetraphthalate, a polyester called Dacron, has for

the last 40 years been the mainstay of sailcloths,

accompanied by nylon and now augmented by

Mylar, Kevlar, and Spectra. What's manufactured in

the United States as Dacron is produced around

the globe in slight variations on the same formula

under the names Teteron in Japan, Tergal in

France, Terylene in Britain, Terital in Italy. Trevira

and Diolen in Germany, and Terlenka in I lolland.

These are all registered trademarks, which means

the monopolization and ownership of processes,

filaments, and names. All U.S. -made Dae ion sail-

cloth originates at one source of filaments: Du

Pont.

Dacron, or any sail-fabric filament, is bundled.

then twisted together, forming a yarn. I he size,

strength, and character of a yarn are specified by

denier (the weight in grams of 9,000 meters of

yarn), twist per inch of yarn, break factor, moisture

content, and photographic appearance. Yarns call

be plied together for still greater strength.

The yarns next travel to the weaver to be woven

into fabric in one of the two mills in the United

States producing Dacron or nylon sailcloth. Up to

this point, sailmakers can have some influence on

the type of cloth available through the specifica-

tion of yarn, denier, and tenacity. But now the pal

ticular qualities of a fabric are further defined by Its

construction—that is, the relationship ot warp

yarns to weft, or fill, yarns in relative numbei

(quantity), denier, tenacity, and tension. Then

there is the manner of the weaving, which dictates

how tightly the yarns are packed together and the

balance of crimp: the degree to which one iel ol

yarns has to porpoise-dive over and under the

other set of yarns. To a certain extent the greatei

crimp inherent in unbalanced constructions ren

ders a fabric less stable on the bias. ( toe cannot

help but be awestruck by the power, speed, and

quality controls in the production ol this labile so

tightly woven, in such great quantities, and undei

such rigid conditions is it produced.

Unless they happen to be doing the finishing ol

the sailcloth—which is the exception i.uhei thai)

the rule—sailmakers only have Indirect Influent e

up tO this point on the nature <>l the labiu . the\

tell finishers and distributors what they are looking

for and then the hnisheis .uul distributors, it it is

economically worth then while, pass those desires

on to the weawi in the form ofconstruction spei

ilications. Vbu and I could saywe want a particulai

construction, weight, and finish <»t fabrii but

unless we c an purchase several thousand \>w.\^

the finisher/distributot i an't do It None <»i the

other cloth inanulac luieis ,uc < heritable insiiiu

lions either, whit h is why \<>u sec- the < urrently

available fabric b and not othi

Untreated and unfinished Dacron fabric,

though in i ic h more tightly woven and <•! different

hbei c ham n-nsiic s. is not a whole lot more stable

than .i natural fibei fabrii Duradon s.ulc loth m its
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finished form resembles unfinished Dacron sail-

cloth in its stability.

So, the truck loaded with these greige goods

rolls into any of the three sailcloth-finishing firms

in the United States, or their equivalents in any

other country. Now the finisher/ distributor takes

over with the finishing process, which renders a

particular fabric into its final form and characteris-

tics; it will then be marketed under various names

and promotions. Finishing and distribution may
occur in the same or separate locations. And the

various finishers/distributors may have sailcloth

finished to their specifications by other finish-

ers/distributors and then market it under their

own label and product name! These greige goods

arrive at the finisher/distributor grungy with

grease and lubricants from the weaving process.

They look rather like your white sails might if you

used them as truck tarps for a couple of years

—

impressive, especially compared with what they

ultimately become.

Some shrinking and tightening occurs when
the greige goods are scoured for several hours

back and forth through a soap and hot-water

solution. The cloth is then dried. But two basic

steps in the ensuing process elevate this woven
fabric into the realm of stability expected of

woven synthetic sailcloth. The first is heat shrink-

age, which locks warp and weft yarns even more

tightly together. The second is impregnation and

coating with resin, which fills any spaces and still

further interlocks the weave. All this is done to

minimize bias elongation, the major instability of

any woven fabric.

If the fabric is to be dyed, it is done now with the

cloth rolled up tightly about a holed cylinder

through which the dye, under great pressure, is

forced into the layers of cloth. Dyeing has no

adverse effect on nylon, but because polyester

fibers must be treated with strong chemicals in

order to offer the color molecules a place to

adhere, there is a reduction in fiber strength.

Therefore tanbark-colored cloth, relatively speak-

ing, has a lower strength-to-weight ratio than an

undyed Dacron of otherwise identical characteris-

tics. In the scheme of things, and given the type of

sailing one is likely to be doing under tanbark sails,

this is no big deal.

Again the cloth is dried over steamheated cans,

and more shrinkage occurs in the drying. Once

thoroughly dried, the cloth is ready for finishing.

THE RESINATION PROCESS. In the process of

impregnation the cloth is passed through a trough

of typically 20- to 30-percent melamine solution.

The solution, which is chemically similar to the

Dacron yarn, will later, when heated, form a tighter

weave of greater stretch resistance.

In the subsequent process, a urethane resin is

squeegeed over the cloth with a great steel knife.

This coating fills all the spaces in the weave,

smoothes the surface, and will, when heated,

cement the fibers together. It is this step in partic-

ular that influences the "hand," or feel of softness,

in the cloth—all according to the degree of resina-

tion. All the Dacron fabrics, even the softest of

cruising cloths, have been resinated to some

degree. The amount of resin has great influence on

the pucker factor in sewing—more resin, less

pucker, which is what you want. Unfortunately, that

means the stuff that's easiest to handle as a sail is

difficult to work with in the sailmaking.

Now, if you were to embark on the making of a

sail and obtained a bolt of cloth, you'd notice not

only that it is accompanied by disclaimers of

responsibility (in case you should build yourself a

winged suit and leap off the Eiffel Tower), but there

is also a little tag that suggests some concern about

formaldehyde in the cloth and its effect on your

health. The formaldehyde is part of the resinating

process—more resin, more formaldehyde. Emis-

sion levels are tested at the machines and proper

curing is supposed to bring the levels down to a

safe zone. Odor inhibitors are introduced to mask

the smell, but it can be a scary cloud of fumes that

emanates from a roll of cloth and up from the fab-

ric as you try to build a sail—hence the little tag.

HEAT SETTING. Moving on at the finishing

plant: The resinated cloth now undergoes the
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dramatic and essential process of heat setting. It

is during this phase, as the cloth passes over

drums heated to 400°F, that the resins are cured

and the cloth experiences the greatest and final

shrinkage—around 20 percent. Greige goods that

started out about 47 inches wide will have

shrunk, after heat setting, to close to 38 inches

in width!

Next the cloth is given a Rolfing of sorts called a

"button break," in which the fabric is passed over

and under bumpy rollers to flex and stabilize the

cloth.

Last, and very important, the fabric is calen-

dered—that is, ironed between tremendous steel

rollers that exert 50 tons of heated compression.

This step flattens and tightens the weave and locks

the fibers.

Before the cloth can be sold for sails it must be

trimmed to the finished width, and typically a sew-

to line is drawn an arbitrary seam width in from the

selvages.

INSPECTION AND TESTING. Now the cloth is

inspected, graded, and tested. Fifteen yards of cloth

are rolled out on a flat inspection table and checked

for waviness along the edges and in the middle

—

and for straightness. This straightness factor is

called tracking, and a cloth that arcs more than I k

inch is said to be "tracked" and of lesser quality. The

frustrations of working with tracked cloth in-

explored in Chapter 6, "Making Your Own Sails."

The testing of all cloth, especially sailcloth, is .1

complex process in itself. There are many possible

tests, but only a few are done routinely and the

results passed on to the sailmaker. It is valuable to

understand and be able to interpret the saili loth

specifications derived from these tests leastways,

it is good to know what works for your needs so
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that you can specify or identify a cloth that will

work to your satisfaction. Following are some of

the tests and measurements that may be per-

formed on sailcloth fabrics:

Porosity/air permeability test: Measures the

rate of airflow through a fabric. Valuable in

determining how effective a sailcloth is in

separating differing air pressures, and,

conversely how breathable a bag or cover

fabric is. Rate of flow is measured in cubic

feet of air per minute.

Water-resistance test: The resistance of the

fabric to the flow of water by capillary

action.

Fabric width: Measured as the perpen-

dicular distance from selvage to selvage,

to the nearest V\e inch.

Fabric bow: Expressed as a percentage of the

fabric width, this is the deviation of the weft

(fill) threads measured to the nearest !
/i6

inch from an imaginary line drawn perpen-

dicularly from selvage to selvage. Any bow
in sailcloth is important. For example, in a

crosscut mainsail, those bowed weft

threads, running parallel to the leech,

would straighten out—elongate—under

stress, thus messing up the set of the

leech and causing the boom to sag.

Duradon sailcloth often has a serious

amount of bow to it that has to be allowed

for in either the measurements or the cut

of the sail.

Gauge: This is the fabric thickness,

expressed in thousandths of an inch.

Warp and weft count: The count of the

fabric is the number ofwarp ends or fill

picks per inch of fabric. These specs reveal

the tightness of the weave and, accom-

panied by information about the yarns, also

indicate cloth strength in either direction or

in relation to one another.

Tensile, or breaking, strength: The measure

of the ability of the fabric to resist rupture

when tested under specified conditions.

Elongation: The amount of stretch at break

compared with the original length,

expressed as a percentage.

Stretch-and-set test: This test is designed to

measure the initial elongation of a fabric

sample under specified loading conditions,

and the amount of retained elongation, or

set, after removal of the load. These and

related tests yield the cloth specs most

readily available to the sailmaker and are

the ones that reveal so much about how
sailcloth will feel and behave.

Tests are conducted in three directions

—

warp, fill, and on the bias—with specified

amounts of stress—usually 10 to 50 pounds

in 10-pound increments on 16-inch-by-2-

inch test samples of cloth. The resulting

elongation is expressed in hundredths of an

inch.

All these specs are revealing, but it is the

bias spec that tells the most about whether

a cloth is stable, and if so, whether that

stability is attributable primarily to cloth

construction and tight weaving or to

resination. That in turn tells you whether a

cloth is likely to feel like a pillowcase or a

piece of sheet metal. The warp and fill specs

reveal yarn quality, cloth construction, and

quality of weaving, which translates into sail

shape-holding ability under stress and over

time.

A variation on this study is the stress-

strain test, which applies a load (stress)

to a material; the resultant stretch (strain)

is measured in order to derive a ratio

between the two, called the modulus of

elasticity. A material with a high modulus

of elasticity will elongate less than a

material with a lower modulus of

elasticity.

These tests also demonstrate the amount

of what is called recovery in a fabric, which

is the cloth's elastic ability to return from a

degree of elongation after load has been

removed.
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Bainbridge/Aquabatten subjectively

correlates bias specifications with cloth feel

in the following manner:

very firm—under 10

firm—over 10, under 13

medium firm—over 13, under 18

soft—over 18

"Finn"—34-38

I personally would shift that scale so that

"soft" was in the 34 to 38 range.

Flutter test and impactflutter test: This is an

extension of the stretch-and-set test and is

conducted after a cloth sample has been

given the kind of workout one could expect

to give a sail over a reasonable time. A
sample is whirled around at about 30 m.p.h.

for 30 minutes at the end of a pole on an

electric motor. Specifications are then

designed as "after fatigue" or "after flutter"

and reveal what the cloth will do under load

after the resination has been broken in.

Tearing strength test: Measures the force

required to start and continue a tear under

specified conditions. These tests are also

conducted on warp and fill. Though the

tests are conducted on the same machine,

tearing strength is different from breaking,

or tensile, strength. This is apparent in a sail

where weak—say, sunrotten—material can

have sufficient breaking strength to

withstand a fair amount of wind ifthe sail is

whole, but little or no tearing strength to

resist being torn to shreds if punctured or

already torn. A sail with little tearing

strength can be torn apart by its own

stitching holes and components!

Fabric weight: The weight ot fabric

expressed as ounces per linear yard, ounces

per given width, or pounds per yard. I his

becomes a little confusing, as what's (ailed a

"sailmaker's yard" in the I Fnited States

measures 36 inches by 28'/^ inches, and

fabric weight for U.S.-made sailcloth retei s

to ounces per sailmaker's yard. /Ml U.S.

manufacturers list their sailcloths by this

system. Elsewhere in the world sailcloth

fabric weight is expressed in grams per

square meter. In the United Kingdom

sailcloth weight is designated in ounces pel

square yard.

Crimp: The loss in straight-line length ot .i

yarn when it is woven, expressed as a

percentage of the final woven length

Contraction: The loss in straight-line length

of a yarn when it is woven, expressed as a

percentage of the length before weaving.

Abrasion tests: Used to measure the

resistance of fabric to wear. I here .ire three

tests:

1. flat abrasion—chafe abrading a fabric-

parallel to its surface;

2. flex abrasion—reciprocal folding and

rubbing of a fabric:

3. edge abrasion—rubbing in one 01 all

directions on the edge ot a lahi n

This information is peiiinent to the sailor/

sailmaker who needs to utilize materials of

high ehaie resistance 01 at least protet t

vulnerable fabrit s from urging c hate.

Abrasion tests on sailcloth are performed

particularly to determine the durability <>i

the COating that has heen applied fol

stability and ultraviolet resistant t

Sewability test Sewabilit) isthecham

teristu (it .i t.ihiK thai allows it in | )r seamed

at the full limit of peifonuance ofa high

speed sewing mai nine without weakening

oi degrading the fabrit i<-sts may alto be

( oik I in ted to determine the extent towhfa h

sewing < .mses a fabrk to pin Icet

• Stiffness test I he stiffness of a fabrii is its

resistance to bending when an external

Ion e is applied Hi. is e|ony;.itioi

yOU some indil ation Oi this. bUl .ire not
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conclusive. The nature of the cloth con-

struction and weave can have a significant

effect on the feel of the cloth: A warp-

oriented cloth that specs out quite low can

have a very different feel from an equally

low-spec fill-oriented cloth. Manufacturers

frequently forgo a stiffness test.

Wrinkle recovery test: The ability of a fabric

to recover from creasing and compression

under controlled conditions. This is another

test that would be useful but is generally not

conducted on sailcloth because the results

can be inferred from other tests: a low stretch

spec indicates that a fabric wrinkles and stays

wrinkled, at least if it's a heavily resinated

fabric. Wrinkle recovery specs would indicate

the care required in folding a sail, and also

how smooth an aerodynamic surface would

remain after a sail had been used and stored.

Fabrics may be tested still further for bursting

strength, moisture content, thermal resistance, and

UV resistance. This last concern is of great impor-

tance in estimating the durability of synthetic sail

and cover cloths. Stretch and strength tests are con-

ducted on samples of cloth that have been exposed

to ultraviolet light in a lab—or left out in tropical

sunlight—for a set period of time. The resistance

of various fibers, dyes, and cloth weights to ultravi-

olet light and the effectiveness of UV protective

screens and coatings are determined.

Nylon and Duradon Nylon and Duradon sail-

cloths go through a different but similar produc-

tion process to that described for Dacron, and all

the tests apply as well, though cloth specs are not

routinely published.

Mylar, Kevlar, and Laminated Fabrics Lam-

inated sail fabrics, which may be composites,

woven substrates, scrims, and films, are a whole

other realm worth a glance—partly to know what's

available for the cruiser-racer or boardsailor, and

partly because there's a move on to make laminates

the dominant sail material.

Briefly, what are called cruising laminates com-

bine the virtues of a low-stretch, bias-free, high

strength-to-weight-ratio film, like Mylar, with the

virtues of a highly tear-resistant woven substrate

material, like Dacron, to make a relatively light-

weight, stronger, more stable, high strength-to-

weight fabric that is soft enough to be acceptable

to the casual or nonracer who wants sail shape

retention over a wide wind range—such as a roller-

reefing headsail or a mainsail requires.

The trick in developing these expensive high-

tech sandwiches has been to get the laminations

to adhere to each other for a reasonable period of

time. For this, what's called a peel testis conducted

to measure the strength of the bond between a

film and its substrate. In addition to the standard

elongation specs based on stretch per given

pounds of load, specs for laminates are computed

based on pounds of load per 1 percent of elonga-

tion, which yields what is called the efficiency coef-

ficient.

Natural-Fiber Sailcloth Isn't it amazing that in

the same breath and within a mere five decades we

can be talking about sailcloth technologies that are

light-years apart? And cotton and flax sailcloth is

still manufactured by the firm of Francis Webster

and Son in Arbroath, Scotland! In certain respects

the production of natural fabric is not all that dif-

ferent from the production of synthetics. Of

course, the acquisition of the fiber is different, but

it's still a matter of fiber and quality, yarns, design,

cloth construction, and weaving techniques. It is

true that cotton sailcloth woven too softly has poor

shape-holding characteristics—even for cotton

—

yet, on the other hand, when woven too tightly cot-

ton is unresponsive and lifeless.

The terminology is the same, but the finishing

after weaving marks the greatest difference

between the production of natural-fiber and syn-

thetic sailcloth. Sizings and mildewproofing may
be added, but there is no heating or coating and no

trimming, since the edges are true woven selvages.

Shrinkage does occur, particularly in preshrunk

marine fabrics, but it is not nearly the percentage
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of heat-set Dacron, nor does it tighten the weave as

dramatically. The cloth is calendered—and that's it,

prior to conducting nearly all the same tests and

inspections just described.

The Seafarer's Sailcloth In the late 1940s one

of the earliest synthetic fibers experimented with

for sails was Orion. Nylon and Dacron quickly

elbowed Orion aside because it could not be heat

shrunk and was three times stretchier than the

softest Dacron. Orion, in spun form, is the acrylic

of which marine cover cloths are made; it thumbs

its nose at ultraviolet light.

A practically invulnerable seafaring sailcloth

—

STYLE WEIGHT FILL DENIER PICKS/IN. WARP DENIER ENDS/IN.

ALL PURPOSE

5170 4.0 oz. 300 63 150 104

5210 5.0 oz. 300 66 150 133

5260 6.0 oz. 495 48 250 117

5300 7.0 oz. 595 45 250 117

5340 8.0 oz. 750 44 250 133

5390 9.0 oz. 800 38 300 133

BLADE

5155 3.5 oz. 180 75 130 114

5225 5.3 oz. 260 67 180 138

5255 6.7 oz. 500 49 250 117

5335 7.7 oz. 500 48 250 130

5375 8.7 oz. 750 42 300 132

5425 9.7 oz. 750 36 500 93

HIGH ASPECT

5217 5.0 oz. 410 53 130 150

5277 6.3 oz. 410 58 180 140

5297 7.0 oz. 750 42 180 140

5327 7.7 oz. 750 44 260 108

5367 9.0 oz. 750 41 260 140

WARP

5129 3.0 oz. 130 72 130 127

5219 5.0 oz. 180 76 180 163

5279 7.0 oz. 260 57 495 149

5389 9.0 oz. 410 54 750 61

TABI.K5-3A. SatiUJW DdCWn (loth ( ntisliut tiOlli I he ii'< nitutiended USet fOI thru- < lath

styles are listed in Tables 5 3B (page 159) and 5 K page 160 Other sailcloth

manufacturers/distributors provide timilot tpa d" "turn i fiteria
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superior even to Duradon—could be produced of a

tighdy woven filament Orion. Filament Orion must

be solution dyed in the yarn, but strength tests

after six months' exposure in the tropics revealed

that acrylic retained 95 percent of its strength, as

opposed to Dacron's retaining only 25 percent.

In terms of the voyaging or workboat's sailing

and economic needs, the virtues of an Orion sail

far outweigh the drawbacks—even the word Orion

has a rather pleasant singsong quality to it, for a

synthetic. Anyway, it could be done. The problem

lies not in making the cloth; the big obstacle is the

quantities necessary to make it economically feasi-

ble for a manufacturer to produce.

Sailcloth Types It would be an exercise in futil-

ity to attempt a presentation of all the various types

of Dacron or nylon sailcloths available—not to

mention the laminates. The various combinations

of yarn, constructions, and finish are myriad, and

every company has its own set of combinations.

Not only is any combination possible, if you can

"Tabled 5-3B>.

^Adapted ^roha Sat» "Smi cloth-)

'SokT StZ^j ~1fP*~> cCokJ ¥\Cx\A IfcAri OhJ
\\\c*H -kspecrr LoW- Aspect'

Zo'-zb'
Ve«2T)CAl- 5V

5V- d»AP
5AP- fe>AP - 5-36- fe-3M

5V-(^AP

5 38" (tfB

5AP- (pAP

?-3©-^8-^AP

JtT-3*-' Horvxontai—

V\of2.1X0NTAL-
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7-v
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33- 3&'
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HofZ-JXD NJT-A !-_

Yt«.TlGAl—

7Y-7AP
7M- 77

M

7V-7AP-7 36
7AP-8AP-7M-7-7M

7V-S-46
736-S.+6-7AP-8AP
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7.38-8.4-6-7AP-8AP
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Hoiz-itowtalj
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6AP-9AP- 8.^6-^78

Af\d-^d
£ac^

Vke-ncAu^
HoRJXdNTAk^
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5/MQDU5: AP* ALU F^ifcPoSE; V= VEjZTiGA.i-/WAfcP; © = SuAOE.; M = MAin (hig»H ASPECT;
ALU "Purpose.). Au_ cloth numse-ic's £efej& tt> Weight iw U.S. ouwces.
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afford to have it made, but also, by the time you fin-

ish reading this book, probably some cloth will

have fallen by the wayside and several "new" sail-

cloths will be on the market!

So saying, and evolution and planned obsoles-

cence not withstanding, five major categories of

Dacron sailcloth have been routinely used for a

while now by cloth manufacturers and will likely

continue to be used, at least while Dacron remains

a major sailcloth. Although the sailcloth compa-

nies may use the same generic term for a type of

cloth, there may be significant variations from one

firm to another as to what the term represents.

Nonetheless, these categories do indicate prefei

ences for certain combinations of yarn quality,

denier, yarn count, cloth construction, and finish.

All-purpose: Usually means a relatively

balanced but slightly fill-oriented con-

struction, with no particular emphasis on

tightness of weave or quality of yarn. In

other words, it is not a performance fabric.

"Da>c£oK< (SurrH AMPLICATIONS — Meadsau-S
(ADAPteo FK.OH "Sati SAlLCUJTrt)

TyVe^ "fANE^
Configuration

*l *Z_ '5
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It has more or less universal applications in

terms of sail type and cut, and it may be

lower in price. It is this designation of fabric

that is often dyed or coated and sold as a

colored or treated cloth with its own name,

such as Tanbark or All-Purpose Colors or

UV Sailcloth.

Blade: Often indicates a slightly fill-oriented

construction of higher-quality yarns, with a

significant amount of resination for sta-

bility. It is appropriate for use in crosscut,

low-aspect sails.

High-aspect: Clearly represents a highly fill-

oriented, unbalanced construction of high-

tenacity yarns. It is tightly woven and will be

heavily stabilized with resins. It is a per-

formance fabric intended for use in high-

aspect-ratio crosscut sails where there is

high stress on the leech.

Genoa: This is a fairly balanced construc-

tion, more dependent on high-quality yarns

and a tight weave for its stability than on

heavy resination. It is intended for use

primarily in low-aspect headsails, where

loading in traditional sail cuts requires

balanced stress response. This type of

construction—or close to it—is probably

the most appropriate Dacron sailcloth

available for gaff and other four-sided sails

that depend on significant bias elongation

and give for shape control.

Warp-oriented, or vertical-oriented:These

fabrics range from a balanced warp-and-fill

denier to having slightly heavier warp yarns

and a warp-oriented construction. The

degree of finish—balanced denier, yet high

warp count with heavy finish—yields a fabric

ofminimum pucker in sewing that may be

used for either cruising or racing vertical

cuts—such as for roller- furling sails—and in

the various radial sail cuts and corner patches

where the warp will be running parallel to the

stress. Cruising laminates may also be warp-

oriented in that the scrim or substrate fabric

is stronger in the warp direction.

Sailc^lotm Woths

C^LXTTH AvAILAfcLE- WfoTHS

I?AceoKj y°"
. 48", 54" , OR- custom

SLIT TO AMy */IOTH

kI/uok/ 4< ,54*

pUJZADOM 24"

Cottom ^",?6",53",5'"

V^vate-x. Cottom *>fc"

Cottokj KJuMeeiz. Ducko 3b",46",fe0",72,"

Sailcloth Width An old-timer named Henry

Brown, whose family had been making sails on the

Chesapeake for three generations, once said to me
that any sail with cloths wider than 24 inches

looked like a bedsheet. He was right, of course, and

it is incredible to think that in so short a time sails

have gone from 9-inch bight-seamed panels to the

54-inch full-size bedsheet dimensions of the wide

Dacron sailcloth available now. Aesthetics aside,

wider cloth certainly offers the sailmaker eco-

nomic advantages, but these widths only work well

with contemporary cloth constructions and fin-

ishes, currently popular sail cuts and types, and

contemporary sailmaking techniques. However,

as the ever-optimistic prince of old-school sail-

making Grant Gambell points out, "These new
wide cloths—if you can find one you like—can be

slit in half, and there you are back to pretty near the

old cotton cloth widths."

Sail Twine and Thread
The panels of a sail and all the sail's reinforcements

are united by sewing. The thread used for the pur-

pose when sewing by hand is called sail twine; it is

generally made of the same fiber as the cloth or a

compatible natural or synthetic fiber. So in the syn-

thetic sail, twine will be either a polyester or nylon,

and in the natural-fabric sail, cotton, linen, or

hemp. It is acceptable to use synthetic twine on a
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natural sail, but generally not the other way

around.

Commercial sail twine comes in spools, is sold

by weight (ounces and pounds), and is gauged by

the number of plies—that is, threads within the

twine—which may range from three to seven. Nat-

ural-fiber twine is waxed before sewing, which

serves to unite the plies to preserve the fiber. Syn-

thetics do not require waxing for preservation, but

waxing does hold the twine together and ease

sewing; thus, both natural and synthetic twines are

available prewaxed. Though many love the stuff, I

have always found prewaxed twine to be an annoy-

ance: the twine doesn't hold together as it should,

and I find myself having to wax it anyway—which

results in a time-consuming and less effective

twine.

Buying twine in spools is neat and convenient,

but inevitably one requires twine of a size larger

and stronger than commercially available. For

years I never used commercial twine, much less

prewaxed stuff. I always took rope—three-strand or

braided—and broke it down to the size and length

needed. Continuous-filament polyester works

best, but other types of line work too. Although 1

now use spool twine for seaming and small WOI ked

holes, I still use unlaid three-strand rope for large

seizings, sewing big rings, and large boltropes.

Breaking down line is less time-consuming than

doubling and redoubling lighter spool twine

A complete twine inventory would Include

three-, five-, and seven-ply spool twine as well as

the twine available from s/8-inch three-straiul line

and '/2-inch braided line. The seaming and sec-

ondary sewing may not be done by hand, but all tlu'

finishwork that involves sewing or seizing will be,

and it is for this work that sail twine will be required

*2jM6jS

AND SMAU>

HUJRE5-24. Three-, five . and seven-ply unwaxed
polyester sail twine.

- 9/e COT! IKKJOUT; FlLAMtMr*
TMfc££, S^RAMC? -TV/»S»*0

1 k .iiki , a Makingyourown tall turtnt
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t5*ii-. "Tv/iME. "Sizes amo Appu<^AmoNS

Tv/iwE. Tyre-'
ANO "&VZE-
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kieepi-e, LE.M6TH OP

OauBLEo Tv/iMe^
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*|L -#14
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•Ll4HT (4AND ROPlNC,, Uf? TO
/4f."

JHlo - im-t
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, Y^"~ ?/$
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(tf COP£?
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There are distinct advantages to sewing a sail

entirely by hand, but saving time is not one of

them. Alternatively sewing machines can use sev-

eral types of thread. Machine thread varies not only

in fiber and construction, but also in size, finish,

and color. To repeat, it is permissible to use syn-

thetic thread on natural cloth, but not the opposite.

Machine thread is selected for the strength

requirement of a particular part of the sail and

must be compatible with the machine. Generally

it all goes together: heavy-stress sail, big machine,

heavy threads. Machine thread is identified by any

of various numbering systems that reflect the

stature of the thread.

Sailmaking polyester machine thread ranges

from a gossamer #30 to a near stringlike #346 and

is available in a rainbow of colors. Number 30

through #138 cover the making of most sails for

boats up to 50 feet using cloth weights ranging

from half-ounce drifter-nylon to 10-ounce Dacron

stormsail material. Bigger boats require more

heavily constructed sails and, in turn, heavier

thread and bigger sewing machines.

Machine thread is twisted—laid up by twist

—

either to the right or to the left. Most synthetic sail

thread now is right twist. It is important that

the twist of the thread be compatible with the

sewing machine—mismatched thread can result in

poor-quality stitching or malfunction. Synthetic

machine thread is also finished with silicon to

facilitate its passage through and around thread

guides in the machine and through the cloth. A
certain amount of reduced friction is important,

but when there's too much lubricant, the oil will

leach out into the sailcloth. It causes no harm, but

the stain looks horrid.

Machine thread may be treated, too, for ultra-

violet light resistance. Although it is the stitching of

the sail that will fail due to ultraviolet exposure

long before the sailcloth itself, I've been told that

the UV-treated thread, a recent development, has

not significantly prolonged stitch life. It has been

my experience, however, that a colored thread will

outlast an undyed one in terms of ultraviolet-light

resistance.

Machine thread is sold on tubes by the ounce or

pound and, with a guesstimated 40 yards of thread

per yard of cloth in a sail, must not be overlooked

as one of the cost-producing components of the

sail—as much as $12 in a 300-square-foot genoa,

for example. To compound matters—or more cor-

rectly, double them—a sewing machine sews with

two threads at a time, an upper thread and a lower

bobbin thread, which are interlocked in the stitch-

ing process. Therefore two sources of thread, or

two spools, are required for any efficiency of

sewing—one to feed the top, the other for winding

bobbins. The amount of thread available on a sin-

gle spool might be more than enough to sew an

entire sail, but it would take an inordinate amount

of time to stop to rewind bobbins. Alternatively,

prewound bobbins can be obtained, though not

necessarily in every thread type or bobbin size. So,

in situations where bobbins are wound as the

machine sews, two spools of thread are required

for each size and thread type, and a minimum of

two bobbins are needed for each type in order to

have one in use while the other is winding. I have

found that a supply of white, brown, and blue

thread has met nearly every need, with the excep-

tion of various colors that have arisen in motley

canvaswork. A shipboard or personal machine-

thread inventory would include only two spools of

each size thread needed to maintain one's own
sails and canvas articles.

Sail Hardware
Sail hardware falls into one of four categories:

a means of attaching something to a sail, a way

of attaching a sail to something else, some sort of

support, or a type of sail-shaping mechanism. All

metal sail hardware, except in large craft, is now of

brass, bronze, stainless steel, or aluminum (racing

hardware excepted). Nonmetallic hardware can be

plastic, fiberglass, or wood.

Reinforced Holes in Sails Lashings, sheets,

halyards, lacings, and reef points are all attached

directly or indirectly to a sail through reinforced

holes in the sail, and the area around the hole has
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extra cloth reinforcement. Prior to the use of metal

reinforcements and hardware in sails, holes were

strengthened with rope grommets, and corners

had served cringles for earings. To this day it is

often preferable to reinforce eyelets and anchor

holes with a soft rope grommet rather than a metal

ring so that the hole will have the same qualities

as the cloth and be more flexible.

This is as good a time as any to hash out the pros

and cons of handsewn rings versus the hydraul-

ically pressed rings common today. To question

which is stronger is like trying to compare a foot-

ball player and a ballet dancer. Certainly a metal

ring of sufficient size and breaking strength

installed under sufficient pressure in sufficient lay-

ers of heavy sailcloth has an overall initial failure

strength far above anything that might be hand

sewn into such material. Sheer holding power is

not the primary determinant of effectiveness, how-

ever. What is important is the compatibility of the

fitting with the medium in which it is installed. In

other words, what good is a superstrong link in a

weak chain? Furthermore, the strong link and its

qualities in relationship to the other links proba

bly produces a weaker overall chain than if the

chain links were all similar.

So it is with sail reinforcements. Rigid, inflexible,

high-strength fittings have their place in sails

of similar overall construction, particularly in

production-oriented, limited-use sail types (OVW

looking the wasteful aspects). But in the appropi i

ate medium, handsewn corner rings provide more

strength, not to mention ease of replacement and

are reusable. The question is mostly moot, since

commercial sailmaking hasn't the nine an) more

for hand sewing rings of any size. I he Inimitable

CKJtsU£,l_E_,

AMD fZOUWP
THIMBLE^

v/trH Her- k>j<*»£ .

IK,OKI 5 26 I'khIik linn verSUS hmuhrnikrd vuh OfTiei I nnsluu linn
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Mr. Cox ofCox Molded Sails in the Northwest infor-

mally pitted his distinctive handsewn rings against

a hydraulic sandwich ring by installing the two

rings in the same piece of cloth. He then lashed

one to a tree, the other to the bumper of his truck.

Off he drove. It was the hydraulic doughnut that

let go. Mind you, it's not usually the doughnut that

fails—it's the cloth on the stressed side of the ring.

Brad Hunter of Gambell and Hunter Sailmak-

ers did a similar test with a come-along. This time

the handsewn ring was the loser. I don't think

MAL.L.E.T

(fMAL.E, fWex)

SEWN fZJKj^

SETT7W<5i DIEJ

either of these tests is conclusive—we're compar-

ing apples to oranges. The thing to do is know the

strengths and holding power of the two methods in

their respective appropriate installations, and then

judge economics, ease of repair, and so forth.

In eyelets and small holes, there is no question

that a handsewn ring is more durable than a spur

grommet. For daysailing or racing, spur grommets

are of adequate strength and sufficiently long lived,

but for any sort ofvoyaging or extended sail life the

strength of handsewn rings is preferable.

Brass rings and stainless steel rings for hand-

worked holes range in size from 3/s-inch outer

diameter to a little less than 3 'A inches and are

numbered from #3 to #15. A #3 !/2-inch ring is a typ-

ical eyelet size. A #15 is a monstrous thing such as

you'd find in the corner of a large-boat sail. These

rings are sewn in and the stitches subsequently

protected by a brass liner or turnover that is

inserted from one side and then splayed over with

a setting die. Sometimes two liners are installed,

one from either side. In the absence of liners,

leather will, for a time, protect the stitching. A
small loft would require a full range of setting dies,

figure 5-27. Setting a liner.

figure 5-28. A handsewn corner ring with liner

installed. The corner will be oversewn, roped, and
leathered. Sometimes, as pictured elsewhere in this

book, short stitches alternate with longer ones,

which helps keep some separation between stitch

holes.
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matekjal. that- is rod thick-)
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feUfe
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figure 5-29. Spur grommet installation problems

though #15s would collect some dust. On hoard a

cruiser or for a personal inventory, only the si/es

of rings used on board or used most frequently,

and those sizes next larger, would be required.

Spur grommets are appropriate for the eyelets

of nonseafaring sails. These are two-part fittings

that are installed with a setting die. Care must be

taken to match the spur grommet to the muss
requirements and also to correctly cut the hole in

the appropriate thicknesses of cloth. If the cloth is

too thin, the grommet will cut through it. If the

cloth is too thick, the sides of the grommet will not

be mated together. Spur grommets range in si/c

from a shoe eyelet, -Vib inch, to a whopping 2

inches, and are identified in a range from »()()() to

#8. The #0()0s serve well as model-sail comei rings

or eyelets in very small boat sails. I he big ones

work well for tarpaulins and awnings ( ieneralh .i

small shop is covered by having «(). " 1 , 02, and 1

1

spur grommets. A voyaging boat or personal inwn

tory would do well to have the same, 01 at le.tst tin-

middle two sizes.

Sail PerimeterHardware Hardware i<»i i orna

attachment around the perimetei ol .1 s.ul Includes

round thimbles and I) rings. Hut win have these

things, if you can use a hole in the Ball? I he answer

lies parti) m tradition. Before the advenl <>i hard

ware suitable tor reinforcing huge, worked holes,

the cringle (see l igure 5 so. page 170), and tubse

quentl) the cringle and round thimble, dominated

lot comei attachment Bui thisapproai h issnii m
ommendable, as it is compatible with seafaring sail

constructions and materials

Hie tools and materials are inexpensive, read

ily available, and reusable Moreover, external

.1it.1t foments* hafe less and are more appropriate

loi the wt.ii and teat ol shai kles and ipai hard

ware Man) mai hine finished tails now emplo)

exterioi hardware affixed to the s.ul b) mai hine

sewn webbing, often .ui efficient .mil effective

me. his iii .iti.it lime, hardware

< tiiiiiiitit lal round thimbles <>• bronze and

si. unless steel. .Hid e\en e,.il\ .HH/etl .lie .e. .ul.ible

lltilli ; lilt ll il|) In 2 Hit liesiiutei tluilieler lh<
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of the thimble to be used depends on strength

requirements, what must pass through it, and the

size of the boltrope employed.

Only a loft doing the most traditional of work

would be sticking cringles, and in that event would

have all sizes, even larger galvanized iron ones for

big boats.

A small rope cringle and round thimble serve well

"Table- 5-7.

(\MGHe-S) ifaE-' A>PPUCAT*lONi

'A *0 SPUKS, "SMALL- G^O^'METS EyfcLETS ONi eA6,s And sails

V32- *0 SPU£,S , S^ALL CqeOHMETS" EyfeLETS Oi TSAR'S AnJq SMLS

3/6 *
1 SPUfcS, C^fcOMMETS EyfeuErS OM f5A5,s ANlO Sails

?/«•
HEAV 1EfZ^ £ANVAS us/o >£«_,

'A. #•4 spues , #4 ^i^s SMALL- "PK/SML COfcNE^S,

s/e #5 ^PUKS, #5 K.IM6,S
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MEDIUM VbyAGIKJ^ 6>OslE-«2. «OM<3S,

LA^AE J7A/SAIL (COtZWEJ^ t^JN^S,

1 i/+ #»0 VWJDSEk/w l2JNi6[S
M1PSIZE. v6/A5)IKi6j gbAT COK>JEl2_j

1
l/2^ #11 H\MC?S&wij ^JMCjS

uaR£»e- N^yAdiMGi boat ooe.wEfz_>

5L, #15 rfAMOSEW'w £4M6^ EXTRA - LAB6|£ Y^/A^lMGr AMD

MerrE/- SE-TTINJ^r P"Ev WUMlSEjeS Al_vA/S KAToH THE; NUM8EJZ.S OF 7HE> I^MCrS oe.
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figure 5-30. A cringle in its earliestform, with no

associated hardware. Shown here is a leech cringle

stuck in the boltrope ofa squaresailfor attaching a

bowline (a line ledforward to flatten the leading

edge ofthe sail). Figure 5-26 shows a more evolved

cringle with hardware.

to anchor the upper end of a jackline (Figure

5-31). Generally, when a jackline is anchored to a si

n

gle eyelet in the luff of a sail, there is an unfair lead

and a torquing strain on the anchor point in the sail.

The use of a cringle and round thimble brings the

entire jackline into alignment with the lull ol the sail

The size of the round (nimble depends on the stout

nessof the sail, the offsel required to bring the lead of

the jackline into alignment with other jac kline lair

leads, and the clearance between the lull and the

spar or stay to which the sail is bent

RDUWC TXIM&UEL.

roumo-tkimol«l
fajR-leads

figuri s ii I cringle with round thimbleanehon
tin- uppet end <>\ a /"< a /"«• /" propei alignment

with the luffand fairieadt
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On board a bluewater cruiser, it would be pru-

dent to have a couple of round thimbles and some

three-strand line for cringles, as it is such a con-

venient seagoing means of effecting a repair or

jury-rigging with available tools and materials.

D-Rings D-rings serve the same functions as

round thimbles but are much more specialized,

and there are designs for various corners and spe-

cific uses.

The simplest D-ring is a straightforward D
shape—fine for straps perhaps, but prone to cap-

size under the torque and oblique strain of sheet-

ing and outhauling when used in the clew of a sail.

Consequently, there is a range of D-rings with

inner crossbar configurations that provide stability

of installation and isolate a shackle or fitting from

the material holding the D-ring to the sail.

Marvelous corners of great strength and dura-

bility can be made with D-rings, and though con-

temporary materials are used—stainless steel,

nylon webbing, braided line—the result is not all

that far removed from the spectacle earings of old-

HE>\D

/^^ \ \\\
4>\ — \, U \l\^^ ^^ v* Y ,\\
^<iCu\^ Sfell

^Cn^II^n P-ClKJ^w

Cl-E-v/ Pi£c£. With 6*£-

figure 5-33. Commercially available stainless steel

D-rings.

figure 5-34. A clew-piece D-ring (see Figure 5-33) in

the throat ofafisherman staysail. Braided luffand
head ropes are spliced to the D-ring.
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figure 5-35. A D-ring (with bar) in the clew ofa

genoa. (Leather not yet installed.)

time squaresails and gaff sails. D-ring installation

can be done effectively by hand or machine and is

perhaps an easier shipboard project than sticking a

cringle, as no boltrope is required. Another advan-

tage of D-rings is that they spread out strain more

evenly than when force is applied by a halyard,

lashing, etc. to a simple hole in the sail, resulting

in a flatter-setting corner.

Hardwarefor Bending Sails to Spars Bend

ing sails to spars or wire requires another line ol

hardware. There are three types of slides: internal

slides that run within an external track on the spar;

external slides that also run on a track on the

spar; and slug slides that run within a groove in

the spar.

We have Nathanael (.. Herreshoff to thank for

the development ol external slides, which now

range from the nickel silver-plated brass lm h

track slides to l rinch-track cast bronze types.

There are foot slides and lull slides, though lufl

slides maybe used on any edge. Clearly the heavy

bronze slides are much stronger hluewater gear,

VWWWWWWVWNAAM

FIGURE 5-36. Circular ring with webbing in the tack

ofaBermudan sail, leathering is frequently

omitted in production sailmaking.

and are certainly worth placing at corners <>t high

strain in any sizable boat's sail.

A sensible hut very expensive arrangement is

the external track with slides within I <»t this there

are bronze slides, hut I telrin slides, ol two sixes, are

more readily available.

The third category ol slides includes all those that

run inside the groove ol a slotted spar At one time

these werewooden toggles, and sailors hand) withs

pocket knife 01 a lathe could fashion theii own,

eilhei asa legulai soon eOl B |iu\ rig In COntJ

the stainless steel, plastu . and t omposite slides nm\

available have a bail thai extends out through and

beyond the slot so thai the lashing 01 sail aiu< hing

hardware does nol come In contact with the spai

[he bail ie« elves a tremendous amount <»t hearing

strain, whi< h is wrrj plastu balls often HI

i in- largest all metal slugslldi i d In the

. ornersol sails thai have rope edges rathei than

slides running In the ipai ilo

page 16 1 I In .elded piei antioli is \.illl.ibl«
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unreinforced rope-in-slot arrangements come
adrift at the sail corners. These hefty slugs could be

used along the entire sail edge, but only when great

strength is paramount and the cumulative weight

of the slides is not a problem.

There are other slide configurations as well as

other hardware for attaching a sail to a mast, but

the three types described above are what a small

loft will likely utilize and what one is likely to have

on a boat. The weaker types, if you should persist

in using them, often need replacement, especially

if they are held to the sail with shackles (a no-no, by

the way). A generous supply of replacements

should be in the sail locker.

The stronger types, properly seized, rarely fail

but might fall overboard, so it is best to have some

extras just in case.

Hardwarefor Bending Sails to Wire Scads of

schemes have been devised for holding sails to a

stay. Generally the fittings are termed hanks, from

the early wooden and wrought-iron varieties down

to modern brass, bronze, and stainless steel hard-

ware. With the transition from workboat to yacht-

ing sails came hanks permanently affixed to the

sail rather than the stay.

The piston-type jib hank is seized to luff eyelets

of the sail and is available in sizes ranging from a

cute 3/4-inch-long #0 to a stout 6-inch-long #6

heavy bronze. A variation on this type for jacklines

is available (though increasingly less so).

For a time, small-boat sails utilized a galvanized

variation on the common spring-gated boat snap.

Though they chafed the sail and corroded, and the

spring would fail, these were marvelous in that

they could be clipped on swiftly and removed with

only one hand. Wichard, of France, which for a

long time offered a line of lifeline clips, has

expanded its line to include an expensive stainless

steel spring-bail gate-type hank that is sewn to a

sail and permits expeditious one-handed bending

and unbending. Unfortunately, these sewn-on

hanks are decreasing in availability. They are avail-

able, if at all, only in medium and large sizes suit-

able for larger boats. They are exceedingly strong

—

perhaps too strong: at least with soft-metal hanks

the normal abrasion that occurs between the hank

and stay is suffered by the hank and not the stay!

Most commonly used now are squeezed or

pressed-on types of piston hank that require no

seizing. For high-volume production work these

are advantageous, and in some instances perhaps

they really are appropriate—say in daysailing, or in

any situation where strength, longevity, and ease of

replacement are not important. Otherwise, this

type of hank has no place on a well-found seawor-

thy sail. They are destructive to the sail and are not

reusable.

J)6 HAMK-

figure 5-37. Hanksfor bending sail to wire.

Available in brass or stainless steel. Other

variations in design and materials (including

plastic) existforjacklines and sportsailing.
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Generally a sail loft will need hanks only in sizes

ranging from #0 through #4. The appropriate size

depends on the sail size and the size of the wire

on which it is set. The only combination you will

never get is a small hank on a large sail on a large-

diameter stay.

Naturally, in a personal kit, you carry the same

hanks your sails do—and for extended voyages, at

least a dozen. Even if you have a roller-furling

headsail setup, it is prudent to carry some head-

sail hanks—you may want to make a conversion.

Support Hardware There are more kinds of

commercially manufactured support hardware

than you can shake a stick at. Life was simpler

indeed when support hardware, principally bat-

tens and headboards, was wooden.

BATTENS. Sail battens are the splints, in effect,

that support the freestanding roach of sailcloth

outside the straight-line leech. They also serve to

maintain a flat and fair exit to the leech. If the bat-

tens are left out, the roach, unsupported, pops and

snaps like a flag. Full-length battens not only Blip

port a leech profile, but also maintain the desired

sail camber if they are of the pretensioned, adjusi

able, flexible type. The rigid full-length battens

such as one finds in Chinese lugsails and canoe

rigs are in certain respects additional spars rathei

than a component of the sail. But it's a fine line of

distinction; some of the prohlems faced by the

sailmaker are the same no matter the batten

length.

Battens are available in wide variety and are difl

tinguished by their material, construction, emss

sectional shape, thickness, rigidity, and length. I he

goal is to achieve the best leech support with the

least weight. Length is governed by class rules oi

the size of the roach. Flexibility, a certain amount

of which is advisable for sail curvature, varies with

length among other factors. A batten can he imi

formly thick or tapered, with more tle\ihilit\ .it its

e^A^K

&ATTENS //

BATTE>-i 3ER,VIKk$
\"S 5PARj

Gaff-headed pleasure sailer Mainsail with full-length

battens

FIGURE 5-38. Assorted (onlc/nporarv use*, of s<nl batttlU

Boardboat sail wrth

full-length
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figure 5-39. Full-length battens in a balanced lugsail.
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forward end. A tapered batten, while more vulner-

able, conforms better to variable leech camber.

Ash wooden battens, tapered or untapered, are

light, resilient, inexpensive, easily made—and they

float! But they are relatively stiff and, if unvar-

nished, will mildew and warp when furled up in a

wet sail.

Fiberglass battens, both laminated and pul-

truded, offer great strength and warp-free unifor-

mity. They cost more but are readily found in chan-

dleries and sail lofts in a broad range of sizes and

flexibility. Untapered laminated fiberglass battens

come in three somewhat subjective grades of rela-

tive stiffness: softest, intermediate, and stiffest.

With the predictable flexibility of laminates, the

degree of flex and its location can be built into the

batten. Even custom battens can be obtained. The

flexibility of the untapered pultruded battens

ranges from wet noodle to ossified; the thicker and

wider in section, the stiffen Look to thinness for

flexibility and width for strength.

&/.

UWTAPE&EP n&EfiLG\L*.SS

A.SH

•S^Kv^r^angM 'OmC-^.'^^tW^F^X^. VW7/Si.
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d.

e.

V-Xx^iW

WLA

-TAPEfZEP L*HIM*JHX? FlBEie<qL>SS B^CTTEM

^x^^v^mK^r^<w(fr^*'^riv^c:Kf«*.^
COJNO BOTEM STOC*^, 56UD A*4Q TUBULAR QJ

figuri 5 hi Batten constructions and materials

The correct flexibility depends on size of roach,

batten location, sail shape, and wind strength.

Small roaches, upper battens, greater sail Clirva

ture, and light winds call for a relatively limber and

lighter batten. A sail may carry a soft batten up

high, an intermediate one at midleech, and a stiff

one low—any of many combinations, mixing pul-

truded and laminated battens.

It is easier in the absence of racing regulations

and influences to design a roach and batten

ensemble that will set well and still provide add]

tional sail area. It is no longer ne< essary t<> design

around a specified batten length and number ol

battens, pushing the limits in order to maximize

sail area. A moderate roach with battens ol more

than adequate length will provide perform.un e

and a good set of sail.

piguri .11 ( io\s sectional shapes of unt<<

I
mill mini fihrr^ln.w haunts //;.-. uif

manufoi tured m long lengths andt m to fit by the

retailei oi sailmakei
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Of the four batten construction types—wooden,

laminated fiberglass, pultruded fiberglass, and

round—a minimal loft inventory should include

untapered laminated types in moderate lengths,

thicknesses, and widths, as well as some pultruded

stock in light and heavy ranges. With this supply

most needs can be met, and no money is invested

in more esoteric varieties. Yes, I am afraid that

wooden battens are not a popular item—but ash

battens are light, inexpensive, and easily made,

which is good because they are so easily broken or

damaged. And besides, I fear that the ghost of Her-

vey Garrett Smith would haunt me if I even so

much as pointed a fiberglass batten at a cotton sail!

Naturally, any boat sporting roach and battens

should have spare battens on board of the same

size and type. And sporting is the word for the kind

of sailing that would have battens in a sail, in view

of all the destructiveness, headache, and expense

they entail. Still, there's no denying their perfor-

mance advantage.

HEADBOARDS AND CLEWBOARDS. Headboards

and clewboards were at one time actually boards

—

and if you're desperate or feeling creative, you can

make your own wooden ones of mahogany. Var-

nished, they are handsome indeed, though on a

snow-white Dacron sail they have an inconsistent

earthiness about them. Anyway, these devices,

wooden or aluminum, afford the opportunity of

obtaining extra sail area within limited spar length

or edge measurements. On a high-aspect-ratio

mainsail this is important. If you went to a point

at the peak and had no roach, it would be a noo-

dle of a sail indeed. Skipjack sails have headboards

too, as do Bahamian craft. In the case of the skip-

jacks, this is a means of shortening a sail that has

stretched out too long on the hoist; maybe the rea-
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son is the same in the Bahamian craft, but I believe

the whacking headboards on these craft, which are

almost sparlike in stature and length, are there to

increase sail area. These Bahamian craft, by the

way, hold the title for grandiose foot skirt in a

mainsail.

Headboards are installed either internally or

externally. The internal varieties, even the alu-

minum ones, are now seldom seen—not because

they are mostly within the corner patches at the

head of the sail, but because they are so labor-

intensive to install, require some skill to replace

properly, and are employed in conjunction with

other forms of compatible and equally anachronis-

tic sail construction, principally external roping.

For a traditional appearance in headboards, the

internal type is de rigueur. In addition, if battens

and headboard are to be compatible with an

expectation of extended sail life, the internal type is

more durable and does less harm to the sail.

Externally mounted headboards are a two-piece

sandwich, the head of the sail being the filling.

Made of anodized aluminum, or plastic in the

dinghy sizes, these pieces are riveted together

through the sail, making an initially Strong and

easily installed unit. It is easier to obtain a flat,

wrinkle-free head area in the sail. But, as with any

hard, metal edge firmly pressed against flexible

cloth, the cloth eventually fractures where cloth

and metal meet. This is the problem with head-

boards and hydraulic rings both: they have great

fundamental strength but an overall weakness In

that their rigidity leads to failure of the flexible

medium in or on which they are installed. This

notion of compatibility of materials is one of the

fundamentals of seaworthy sailmaking. Ratlin

than being riveted, the external headboards can

be hand sewn if the holes in the metal or plastic an
beveled so as to minimize chafe to the twine I he

advantage to this is primarily the saving on a 1 1\ et

tool, and it is a repair option.

Headboard size is determined, if not In i lass

rules, by the size of the sail and desired roa< h

There is a point at which a headboard begins ( () he

MUJKI '. 12 Internal itist tdiimmttrn lieadhoaid installation
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figure 5-43. Anodized-aluminum external headboard installation. Rivets are usually

substitutedfor hand stitching in production sails.

figure 5-44. Two<-piece anodized-aluminum clewboard. Often used in multihull sportsailers.
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a small gaff and will not support itself unless the

point of halyard attachment is moved aft, which

takes the tension out of alignment with the luff.

Cordage
Several aspects of a sail's construction involve

cordage of some type, particularly if the sail is of

traditional design. It is rope, in traditional con-

struction, that maintains a sail's peripheral

integrity. With contemporary construction tech-

niques and synthetic cloths, this is not invariably

so, but until comparatively recent times, the rope

reinforcement of sails of all sizes was essential.

The external or internal ropes in the perimeter

of a sail may be installed on one edge or all edges,

and serve a number of interrelated functions. Rop-

ing is (1) a governor that limits the extent to which

an edge can be pulled, under tension, keeping tlu-

majority of strain on the rope rather than the sail-

cloth; (2) provides reinforcement and chafe protec-

PIGUBE5-4S. Internal dud external roping. (A) An internal lull ropepermiu eiastU ity while

preventing overstretching. (BJ External roping provider lateral reinfbn ementandt haft

protection, permits and controls itnu h, and •<
I gathei i a rounded tail edge mt<> tin- sail

foradditional curvature.
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tion; (3) limits cloth elongation along the edge; (4)

keeps the sail edge taut and smooth under lesser

tensions; (5) offers a linear surface along which to

gather cloth rounds and push that cloth into the

body of the sail, thus imparting camber; and (6)

when sewn externally to one side of the sail, enables

sailors to tell by feel what side of the sail they are

handling.

Natural-fiber cordage for the roping of natural-

fiber sails is best made of tarred hemp but can also

be manila or cotton. None of these is easily

obtained except in Europe, a situation that may
oblige even the most pure-blooded traditionalist to

use synthetic line on a natural-fiber sail. One alter-

native is a type of three-strand boltrope, which,

though synthetic, has a natural appearance.

Roblon and Hempex are both polypropylene soft-

laid line developed for the running rigging of the

"character boat" market. The line does not look like

hemp, but at least it does not have the stark, ster-

ile whiteness of undyed polyester. It is, however,

quite mushy, difficult to sew, stretchy, and unpleas-

ant to splice.

Alternatively—and somewhat messily and

unpredictably—one can dye one's own spun poly-

ester (Dacron) or Dacron/polypropylene composite

boltrope. I have had some great successes and hor-

rendous failures at this, utilizing various propor-

tions of turpentine and pine tar. There may be some

UV resistance imparted by this process, and the line

3EWN TO 5A11L

G>VEH$IA*W

PAJLM J,NEIL0LE
WHIPPING

figure 5-46. Alternative reef nettle installations.
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looks and smells wonderful. I have always done this

by the sail, rather than, say, a whole coil at a time.

Of course, if it is a cotton sail to be subsequently

dyed or dressed down with preservative, there is no

need to fuss with predyeing a polyester boltrope.

Even on a white synthetic sail, the contrast in coloi

of a tarred boltrope looks rather snazzy.

When sewn externally to the edge of a sail, a

boltrope should preferably be of three-Strand,

right-laid construction, though four-strand can be

ii(, i )ki 5 17 Jacklines in a mainsailanda club footedjib
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used. Internal roping can be either three-strand or

braided synthetic line. Though nylon or even

polypropylene can be used, polyester is best. Some

elasticity is desirable, but significant permanent

elongation is to be avoided in the internal roping of

synthetic sails. If the rope elongates too much, it

will no longer serve its purpose.

The diameter of the line used in roping depends

on the strength required and, in part, on aesthetics.

Synthetic line is so strong for its diameter and

weight that a boltrope of adequate strength often

looks skimpy and inappropriate. Moreover, if it is

a small-diameter external boltrope, it will require

comparatively more stitches to sew.

Installing roping of any sort in a sail is a

demanding task, as a sailmaker attempts to find a

balance between the qualities of the sailcloth, the

rope, the strain, and aesthetics. There are so many

variables! This imprecision, as well as the time

required, is why this type of reinforcement (even

the internal type) is now seldom done. We will

return to this subject in Chapter 6, "Making Your

Own Sails."

Other cordage in a sail includes the light line

of which reef points are made. While braided cord

is workable for very small nettles, three-strand line

that holds a slipped reef knot and a whipping or

backsplice is preferable. It would be a huge sail
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that employed reef nettles larger than 3
/s inch in

diameter.

Leech and foot cords are tensioning lines that

run within the tablings of the freestanding edges

of a sail. Tensioned, they minimize edge flutter and

sag as well as alter sail shape. The best material is

a nonstretch braided line of a size compatible with

the strain. Generally, the lighter the weight the bet-

ter, except that the smaller-diameter line will chafe

through the sail more easily. Keep in mind, too, that

a sailor needs to grab and haul on that line.

It is also a sailmaker's task to install jacklines in

the lower luffs of boomed sails with tack angles of

less than 90 degrees. The jackline is essential to

raising and lowering the sail as well as protecting

the cloth from excessive strain. When a jackline is

used in conjunction with a luff rope, it is kept

somewhat smaller in diameter and strength; this

way, while the jackline is under sufficient tension

to pull the sail luff forward, it is the luff rope that

takes the primary strain.

To stock a spool of 600 feet or more of each fiber

and size (

3
/ie inch to 5

/a inch) of three-strand line

required in boltroping, nettles, and jacklines can

mean a considerable investment for a small loft.

Fortunately, in braided luff rope, three sizes

—

5
/i6,

3
/8, and !/2 inch—cover nearly all applications and

sail sizes.

The larger leech lines double well as small ('/a to

3
/i6 inch) headsail luff ropes. The smaller diame-

ters of polyester braided leech line are only obtain-

able by the spool, and a full range of these for light

sails and drifters should be maintained.

Obviously, a full cordage inventory is an expen-

sive proposition, especially since some si/es will he

used infrequently. With close proximity to a sup-

portive chandlery, it is possible to obtain line in the

lengths required for individual jobs. I his, ol course,

costs somewhat more per loot, but you can include

it in the sail price.

It should be apparent by now that all those who
maintain their own sails should have in the loeker

replacement material lor every component. I his

entails a lew more items than what ( nines in a t\ p

ical kit. For bluewater voyaging, the lot kei might

hold enough materials to make an entire new sail,

or even a whole suit! Fortunately, the running rig-

ging of a vessel is often identical to the sail's

cordage, and thus spare supplies can do double

duty.

Wire
Sailmakers felt blessed when wire rope became

available in sizes and constructions appropriate fbl

reinforcing sail edges, and in particular the luffs ol

yacht sails. The wire rope was strongei and

stretched far less than hemp boltrope. Hut no one

who has ever handed a wire-roped squaresail 01

watched the luff of a yacht sail corrode, sum. and

turn to dust will claim a fondness tor wire m sails.

In the days of cotton sails, galvanized wire had

to be parceled and served. In the scheme •»( things,

at the time, there was nothing excessive about the

labor involved, and the greater control ovej the lull

offset the decrease in longevity as the wire me\ i

tably corroded.

I am not enthusiastic about putting wire In a

headsail. With virtually Stretch tree braided lull

rope available and the greatei \ ei satilit) ol a sail

with an elastic luff, it seems unnec rss.u\ to enduie

the problems inherent in wire hilts I veil plastic

coated 7 x 19 stainless steel Constructions air

prone to corrosion and awkward handling. In addi

tion, I like the Components ol a sail to be as snnilai

and compatible as possible. Spare rope t<>i |ui) rigi

is something a sailoi is likely t«» have <>n band.

whereas lnchplasti< coated wire is less liket)

unless one wants to dismantle the lifelines And

wire is much haidei to work

Nonetheless, in some instances win- in

sense. I ight an ,iu\iliai\ sails p,uii ( ulark 01

set flyingi such as mizzen staysails, have no need o(

elasticity In the lull, and tin- lull (ti the sail doubles

as a stay Poi sails that are raised by a wire halyard

and in stoiinsails when- ( oust.ml high lull tension

is desired, wire rope luffs air appropriate I'd

maintain) though, that loi several reasons it would

be better to eliminate the wire altogether, haryai

and all

Wire is also used for the tack and head pendants
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on a headsail, ensuring that a sail with wire hal-

yards is tacked at the right height and the wire por-

tion of a rope-tailed wire halyard makes turns

around the halyard winch.

Nicopressing eyes in wire-rope luffs is tolerable,

but splicing is better, and you're still a greenhorn

until you can make a neat splice in a wire-rope luff

reef tack eye.

Even with plastic-coated wire, the ends and

splices must be parceled and served, if for no other

reason than to fill the score of a thimble big enough

to accommodate shackles and fittings.

A wire luff of stiff 6x7 construction is used in

the type of roller-furling sail that employs a spool

at the tack and a head swivel riding on a stay. It's an

unmanageable snake and one of the worst forms of

furling headsail arrangement for boat perfor-

mance, sailors' comfort, and sailmaking. Dealing

with the wire luff in this type of roller- furling sail is

reminiscent of wrestling with the wire-roped

squaresails and gaff sails in days of yore.

Stainless steel seizing wire and even shackles

have been used extensively to unite and bind sail

to luff wire and thimbles. Wire is fast and strong in

a way, but it is difficult to lay up wire seizing turns

evenly so that strain is evenly distributed. Thus,

some parts must bear more strain than they can

stand and so fail. And wire is inflexible and cor-

rodes. Perhaps the inflexibility of a shackle is desir-

able when uniting wire thimbles with peak and

tack rings in a roller-furling sail.

If you were to consult any sail-hardware cata-

log or, for that matter, look in at a typical produc-

tion sail loft, you would find a fair number of sail

components—plastic, metal, and cloth—not men-

tioned here. All these items I consider to be either

superfluous or intended for a different sort of sail-

ing and sailmaking than we're talking about here.

There is no doubt that certain items, such as adhe-

sive-backed colored cloth for numbers and

insignias, are a boon, but one can make do without

them. Furthermore, adhesive-backed material is

only temporary, and for any permanence must be

sewn down anyway.

Which reminds me of the time I was removing

a large insignia that had rotted in the sun—as that

light cloth is prone to do. It was a miserable job try-

ing to remove the old pieces of insignia from the

sail and, worse yet, getting the petrified stickum

off. But incredibly, there, entombed between sail

and insignia for several years, was the corpse of a

common housefly! It was quite well preserved,

which, I suppose, suggests that adhesive-backed

insignia cloth could be used as high-priced fly-

paper by those with an archival bent.

Leather
Leather is somewhat of a loner, not belonging to

any group. It just is—and must be, too, for a sail to

hold up for long. The chafing gear on a sail is gen-

erally leather simply because sailcloth or webbing

do not work as well.

"ReOTE^TlOU OF INMEJZj

SHROUO, ANO MAST
OtAPE_-

fkjOTXcTlOhl of
SAIL, COKJJLC-
FIZOM SHE.6.T
«TrtAF£.
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OF <DUTE«L.
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SHt-err chafe_>

figure 5-48. Leather locations in the clew ofan
overlapping headsail. On a mainsail, leather

should be added at all corners (including reeftacks

and clews) and at other likely chafe locations such

asfrom a topping lift. See also Figures 5-26, 5-31,

5-32, 5-34, 5-42, 5-47, among others.
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Leather is pliable, noncorrosive, sewable, and

compatible with other sail materials. It is not inde-

structible, of course, and if not respectfully main-

tained, it will rot. It is there to protect the sail and

be replaced when the time comes.

Leather is the processed skin of an animal—for

sailmaking purposes, either cow- or elk hide. Elk

hide, prized for its longevity in a marine environ-

ment and for its malleable nature, is a rare com-

modity indeed. It is better, I think, to let those elks

that remain walk the earth, rather than sew their

hides to sails. I have used deerskin on very refined

small sails, but it is cowhide that is principally

available, sold by the hide or half hide and the

square foot. The belly portions of the hide are

the most supple. The leather used in chafing gear

is chrome- or oil-tanned and dyed.

The thickness of leather is specified in an

ounce-per-square-foot system, 1 ounce translat-

ing into approximately '/64 inch of thickness.

Leathers for sailwork range in gauge from 2- to

8-ounce, with 4-ounce being the most useful.

Leather is one of the few sail components that is

available from sources other than central sail-

supply distributors, and a greater variety of leather

of better quality at less cost can be obtained

through leather distributors.

Lofts and amateur sailmakers alike would do

well to have both the 4-ounce chrome-tanned

leather and a heavier 8-ounce oil-tanned latigo.

These are available in various colors and stiff-

nesses. For chafing gear on sails, an ability to con-

form to curves is important.

On board ship, leather has innumerable uses,

not only as chafing gear in rigging and on oars and

anchor rodes, but also in bags, containers for

sheets and winch handles, and knife lanyards. A

half hide of the two types previously mentioned
would be the minimum for seagoing preparedness.

Webbing
There is one last sail material, my unbounded
praise and advocacy ofwhich may forestall VOU1

condemning me entirely as an antisynthein and

romantic cynic. Webbing, flat or tubular, a woven

strip of polyester or nylon, is a material of incredi-

ble versatility and value in the making of a sail. It

is strong, elastic, and highly compatible with other

sail materials and components. And so main

uses!—slide seizings, corner ring attachment and

reinforcement, leech cord exits, batten pockef

ends, reef ties, sail corner reinforcement, thimble

to-ring seizings, chafing gear, not to mention sail

stops and lashing and lacing. Moreover, it can be

stowed on board for any number of future uses

Wonderfully, this same webbing in sufficient

length can be used as a portable alternative to bat-

tens for drawing the peripheral edge curves while

lofting a sail. It takes a cool hand and a kern eye to

fair a 40-foot compound curve with webbing— but

it can be done, and that with the same roll of web

bing that will later be built into the sail.

I have had some success with cotton webbing,

too, and wondered why it was not used more

extensively in the past. One reason, besides Itsvari

able shrinkage and stretch, is that cotton webbing,

unlike synthetic, cannot be cut with B hotknile and

left unbound. The cotton webbing must be OVC1

sewn to prevent its unraveling.

Flat webbing ranges in width from a thin rib

bon to a wide belt. One-half-, V. 1 . I . and

2-inch are the sizes in nylon, and thesizes most he

quently used in a sail loft. It is the i
uu h thai

works best as tape foi drawing edge CUTVei .uicl

doing most seizings. One-inch tubulai polyestei

webbing does larger seizings and mig leinloi

ment. The larger webbing sizes serve as ( baring

gear and reintoic einent. It would be valuable i<>

have on board the four sniallei mloii si/es. .md

and i null widths m spun polyestei tubulai

webbing foi gaskets and lashings

Hat nylon webbing has two Idiosynt rasies <>i

which you Bhould be forewarned i ust. it lends to

shrink soniewbat both when it is sewn and 'ben

latei as it bee dines weathered .uid s.ilt\ in use It

the- Webbing lias been sewn to (lie s.ill foi ( other

reinforcement, the result <.m be considerable

pu( keringol the saili i<>tb set ond is nylon wt

bings habit when tnsi exposed to sunlight ol turn

mg bright urine yellow I bis I dis( overed to my
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horror after delivering and bending a fancy new
sail with webbing slide seizings and returning the

next day to find my work of pride looking as

though a pack of male dogs had come by and lifted

their legs on it! The yellow had leached out into

every portion of the furled sail with which the web-

bing had lain in contact. I was grief stricken. But,

mysteriously as the coloration came, it soon

departed. I wondered where the yellow went, and

can only conclude that rain and weather washed

it away. I still don't know for sure. I first thought

that the webbing had reacted to the formaldehyde

in the sailcloth, but the cloth manufacturer refused

to discuss the matter. Maybe there had been a

FIGURE 5-49. Versatile nylon webbing being used in

place ofa batten for lofting. A more common use of
webbing is shown in Figures 5-32, 5-34, 5-35, and
5-36.

chemical reaction and sunlight bleached out the

yellow. In any case, don't be alarmed at the initial

yellowing of nylon webbing in a new sail; the stains

should disappear.

THE PRESERVATION
OF SAILCLOTH AND SAILS

Since the dawn of sailing, sailors have tried every

means possible to prevent or at least delay nature's

inexorable and inevitable deterioration and de-

struction of sails. Even today, with the most

sophisticated synthetics, the battle is still fought

(see Chapter 8)—primarily against corrosion and

ultraviolet light, which wreak havoc in the molec-

ular chains of synthetic cloth. With cotton and

flax, it is not only the ravages of a marine environ-

ment and sunlight that prey on sails, but also

organic rot.

Dressings of all descriptions have been used

throughout history and around the planet, but the

basic ingredient used as a preservative for natural-

fiber sails is tannic acid, or tannin, found in barks,

nutshells, and plant parts. This is the same mater-

ial used in the preservation of leather and fishnets.

Natural-fiber cloth may be treated prior to con-

struction of the sail, during the building process, or

long after the sail is complete and has been bro-

ken in for some period of time. (A year's use must

pass before a traditional flax Norwegian squaresail

is considered ready for barking.)

Dyeing and dressing sails is a rewarding and

extensive undertaking that results in a handsome
sail of great longevity. It is quite time-consuming

and requires materials, tools, and facilities not

readily available. One can make do, though, for a

personal project—but it would be ill advised to

undertake the barking of sails as a commercial

endeavor, although it is still done routinely in parts

of Europe.

I have used mangrove-bark formulas, tea, pine

tar and turpentine, canvas paint and turpentine,

and such for barking. Probably the most notable job

was the dressing of a lugsail with a canvas paint-
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turpentine goop. My loft at the time was upstairs in

the old ballroom of the Anacortes, Washington,

municipal building. In the evening, after I had left

the sail to dry, there was much to-do: the folk

dance club, with whom I shared the floor space,

had to cancel their weekly romp—the fuming sail

was so powerful. Meanwhile, down below in the

town offices, a town clerk doing some yeoman
after-hours drudgery found that not even the inter-

vening stout flooring and walls could keep the

pungent aroma of the sail from bringing tears to

his eyes. Fearing a conflagration, the dutiful clerk

summoned Anacortes's fire brigade. The men in

trucks of red arrived in the odiferous arena and

promptly stuffed the sail into a plastic bag and con-

fiscated it.

You can imagine my surprise when I arrived in

the shop the following morning to find the sail

gone without a trace. A grimacing town official

related the events of the night, whereupon I went

off to the fire department to recover the sail. A
night spent crumpled in a plastic bag gave the sail

a distinctive tie-dyed appearance. Needless to say,

future sail dyeings in the shop were forbidden. This

event did nothing to bolster an already faltering

relationship with my municipal landlord, but

I learned some lessons, among which was that

sail barking must be done outdoors or in a well-

ventilated space, neighbor-free.

There are a variety of unnatural preservative

formulas for natural fibers. Unfortunately, the cot-

ton sailcloth available now has been treated in

advance with pentachlorophenol. An alternative,

a cotton not originally intended as sailcloth, is

Vivatex, which has been treated with arsenic. Pete

Culler espoused clear Cuprinol, which I have used;

also pine tar and kerosene, which I am told causes

more deterioration than it prevents.

Last, there is the mineral spirits based com
mercial tarp preservative Canvac, which I have

used to prolong the lite of cotton boat rovers and

suggest would work well on heavy natural -lihei

sails. It can be obtained Hear and colorless 01 in

various shades that can impart a pleasing hue to

the sail. Some treatments, such as Canva< and

other petroleum product-based solutions, offer

water repellency as well as mildew resistance.

These are the basic goals: mildew resistance,

weather resistance, water repellency, and aesthetic

appearance. The preservation of synthetic sailcloth

and cordage is primarily a consideration of ultra-

violet resistance, not aesthetics. These materials

undergo both dyeing and UV treatment when they

are manufactured and finished. The only excep

tion—as noted— is the tarring of spun polyestei

boltrope, which can be done quite simply IKed

polyester sailcloth of various colors does have

some ultraviolet resistance, but it is the prot ess ot

urethane coating that adds a temporary, general

UV resistance.

The only other way to protect synthetic sails and

stitching is with a cover material, which sen es .is

a screen. This, of course, is not a treatment it is

protective lamination, and a procedure thai is

workable for limited areas on one side ot a sail,

such as the edges of roller-furling sails It is not

technique for full sail protection.

THE TOOLS OF
THE SAILMAKER

Sails can be designed and made with but .1 few

crude tools or, alternatively, with a vast an*) of

sophisticated clei tiom< devn es What is presented

here is sonievvhat moie than the absolute mini

mum, but an invcnloiv within the needs and

means of a small loft or interested amateut 1 he

basic j^o.ii is to 1 ombine a onomy, portability, and

ease of production tt the same time, th<

concern for human oriented experience and en
ativitv, with as nun h scit reliant e and Indepen

dence .is possible 1 he following t«><>i Invent)

doesn '1 take nun h in the wav ot monev but it does

lake some ( h.ti.n let and appiec lation loi hand

tools. It the list should stall to seem dauntui)

you, remembei that It is possible given enou

time 1 to build sails using onl) the tools dlst listed m
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Chapter 1 plus the few design and lofting tools

mentioned below.

Design Tools
It is not essential that a sail be designed in advance.

It is beneficial to have a record for future reference,

and in complex designs, a plan aids immeasurably

as a procedural guide, especially if more than one

person is involved in the lofting of the sail.

Nonetheless, real seat-of-the-pants work has you

making it up as you go, which on simple, repeti-

tive work involving no precision is all that's neces-

sary. In fact, that is why empirical and intuitive

sailmakers are hard-pressed to explain how things

are done; they have no formulas—they just do

what looks and feels right.

The following tools are helpful in making a scale

design plan: an architect's scale, a compass with

extension, a protractor, a French curve, a flexible

curve, a straightedge, a pocket calculator, and a

mechanical pencil and eraser.

Clearly, for precision and ease of drawing, good

tools are better. The calculator is a wonderful aid

for many sailmaking calculations. Several of the

functions on the more sophisticated calculators

are of value, but the basic arithmetical functions
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figure 5 50 Design tools
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suffice. Any old hard-lead pencil will do, but a

mechanical pencil always has the same point size.

Lofting Tools
Pins and spikes—4-inch scratch-awls, the contem-

porary substitute for the traditional sail pricker

—

are used to designate or locate endpoints for the

corners of a lofted sail. In this position, the spikes

provide firm fittings around which string is

stretched and against which battens are sprung. A
rubber mallet is useful for setting the spikes, espe-

cially in a hardwood floor. Lofting requires a mini-

mum of 8 to 12 spikes. Moreover, the tips inevitably

are broken as you inadvertendy trip over the spikes

(which is quite painful), so you need spares. The

same 100- or 50-foot tape measures and 12-foot

roll tape are used in the lofting as are used in the

measuring of the boat. A minimum of two tapes

are required, and one must be sure to allow for the
lA inch or so lost in the placement of the spike in

the end fitting of the tape measure.

Pins are needed to spring battens into a curve,

retain lofting twine, and hold the cloth down in the

layout process.

I like plain old thumbtacks for marking mid-

points, because the cloth laid over them remains

fairly flat. Masking tape or duct tape works, too,

for holding the twine in a rough curve to indicate

the finished edge of the sail. Then, too, thumbtacks

can be left in the floor until the sail's been through

the final layout.

I prefer 5
/s- or 3/4-inch aluminum pushpins for

the remainder of the pinning. Other types of pins

are available, but they are not as durable. In addi-

tion, one can liven up a dull day by making dandy

blow darts out of the aluminum type! Whether you

use them as projectiles or only to pin up sail plans,

at least 100 to 200 are needed for a moderate-size

sail.

Lofting Twine Clearly, the twine must be long

enough to circumscribe the sail or several sails

individually lofted side by side. Nylon seine twine

works well—so does cotton, as long as it is elastic

and about Vi6 inch to Vs inch in diameter.

Lofting Battens and Tape Battens enable a

sailmaker to make fair curves about the edges of a

sail. They are also used to draw out broadseams

and delineate reef rows. The principal desirable

qualities are fairness, straightness, flexibility,

length, and width. Battens can be wooden (long-

grain spruce), aluminum extrusions, or pultruded

fiberglass. Naturally, one can't draw a fair curve

S32AT04 AWL-

CAJST AUJMJWUM
PUSH PiMS

a.

nrHuM©
R~AS"nc- KEADEX?

PU5KPIM

figure 5-51. Lofting tools.
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with a lumpy, warped stick. The batten must be

flexible enough to take a compound curve, but not

be a squirming wet noodle. The natural resilience

of the batten is often relied on to develop a fair and

handsome curve.

It is convenient if the battens are of a length and

width to match the sail. In terms of width, this

means that the battens are the same width as leech

and foot tablings—for example, 3A inch, 1 inch, or

IV4 inches. Then a batten can be laid out to mark

two lines at once and is useful in scoring the folded

cloth edges. Great, long battens are impractical

unless you have a large space in which you loft big

sails on a regular basis. Somehow it often works out

that either the sail edge is slightly longer than your

longest batten, or the room is slightly smaller than

your shortest batten. Joining two or more battens

of about 20 feet each covers most situations. Three

20-footers and a 10-footer are all I've ever needed.

The alternative to straight battens is tape, which

is indeed like using a wet noodle to draw a curve.

The advantages are economy portability, and ease

of accommodating any size sail in any size lofting

space. Nylon or cotton webbing in a 3/4-inch width

works well and comes in a roll. It takes much skill

and patience to successfully lay out a fair curve by

this very time-consuming method. Nearly every

inch of the curve must be meticulously pinned out,

but once you've "thrown the tape" a few times,

you'll have a better feel than most for the ingredi-

ents of a fair curve.

Incidentals Only after years of dinking around

with improvised means of drawing tablings did I

become aware how easy a compass makes that sort

of job. The little dime-store drawing compasses

work, but the big wooden ones normally used on

classroom blackboards enable you to draw stand-

ing up. The compass, ot course, can be used fol

drawing large circles as well as parallel lines, and

must be adapted from chalk and rubber tips 10

pencil and metal points. You only n<'' a parallel line

if you hold the compass at a consistent angle as

you draw along the side of the batten

Also of importance arc a \ fool metal straight-

edge, a carpenter's square, and, for certain t\ pes

of canvaswork, a chalkline.

Hotknife
Though the hotknife has numerous other applica-

tions in the cutting of synthetic cloth, such as

repairs, patches, and cutting numbers, this tool

can be used in the broadseaming of synthetic sails

to trim away the extra cloth in the taper, which

results in a uniform seam width without that tell-

tale look of a widening broadseam. It takes a swift

and steady hand to use a hotknife neatly. Unless an

electrical current-regulating device is attached, the

barrel and tip of the hotknife become red-hot. It is

a dangerous tool to use and it's easy to burn yotll

self, the tool's own electric cord, or the sail.

A butane-fueled portable hotknife with variable

heat and replaceable tips is now available. It seems

ideal for shipboard use. It should be noted that as

the polyester fiber is melted in the hotknifing

process, noxious and toxic fumes and gases an
given off that are not fit for human respiration

one should use a hotknife in a well - ventilated UM
To use an electric hotknife eltei lively, you must

have a light extension cord ol I 2 feel 01 SO and a

sheet-metal, stainless steel, or aluminum bai k

plate against which to do the cutting. ( lotton s.nls.

of course, have no use foi a hotknife. and s\ nthctu

picuri ..' Hotknife \ separate heat ntgulata

so/r/r/s an <i,
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sails don't have to either. In fact, you can make

a synthetic sail with no hotknifed edges at all other

than the selvage of the cloth. For durability, hem-

med edges are better than hotknifed ones.

Scissors

Working with cloth, you would of course presume

that scissors are essential. In fact, it is possible to

do with skill and a sailmaker's knife everything that

can be done with scissors—if you have to. Other-

wise, you can't beat a razor-sharp pair of 10-inch

#1225 Wiss shears. Less expensive and less durable,

cloth scissors of the department-store variety will

work for light sails. I prefer to dedicate different

scissors to different uses—cloth scissors for cloth,

utility scissors for leather and general use, and

thread nippers for the sewing machine. Not only

are the respective scissors designed with these uses

in mind, but their edges stay sharp longer when
the scissors are segregated.

Here, I think, is the first tool mentioned that is

not either-handed. If you are left-handed and not

already trained beyond recall to use right-handed

scissors, by all means obtain a left-handed pair.

Sewing Machines
The topic of sewing machines could fill a book

itself. We must consider the machines themselves,

and how they are powered. The choice of machine

depends on the toughness and frequency of the

work and where the work is to be performed.

Sewing machines seem to have distinct personali-

ties and minds of their own. Sailmaking sewing

machines function in a few mechanical configura-

tions, but no two machines—even of the same

model—are identical. Every one requires its own
settings, tuning, and adjustment for efficient per-

formance, and I have yet to know a competent,

affordable, and likable sewing machine repair per-

son who is near enough to repair a machine in time

cloth - exm'iM^ sas^c^s

FIGURE 5-53. Scissors.
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MEECUE "THR-EAt?

6066N "THlSEAO

figure 5-54. Sectional view through two cloths

joined with a locking sewing machine stitch.

EVEN STKAKiHr STW<:ttlKK\ of CCHStttT V-EWCiTH AND TEkKIOn
1

"TOO LOW^j^. TOO Srtoerr^.

uneven Stcai^t Sti-rshiw^

figure 5-55. Straight stitching.

to prevent gross interruption and delay of the job.

It behooves the small-time pro or amateur who
expects to depend on a machine for any extended

time to learn the principles of design, function,

maintenance, basic adjustment, and troubleshoot-

ing. There probably is something mystical about all

this, but mostly it is a matter of systematic diagno-

sis and remedy. There is often quite a bit of experi-

mentation involved.

The sewing machine creates a locking stitch

—

interlocking a thread from below the sewn material

with a thread above the material. Three locking

stitch patterns have sailmaking applications. The

most basic is the straight stitch a straight-line

series in which the length of the stitch (distance

between needle entries) can be varied. I he straight

stitch is not advisable in anything hut production

sails for daysailing, cotton sails, and canvaswork.

I he zigzag stitch is the most used Stitch in Bail

making. It has several advantages: it can oversew

an edge to prevent fraying, the stitch configuration

is somewhat elastic . and it < an be taken out easily

with a seam ripper. Most important, the holes in

the cloth are not so close together as in a straight

AAAAAAA/VVVVVVVXA

EVEN ZIGZAG, snTcrt/wc, of coe^EcT tension
PUACCMENr AND L-EN^THwIOTH/^AM SIZE RATIO

-xoa u>n£|^ -rto eu*fc to sclva^e^.

IWmiNWNNNNhMSIfr^

STITI* TENSkJN
Vt» CU7SE TO<S,tTH£t-

figure 5-56. Correct and incorrect zigzag stitching

AA/VVVVVVVVVVVVV\
vvvvvvvvvvvvv\v*y

-rfctJ-fclOMEO TEI»'UC 5T>1CJ+I»jdf

FIGURE 5-57. Triple stitching (is found in the seams OJ

a huge-boat or voyaging sail.

iK, urn 5 h Fhe three-step zigzag stitch is 0uHd$,

strong configuration, One row suffices in the teams

oflight-air satis

line, and thus are less prone to tearing rhe length

and bite (width) of the zigzag stitch are variable

Generally, the /i^s and /ae,s meei one anothei 11

slightly less than uu degrees

I he last si it ( h is real]] .1 < "iiihm. il ion ol the lust

two. In this configuration, a series oftwo to foui

straight stitches are taken in dgzag pattern Log

k ally, tins is the mosl expensive itiu h to -i< quire.

as it necessitates the adaptation of the dgEtg

mat nine with .1 < am 1 ontrolled me* nanism thai

determines the snt< h ( onftguration rhere is the
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cost of the additional mechanism and then the

cost of the cam. However, it is a powerful, versa-

tile stitch most appropriate in situations where a

wide, long stitch configuration is needed. Often a

machine that is having trouble sewing a basic

zigzag in a thick heavy spot will sew a "three-step"

stitch quite well.

Selecting a Machine The weight of the work

and the frequency of sewing, of course, have every-

thing to do with the power and ruggedness of the

machine required. But also, heavy sails require big-

ger thread, for which a larger needle is used, and

thus a bigger machine. Any of the ordinary home
sewing machines will sew synthetic cloth up to 4

ounces in four layers or less, and though they are

not as efficient as industrial models, I have made
and repaired numerous sails on such machines.

For more layers or heavier cloth, industrial-

grade machines capable of more power, more

momentum, and larger needle/thread sizes are a

necessity. Boing! This, in the used market, puts you

at $800 to $1,000 a whack, and maybe $1,500 or

more new, for the basic models.

Here are some general-purpose zigzag models

that are appropriate for shop or boat:

. The Singer Model 107W1 or 107W3, with a

wide stitch width, is the ancient workhorse

of the industry. It will take from #30 to #138

thread, does not have reverse, and has a

comparatively small 9-inch throat. These

machines are probably the least expensive

to obtain, used.

The Pfaff Model #138, though discontinued,

is one of the finest general-purpose

machines obtainable, with reverse and an

adequate (10-inch) throat. These machines

can be set up to sew anything from !/2-ounce

spinnaker nylon with #30 thread to 14 layers

of 9-ounce Dacron cloth with #138 thread!

Expensive both new and used, they can be

adapted to cams and the three-step stitch.

The Bernina Model #2 1 7 is another

machine of high cost and quality,

comparable to the Pfaff 138, except that

certain models are capable of a much wider

stitch width. This machine is not quite as

versatile in the heavy end; it sews best up

through #92 thread with a #120 needle and

is capable of, but not preferable for, 9-

ounce-and-up work.

The Goliath of sewing machines is the Adler

266-1, which sews with thread sizes of #138

and up. The needles are like roofing nails,

and these thumpers start at a no-nonsense

$9,000. This machine has reverse, can be

adapted to cams, and is a model you never

want to have to heft around a shop, much
less in and out of a boat locker. For large

sails, thick corners, and stormsails, it is

ideal.

There exist many more brands and models of

industrial machines that do what these machines

do and more: double-needle machines; walking

feet; seam pullers; great, wide-throat machines;

specialty machines for every occasion. It would

seem as though there is an attachment to enable

sewing machines to do everything from mono-
gram hankies to peel apples. There are several spe-

cialty attachments that facilitate sailmaking proce-

dures but are not essential: seam folders for light

FIGURE5-59. The Adler #166-1 ultraheavy zigzag

sewing machine, now the 266- 1 . Used model 166-1

machines cost around $5,500.
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nylon work, such as spinnakers and drifters; roping

presser feet for machine-sewing boltrope to a sail;

tape folders for canvas and upholstery work; and

several more. It is best to have particular machines

permanently set up with a specific attachment and

function, rather than to be continually converting

one machine from one task to another.

All these machines have appropriate applica-

tions and, in a production setup, speed the

process. It is possible in a small shop to manage

with one high-quality, versatile machine, such as

any of the three mentioned. There is much down-

time, however, readjusting the machine every time

you change thread size significantly. The preferred

small-time setup would be three machines—one

for the light ranges of sailcloth, one intermediate,

and the big daddy The do-it-yourselfer will get by

with one.

Power The strength and efficiency of these

machines is enhanced and augmented by the

manner in which they are powered, as well as their

mounting and the means by which their functions

are controlled.

The motion to run the machine can be supplied

by hand crank, foot treadle, or electric motor. In

terms of the power inherent in momentum, heavy

handwheels on the head of a sewing machine

enable it to slog along through the thicker going.

These larger handwheels also give you something

to turn the machine with slowly in starting up or

doing one or two slow stitches.

Hand cranks and treadles are wonderful foi B

boat or anyplace that is not electrified. A hand-

crank setup is really a two-person arrangement, .is

two hands are needed for guiding (lie work. There

is only the weight of the handwheel for momen
turn, but the machine is marvelousU compact. A

treadle stand, on the other hand, takes up more

space. Sewing machines have been treadle pou

ered for a century, but it takes a difficult-to find,

industrial-type treadle stand with a heavy Dywhed

to make this system work effectively with ail Indus-

trial machine sewing heavy sailcloth. I have made

sails of 8-ounce material quite acceptably with .1

Pfaff 138 set on a treadle stand. I have seen at least

two arrangements where treadle stands wen? built

into voyaging boats. In one, the stand BUppoi ted

the table in the main salon. In the Other, the tieadle

was built into a locker in the forecastle,

Generally, the electric motor supplying powa in

an industrial setup is a !
or horsepower motor

with a clutch mechanism so that the motor, alwi) 1

turning, can be gradually engaged and inunediateh

1Se.v/i>o£, Ma^h-ikje, kJeecxi tSzes

tSevv/iKjdi Maghiki&^ t\le&OL£, S/STEM (JSUAU hltZ^DL^ ^>IZJtS

f^FAFF I3<g, »3o/i35 * 5/43S <£>o -

1

2^0

SlNJc^efZ- JO^ W\ AMP I07W3 i35 xy Qo- 12-0

/Vc?l_£K, 2-6?k-| 3aS i4o - 2.30

6&£>JIKJA Z17 Z<3? W^ H 70-UL5

3&ym&(2^ T~Zl-&L>52-^ K* x^/2^7v/tH &o - i4o
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disengaged. Domestic models and light portable

machines have small variable-speed motors.

You can have any sort of table or stand you like,

as long as it is sturdy, adjustable in height, and

allows adequate work surface for the job. A stan-

dard tabletop measures 20 by 47 inches.

Four other features of the sewing machine/

stand ensemble are important:

H&AD

Ci-UTC-H
McrrotL,

6o86i*J

CuuroH -RELOAD

V

LU
figure 5-60. A Bernina #21 7 with work station.
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1. An automatic bobbin-winding device that runs

off the same drive belt as the machine.

2. A knee-operated presser foot lifting lever.

3. An adjustable light with a cool bulb, preferably

wired so that the motor doesn't have to be

running for the light to be on.

4. A stable thread stand to carry the reservoirs of

thread for top thread and bobbin.

There are as many mounting arrangements as

there are machines: flush with the floor, suspended

from the ceiling, on wheels, sliding tables, and slid-

ing machines.

Sewing machines are designed to run up to a

maximum number of x stitches per minute. The

relationship between the speed the machine turns,

the number of stitches per minute, and the speed

of the motor or drive is governed by the size of the

pulley in the handwheel and the pulley on the

motor. A larger pulley on the motor will turn more

slowly with greater power. Rarely, in a small-time

sailmaking operation, is a sewing machine run at

its rated speed capacity. It is difficult to sew accu-

rately at high speeds; furthermore, the needle heats

up and breaks the thread.

Speaking of high-speed sewing, there are sonic

hazards involved in machine sewing. A consider-

able amount of thread dust is generated; it is possi-

ble to sew your fingers; and if the needle shatters

against the baseplate, little pieces of metal shoot

out in all directions. (It is prudent to wear protec-

tive eyewear, though no one does.)

In recognition of the need for a portable, zigzag,

semi-industrial machine for voyagers, two have

been developed: the Heed Sailmaker and the

Brother TZ1-B652, modified by Sailrite. Both have

roughly the same features—self-contained, with

hand crank and small electric motor, reverse,

9-inch throat, and bobbin winder—and both sell

for under $2,000. I bey are rated to sew at about

2,000 stitches per minute.

The Brother machine has an Incredible 12

millimeter stitch width capability, and seems a

more rugged machine, with a two speed dri

Both machines are certainly capable ol sewing

FIGURE 5-61. The Brother TZ1-B652 modified for

portability and hand-cranked power.

multiple layers of 7-ounee cloth. Sail] Ite claims the

Brother will sew 16 layers of B-OUnce in low gen

and I can personally vouch for the Brothers ability

to sew 12 layers of 9-ounce Dae ion with V 138

thread! in my experience it is a powerful, versatile

machine and should be considered along with the

previously mentioned industn.il models .is .i small

loft workhorse when placed on an indiisin.il stand

with an industrial motor.

Hand Tools
Sailmakcr's Palm With this indispensable tool.

a human hand i .m push a needle through he.iw

cloth. Waste neithei time noi iihuma on the < heap

models, 01 what is ( ailed a tailor'i palm, IS the] an

nearl) useless and will not em. outage \ou to sew

seek instead a high quality sailmakei palm offin

ished ieathei and rawhide, a stoui artli le firmly

stitched.

Ihe tWO piiiHipal t\pes ut palms aie both

essential, depending on the i<>b to be undertaken

i he seaming palm is foi sewing seams and tab

lingS, and loi patl bun:, and has an e\e with small

indentations tO lake the head ul the smaller i!.

dies used in those and ut hei line m ale npeial ions

I he ropingpalm is tor thestoutei ^<nv ol
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a boltrope to a sail; its eye has the larger indenta-

tions needed for the needles required in heavy

work. In addition, the roping palm has a protec-

tive piece about the thumbhole so that a stitch can

be hove home without the thread cutting the work-

er's hand.

Both palms are highly personal tools. Ideally,

they are custom made for your hand only, or at

least have been adapted to your hand and sewing

techniques. The best commercially made palms

are those imported from William Smith Company
in England. (You can, of course, make your own,

"Thumb
StAi-u ROPING -PAL-M

£ Kid,HT-KAKIV^XP)

<5EAM(M£f FAi_M

LETT-HANDE-D f30PlM<% PAJ^M

eee
ROPIN4 E./E, .Seaming e/E-

figure 5-62. Sailmaker's palms.
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as described by sailmaker Brad Hunter in the April

1980 issue of Small BoatJournal.) I've said this ear-

lier, but it is worth repeating here: The "public

palm," while better than nothing, is an abomina-

tion. Worse yet is the ham-handed nozzer's disre-

spectful attempt to cram his hand into someone

else's carefully fitted and broken-in palm. Make the

palm fit your hand. If it's too small to begin with, it's

worthless to you. A big palm can be reduced to

some extent, and the fit can be adjusted with the

addition of leather padding. The palm and your

hand become one. Fit it. Wet it. Work with it. Oil it.

Then work with it some more—and don't share!

Needles Sail needles are triangular in section,

with rounded edges so that the needle separates

rather than severs the threads of the cloth as it

passes through. The thickness, or gauge, of the

needle to be used depends on the size of the thread

required in the sewing and the nature of the mate-

rial sewn. Usually the two requirements coincide,

but not always. Synthetic sail twine, because of its

great strength, can be smaller than the equi\ .iltut

cotton thread for a given application, hut youi nee

die should always be sized according to the cloth

it has to penetrate. Matching the needle to ilu>

smaller thread may result in the needle's breaking.

Shank- ~rypE,5

PAR-ALL-CU AU- ALOKJC>

SPRE.ADS OUT AL-OT

SPRE.ADS OUT qftAOUAUi_y

'FbiNjr "TypE.5

Short -tape.P^

l_OKJtj TAPKR-

i if, i im 5 S3 Sail needles.
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While always retaining the basic triangular

form, sail needles vary not only in length but also

in proportion and taper. These subtle variations

make a distinct difference in their use. A long,

gradually tapered needle is more vulnerable but

requires less effort to push through several layers

of cloth. A blunter, thick-shouldered point is bet-

ter suited to roping and seizing.

A needle of nearly straight body and shank

passes easily; it works best with smaller twine.

However, due to its relatively fragile nature, it is

only appropriate for seaming and light sailwork.

SHA.R.F ct?4e_>
-&KD

o

I
'18

**
*Vo

*\2,

#11

H

figure 5-64A. Relative sizes and cross sections ofsail

needles. The #9 is 4 inches long. Smooth edges are

wanted, because sharp edges cut cloth.

A wider triangular body is for the heavier work of

reinforcement. It may be designed or can be

adapted for roping. The curvature of the uphol-

sterylike roping needle facilitates the motion of

passing through cloth and rope when the needle

is held low. Standard short-tapered sail needles

have blunt points to permit clear passage of the

needle between the strands of boltrope.

It is important that the edges of the triangular

tapered point be rounded and smooth so as to pass

with minimal resistance and friction and not cut

the cloth. And nothing makes sewing more tedious

than a dull or dirty needle. Needles can be kept

sharp and shapely with a razor hone or sharpen-

ing steel.

Aboard ship there is use for all sizes and types of

sail needles; therefore, each size should be on

hand, and it would be wise to have a few extra of

the smaller or more frequently used needles. Sail

needles in the smaller sizes break occasionally, and

even the larger ones can be bent under the strain of

\

I

J
OJI2VE.C?

figure 5-64B. Sail needles usedfor roping want a

short taper and blunt point.
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heavy work. Sail needles are wonderful little tools,

but they will rust at the mere mention of the word

moisture, especially at sea. Keep them oiled or

greased and store them in an airtight container!

Knife The sailmaker's knife is probably the most

versatile tool in the inventory. Within the realms

of sail and marlinspike work, it has many uses, and

it can satisfactorily stand in for such other tools as

scissors and hole cutters. Whether clasp or sheath

knife, a V-ground blade with a rounded back and

sheep's-foot point is best. Homemade or store-

bought, a knife must be of good steel and kept

clean, oiled, and sharp as a razor. This knife must

never be asked to do anything but cut cloth, twine,

or cordage.

Sailhook The needle-sharp steel sailhook (also

called a stretching hook or bench hook), with its

swivel and 5- or 6-foot lanyard, facilitates various

forms of sewing by holding the cloth in the desired

manner so that tension can be applied and cloth

layers kept in line, flat, and immobilized. Sail

hooks, bought or made, must be protected from

rust, like needles and knives. A store-bought Ball

hook must be altered so that it will work satislae

torily: the point needs to be ground down to a nai

row needle projecting from a distinct shoulder so

that the hook will remain in the cloth hut not pull

through, resulting in torn cloth and a big hole.

Fids Fids come in an infinite variety and arc used

to expand, open, and ream: lor instance) to open

A V-ground knife blade is an effective

razorlike edge for cutting and scraping

line. It is also easily sharpened.

figur] 5-65 Two ordinary knives adaptedfor sail and canvaswori The upper is a

leatherworker's knife; the tower, n < ommon kih hen knife with tin- tip ground to a i/i< i

foot point. Both have a i ground blade the latigo leathei theath ///•> in
•

pocket of a pairoj coveralls to i any knif<- 01
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the strands of a rope in splicing or to shape and

smooth out the inside of a handsewn ring. They

make holes in cloth and stretch cringles prior to

the insertion of a round thimble. They are usually

made of a hardwood such as lignum vitae. One can

get by with two of them, a small one and one that is

moderately large. There are numerous commer-
cially made fids available for splicing. For sailwork,

the trowel-like Swedish fid has served me well in

two sizes, a 10-inch, and a 6-inch for smaller work.

They are not hard to make—I have even adapted a

mountain-climbing piton for this purpose.

figure 5-66. The bench, or sail, hook—the sailmaker's third hand—secures the work while

seaming or roping. The lanyard is '4-inch line about 4 feet long. Note the scorpion stinger-

like point with shoulders, which prevents the hookfrom goring the cloth with a large hole.

figure 5-67. These two wooden fids are made ofrosewood and ebony and are 18 and 12

inches long, respectively. The ebonyfid is adorned with a Turk's head tied into a score

turned in thefid.

figure 5-68. The Swedish fid, an invaluable aid in splicing three-strand line, is

commercially available in 10'/$- and 7-inch sizes. The smaller size serves up to '/5-inch line.
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figuri 5 69 Two-partfids driven through a hole in a board make a quU A joboj tettinj

round thimble into a cringle. The six smallei fids thoum here are turned out oflocust, they

set thimbles from .• inch toy im h diametei The big one pit* efld, called a vex Int. It made

ofcherry wood and is usedfbi target ringleandgrommet work
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Much ropework, either on or connected with

sails, involves braided sheets and core line. Spe-

cial essential tools are required for splicing this sort

of line. Yacht chandleries and fishing-supply stores

carry splicing kits, or they can be obtained from

the manufacturer of the line.

There is a universal tool that obviates the need

of a set of fids and a pushing tool. The separate alu-

minum fids do corrode, and it is wise to have '4-

inch through '/2-inch sizes.

More Fids No, this is not an assortment of

dunce caps and devices for inflicting pain upon

recalcitrant students! (Figure 6-59) The pointed

items are all fids. These go beyond the basic assort-

ment of fids mentioned above, but they make spe-

cialized tasks much easier. The largest, called a set

fid, is a one-piece fid, 2 feet or more high and 6

inches or more in diameter at the base, that sits on

the floor. This very traditional item is used for

stretching larger rope cringles and rope grommets.

The smaller ones each have two parts—the fid

itself and the base—and are used for installing

round thimbles in cringles. These devices so radi-

cally ease the slam-bam process of installing a

round thimble (described in Chapter 1) that, if

there is any anticipation of sticking cringles on a

regular basis, it would be foolish not to have fids

of this type in the sizes you will be using. This set

incorporates 3/4-inch, 1-inch, l'A-inch, lV^-inch,

and 2-inch round thimbles. The 2-incher would be

a valuable cruising boat's tool.

I got the idea for two-part fids from Franz Schat-

tauer, a sailmaker in Seattle, who has a carefully

machined set made of steel; the fid portion actually

screws into the base. My locust fids were turned

figure 5-70. Top: A traditional seam rubber carved out ofblack locust. Middle: A dulled

barrel-knife blade used to score and crease sailcloth. Bottom: A wooden butter knife used

as a creaser.
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figure 5-71. Steel marlinspikes, available in several sizes, are essentialfor splicing wire but

also serve in the removal ofsqueeze-on hanks. Twelve inches is a good all-purpose length.

on a lathe, and the base is merely a socket. It is pos-

sible to dispense with a separate base and merely

drive the cringle down the fid and over the thimble,

which sits on a stump or on the floor. The problem

with this method is that the cringle can only be dri-

ven down the fid on one side at a time; thus, when
you make the final blow the cringle comes down
onto the thimble on only one side, and you risk the

cringle shrinking before you can complete the job.

To avoid this, I created a holed plank that permits

driving the fid down through the cringle (instead of

the cringle down over the fid), which is stretched

uniformly all the way around. With the final whack

and installation, the fid portion of the tool falls

through to the floor. It is a dandy system that usu-

ally results in a snug fit and offers leeway in the

tightness and size with which the cringle is laid up.

Seam Rubber A seam rubber can be your own
creation out of hardwood (see Figure 5-70). This

tool is for creasing cloth as well as smoothing and

evening stitches. A rounded knife back will sei vc.

and really any hard edge will do, bill the scam rub

ber assures that the job will be done comfortably

and consistently.

Steel Marlinspikes Big and small, marlinspikes

are not only useful for wire work and heaving sell

ings tight but also work well lor removing ring lin-

ers and pressed-on-type jib hanks.

Rigger's Vise For the wire splicing a sailmaker is

likely to perform, a small portable rigger's vise

is valuable but not essential. \n\ shop doing na

ditional rigging work as well us sailtnakiug will i ei

tainly have a small portable vise, and a largei \ ise

as well.

Nicopress Tool A Nicopress tool and Nu opreaa

sleeves are the quick and dirt) alternative to spin

ing. In limitedcircumstances this method <>i fbi m
ing a wire eye is acceptable. It you're putting tight

luff wires in drillers 01 nn//e n Staysails on a regulfJ

basis, for example( you can save some tunc tins

way. Though the eyes are not as strong <»i durable

as a splice, they will List as long as the sails Ybuwfll

use only 14-inch <>i Bmallei wire in Nicopretf

sleeves, so it is not necessar) to obtain the largei

tool, rhe small, portable, boh and nul type Nice

press tOOl is less expensive and i o\cis lorn si/es,

hut it is more tunc consuming to operate and

requires the use ol additional wren* hes i he large

level a< Hon type tools are quite costly, handle onhj

one 01 tWO Sizes, and aic < iimher sonic, hut the\

crimp th.it siec\c right down to the necessar)

degree In one tell swoop

\\ in- ( utters wire rope can be cut with a cold

chisel in hai ksaw, but a good pan ol < able • ill

teis. though more expensive < an do 1 1 leanei

and perhaps faStei job \ small pair would he
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handy in any ditty bag, but both large and small

cutters are important tools to have aboard a voy-

aging boat or in the sail loft, where wire-rope

work crops up not only in building sails, but also

in standing and running rigging and in lifelines.

An offshore sailor would do well to have a large

emergency pair of cutters, should it ever be

necessary to cut away the rig after a dismasting.

I am sure there are many worthy brands of cable

cutters out there, but I have found Felco cutters,

which come in four sizes

—

3
/i6,

lA, %, and % inch

—

to be of excellent quality. It is the blades, which are

replaceable in all but the smallest cutter, that make

these tools so expensive.

figure 5-72. Various beaters, pounders, persuaders, and tappers. Top to bottom: Five- and
3-pound rawhide mallets for driving hole cutters and setting brass liners in handsewn
rings. A wooden malletfor driving cringles down a fid. A wooden bowling pin forfairing
splices in line. A light ballpeen hammerforfairing ring liners and other odd jobs.
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figure 5-73. "Jack the merciless seam ripper"

removes stitches and makes accidental cuts in your

sail with equal ease.

Seam Ripper Be careful! This valuable little

devil will cut you or your sail as easily as it will

stitching (see Figure 5-73). A sharp, pointed knife

will serve for removing stitching, but a carefully

directed and controlled seam ripper does the job,

especially with zigzag stitching, much faster. The

tool itself is not very strong and is easily broken if

used for other purposes.

Mallets Speaking of thumping and whacking

—

stretching cringles, knocking round thimbles,

pounding splices, driving spikes, setting linen ami

spur grommets, and cutting holes all require per-

suaders in the form of a specialized mallei. I use a

common wooden woodworker's mallei toi cringles

and thimbles (see Figure 5-72).A candlestick bowl

ing pin convinces splices that they ought to lie

smooth and fair. Cutting holes with cutters ami set

ting liners demand great force that will not Inn m
the metal tool that is struck. Lead-weighted

rawhide mallets serve this purpose; they are avail

able in weights of 1, 3, 5, ami 10 pounds. A

3-pounder is fine for working on everything

through #10 rings. Number 1 1 rings ami up require

a 5-pounder. A lightweight ballpeen hammer
smoothes out ring liners and works u HI as a let ei

to make the final heaves on the strands ot a 1 1 Ingle

after setting a round thimble.

Cutters Prior to sewing In eyelets and cornel

rings, or setting a spur grommet, a hole <>l the i "i

rect size must he cut in the sail I his i an be done

i iguve 5-74. Appropriately sized holei utters make quit a and at i urate holes in a tailprim

to sewing rings or setting spurgrommets
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with a knife, scissors, or a stabber, but it is quickly,

cleanly, and accurately accomplished with a hole

cutter—either side-hole cutter or arch type. The

hole cutters listed in Table 5-7 (page 169) make up

an extensive working inventory.

For shipboard use, only those sizes pertaining

to rings and spur grommets in use on board are

needed. For a minimum small-boat and light can-

vas inventory, I suggest the following basic hole

cutters: 9/32-inch, 7/i6-inch, 3/s-inch, '/2-inch,
7/s-inch.

For a voyaging inventory and cruising canvas-

work, it would be wise to have %2-inch, 7/i6-inch,

y2-inch, and 1 Vs-inch.

Setting Dies Spur grommets and the liners for

handsewn rings must be set with a two-part setting

die: spindle and base. Hand-worked eyelets and

corner rings depend on brass or stainless steel lin-

ers, not so much for strength as for chafe protec-

tion. Clearly, setting dies are needed for all spur

grommets and rings. Cutters and dies go together.

Thus, a complete, complementary inventory to the

figure 5-75. Two-part setting dies are required to turn over and set the brass or stainless

steel liners that protect the stitching ofa handsewn eyelet or corner ring.
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figure 5-76. A two-part setting die is also required to install the two halves ofa spur

grommet into a sail.

previously listed cutters is advisable. A small-boat

voyager needs these dies: #0 spur grommet die; #1

spur grommet die; #3 liner die; #4 spur grommet
die; #4 liner die; and #7 liner die. A larger voyager

should have these: #0 spur grommet die; #2 spur

grommet die; #3 liner die; #4 spur grommet die and

liner die, and #10 liner die.

Sailmaker's Bench
Here is the throne of traditional sailmaking. On this

item, a complete sail can be assembled and fin-

ished. This particular pine bench (Figure 5-77) was

taken from a design a Captain Dolf duplicated from

the sail loft of H. H. Hamblin & Son at T Wharf in

old Boston. Bruce Bingham published the plans in

his Sailor's Sketchbook. My longer version was

made for me by Bill Jackson of the famous Preya

Boatworks in trade for a monogrammed ditty hag

of the type presented in Chapter 1

.

Ideally, a sail bench is designed around the

stature and needs of the sailmaker. It must be

the correct height, so that the lap as one sits on the

bench is parallel to the floor. For a right -bander,

the tools and storage are on the tight end; the

opposite for a left-hander. There are near!) as

many variations on sail bent lies as theft lie sail

makers. Some have drawers 01 Storage i oinp.iit

ments. My bench is stoutly made and st.ihle It is .i

long 6 feet to permit plentj "I room t<n sliding

along on a seam or rope It has .i hai ted edge thai

keeps me and the tools from falling <>lf Spools ol

twine are stored on removable spindles \ pad is

drilled with holes lor housing hds I he hem h hook

can be made last to a siiap eye at the end ot the

bench. A cut and whipped pie< e ol I uu h manila

line made last with hion/e s( lews c oidons oil |

section ot the hem h I his \ ow pasture" has t or

railed within it the m.iptt it\ ol hand tools I he line

also selves as a storage plac e fol needles Mounted

on the back side ot the hem h is a .' loot pie< e ot

Inch hemp bolt rope with a series of cringles that

hold Several more tools ( leaik visible are man\

ol the hand tools mentioned e.nhei In addition

there is grease horn in whU h needles
« an in-

stored I'rimanlv. this is a storage \essel lor taUOM

used in slu kine, down < tingle (ids or tor helpu ,
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figure 5-77. Notjust a seat, the sailmaker's bench is an ergonomic tool custom-built to

facilitate all aspects ofsewing andfinishing a sail by hand. All tools and materials on this

pinewood right-hander's bench are within reach, and a soft pad upon which to sit hope-

fullyforestalls having to consult a proctologist! Note the locations ofvarious other tools

described in this chapter.

needle get through heavy going. Last, there is a seat

pad for comfort and to help in sliding back and

forth. Some sailmakers prefer a doughnut form;

others use no pad at all.

For roping it is convenient to have the bench

hook tied off at a height above bench level. For this,

some sailmakers have a permanent post built into

the end of the bench. I attach an oak stave to the

bench leg with a C-clamp. A handsome, well-orga-

nized bench is a utilitarian thing of pride and

beauty and truly the hub of traditional sailmaking.

The Handwork Stump
When you weigh anchor and relocate a sail loft,

especially at a great distance, there are some tools

and furniture you just can't take along. Conse-

quently, for every new shop, I've had to come up

with a new handwork stump. Actually, it's an excit-

ing adventure creating this essential piece of sail-

making equipment that serves as a solid surface on

which to cut holes, set liners, and otherwise

pound, slam, and roll parts of a sail during the fin-

ishing process.

Clean, dry, salt-free, dense wood is best, since

the stump is not only used for pounding and per-

suading, but also spikes and pins are often pushed

into it when doing ropework. I've used oak blocks,

pine stumps, old pilings, and driftwood stumps.

The important things are that the stump be dense

and heavy so that the force of the blow goes into
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the work rather than the floor; that there be a pro-

tective nylon cutting pad on the stump so that

tools, particularly cutters, are not marred or dulled;

that the stump be cloth-covered if there is any like-

lihood of its transferring grunge onto the sail; and

that it be the right height.

The right height is that which ensures that when

the mallet strikes, its handle is roughly parallel to

the floor, thus transferring maximum power and

accuracy from the swing. My present handwork

stump is an oak log 27 inches by 12 inches sur-

mounted by a commercially made nylon cutting

pad 10 inches square.

Auxiliary Tools
A few auxiliary tools make life easier.

Soldering Gun The Wen "quick-hot" soldering

gun is used primarily for the hand sewing of svn

thetics, to melt a little globule at the end of the

twine instead of making a knot, or to seal cut edges

of webbing or cloth. This brand is the only one I

FIGURE 5-78. Various uusally butadvantageous loots used in utflworl I n/i tn bottom \n

electric rapid-heatingsolderinggunfar cuttingsynthetit Uneoi tail twine PUert any
pliers will do. ( These are sto<k pliers pom a Men edes /'<//. /""/ kit. and the handles I.

been served.) Diagonal i utters. A revolving leather punt h
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know of that heats up fast enough. Rope-cutting

blades are also available for it. For safety's sake and

accessibility, and to prevent damage to the hot

gun, it is suspended above the sail bench with a

counterweighted system of line and two blocks.

Three #15 brass rings provide just the right amount

ofweight at the other end. With a snap hook on the

hot-gun end of the line, the tool can be easily

removed when necessary.

The hot gun has two drawbacks in addition to

its consumption of electricity. First, it fosters a

tendency to be lazy and melt synthetics that

should best be left soft, oversewn, or hemmed.
Furthermore, a brittle globule as a knot substitute

can easily disintegrate and fail. Second, the use

of the hot gun produces clouds of acrid fumes

injurious to eyes and lungs—proper ventilation

is imperative.

Leather Punches All sorts of leatherwork

requires accurate holes, for which a revolving

leather punch is an excellent tool. There are both

formed-metal and cast-metal types. The cast vari-

ety is stouter and has replaceable hole cutters.

Pliers and Cutters Pliers are essential for,

among a zillion other things, pulling needles

through recalcitrant material. They work well, too,

for heaving cringle strands. Diagonal cutters and

pruning shears are wonderful cordage and twine

cutters. Moreover, diagonal cutters are the tool for

removing spur grommets and working with seizing

wire.

Handy Billy Making and checking sails involves

imitating the sail-edge tensions found on board

under sail. For setting up small-boat sails, an unas-

sisted individual can exert sufficient power by

hauling and swigging a line rove off through a sin-

gle block—an approximation of the small-boat

halyard, outhaul, or downhaul. But larger sails with

multipurchase halyards or winches require a large

application of force if they are to be properly ten-

sioned in the loft. Several passes of a line can gain

sufficient mechanical advantage, but blocks and

sheaves make for less friction and offer consistent

and even tension.

A handy billy or luff tackle of 3-to- 1 advantage

will cover most situations. An additional tackle will

be required for setting up an internal luff rope or

wire—one tackle is for stretching the rope or wire,

the other for stretching the luff of the sail. My sec-

ond tackle is a double-purchase, twin fiddle-block

arrangement. The handy billy needs plenty of

scope in a '/2-inch easy-grip, slip-free knotable line.

Any store-bought tackle will do, but it can't possi-

bly compare with the grandeur and saltiness of the

lignum vitae handy billy described in Brion Toss's

recipe in WoodenBoat magazine's issue No. 41. Pic-

tured here is the prototype for that instructional

piece. I received it in trade for a duffel bag of Mr.

Toss's own design. (It was a bag within a bag, a

figure 5-79. Mr. Knot's lignum vitae handy billy—incorporating a fiddle block, a single

block with double becket, and '/2-inch line—is a light watch tackle with many uses besides

setting up the proper tension in the luffrope ofa sail.
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laundry bag with its own separate compartment

to isolate the itinerant rigger's pine tar-and-

tallow-saturated work clothes from his formal

evening attire.)

Swivel snaps on a handy billy prevent the sail

and tackle from twisting.

Stitch Heaver The T-shaped stitch heaver is a

traditional tool of great antiquity. Perhaps of equal

or greater value to the contemporary sailmaker

working in synthetics is the small socket in the end

with which a sticky needle can be coaxed through

the cloth in a spot too confined for the sewing

palm.

ServingBoard There is available an assortment

of specialized tools for traditional wire work, but

for the sailmaker's limited use of wire, a serving

board is all that will be required for the service of

wire eyes, small grommets, strops, and splices.
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Making Your Own Sails

MAKING A SAIL IS NOT a task to undertake

lightly. It can be very rewarding and enjoy-

able, but if done well it is a terrific amount of

work—some sails more than others. Large sails,

those of 100 square feet or more, become arduous

by virtue of their size and weight and the energy

involved. Even smaller sails of heavy construction

take time and muscle. At least one-third of the

work required to make a sail involves prepara-

tion—designing, gathering tools, organizing work

space, obtaining materials—without which the

cutting and sewing can't even begin.

The appropriate design and cut (construction)

of the sail may come to you in any number ofways.

At one extreme you may be replacing an old one,

which you have as a tangible reference; the other

extreme is inventing a sail for an unbuilt boat in

the process of design. This chapter assumes that

you know what type of sail you'll be making and

understand its relationship to the boat and the

type of sailing to be done. So the first step is to

determine the sail's peripheral straight-line dimen-

sions, from which all other refinements of design

will follow.

OBTAINING MEASUREMENTS

Measuring an Existing Sail

What can be simpler than having for duplica-

tion an old sail that you know fit and served

well? Nothing, really. Except that a used sail

in need of replacement probably yields elon-

gated measurements; thus, if you were to dupli-

cate those dimensions, particularly in a sail of

natural-fiber cloth and reinforcement, the new
sail could easily stretch beyond the limits of

spars or stay. So allowances must be made.

However, the old sail is a fine reference, maybe
the only reference.

An excellent space for measuring an old sail is a

clean, flat, wooden floor into which spikes can be

driven. Ideally, this same space will be used to loft

the new sail. For one thing, you know the sail

fits in the room, and for another, it is possible,

though not advisable, to go for a quick-and-dirty

approach: Design and loft the sail right there on

the floor by tracing the old sail! You've been fore-

warned of the dangers of elongated measure-

215
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merits, but ifyou know there is room to spare in the

rig, tracing is okay.

Why not measure a sail edge by edge in a smaller

space? This tempting approach excuses you from

finding a place large enough to lay out the sail, but

edge measurements taken in this way are likely to

be inaccurate. Furthermore, this approach hinders,

if it does not prevent, valuable detail measure-

ments, and you miss the diagonal measurements

that are essential for a four-sided sail.

Measuring a used sail can be a tricky business.

On the one hand the sail's edges will have elon-

FIGURE6-1. When tensioning a sailfor measure-

ment, the sequence tofollow depends on the type oj

sail. For a Bermudan mainsail or a headsail, jusi

spike the head, then tension the luff, and finally

pull the clew to tension fool and leech as shown
For a fixed-footed gaf] sail, spike the throat anil

tension the luff, then the foot, then pull on die

peak to tension leech and head, lor a boomless 01

loose-footed sprit, lug, or gaff stul. spike the throat

and tension the lujj, then the head, then pull on

the clew to tension the leech and foot.

gated, but on the other hand the sail's tape, rope,

or wire reinforcements will, unless pulled to tfaeil

working tensions, yield too-short measurements

You must take care, then, to spike the sail out to

its fully tensioned dimensions, balancing the ten-

sion between edges so that the sail is not dis

torted in one direction or another. I start with the

edge that is subject to the most tension and Is

therefore most heavily reinforced (generally the

luff) and spike that out, often with the aid ol a

handy billy

If a sail is old and dilapidated enough, the rein

forcement may be shot or removable. Removing

the reinforcement, though time-consuming, will

reveal the sail's measurements (or at least its elon

gated measurements) without your having to exert

much tension—but it also denies you information

that might help you decide what types ol reinfon e

ment and amounts of tension you wish to build

into the new sail. Large girts (stretched and ills

torted spots) of cloth in the body ol the s.ul mdu ate

misplacement of corners or improper and unhal

anced tensioning. An excessively rounded leech

suggests insufficient lull tension.

It is safer and more accurate to measure to tin-

vertex of a corner, where the two edges would

have met if extended, rather than to sonic pan ol

the actual corner that has been altered with nun

ming and hardware. Hie headboards of Bennu
dan mainsails are an e\t rption; assuming the new

sail is to have a headboard also, the truncated ooi

ner should he measured as ,i fourth side to the

sail.

I he peripheral measurements alone and diag

onalson a quadrilateral sail) will provide sufficient

information with whit h to draw anothei limilai

sail on paper. Hut one I an and should takr this

opportunity also to measure and note ever) detail

ol the sail toi future inclusion inoi adaptation to

the ih-u s.ni i ins .iiso provides a i net k on yotu

measurements, an) errors In which might not

otherwise have revealed themselves until loo lets

as when raising the nrw s.ul li i .in give \ou .i Milk

ing feeling, l < an nil you

: < ontinuedon pan>
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W 4 h

P.GUBE6-Z Who. *ft«p*taNl— " ' "' "" "'""' "'""

merits and features may be recorded:

,.
iMffjHirperidicularofsaibwithaUKkangklessorff^

2. Diagonals offour-sided sails

3. Depth of reefs at lark and < lew

4 Edge-curve depth and distribution

5. Length, breadth, and placement oj broadseaming

6. Cloth width and seam overlap

7. Tabling type, width, and location
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8. Depth ofreefcurve

9. Number and spacing ofcorner-patch layers

1 0. Number and length ofreefnettles

1 1

.

Spacing between reef, luff, foot, or head eyelets

12. Length, width, and placement ofbatten pockets

13. Cunningham hole orflattening reeflocation

14. Length and depth ofoffset at tack, clew, or throat

15. Location ofclew slide, throat slide, tack slide

1 6. Location ofbrailing eyelet
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Measure and note the following:

luff perpendicular

diagonals on quadrilateral sails

reef placements

distribution, placement, and magnitude of

roaches or rounds and hollows

placement, length, and width of

broadseams

seam and cloth widths

tabling sizes

cloth type and weight

corner patch sizes

reef eyelet positions and spacing

other ring and eyelet placement and type

batten lengths and placement

handling and adjustment features: brailing

eyelets, Cunningham hole, etc.

offsets or cutbacks of sail corners to match

spar hardware

Notes can be taken on every other detail of the

sail: stitching, hardware, lines, slides, hanks, insig-

nias, etc. Even if the sail is not drawn later—and it

usually is—this information will be useful in gath-

ering materials.

A scale plan of the old sail can be drawn and

detailed as the information is recorded, or drawn

later. This same plan can be used as a design for

lofting the new sail, then or later, if no change is to

be made in the measurements to allow for aging

and elongation.

Measuring a Boat
Frequently, a sailmaker has only the boat and rig-

ging from which to determine the measurements of

a sail. Most working sail measurements can be

obtained by measuring spars and stays. Some can-

not, as portions of the area the sail is to fill (such as

a high clew position) are simply not within reach. In

such cases one can only measure the rig and spars

and use this information to draw a scale sail plan

of the boat, from which the dimensions ol the sail

can be determined. Drawing a sail plan is perhaps a

good idea anyway, for reasons we will explore later

Measuring on board a completed boat is actu-

ally the most successful approach to designing a

sail because, assuming you measure accurately, all

the variables are at hand and can be recorded. If

no one makes a change in the rig, the sail will lit.

Stock sail plans rarely are as accurate. With small

rigs, it may be more practical and accurate to la\

the spars out on the ground in their working rela-

tionship to one another. Estimations will have to

be made for sheeting positions on the boat and

heights above deck, however. An advantage to

onboard measuring is that, with an assistant hold-

ing the measuring tapes in position (see I igute

6-3), you can, at a distance, study the profile ol the

sail at full scale in relation to the boat.

In either case, you will need two or three mea
suring tapes of sufficient length (50 feet plus

small pocket tape measure (8 feet), some strong

twine, a clipboard, a pencil, and paper. It really

must be windless. Measuring with the tape slatting

about is a nightmare.

Headsails (Jibs, Genoas, Drifters, Yankees Ifthe

clew is within reach—and Stay Bails] I he titst mea

surement taken is the lull along the sta\ Seize a

shackle or jib hank to the end ol the tape. With the

hank or shackle clipped to and riding on the stay,

attach the appropriate halyard and very Impoi

tant—a downhaul ol stout line It is nsk\ t<> iel\ on

the tape for pulling the halyard down oni e met
SlirementS have been taken; the sIkk kle tends to

jam on the stay. Also, a heavydownhaul allows firm

tension on the halyard with both halyard and

downhaul belayed, so that there's little slop m the

tape, particular!) ii there is a breeze oi a mil to the

boat.

Hoist the tape to the height desired How l.u

depends on the type ol sail. ODStllM lions
|

pi nip

ers) , and sheeting hardware Maximum lufl length,

with adjustable track sheeting or a dub foot would

have the head ol the sail bai t< <i <>n n the mast

head just enough to allow lot sail sin-uh and

ohstiiM tions on the mast I 01 I lull hoist sail I

raise th<- tape to the sheave oi blot k then dm ^ oil

i toot plus i uu h lot every 10 feel length
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TAPES CKC6SEXI

figure 6-3. Measuringfor a heads'l (or any stay-set

sail): Locate clew in close-hauled position, tak-

ing into account sheeting angle, sheet blocks,

shrouds, and visibility under the sail.

When measuring for a boomless sail that sheets to

a fixed block, it is advisable to shorten the luff

another 12 to 18 inches so that tack height can be

adjusted with a tack pendant; this permits varia-

tions in sheeting angle.

The tack position is designated next. It should

be high enough off the deck so that the foot of the

sail will clear the bow pulpit and lifelines on all

points of sail. This practice is wise not only for

longer sail life but also for visibility and keeping

water out of the sail. It also protects the tack of the

sail from chafe on the turnbuckle, and allows a

hank to be placed right down low. The tack is often

lower, however—sometimes even fixed right on

deck. In any case, mark, measure, and record the

luff length from head to tack position. Seize a sec-

ond tape to the tack position and carry both tapes

aft to the desired clew position and height, and

record the respective measurements at the inter-

section of the tapes.

Genoas and drifters go outside the shrouds and

can have clews that are high enough to be sheeted

to the boom end if desired. The limits ofhow far aft

the sail's clew can be taken are established by the

type of sail, its relationship to other sails in use at

the time, and the available fairlead for sheeting.

Plans of similar sails on other boats of the same rig

will show approximately where the clew should be

for working jibs and staysails. Genoas and drifters

offer more leeway in that, since they lap the mast

anyway, your choices are simply between big and

bigger, and you are limited only by shrouds,

spreaders, and sheeting opportunities—the tran-

som being the end of the line. A working genoa of

150 percent is standard, but if the sheeting block

is fixed it may restrict the genoa to a smaller size.

A drifter, ideally, should be as large as possible,

with its sheet led well aft.

You will notice that the tapes, when measuring

these sails, are bent around the shroud in a way

that the sail never will be. Furthermore, in use, the

sail's clew will actually sit forward of the measured

position. Although measuring in this way does not

precisely reflect the appearance and set of the sail,

if the tapes are evenly tensioned and the profile is

observed and checked from a distance, the result-

ing sail will fit without worry about its being too

large. If it is not possible to reach the clew position,

even with a stepladder, the only resort is a sail plan.

Note stay diameter, height of turnbuckle and lower

end fitting, and size requirements of halyard and

tack shackles. Will chafe patches be required at

tack or spreader ends?

Club-footed jibs and staysails are initially mea-

sured as above, but with allowance only at the head

for elasticity and elongation (the tack being fixed).
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Top the club up to its working centerline position,

clear of stanchions.

With a pedestal or other loose-footed club stay-

sail, locate the tack above the stay turnbuckle so

the rounded foot of the sail will chafe less on the

club when tacking. If the sail is loose-footed, mea-

sure its foot and leech to 2 inches shy of the maxi-

mum outhauled or lashed position. Allow an addi-

tional 1 inch for every 2 feet of foot length on laced

or tracked feet. Note outhaul, track, and tack hard-

ware sizes to ensure compatibility with the sail.

Measure also the height of the outhaul car pin and

the tack gooseneck pin above the spar.

Bermudan Main and Mizzen Prepare the rig

for measurement by raising the gooseneck to its

highest position, topping the boom to clear all

obstructions and hang no lower than parallel to the

waterline. (You will likely find that the boom looks

best when kicked up slightly, 3 degrees or so on a

plumb mast.) Stabilize the boom with sheet and

preventers. Seize a sail slide to a 50-foot tape mea-

sure, attach the main halyard and a downhaul,

raise to the masthead sheave, then ease the halyard

6 inches in 20- to 30-foot luffs of 6.5- to 7.25-ounce

cloth, 9 inches in 20- to 30-foot luffs of less than

6.5-ounce cloth, 9 inches in most 30- to 40-foot

luffs, and 12 inches in most 40- to 50-foot luffs.

With a fixed tack, it would be wise to deduct

another 1 inch per 10 feet. Better too short than too

long! Measure to Vi inch above the level of the

boom or its track. Gooseneck configurations

abound, and the type of fitting, with its various tack

positions, should be noted so that your luff and

foot measurements can allow for gooseneck offsets

and so that the sail corner hardware is sized and

located appropriately. If the tack fitting ot a fixed

gooseneck is below the track level of the boom,

measurement to that lower level would result in a

gross misalignment. Similarly, if the lack fitting is

well aft of the mast, to neglect that offset will result

in a misfit.

With a second tape measure lashed Inch alt of

the mast, measure the boom out to the outhaul < ai

or lashing. From the maximum position, dedud

1 Vi inches for 10 feet of foot length, 2V6 inches for 1

5

feet of foot length, or 3V> inches for 20 feet of toot

length. Done? Now, just to be safe, deduct an addi-

tional 1 inch for every 10 feet of foot length

Measure from the head of the sail down to this

same clew position, with minimal sag in the tape

Measure the offsets of tack and outhaul fittings

Sight up the mast and along the boom, and note

any curvature or irregularities and their locations

in order to cut the sail edges to compensate, as well

as to avoid placement of slides at a bump or hol-

low. Sheet down hard with fractional rigs to note

masthead bend. Check backstay and topping lift

clearance if the sail is to have a headboard.

ReefMeasurement Measure placement of the

reefclew pendant cheek blocks on the boom aft bom
the mast. Ondouble-headsail rigs, lower the h.iK.ml

with the attached tape and measure from the intel

section of the mast and forestay to the tack position,

in order to place the head ot a reefed sail ( this

advantageously strong point. (I lopelullv, the existing

reef clew cheek block was sited with this in muni

Note the track or slot si/e. the halyard sli.n kle

size, and likely areas of chafe: Bhrouds. lazyjai ks,

topping lift, or running backstays.

Odd Mains Variations on jibheaded oi Bennu

dan-shaped mains require bash all] the same met

swing process, with changes In fool and ( lew dee

ignation.

LOOSE-FOOTED, in this instance, usual!) a small

sail, the boom should be topped to its working

position, with ta< k and c lew positions al least I

inch above the boom level tO permit the sweep oi

the foot roach to pass from side to side oftheboon
when tacking. As With the loose tooted i lub sl.i\

Sail, all allow a IK e of at least .' iih lies must be made

lot elongation and outhaul adjustment

BOOM! i ss. With sheeting position i) known* the

measurement pro< ess is similai to thai of •< boom

less headsail, < ombined with the luff measuring

procedure of the conventional Bermudan main
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figure 6-4. Measuringfor a Bermudan main or mizzen. Better too small than too big!

Allowances must be made on luffandfootfor elasticity and elongation. Visitations by
prehistoric birds during the measurement process are portents ofgood luck.
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ROLLER-FURLING. Luff measurements are taken

as in the conventional Bermudan main, except

that the extrusion or wire is the straight line of the

luff, rather than a track on the mast. In most

instances, the sail is set loose-footed to a boom
kicked up sufficiently to prevent the rolled-up foot

from piling up at the very bottom of the furling

gear. The boom, if long enough, may not be top-

ped very high, but the clew is surely raised such

that a straight-line tack angle of 86 degrees or less

is created.

The measurement of the leech and foot pre-

sents no more difficulty than that of a boomless

headsail or mainsail. Simply intersect the two tapes

at the desired location—this time, above the boom
at its working height, allowances being made for

outhauling and sheeting angle, since there is no

clew lashing. The tack is predetermined by the furl-

ing gear, although this type of sail can be set on a

pendant. The tape is hoisted to the desired posi-

tion on the furling gear swivel.

SPRIT BOOM AND WISHBONE BOOM. Measure

these sail types with a combination of the proce-

dures for the Bermudan main and the loose-

footed variation. The tack is fixed and the foot

rises to a high clew, with allowance for outhauling.

The type of luff attachment determines the point

of measurement at the mast. With a luff sleeve

around the mast, measurements are still taken

from the after side of the mast; the mast circum-

ference is noted and the sleeve later constructed

accordingly. Spar bend must be accounted for to

get an idea how much the mast will bow with snot -

ter or outhaul tension. Note also the snottei posi

tion on the mast so that you will not locate eyelets

there.

GaffMainsail and GaffMizzen I he prim i

pies of measuring Bermudan mains apply as well

to gaff sails, with the additional considerations ol

another edge, spar, and corner, more likelihood ol

chafe, and a greater variety ol sail attachments with

their associated offsets. I luce long tapes will be

needed.

Gaff mainsail proportions vary widely, but the

following proportions, though arbitrarily selected,

are fairly typical:

Luff:l

Leech: 1.73

Head: .833

Foot: 1.02

Tack angle: 86°-87°

Height of peak: 42° (angle of gaff with mast) to

30° (or higher still in pleasure craft)

With the luff as the primary measurement, it is

important to make sure that from an established

tack position (set at the highest downhaul posi

tion) the gaff jaws will ride comfortably below the

lower shrouds with enough room to spare foi

stretching of the luff. Further, the type ol t.u k.

throat, and lull attachment fittings and then

working distance from the alter side ol the mast

are crucial. Ideally, they would all he in vei ti< .il

alignment, but that is rarely the case. II the align

merit is off, it works best to measure from the

position of the means of attachment to the matt

(hoops, slides, etc.). and later deduct the appro

priate offsets (cutbacks) from loot and head inea

surements.

To facilitate measurement, t\\<> \angs must be

bent to the gaffend to center the spai athwartships

and hold the peak down. I iiinK seize a tape to (In-

appropriate outhauled peak position on the gall

allowing I Inch lot ever) 5 tret ol head length fol

future stretch. Measure the head to tin- throat Bt

ting and to the loiwaidmost lull position, it i Inn- is

a difference. Depending on the type ol |awi oi

die lilting at the thio.it. the aftwaid Offset <»l the

thio.it fitting from the extended llneol the lull will

he greatei with thegafl peaked to its working angle

i herefore, the offset must he measured with the

gall set up. I his ( .in he dour .H i in.ilrh enOUgh

with tin- sp.n within reai h from thedei ^ Now to

the measuring

step i With tapes affixed to the peal and the

aligned throat position .i tlno.it dounh.inl will be
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figure 6-5. Measuringfor a gaff-headed sail. The head measurement and amount of throat

offset are taken first, with the gaffset within reach of the deck. The gaff is then raised to its

working height and anglefor the remaining measurements. Allowance is madefor

elasticity and elongation.
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needed), hoist the gaff to its working height and

angle. To allow for luff stretch, make sure the throat

is well below the intersection of the mast and

shrouds. Tension and belay the halyards, vangs,

and downhaul to stabilize the gaff.

Step 2: Lift and top the boom to its highest

working position; secure it with lifts, sheet, preven-

ters, and lashings. From a distance, observe the

profile of the sail.

Step 3: Measure the luff from the throat to a pre-

determined tack position above the boom.

Step 4: Attach a third tape to the tack point. Take

the foot measurement from the tack point to a pre-

determined clew point (with allowances for elas-

ticity and stretch). Measurements to the reef clew

blocks can also be taken at this time.

Step 5: Measure from the peak to the clew point.

Step 6: With the edges of the sails measured, the

next step is to take diagonal measurements to des-

ignate the form of the sail. Measure from peak to

tack and from clew to throat.

Follow-up: Check the spars for curvature and

flexibility. Light gaffs with a centrally placed peak

halyard attachment will bend more. Note bumps
and hollows in the track. Measure offsets in corner

hardware and lashings. There should be consis-

tency among throat, tack, and luff attachments so

that if one portion of the sail is permitted to revolve

about the after side of the mast, the rest ofthe sail

can respond similarly. For example, if gaff jaws are

used on a sail whose luff is bent to a mast track, the

sail's throat eyelet and upper luff are unduly

stressed when the gaff sags off. Avoid this configu

ration if possible, or alleviate its ill effects with a

jackline on the upper luff, as discussed elsewhere.

The measurement of boomless and loose

footed gaff mains can easily he dediu ed from this

procedure and from the discussion ol the mea
surement of jibheaded mainsails.

Lugsails or Spritsails Lugsails and spritsails

can be measured on site in much the same mannci

as a gaff sail, with no concern for luff offsets, but it

is generally more practical to measure the spars of

relatively small rigs by laying them on the ground

in their working positions or doing the whole

process on paper.

A possible exception is the voyaging Chinese

lugsail, which should be measured on board as ,i

gaff sail. The principal differences in the measure-

ment of the Chinese lugsail are the projection of

the forward end of the boom and yard ahead ot the

mast, and the large leech roach produced by the

individual battens in the sail. The allowance for

this roach and the measurements between battens

will later be worked out on paper.

Gunter Sails The Crocker schooner Pnvat,

when first sailing as the Mahdee, carried I great

whacking topmast at the bead of a large guntei

rigged mainsail. Such a hefty guntei rig would be

measured in much the same manner as a e,.itt i |g

Here there is likely to be considerable oltset 11 the

throat to accommodate the heel ot the topmast

Most likely this can be measured with the topmast

peaked up at deck level to its intended witu .il .itti

tilde. It not. that's what ratlines are fol . alott wi \e'

All three forms ot the gunter rig—sliding, told

ing, and "internal" are usnalK dinghy lailtand,

like the lugs and spnts, < an best be me.isuied b\

laying the spars on the ground Careful attention

must be paid to the thio.it I utb.u k in the sliding

and folding types, rhe "internal" sjuntei h.is no

throat at all, but one must reprodui e the form ol

the curved topmast lo a< I iliateU repiodilt e the

curve ot stu h sp.ns as tins and the Dun h gad I

think il almost bettei to nie.isuie and plan as it the

sail were larger, Willi Straight edget; then later, ill

the drawing ol edge curves on the a heads seamed

sail, trace the i urve ol the spai

S(fu<irrs(ul\ Rarer) are squaretaib square n

are usually trapezoidal In form i in- hand <»f a

squaresail is bent to s yard, wfhk h must be Ml rod

belayed In us working position tor measurement
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The foot of the sail can be clewed out to a yard

below or to positions on deck. In either event,

these positions must be set in preparation for mea-

surement.

Since the trapezoid is symmetrical, each edge

can be measured, or the trapezoid can be divided

in half so that it is only necessary to measure one

or the other side of the sail. From that the perime-

ter of the whole sail can be deduced. Even if you

measure the entire length from yardarm to

yardarm at the head of the sail, it is wise to deter-

mine the center point and measure out from there

as well in order to ensure symmetry when laying

out the sail. First, measure the head of the sail from

earing lashing to earing lashing, then the foot of

the sail from clew point to clew point. Next, mea-

sure the depth of the sail from the center point of

the head to the center point of the foot. Last, mea-

sure the leech from earing lashing to clew point.

Generally the foot of a squaresail is hollowed in

order to provide clearance on deck if the sail is set

low or to clear stays, as with topsails and other

squaresails set above courses. The location of these

obstructions and heights must be determined in

order to establish how much hollow there will be in

the foot of the squaresail. This hollow will be drawn

on paper, thus completing the profile of the sail.

For squaresails that are tacked and sheeted

on deck or to the rails, such as the squaresails of

Norwegian-type boats, the tack and sheeting posi-

tions must be determined and set up in conjunc-

tion with the position of the yard prior to measure-

ment. To measure the leech of this type of square-

sail, the tape is led from the lashed earing position

on the yardarm down to the sheeted clew posi-

tion as well as from the opposite lashed earing

position at the yardarm down to the forward tack

position. It is likely that these measurements will

not yield a symmetrical trapezoid and adjustments

will have to be made later on paper to achieve sym-

metry. If so, it is better to shorten rather than

lengthen a measurement so that the sail will be

smaller rather than larger for a particular position.

Measurements should also be taken from the

opposite earing diagonally down to the clew posi-

tion. Since the sail is going to be symmetrical, it is

only necessary to take one diagonal measurement.

(If the sail is asymmetrical, which occasionally

occurs, then it is necessary to take both diagonal

measurements.)

Mizzen Staysails Set flying or on a jackstay

from the head of a yawl or ketch mizzenmast,

tacked at the aft lower main shroud or just abaft

the mainmast, mizzen staysails are light reaching

auxiliary sails and in many respects can be looked

on as "mizzen drifters" in terms of measurement

procedure and their high-clewed sheeting to

mizzen booms.

Refer to the section on headsail measurement

and proceed with tape and a downhaul, using the

downhaul as a substitute for the luff of the hoisted

sail. Seize the tape and one end of the downhaul

to the mizzen staysail halyard, and hoist. Then

lower the halyard somewhat from its maximum
position to allow for sail stretch and elasticity.

Belay the lower end of the downhaul to the

deck fitting for the tack pendant, and attach a sec-

ond tape at the sail's tack height position, high

enough for the foot to clear the deck and obstruc-

tions.

Tension and belay the halyard.

Lead the tapes aft outside the mizzen shrouds

to the appropriate point of the clew position above

and 1 foot forward of the wung-out mizzen boom
end for offwind sheeting. Take measurements

from the point at which the tapes intersect.

Note the likelihood of chafe on the main back-

stay when the sail's tack position is inboard. Chafe

protection on backstay, sail, or both may be nec-

essary.

Storm Jibs If the clew position can be reached,

storm jibs can be measured on board. The inten-

tion is to have a high-clewed, high-tacked sail of

about one-third the working jib area, set and

sheeted conveniently well inboard. The sail should

lap neither stay nor mast and be as low as possible

without catching the seas. Measure in the same

manner as a headsail.
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Trysail (Gaff- orJibheaded) Measure a main

trysail in the same manner as a boomless main-

sail. It should be sheeted to the quarters, with its

clew position above the stowed boom and its tack

position above the furled mainsail. The head of a

jibheaded trysail would best coincide with the

intersection of the mast and forestay on a double-

headsail rig. If the trysail is bent on an independent

luff track or with parrels, measure accordingly. A
gaff-headed trysail would best have an indepen-

dent gaff and a luff bent on with parrels.

Swedish Mainsail Measure in the same man-

ner as a Bermudan main with the clew at reef clew

cheek block position.

Other Sails All other types of sails (such as the

batwing) are best measured with spars laid on the

ground, extrapolating from the above procedures,

or designed on paper. The latter might be either a

homemade sail plan with notations or a formal rig-

ging and sail plan.

Obtaining Measurements
from a Sail Plan
We should begin by establishing the difference

between a sail plan and a sail design. The former

is the overall above-water profile of the boat's hull,

rig, and sails, while the latter refers to the shape,

materials, construction, and measurements of an

individual sail. Like existing sails or an existing rig,

a sail plan can be a source—though a less desir-

able one—of the measurements needed for a sail

design.

In some ways, although it is much more work

initially, a homemade sail plan (if accurately

drawn) is better than a commercially produced

plan, being more likely to ensure a well-fitting sail.

All dimensions and particulars of the boat are

available, and you have firsthand knowledge ol the

details. A homemade plan is a useful though not

essential byproduct when you have a rig to mea
sure.

A stock sail plan as seen in sailing magazines or

catalogs is a treacherous source of measurements,

particularly if you have never studied the boat. The

scale and details are often too small to tell clearly

what's happening. Then, of course, the boat, aftei

construction and use, rarely conforms to the sail

plan in every respect. If you're having a boat built,

make every effort to head off deviations during the

construction process, or to be aware of changes

Often a large-scale naval architect's plan is all

one has to work with, with no chance for verifica-

tion until the sail is bent. In such nerve-racking

instances, a sailmaker must be resigned to the

inevitability of sail and rigging adjustments aftei

the sail is made.

To take measurements from a sail plan you will

need an architect's rule, a 3-foot Straightedge. .1

compass, a pencil, and a calculator I he rest is sell

evident. Obtain plans that are as large in scale as

possible. Avoid enlargements with odd scales

Obtain, if possible, photographs ot the boat, both

close-ups and distant views \ Kc the naval an hi

tect's sail plan and measurements as a referen

but remember to make allowances fol elastif Itj

and stretch. Remember also that the sails shown

may never have been measured on board, and thai

you may be planning sails that were ne\ei consul

ered for the boat before. It is hcttci to *
r 1 on the

small side rather than push dimensions to the

maximum allowed on the drawn plan

Sail plans are a two -dimensional profile With a

deck plan, trim angles and 1 ertain measurements

can be checked, but a sail made to the meeJUM
ments ot the tWO dimcnsion.il profile, p.uiK nl.uK

boomless sails, will In actual use OCCUpy i|inte a dil

fercnt lore and all sp.n r

Naval architects Indii ate <>i omit all mannei <>t

sail cuts, hardware, cloth spet lfi< atJona, and rata

forcements Often then ideas an- t.mc 1I11I

( rearing youi own sail plan 01 Ini luding .1 new

form ot sail m an established rig and plan is not 1

daunting project Vou merel) emplo) the naval

an hitet t's |)ro( ess oi weighing all the varlafa 1

You want a < onfiguration that is balan< ed, ae*thrt

Icail) pleasing, and functional 1 ot a single add!

donal s.ui or variation, measurements can be

obtained on the bo.il or on paper I he ine.isiii inc.
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process is the same in either case, and within given

size and handling restrictions, the only limitation

is your imagination—especially ifyou abandon the

conventions of Western rig and sail types!

DESIGNING A SAIL

There are five fundamental aspects to designing

a sail:

1. the sail type—that is, its two-dimensional

profile;

2. the materials, cloth and cordage in particular;

3. the three-dimensional, flying shape of the sail;

4. the construction plan;

5. subordinate features for reefing, sail handling,

sail support, and sail shape.

The information for the sail type, materials,

edge measurements, and diagonal measurements

has been collected, and now it is time to specify the

remaining design features and draw the sail in a

two-dimensional scaled plan, which will later be

lofted full-size on the floor. Refer to Chapter 5 for

the appropriate tools. The creation of a three-

dimensional shape is predicated on knowledge of

the various techniques of building form in a sail. It

is this aspect of design that tends to preoccupy the

would-be sailmaker. Refined and technical as the

process has become, there is still no precise for-

mulaic answer to the question "How do you build a

particularly shaped sail in a traditional manner?" It

is for this reason that the prospect of a computer-

generated sail shape is so tempting.

In the absence of a computer-generated pat-

tern, what we have instead is a collection of guide-

lines, rules of thumb, and formulas with which to

create a sail-design scale plan that depicts visu-

ally and numerically the sail's desired construc-

tions. The scale plan should be no smaller than 3
/i6

inch to 1 foot, and for any sort of detailed illustra-

tion, % inch to 1 foot or larger is best. The accom-

panying sample plans are a guide to quantity and

placement of information and techniques of illus-

tration.

Preparing a Design Plan
Prior to Drawing It

Have at hand the necessary tools (see Chapter 5).

Step 1: Identify the sail by type, owner, boat

name, date, and fee, if for hire.

Step 2: List the appropriate peripheral mea-

surements, as well as diagonals, luff perpendicu-

lars, and area. These are the measurements you

obtained as described earlier in the chapter, with

the appropriate allowances for stretch and elastic-

ity. Further shortening of the measurements

beyond those specified earlier are in order if the

sail is to be built from natural fibers or stretchy

synthetics such as Duradon. There are no surefire

formulas here. All cloths and ropes and their con-

structions vary; moreover, how they are used is an

important factor. Anywhere a woven cloth strikes

the edge of a sail at a diagonal, there is a greater

degree of elongation. Gray areas arise when a sail-

maker combines natural-fiber fabrics of great

stretch with reinforcement ofvery little stretch, say

a cotton sail with a polyester boltrope. The

approach then, in order to allow the cotton to

move naturally could be to cut the sail with short

measurements to allow for the stretch of the cotton

and then rope the edges slackly so that when the

rope reached its fully stretched length (minimal

though it is) the cotton would be stretched too.

Another and simpler way to go about it is to bag the

notion of permitting the cloth to go much of any-

where and cut the edges to allow only for the elas-

ticity of the synthetic reinforcement. Or, a judi-

cious balance can be achieved.

In any event, with the use of synthetic rein-

forcement, reduction of edge measurements on

natural-fiber sails is not nearly as critical. Never-

theless, here are some guidelines: Small-boat cot-

ton sails with synthetic reinforcement need no

extra edge reduction beyond that required for the

elasticity of the reinforcement. Boats of, say, 18 to
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35 feet with synthetically reinforced cotton sails

need the edges reduced 1 inch per 8 feet of sail

edge length. Large voyaging and commercial ves-

sels with synthetically reinforced cotton or

Duradon sails need the edge measurements

reduced Vz inch per 1 foot of sail edge length.

Finally, natural-fiber sails with natural-fiber rein-

forcement should have their edges reduced approx-

imately 3 inches per 10 feet of length. This allow-

ance should be doubled for very large sails and for

edges cut on the cross, or bias.

The reduced measurements, if any, should be

drawn in the plan, or you can draw the full measure

ments and later loft to the reduced measurements,

if you wish to see and work with a drawing thai

reflects the intended fully stretched appearance.
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figure 6 a Sample sail designfora Mourn Desert Island class boats mainsail The luffand
foot curves have not been drown. Note the broadseam measurements, and that the >•

rows are straight.
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Step 3: List in detail the type, dimensions, and

quantities of materials used in the sail, both cloth

and cordage. How much sailcloth do you need?

The amount of cloth required to build the sail will

be at least the area of the sail plus additional

yardage for seam overlaps, reinforcement, tab-

lings, bands, and patches. Obviously, a sail with

narrow cloth and more seams or with false seams

or wider seams will use more yardage. Addition-

ally, large and heavy multiple layers of reinforce-

ment in the corners, even efficiently cut, will use

a great deal of fabric. Just a corner patch on a

mainsail for a 40-foot voyaging boat can use over 3

yards of cloth. In a sail with three reefs, that's

(text continued on page 237)
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'
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figure 6-7. Sample design ofa Swampscott dory sprits'l. "HSR" means handsewn ring. The
numbers in the corners refer to the number oflayers in the corner patches.
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potentially over 20 yards of cloth in corner patches

alone.

Here are some rules of thumb for estimating

cloth yardage:

1. General formula for any cloth width or

material:

Yardage = Sail area (sq ft) h- cloth width (in) + 45%

2. General formula for lightly reinforced sails of

36-inch cloth without large roaches:

(a) Sail area (sq ft) * 6

(b) Sail area (sq ft) x .167

3. Lightly reinforced mainsails with roaches of

36-inch cloth: Sail area (sq ft) x .18

4. Light nylon auxiliary sails of 41 -inch cloth: Sail

area (sqft) x.13

5. Heavily reinforced voyaging mainsails with

multiple reefs, of 36-inch cloth: Sail area

(sq ft) -5- 4

6. Heavily reinforced Scotch-miter-cut stormsails

of 54-inch cloth: Sail area (sq ft) -f 4.

You may have estimated the cloth before begin-

ning this plan, but the quantity should be listed

anyway for later comparison with the amount
actually used.

Having reached this point, you might think you

are ready to draw the sail, but you are not, quite. All

the other materials must be accounted for, as

described in the pages that follow.

Cordage Requirements At least in terms of

handsewn boltrope selection, life was simpler

prior to the advent of synthetics. One had a choice

of twisted natural or twisted natural, and then if

you wanted the best, only tarred hemp. Now there

are many possibilities in both synthetic and nat-

ural-fiber cordage. Briefly, for the most traditional,

strongest, and most serviceable external boltrope

construction, three-strand line is best. Synthetic

line can be used with cotton cloth, but not the

other way 'round. For the greatest strength and

(text continued on page 240)
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least elongation in an internal luff rope or boltrope,

synthetic braid construction is best, though three-

strand is certainly usable. (Synthetic braid is not

appropriate for an external rope because it cannot

be sewn.)

Consistent with natural-fiber sails, in reverse

order of preference, is the use of cotton, manila,

hemp, or tarred hemp line. For the hand roping of

any sail, again in reverse order, synthetic three-

strand line can be polypropylene, nylon, filament

polyester, spun polyester, or polyester polypropy-

lene composite. For machine roping, I use nylon

line. For the synthetic double-braid lines, use poly-

ester. The size of the line selected depends on the

strain the line will bear and the amount of elastic-

ity desired, as well as, to some extent, the desired

appearance.

The amount of boltrope on hand should well

exceed the length specified for the edges to be

roped. The rope "shortens" as it is sewn, and much
line is taken up rounding corners and in splices.

Additionally, some line may be needed for cringles

or pendants.

Since I obtain line by the spool, I often use it

right off the reel or lay a piece out along the sail's

edge, with an eyeballed amount to spare. This

approach has its anxious moments—better to tia\ e

some extra, though additional lengths can be

spliced on.

Follow these guidelines for determining cord

age requirements:

Braided or three-strand luff rope in headsails or

internal roping of mainsails, etc.: It HOI sewn, the

length of the edge(s) plus the sum of tin- lengths ol

the two patches at each end. Handsewn boltrope

requires an amount equal to the edges to be toped,

plus 15 percent. Don't forget to include extra line

for splices, rattails, and cringles.

Nettles: Cordage for knotted nettles equals the

length of a nettle plus two overhand knots nines

the number of nettles.

Sewn Nettles: Cordage equals the length ol the

nettle times the number of nettles

Note that with deeper reels, the nettles must be

longer for secure tying. I heielore. there will he as

many nettle lengths to calculate .is there are rows

of reefs. If nettles are to he backsplli ed, .uldition.il

line is needed lor each nettle two tunes the length

of the splice plus 2 Inches). II the red must also be

tSlU^&SrEt? ^keF-^+^nJT .Sp6CiFl£-*T«Dhi-S

<6oa-t OiAMirre^
rvtATEXlA«L_>

UW0642- ZO FT 10-12-' I2--K /e-Viu
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OZA»=r
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led around the boom, much greater nettle length

will be required. One can experiment, or check a

similar boat.

LuffWirefor Headsails and Staysails In the

luffs of light-air auxiliary sails set flying with a sail

area under 300 square feet, use '/s-inch diameter

plastic-coated stainless steel 7x19 wire. For sails

between 300 and 500 square feet, use 3/ie-inch plas-

tic-coated stainless steel 7x19 wire. The length

needed is the length of the luff plus 1 inch for each

inch of edge curve in the luff (i.e., the maximum
perpendicular distance from a rounded or hol-

lowed luff to the straight line connecting tack and

head of sail), with an additional 3 feet for end

splices and fittings.

Luff Tape for the Edges of Synthetic Sails

The length needed is the length of the taped edge

plus 2 feet. An additional amount is needed if the

edges of corner patches are to be reinforced. You

will need the sum of all taped corner patch edges

plus 6 inches per edge. Sometimes it is appropriate

to reinforce intersecting sail edges with a single

tape folded around a corner. On other occasions

—

because tape widths or weights change, or the cor-

ner is too sharp to permit a continuous tape, or it is

desirable to tension the tapes independently

—

separate tapes are used but are purchased accord-

ing to the totals needed. Tapes from the distribu-

tor generally come in 70- to 1 10-yard rolls, but can

be purchased cut to order.

The tape width needed is based on the sail type

and use. The widest production-cut tape is 6

inches (3 inches when doubled). Don't forget that

the tape will be folded in half or even fourths and

that specified width anticipates a narrower (usu-

ally half) luff-tape width. Wider tapes are used

£0MME.e6lAUL^/ AVAILABLE X^(20w LlAFF lAFES
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(a) when eyelets are placed along the edge, (b)

along edges under greater tension, (c) on large sails

of heavy boats, (d) on stormsails, and (e) in the

reinforcement of corner-patch edges, because they

can be tapered from maximum width down to

1 inch or so for a gradual transmission of strain.

For Dacron sails, selecting a tape cloth weight is

relatively easy: You need a weight equal to or greater

than that of the sailcloth itself. It is preferable, but

not essential, to have a similar finish to that of the

sail. In application, wide tapes tend to be heavy

tapes, which is why mass-produced tapes come in

heavy-wide and light-narrow specifications. Nylon

sails can be reinforced with nylon tape or light-nar-

row Dacron tape. In either case, the tape is always at

least twice as heavy as the nylon sailcloth, for the

simple reason that the tape is under a great longitu-

dinal strain. Duradon sails can be taped with

Dacron for speedier construction. Since then VC
only four, relatively heavy cloth weights of Dili

adon, appropriate tape selection is easy.

Luff tapes for grooved headstay systems air

commercially available in two constructions:

5-inch-wide, 6.5-ounce Dacron tape or [teflon tape

They are stitched through and behind the priin.u
J

rope and have a '/8-inch backup cord sewn in.
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Machine Thread Note the thread type, size, and

color on your sail-design plan. There is a limited

assortment of appropriate thread from which to

choose, both in terms of material—Dacron or cot-

ton—and sizes, as indicated in Table 5-6, page 164.

Colors, however, abound, and aesthetics aside, for

inspection purposes there is a visual advantage in

contrasting colors. Colored thread will hold up

longer in the sun than its undyed counterpart, too.

Traditionally, white cotton sails are often sewn with

brown thread on the seams and white thread on the

reinforcements. Except for rare eccentric color

combinations, I have used only natural-color (i.e.,

white) and red-brown thread in sails.

Simply pui, the greater the anticipated strain,

the bigger and heavier the sail, and the greater the

severity of the storms for which a sail is con-

structed, the heavier the thread (see Table 5-6). In

voyaging sails, I sew the reinforcements with a

thread one size heavier than that of the seams.

Hand Sewing Twine I generally do not note on

a plan the size of the twine to be used for hand

sewing reinforcements and hardware. I do note it,

however, if the sail is to be entirely hand sewn. It is

good, in any case, to specify your needs. I have

always found a spool of sail twine or a 15-foot hank

of three-strand line to yield more than enough

twine for several sails' worth of finishwork.

There are more materials in the sail, but I gen-

erally leave their designation for later listing.

Tablings Next, list tabling styles and widths for

parts of the sail not reinforced with tape. If there

will be no tape at all, such as in the traditionally

built sail with cut tablings, the widths for all edges

should be specified. The required width is a func-

tion of strain and sail size. Tablings (other than the

precut Dacron luff tapes) are always made of the

cloth used in the sail, so there is no need to specify

cloth types, weights, etc.

snroHiN^

SWL

TA6L-IN£r

Traditional "cut" tablings maintain cloth direction

along a curved or diagonally cut sail edge.

tm^AldiHT- STlTZM

To install a wire in the luff of a sail with a cut

tabling the tabling and sail are first straight-

stitched together

figure 6-i kpages 243-244). Various ways offinishing
the edges ofa sail with cloth—known as tablings.

TA&UlNCt

SA'i

A "rolled" tabling is fast and durable but does not

maintain cloth direction. Moreover, a hollowed sail

edge will be tight; a rounded edge, floppy.

H<3T-KMIF£D &DGE-'

•Sj'wmeTi^ SAII_>

Hotknifing, folding over, and sewing the sail edge

is a fast production technique that saves cloth

and weight.
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HOT-KLMIFE-O E.CXqES

£1
S/KfTHE-TlC TAPE^

z:

Taping the edge of a sail provides greater

longitudinal strength and can save much labor.

TArt-

Sajl>

Quartering an edge tape eliminates hotknifed

edges, makes the tape narrower, and adds two
more layers of cloth for the installation of

eyelets.

Great additional strength as well as an extra

cloth layer may be obtained in the luff of a

heads'l by folding the sail within the luff tape and

around the luff rope.

Cut tablings maintain cloth direction, especially

around curves, but require much more time and

material than rolled tablings, which do not follow

curves as easily but form a strong, hemmed edge.

Tapes, as discussed previously, are fast to install,

distribute strain well, may fray unless folded under,

are expensive, and do not conform to dramatic

curvature.

Drawing the Sail Design
At last you are ready to lightly draw the straight-lint'

perimeter of the sail, using scale-rule and compass.

I generally try to orient the sail to the bottom of the

page as it will eventually be oriented to the water-

line of the boat, though sometimes all the written

specifications make that impossible.

All reinforcements and hardware will be sewn

to the same side of the sail. Traditionally, all hand-

sewn boltrope is sewn to the port, or left, side ol a

fore-and-aft sail and on the alt side of a squaresail.

Therefore, sails that are hand roped are drawn

port side up; I usually draw any other sail stai

board side up, unless the sail will not fit in tin-

available lofting space that way. It is vetv COnfui

ing to loft a sail port side up from a drawing ol tin-

opposite view.

Headboards Foi mainsails with headboards.

include the headboards top edge measurement
drawing the line alt .it ne,ht angles ttotn tin- tup <»t

the lull

Designing tin- botch ofd Sail with IUhicIi and
Battens I ins se< don applies to battened mains,

mizzens, ami headsails, sue h .is i onvendonal daj

sail and Donvoyaging mains; full) battened Bennu

dan s.uls; |ihs and st.i\s.uls with sin. ill |i

roaches; spoils.nls and ho.uds.uls. .ind fnlK I). it

tened Iuk and batwing Mill i hen an no <>iin-r

Western working s.uls with rounded l<

I he ro.u h must he supported by hat tens and it

is their length and strength <m whit h ihc rin and

distribution of rosy h depends

l he amount ol roach, d batten length is not
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restricted by racing regulations, is influenced by

sailcloth type, rig constrictions (such as backstay),

aspect ratio, balance of sail area and helm, and aes

thetics. Stiff cloth can better support a large roach.

The absence of a backstay allows great leeway in

roach extension. Without a great deal of sheeting

and vanging power, it is difficult to prevent hing-

ing and excessive leech twist in a high-aspect sail

with conventional battens and a big roach. It is best

to be conservative.

Conventional batten lengths and roarhes make

sense for daysailing. If yon must have a battened

Bermudan mainsail for cruising, however, and vou

can afford the gear, there is much to he said fol .1

fully battened sail. Among its otfaei .ul\ antages, it

leaves you no worries about hinged 01 hooked

leeches. It is also quiet in Stays and e.is\ to douse

and reef, l ullv battened boardsails utilize extensive

roach support on a small scale rhe variety ofleech

shapes in these sails is limitless I wn with the

n-st i ii lions of the in. in oni rig's hai kstav lull hat

tens call add an additional H pencut to tin- sail MM
in an advantageous, loft) position

Hut hack to conventional h.ittens .uul the old

fashioned Western yacht roa< h: In nonlapping |ibs

and staysails, minimal roai h i an he supported in

as tew as two battens, which divide the leech into

three equal sci lions On sails set ali.ilt the mast

the leeches are supported by three 01 fbui battens,

usually dividing the leech Intofoui <" Ave equal

sections, rhe general ruleol thumb foi determin

Ing conventional batten length is to allow a mini

mum ot I inches oflength for every I Inch ofroach

depth

If you Bie building a 1 lass sail and wish to < on

form 10 1 1 1

«

- rules, batten lengths and thus roai ii
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The typical small roach found in headsails and

sails with short leech measurements.

Leech roach for high-aspect sail on medium to

large boat.

Common small-boat mains'l leech roach.

figure 6-12 (pages 247-249). Variousforms ofleech

roach. Curve distributions and proportions vary

according to sail size and type.
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FIVE- -6ATTe>J K/DACH

The leech roach of large-boat sails requires great

support and an even distribution of curvature.

feO>MMEwC7EO MIKJIMUM <X>MVEM"n<>JAU

6ATT€>J J-EA^TM
6ATTEAJ = 3 X. DEPTH OF f^VC-H

"Minimum" means minimum! A hinged leech will

be the result of pushing roach size in relation to

batten length, especially with heavy battens, soft

cloth, and a light boom with no vang.

Wianno and Beetle Cat mams'ls carry great

roach in a relatively short leech.

O^rf -nt+c+o r*y&An- v.

'•^e- fir k . kfie r*rrmjn±
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£?iM6i-+y mains' u vn/ith
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A whacking asymmetrical speed hump crowds

extra sail area into a dinghy sail limited by spar

length. A moderate variation would offer a little

extra sail area in a schooner fores'l.

A 0OAT UMDEJ2. 30' v/irri

fbue, pull. Battens

Contemporary full-battens can support a large

asymmetrical roach in a high-aspect sail.

sizes will be dictated. Usually leech roach is sym-

metrically distributed above and below the

midleech point. Fully battened sails—including

contemporary sails, Chinese lugsails, and

batwings—are able to support a wide range of

asymmetrical forms, often with much area added

above the midpoint.

Contemporary flexible full battens are placed

horizontally and parallel to the foot. Though cap-

able of extending a leech considerably, they serve

more as a shaping skeleton. In contrast, the rigid

battens of the Chinese and batwing sails are actu-

ally spars, capable of supporting great leech curva-

ture.

Following the considerations above and the

accompanying illustrations, draw the roached

leech from headboard to clew.

Designating the Cut ofa Sail When natural-

fiber cloth is used, panels must be parallel or per-
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g)A.r-v./iKJ^ S^l- With
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FIGURE6-13. hull battens—both traditional (rigid)

and contemporary (flexible)—can support a wide

assortment of leech shapes, offeringgreat

additional sail area.

pendicular to the leech and foot ol .1 fore ami aft

sail, or to the head and foot ol I squaresall I be

exception is the ( Ihinese lugs.nl. which, by virtue ot

its battens, is additionally 1 ut with clothi paiallel

to the luff. The Bame orientation! hold lor suit

woven synthetics except In sin h plat m ai the t"«»i

of a Yankee jib, where one might 1 noose 1 radial

cut. 1 he choice ol 1 loth layout depends on ^.ni

type, appear.me e, proportions, desired itrength,

,md c.isc ol tailoring.

rhe vciik al and s, ou h mitei 1 ms ire rare

now. except In 1 lassk boat sails, and the advent <»i

stabilized, rcsmated t.ibi i< I h.is .ill hut eliminated

miter cut sails rhese tuts arc still net cssan in ri.n

111.1i fibei sails and have great benefits in soft wotJ

mg sail synthetic s, where strength and traditional

sppearani e are desired

its basl< aii\ quite limple th«-< loths run ;

pendiculai crosi or horizontal cut) or parallel

, mm ,il (M up ,ind down < Ut tO lh<- IS30t h as in
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Figure 6-7. In a boomless or loose-footed sail with

a clew angle ofmuch greater than 90 degrees (such

as a high-clewed working jib), or much less than

90 degrees (such as a low-aspect genoa) the sail

is mitered with cloths running perpendicular

to the leech and foot, or Scotch-mitered (parallel to

the leech and foot). The exceptions are headsails

utilizing firm, stable synthetics, where the cloths

may strike the foot diagonally But cloths (except

for Chinese lugsails and squaresails) always run

parallel or perpendicular to the leech of a sail.

Once a cut has been selected, the placement of the

first cloth must be determined in order to draw

the seams in the plan. In fact, the first cloth drawn

at this time will also be the first cloth laid out on

the fully lofted plan. There is a degree of impreci-

sion here: As the small scale precludes drawing an

actual seam width, a pencil line must represent the

approximate seam position.

The first cloth drawn in a vertically cut sail is the

leech cloth. The first seam is drawn parallel to

the straight-line leech, separated from it by one

cloth width minus allowance for tablings and extra

cloth for shrinkage and, if applicable, broadseam-

ing. The remaining seams are drawn a full cloth

width apart, proceeding forward until the sail is

filled. False seams, when appropriate, are also

drawn in. The first seam can be closer to the leech

if it facilitates the placement of seams in other

parts of the sail; for example, in order to better

locate seams in the foot or perhaps at the throat of

a gaff sail, for shaping and support with broad-

seams. The vertical cut is not compatible with con-

ventional leech roach and battens.

The first cloth of a crosscut sail is laid along the

tack seam, which is the seam from the tack inter-

secting the leech at 90 degrees. The remaining

cloths are drawn a cloth's width apart above the

tack seam, and then below to the foot. When false-

seamed material is used, all seams are drawn.

Sometimes the first seam does not strike the

tack, but rather is offset so that one or more seams

strike the leech at or near batten locations, where

they provide additional support with proper

broadseaming. But it is preferable to have the tack

seam of a crosscut sail strike on or near the tack,

because broadening that seam is the best way to

create or tailor shape in a spot where edge curves

have little effect.

In a miter-cut sail, the first seam drawn is actu-

ally called "the last seam." This is the miter seam,

which bisects the clew angle formed by the

straight-line foot and leech; it is so named because

it is the final seam sewn, which then joins together

seamed-up upper and lower portions of the sail.

The placement of the first cloth in a miter-cut

sail is a little tricky: In Scotch-mitered sails, it is best

to consider the foot first, as any roach in the foot

will necessitate an allowance in addition to that

needed for tabling shrinkage, and, if applicable,

broadseaming. (I can think of no instance where

fiesr cloth
Must ai_l£>w' RjiZj
poor RAJMO,-rA6i-JNi£tS ;

A*JD E/TR* CLOTH *r Gl-EW
A.MD fDar"

figure 6-14. In order to design a Scotch-mitered

storms'l, voyaging sail, or workboat heads'l, the

position of thefirst cloth must be determined in

relation to the round in thefoot of the sail. Also

shown here is the direction and order in which the

cloths will be laid out on thefull-size lofted plan.
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the leech would have roach in a sail of this cut.) You

start with the edge having the greatest convex

curve so that in the subsequent layout of cloth, the

upper and lower panel seams meet on the miter

seam.

In order to draw this, you need to know how
much round to place in the foot. Edge curves will

be discussed shortly, but the maximum depth of

foot rounds in sails of this type should not exceed 3

percent of the foot length.

You can, with a flexible curve, draw the sweep of

the foot if you wish, or just leave it straight while

drawing in the first cloth seam, which will end at

the luff and the miter seam. The remaining seams

are now drawn parallel to that one, a cloth's width

apart, until the area below the miter is filled.

The seams of the upper portion of the sail can

now be drawn, commencing with the leech cloth

and the seam running parallel to the straight-line

leech. Make sure this seam strikes the seam of the

first foot panel at the miter.

In a conventional miter-cut sail, the first cloth

laid or drawn has its seam perpendicular to the

straight-line foot and a cloths width in, minus the

tabling width and cloth allowances, from the clew.

It is important to make the extra cloth allowance

at the clew; otherwise, there will be no cloth for

tablings right at the corner.

The next cloth is parallel to that one, and on

toward the luff. Continuing with the portion of the

sail above the miter, the first cloth is at the clew,

perpendicular to the straight-line leech, with the

same overlap and distance from the clew as the

first cloth on the foot. Drawn accurately the seams

should meet exactly along the miter. Follow on up

the leech with the remaining cloths.

The radial-foot sail is the next cut to consider. In

boomless and loose-footed Dacron sails with ;i

clew angle greater than 90 degrees—a Yankee jib,

for example—labor can be saved by fanning out

the lower cloths around the clew. There are addi-

tional benefits: cloth direction radiating from the

clew area along the toot is roughly in line with the

strain, and the increased number of seams strik

ing the lower luff offer broadseaming possibilities

l IGURE6-15. In order to draie tin' seams of a

conventional miter cut on a sail design, u /•>

necessary to establish the plan-mem of the (n \t

cloth in relation to allowances requiredfbl tabling}

and the extra cloth taken up hv Stitching and

broadseams, Shown here also is theordet m whk h

the cloths Will he laid out orer the full w.v lotted

plan

not found m the conventional mitei < ui < >o the

othei hand, since no scams strike the foot, you lote

the potential tor broadseami then to help sup

port roa< h lo diau the sad. begin U pi<-\ i<»usl\

dcs( ribed fol < rOSSI U1 sails, with the fust seam per

pendii u la i to the leet h. but running from tin- < leu

to thfl lull rathri than liuni somr point oil ihe \wt h

to the ta< k i rankly, though tins pro< edura saves
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figure 6-16. Before you can draw the seams ofa

high-clewed heads'l with a radialfoot, it is neces-

sary to position thefirst cloth, the lower edge of

which strikes the straight-line leech slightly above

the clew on a perpendicular.

labor, I've noticed no great improvement in the set

of the foot of a sail cut in this manner. Moreover, on

a traditional boat where you often find high-

clewed headsails, the radial foot looks out of place.

The working jib of a multihull, with firm cloth,

would be an excellent use of this cut.

There are numerous other ways to lay out cloth.

In the traditional cloths, they are all variations on

the miter, cross-, and vertical cuts. In contempo-

rary fabrics, they are mostly variations on radial

patterns. I have provided the basic patterns, which

will serve all but racers and high-tech sailors.

Leech Curve The next thing to consider is edge

curves, or those that have not already been drawn.

It is not absolutely necessary to actually draw all

the curves; in fact, in very small-scale designs it's

pointless, as the curves can't be drawn accurately

enough to reveal much. But if the scale of the plan

permits it, drawing the edge curves is a good idea.

Even if they are not too accurate, you'll get a feel for

the shape of the edge and the whole sail, plus, if

you're doing a suit of sails, the roaches can com-

plement one another in form and function. I fre-

quently make the foot curves in headsails to match

one another. Whether drawn or not, amount and

placement of curves should be written on the plan

alongside the corresponding sail edge.

You've already drawn a roached leech, if that

was intended. Rarely will a leech be perfectly

straight, so if yours is not roached, it's probably

concave. How much of a concave curve there is

depends on the type of sail, the winds it will be

used in, and the relationship between that sail and

the one immediately abaft it. The worst that too

much hollow can do is look bizarre and make a rib-

bon out of the peak of a high-aspect sail. Too little

hollow could flutter, or it could crowd the next sail.

The rule of thumb is to hollow a leech 1 inch per 6

feet of length, and to place the maximum depth at

45 percent of the leech length above the clew.

Headsails, especially those set flying or on saggy

stays, should have greater hollow, particularly in

the upper leech.

Squaresail leeches, which ultimately set straight

or hollowed, may start out with rounded edge

curves prior to roping or stretching, but only if the

cloth is soft. No Dacron currently available is suf-

ficiently giving to turn a rounded edge into a

straight or hollow leech. Therefore, the edges of a

Dacron squaresail can be drawn straight.

Once you draw the leech hollow, all of the seams

that were drawn to strike the straight-line leech will

project beyond the concave curve and must be
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Fine ends combined with moderate round and

forward distribution of curvature are advisable

for firm synthetic cloths in cat-rigged mains'ls.

MAX..
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Fine ends combined with moderate round

centrally located are advisable for firm synthetic

cloths in rigs with large overlapping heads'ls.

Foot curve with moderately deep and forward

distribution of curvature is useful with soft

fabrics. Hollow in the aft end tends to flatten the

clew in natural fibers.

MAJ^.
CEFTK

h 35% OF

An exaggerated foot curve of great depth and

forward distribution works well only in

extremely soft and mutable fabrics—for

example, a light cotton gaff sail.

FIGURE 6-\7. A few of the possible foot i litres in a

fixed-footed, boomed sail. Drawing the edge

curves in small-scale sail designs is often

impractical. Drawing edge curves on paper,

however, is good practice for future lolling

erased, along with the straight-line edge, it Un-

drawing is to look correct.

Foot Curve Foot curves are drawn for one of two

reasons: to put curvature in the lower portion of a

fixed-footed boom sail, as in a conventional main

sail, or to add area or a pleasing profile to a boom

less or loose-footed boomed sail. Headsailfl an an

obvious example of the latter, and the Bahamian

mainsail is a radical one.

Rarely, the foot of a sail will be perfectly straight,

as in Chinese lugsails or batwing sails, in which .ill

edges except the leech are straight, and even the

leech is straight between battens! What |oy! It is

also rare for the foot of a sail to be hollow; tin-

exceptions are squaresails and other transverse

sails, in which the foot is always hollowed to a

lesser or greater degree, and sails in which the fool

forms an extreme angle to the waterline, sm h as

main trysails and gaff topsails. In these instances,

the leech-hollow rule ofthumb applies: l Inch pel

6 feet of straight-line edge length, w Ith the hollow

placed in the center.

A good compromise to Incorporate moderate

camber when drawing the fool curve ol a fixed

footed boomed sail is to allow 2 to 3 nu lies ol round

for every 10 feel ol toot length and, in general, tO

place the maximum depth ol round at ahont I
i

percent ol the foot length alt ol the ta< k Hut it is

really too simple to sa\ th.u it you add » amount ol

round to the foot ol a boomed sail, il will result in

a specific cambei ratio at boom U\ «l ( ambei

in this powerful an-a ot the sail is ( ertainl) deeu

able, and the edge ( m\c method I an e,i\e \on .i

great deal ot it in natural <>i soil swithelic I.iIhk

But problems arise when you si it curvature

with suit syntherJi s, partii ularl) tightly woven and

finished i>ai ron, as there is no waj to gathei ail

that edge i urve along a straight edge without its

be( oinme, a wnnkk bag MoreoVCI the fullness

lends tO blOW Up into mids.nl as t lie wind im tr.iscs

( )nlv with great om haul tension < an thai ihapi

held low om- < onventional solution foi nM m>:

mainsails is a tailored or consuiicted fool ihett but

while this is ,i ^n .il w.i\ |
• Heme

I .imher
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down low in a stiff synthetic sail, it is difficult to

construct and impossible to flatten except with a

flattening reef or zipper. The formula above yields

a moderate, versatile sail camber—somewhat less

than ideal for low wind speeds but serviceable over

a broad range of winds. This camber is easy to

design and build, and its effectiveness can be

enhanced with various sail-shaping techniques.

With sufficient elasticity in the foot reinforcement,

for example, the outhaul can be eased to make the

foot area fuller in light winds.

In stiffer fabric, or instances where I want a

more stable and sculpted shape to the foot, I will

broaden certain seams that strike the foot; or cut

tapers; or cut a twist, or speed, seam, as described

later in this chapter. Folding and stitching one or

more darts is also an acceptable technique in soft-

fabric daysails.

Remember that bias elongation and broad-

seams add fullness, and thus may reduce the

amount of foot round needed. On the other hand,

boom bend (as in a light boom sheeted from its

A moderate roach of slight forward distribution is

a relatively easy, pleasing, all-purpose foot curve.

figure 6-18A. Three possible variations of thefoot

curve on a loose-footed, boomed sail. Much
additional sail area as well as distinctive grace

and beauty can be obtained with carefully

proportionedfoot roach in sails of this type.

A profound sweep with a forward distribution of

curvature and a recurve to the after section

yields a traditional look of much elegance to a

sprits'l or lugs'l.

Club-footed stays'ls and jibs set well with

moderate foot curves centrally located.
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The foot curves of wishbone trys'ls and gaff

tops'ls are best hollowed, with the maximum
depth centered, in order to minimize edge

flutter.

figure 6-18B. Otherfoot curves.

The foot curve of a sprit-boomed sail is actually

straight, as it is the reinforcement in the foot

that serves as a vang to prevent the clew from

lifting. Camber is induced in the lower sail by

adjusting either a snotter or a clew outhaul.

midpoint, like that of a Sunfish) will flatten the

lower portion of the sail, and you may wish to

anticipate this with additional foot round.

The maximum foot round in a boomed s;nl

should be at the point where the deepest draft is

desired—usually between 35 and 50 pen cut of the

foot length aft of the tack. The remaining curve

distribution is shaped primarily by two critical

locations: (1) Too abrupt ;i transition from tat V to

foot round will result in too much fullness up fol

ward and the likelihood, e» ept in very forgiving

fabrU . th.it the < loth will not smooth out proper!)

in the tack area, rherefore, i graduall) bring the

curve out 1

1

inn the i.k v and fail il Into tin- deep

est point, keeping u much round forward

dare rhis curve mirrors the sort ofcambei form

you'd like to see along the boom 2 rheafti

pen ent 01 B0 "I the tool < ui\e is mm h Battel

faired in and tapering bai i to the < lew no
less depending on the draft position it is possible
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to introduce here a reverse curve with hollow in

order to help flatten the clew area, a technique

that works best in natural or elastic fabrics. I have

had the best success in general with a very

straight, fair taper in this area. Hollowing the clew

area of the foot results in a dramatic hardspot in

firm synthetics.

For loose-footed boomed sails—mains, club-

footed staysails, and wishbone sails—we rely on

outhaul adjustment to provide camber, while foot

round adds area and enhances appearance. The

primary limitations, when not restricted by one-

design class rules, are practicality and a means of

support.

Excess roach in the foot chafes on the boom and

is hard to tack. It blocks visibility and is difficult to

support. Battens can be added, as in wishbone

boardsails; short battens can even be used to sup-

port a large foot roach in a dinghy sail. But gener-

ally, too large a roach should be avoided, for the

reasons stated or because the added area is not

advisable in such sails as a forestaysail that is dou-

bling as a stormsail.

There is a dramatic sweep to loose-footed sails

set abaft a mast, the deepest part of which may
hang below the boom; the point of maximum cur-

vature is usually 35 to 45 percent of the foot length

aft of the tack, with an emphasis on the forward

section. Both ends of the curve are drawn to facili-

tate the sail's passage from one side of the boom
to the other. The after section can look quite grace-

ful with a slight reverse curve, which also prevents

the sail from hanging up on the boom when tack-

ing. Any further difficulty can be alleviated by rais-

ing the clew and tack lashings.

A minimal roach of up to 3 percent of the foot

length will stand unassisted, though this depends

on wind strength, sheet lead, the angle at which

panels strike the foot of the sail, the stiffness of the

cloth, and the type of foot tabling. Stiffer cloth can

support a bigger roach. With soft cloth, one must

rely more on broadseams, edge-reinforcement

tension, or a foot cord to help the roach stand. Out-

hauling only serves to crease the roach. Therefore,

big roaches go well with the perpendicular seams

of vertical and miter cuts, which can be tightened

for support.

All the same restrictions concerning foot roach

on loose-footed boomed sails apply to boomless

sails as well, except that boom chafe interference

is not a factor. In the case of headsails and stay-

sails, however, there may be lifelines and pulpits

to clear, as well as the sailor's head. The means of

support of foot roach are also similar. When verti-

cal seams are not available, however, as in a cross-

cut Dacron genoa, foot roach support is often

achieved by cutting seams in from the foot and

widening them; these I refer to as foot tapers.

(More on that when we plan the broadseaming.)

The installation of a foot cord and/or tensioned

tablings (reinforcement) will support a great

sweep to the foot.

With certain exceptions, the foot round of a

boomless sail is centered symmetrically about a

maximum point 50 percent aft of the tack. I have

strayed from this guideline to complement the

asymmetrical foot roach distribution of other sails

on a boat, or in instances when, with a short foot

on a sail of high aspect ratio, the clew angle would

be too wide, the after portion of the roach unsup-

ported, and the general appearance unsightly. I

then give the foot a sweep similar to that of a loose-

footed boomed mainsail, with more round forward

than aft. If the amount of round is negligible, of

course, its appearance will be affected by its distri-

bution.

The amount of hollow in the foot of a square-

sail can be expressed as 4 to 6 inches per 20 feet of

straight-line foot, the curve being symmetrically

drawn about the midpoint. Additionally, greater

hollow may be necessary in courses to clear deck

features, in upper squaresails to clear stays, and

generally for visibility.

No matter what kind of sail you are designing,

consider whether camber is going to be induced

or withdrawn by other means as well as by

foot round, and make allowances. For example,

stretchy cloth and broadseams will make a sail

fuller, and a bendy mast will make a sail flatter.

Any round now drawn on the foot can be filled out
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figure 6-19. The size and distribution of the foot curve in a boomleu uUldtptruU Ofl runny

factors: the type and cut of the sail, the sailcloth, expected wind range, aesthetics, and tin-

relationship with other saib.

on the sail drawing with "cloth" hy extending the

seams.

LuffCurve We'll consider first the luff of ;i sail tet

on a spar. Only when the sail is intended to he per

fectlyflat (Chinese lug, hatwing, riding sails. Mead)

IngsaJb), Or Ifedge curves arr not hcing utilized lot

( aniiin formation, is the luff drawn straight Sim

l>l\ put. the amount of < loth added outside the

straight line luff at any given point is a pro i

of ( hold length, luff to leei h, whi< h. when pushed

into the sail, will result in the desired i ambei
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Procedure

Determine how much camber you want (see

Chapter 4).

Divide the luff into quarters.

Measure and record the luff-to-leech chord

length at each of the three quarter points.

Using the table in Figure 6-21, calculate the

amount of round. As with foot round, consider

whether camber is going to be induced or

CtfOPO *i
•

f 7 Peer),
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withdrawn by other means as well, and make

allowances. Again, broadseams and stretchy

cloth will make a sail fuller, and a bendy mast

will make a sail flatter. Do not neglect offsets.

Measure forward perpendicularly from the

straight-line luff and mark the added cloth at

each height.

Note 1: I cut loose-footed wishbone sprit

boom sails quite flat (little additional luff round),

as camber is needed mainly just to shape the

entry of the sail, not the sail itself.

Note 2: The gaff or lugsail with a proportion-

ately short luff and long foot will not accommo-

date large amounts of round in the lower luff to

make a full sail there. It is better to rely on broad-

seaming to let fullness into these areas.

<Cam6£^ fSvno Vi OF CHORD KOO€JP
AS U-IPF fg&U/OD

J^&JO ?'/•

yi5 0-<*») I. 2//.

ylo0o%) z.jy.
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figure 6-20. To calculate the desirable amount of
camber-inducing round in the luffofa sail set on
a mast, a percentage of the chord length at each

ofthree heights in the sail is added as cloth outside

the straight-line luff. In this example the desired

camber ratio is 10 percent and the percentage of
chord length to be added is therefore 2.7 percent

(see Figure 6-21).

figure 6-21. A range ofcamber ratios—veryflat to

veryfull—produced by adding a percentage of
chord length as extra cloth to the luffofa sail.

Cambers in between those shown may be inter-

polated. Generally a sailmaker does not rely on

edge curves alone to produce camber; a smaller

percentage ofchord length might be employed if

another means, such as broadseaming, is also

being used to create sail shape.
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6. Connect these marks in a fair curve from

head to tack. You may find, however, that the

marks refuse to be connected by a single fair

sweep without S curves. Furthermore, there is

the problem of fairing the lower quarter with

the tack offset in a Bermudan sail, and fairing

both the upper and lower quarters with

throat cutback and tack offset, if any, in a

four-sided sail. The problems are addressed

below.

A fair luff curve on a Bermudan sail usually

requires cheating; that is, you wind up extending or

shrinking the round at each height to bring the

curve into fairness. I like to start the curve back

into the tack about one-eighth of the way up the

luff from the tack. This is necessary unless the cloth

is very forgiving, because too much extra cloth in

the tack area will not work in or smooth out.

The luff curve on a four-sided sail tends to be

more nearly symmetrical about the midpoint,

because of the need to fair the curve into the end-

points of throat and tack. The tack offset starts at

the first slide up from the tack, and the throat offset

begins at the slide closest to the throat.

A sail set on a stay orflying (jibs, staysails, drift-

ers, mules, etc.) is usually triangular, and the luff is

the longest edge. Exceptions are the main staysails

of the schooner rig—fisherman and gollywobblers,

for example—which, unless bent to a track, as in

staysail schooners, have similar luff curves to tri-

angular sails.

The process for calculating the amount of round

is basically the same as that for a sail set on a spar,

but the fun comes with compensating for the sag of

the stay or luff. With a slacker stay or weaker hal-

yard power, greater compensation must be made.

Therefore, you now subtract from the round the

amount you expect the luff or stay to sag at each

quarter point. The rule of thumb is to anticipate I

inch of sag per 10 feet ot luff length, and subtract

the full amount of this from the round at the mid

luff point. Subtract 75 percent of that amount at

the quarter points. I he result, when drawn in an

averaged-out fair curve, is a long S. I )< -pending on

LUFF <OlRvt-
IfO THE. FcGaa
of rto-io*/

UUPP

IN TH£, fro*

figure 6 22 Calculating the needed amount of

camber-inducing round in the lull oj a itay tei

sail. We begin by adding a percentage oj the i
houi

length as in Figure 6 20, hut then must make a

deduction to compensate tor stay sag, whU h itselj

induces cambei \s a rule ofthumb, I inch it

deducted fbi evet y 10 feet <>t stay length a hit

moreoi less depending on rig tune Generally the

full allowance is dedut ted only at mldluff, with

three quarters thai amount dedlk ted at the top

and bottom < hoid\, though you may leant a

greater alloieam e up high tO < ompensate greater

sag there In this example, the denned < amber ratio

is 8.3 percent (draft position ntaftofluff

io 2 pen em oj the i hord length is added at the lull

(see Figure 6-21 \tchonl02, i t Inches it adiied

lor round, but .' irn lies ;s dedui ted to < on

lor sag for a net dedui Hon of i
iru h
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the desired camber of the sail and the anticipated

sag, especially in the heavy wind ranges, the luff

curve may fall entirely inside the straight-line luff!

It is important not to have too extreme a contrast

between the hollow of the upper section and the

round of the lower section, or the luff will not set

well and it will be difficult to fair the curve into

head and tack.

If anything, I try to err on the side of shallow-

ness of camber, with emphasis on hollowing the

head and adding little round down low. The reason

for this is that the sag tends to concentrate up high

as the wind picks up, and in high-clewed, high-

aspect headsails, you don't want to be building

great draft into the short-chord-length sections

below the clew. Depending on the cut of the sail,

it is possible to create some camber in the lower

sections through broadseaming; then it is even

figure 6-23. The head and luffofafisherman stays!

will sag under theforce ofthe wind. Ifthe sail is to

beflat, you must anticipate and compensatefor
the sag. A gollywobbler, on the other hand, being a

reaching sail, would benefitfrom the voluminous,

full power imparted by sagging edges.

less warranted to add fullness with the luff curve

down low.

The result of cutting a luff perfectly straight,

particularly in high-aspect, low-clewed sails, is that

the head of the sail sets fuller than the lower sec-

tion. This becomes more pronounced as the wind

increases, with the draft blowing aft in the upper

sections and the upper leech flapping.

The luffs of four-sided sails set flying or on a

jackstay—such as fisherman staysails and various

lugsails (except Chinese)—also sag, and greater or

lesser allowance must be made. These sails tend

to sag in midluff; therefore, the luff curve, which

may still be concave, is still nearly symmetrical

above and below the midpoint, unlike on the

three-sided sails, which have an asymmetrical dra-

matic change in curve distribution after sag

allowance has been made.

While we're on the subject of fishermen and the

like, and since we're headed for the head curve of

four-sided sails: The head of a main staysail of this

type should be treated like the luff of a headsail in

that it sags considerably. In order to cut a fisher-

man with any expectation of weatherly use, the

head must be hollowed. With a gollywobbler it is

not so critical, because as a reaching light-air sail

it can be much fuller with great benefit.

Head Curve (Gaff, Lug, and Spritsails) The shape

and extent of the head curve is very much affected

by whether or not the head is bent to a yard or a

gaff; and if so, how much the spar will bend. The

spritsail has no support in the head other than that

provided by the tension in the reinforcement. The

head, then, will tend to sag, if anything.

I have had the most success by making the head

of a spritsail perfectly straight. The natural sag of

the edge, and the shape induced by sprit tension

on the diagonal from peak to tack, puts plenty of

shape in the upper part of the sail, which is usu-

ally loose-footed or boomless. Only in a low-

peaked sail, with no weatherly aspirations, would

I put round, and then not much.

The head length of a gaff sail, gunter, or lugsail

may vary greatly relative to the other edges, and
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figure 6-24. When designing the head and luff

curves ofa four-sided sail bent to spars, such as a

gaffsail, calculate the rounds asfor a Bermudan
mains'l. Add a percentage ofthe chord length

outside the straight-line measurement, with the

maximum round 45 percent ofthe edge length up

from the tack or throat. The luffofa standing lugs'l

may be cut slightly hollow to allowfor sag. A
smaller camber ratio is needed in the head of this

sail to compensatefor gaffsag.

thus the head curve may be providing camber lor

anywhere from the upper two-thirds to the upper

quarter of the sail (or even less, as in the Stubby

gaffs of the shoulder-of-mutton cowhorn sails,

which are really just big headboards). Shorter spa is

permit less round, regardless of the chord length ol

the sail.

Gaffs and yards notoriously sag oil to leeward

longer, heavier, and lower-peaked galls espe< [ally

The head of a four-sided sail, lor that reason.

should he flatter than the lower sections. With B

high-peaked sail and vangs, gaff sag can almost be

eliminated. A balance must he struck, taking all

these variables into account and remembering that

cloth stretch, bias elongation, and broadseams can

also be used to provide camber. I generally design a

rather modest amount of round, then, with its

greatest depth about 45 percent of the head length

up from the throat. The upper portion of the curve

is quite straight; the lower portion has more cur-

vature, but must fair gradually into the throat

Additional round must be made it spar bend is

anticipated.

To determine the round, you can proi eed In tin-

same manner as for the luff, measuring chord

lengths and calculating rounds according to the

camber desired, or merely add 1 inch ol round I<m

every 10 feet of head length, placed .it the

percent position. (Again, remember to allow foi

spar bend.)

Broadseamitig and Tailoring i he next step is

to indicate on the plan the placemen! and extent ot

broadseams and other forms ol tailoring I u ill dis

cuss this edge by edge in relation to the sail I nst.

some general thoughts: Broadseaming is a useful

means ol developing shape In a sail 01 prm Iding

support; it is not the onl\ means. b\ am means.

and often it is not onl\ Linnet ess.n\ but also mad

visable. In some CUtS, the seams do not stuke an

edge in SUCh a ni.umei as to make bioadseaining

effective, from the standpoint ol 1 ambei lot ma
tion and plat einent. bioadseaining 101 si nlptr

is a necessity in cloth that is too suit and stable t<>

peimit am othei method ol shaping He\ond that

and in the cloths you an- 1 1 kel\ to use. the |)iu pose

ol bioadseaining is. \es, to oltei some lullness. but

n 101 e Important, h is there u< regulate the location

and distribution ofdraft, shape ofentry and shs

oi exit Generally, be< suse stable fabrii i rat) on

shaped panel edges foi i ambei formation as well

as pl.K einent. the bioadseaining will hi- llightly

widei lb. in III sott ( loth Bl 1 i.idse.ims in natiil.il

libels tailOl shape but also inhibit e\< essne 1 loth

slieli h I BSt, bin, ulsr, mime, and ll lie

easing ol seams, shape support, or loosen the !
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edges of a sail while affecting camber and draft

placement.

A small scale prohibits the actual drawing of the

broadseams, but I do indicate their length and

width. The full-size broadseams will be discussed

and diagrammed during the lofting process.

BROADSEAMS ON THE LUFF. With a few excep-

tions, only crosscut sails lend themselves well to

extensive broadseaming at the luff. This cut can

most successfully utilize broadseaming to create

and distribute draft, because its seams most nearly

parallel the chords of the sail. The length of the

seam taper is determined by the desired draft posi-

tion. That is, the seam begins to widen at the

intended point ofmaximum draft, and widens pro-

gressively further as it approaches the luff.

Using Table 6-11, plot the draft position in your

sail at low, middle, and high chords (the ones used

for determining luff and head round may work)

.

You will notice that connecting these points does

not make a fair curve. (This is because of the vari-

able roach or hollow in the leech.) I juggle things a

little in order to make the curve fair. Now, the point

where this light, rough line of draft placement

crosses each seam to be broadened is the point

where the luff taper should begin. There is a school

of thought that holds that broadseaming is only

necessary in the lower two-thirds of the sail luff

—

that edge curves do the rest, that a midchord draft

position up high is okay, and that the purpose of

broadseaming is primarily to create entry shape

and tack-area fullness. I have found that this

approach sacrifices the opportunity to influence

upper sail shape, although I admit that the short

upper tapers are somewhat hard to draw.

The tack seam, or lowest luff seam, is always

broadened, generally with double the standard

allowance prescribed for that cloth type and taper

length (see Table 6-12). Proceeding on up the luff,

one could broaden every seam, but this is unnec-

essary. I usually go up about halfway in a Bermu-

dan sail with 36-inch cloth, tapering each seam. I

then taper every other seam, since the tapers

T\0J-Ej Co- 11.

fc><l Ikin-iATiM^, Luff "Tapers

*Sail^ "Fkl2<SeNTA6,fc OF OtrrANkSG.
Fcom Luff to Leech

MajkJSLS(With H^A.C>Sajl^) 4*p -VyO %

Single. - Sail. fz\$ *>*?-4o%
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become progressively smaller. By the time I reach

the upper quarter of the sail, there is no need to

continue. A high-peaked, crosscut, four-sided sail

is different; I continue the broadseaming right up

past the throat as if the luff and head comprised

one long leading edge, which they do.

On small sails, 100 square feet or less, with cloth

narrower than 36 inches (say, 18 inches), it is all

right to broadseam consecutive seams, but in large

sails with narrow cloths, tapering that many con-

secutive seams would be too much work. There-

fore, from the tack, every other seam should be

tapered until the midpoint of the luff, and from

there, every third or fourth seam.

Miter-cut sails offer limited luff-taper options.

The miter seam itself can be broadened, particu-

larly on a high-clewed sail, and the seams of the

lower cloths in a Scotch-mitered sail can be broad-

ened. Tapering a small number of seams in this

manner can have only a limited effect, not enough

to create an overall sail form, and if overdone they

will merely make an isolated bulge. But they can

assist in moderation.

The throat area of a four-sided vertically cut sail

can be given a little shape if the seams are conve-

niently located. But care must be taken not to exag-

gerate these, as their only purpose is to make some
curvature in the throat area, which will set poorly if

too bulgy.

FOOT TAPERS. Foot tapers for support and some

shape are placed in the existing seams of vertically

cut and mitered loose-footed or boomless sails,

as well as crosscut boomed sails with fixed feet

(such as the sail of a Beetle Cat). But crosscut

loose-footed or boomless sails lack sufficient

seams striking the foot to build shape and sup-

port this way; instead, they must employ addi-

tionally cut and tapered seams perpendicular to

the foot.

In general, the tapers employed for support are

placed in the vicinity of the greatest foot round;

often only one or two such tapers are necessary.

To create shape in the forward half of the foot and

tack area, tapers are emphasized in that section.

I extend tapers up into a loose-footed or boom-

less sail approximately two to three times the local

amount of foot round. On the fixed foot of a cross-

cut sail, I use the aft end of the tack seam taper as

a reference, and terminate the foot tapers on the

line descending from there to the clew. In a vertical

cut, I begin with the seam closest to the draft posi-

tion and extend the taper up until it strikes the line

that bisects the included angle between the

straight-line luff and foot (the tack angle). The

remaining tapers are distributed around that and

get progressively shorter toward the clew and tack.

Foot tapers generally have a width of Vs inch for

every 1 inch of round.
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LEECH TAPERS AND SEAM EASINGS. Leech tapers

are the easiest to draw and deal with, because they

are short and perfectly straight. Obviously, mitered

and crosscut sails are the only ones on which leech

tapers can be employed. In the extreme, if con-

nected to the luff tapers of a crosscut sail or if

numerous and broad enough, leech tapers can cre-

ate camber and locate draft position. For our pur-

poses, they are intended mainly to provide leech

support and a flat exit to the sail, plus a little draft.

Never, except in large-boat sails, will leech tapers

exceed V2 inch in width; they are generally between

% inch and lA inch wide with a taper length of 2 to 4

feet. These measurements are only a rough guide-

line, however. The fact is, I make these tapers

diminish to nothing as gradually as possible, so

that there is a completely smooth and fair transi-

tion to the underlying seam width. So they are as

long as they are long, as determined by their width.

And the width, along with number and location,

depends on what is being supported: greater

roach, heavy conventional battens, heavy tablings,

reef patches, and hardware.

Following are some rules for leech tapers:

Place tapers to support battens and

hardware.

Increase taper width in midleech and areas

of greatest roach.

Tapers at conventional battens should

exceed the batten length by at least one-

half.

Tapers of fully battened sails (not Chinese

lugsails) should meet luff tapers and can, in

fact, be drawn later, when lofting, at the

same time as the luff tapers and with the

same batten.

Hollow leeches have taper lengths of

approximately 10 percent of the chord

length.

Space tapers at every other seam, or farther

apart, depending on the support needed

and the cloth width. Close grouping may be

warranted in areas of great leech weight,

such as reef clews.

Due to shrinkage, stretch, and cloth alignment,

it is advisable to ease the leech seams of cotton

sails in order to avoid a tight or hooked leech.

These easings, which take the same straight grad-

ual form as tapers, but in reverse (that is, they nar-

row rather than broaden the seams), are placed at

each batten or, in the case of a hollow leech, where

battens would have been placed had they been

needed.

Drawing in Reefs Reefs are not merely a straight

line of nettles with big rings at each end. To func-

tion well, they must not only be placed correctly

but also designed and constructed along certain

guidelines. By reefing you are making, in effect, a

new foot or, in some sails, a new head or luff for the

sail. The design requirements are very similar to

those for the unreefed edge, with some additional

factors to be considered, not least of which are

harsh sea conditions.

On a small-scale plan, I draw the reef in as if it

were straight across at the predetermined height. If

you absolutely have to guess how deep a reef to

draw, refer to the following rule of thumb: The first

reef row reduces the sail area by 30 percent. The

next row would be placed above that at a distance

roughly equal to the distance from the tack to the

first reef tack. Otherwise, go with plans or experi-

ence.

At the very least, the placement of the reef eye-

lets should be specified, and you should indicate

whether you plan to reinforce the eyelets with indi-

vidual reef-point patches or with a reef band or

bands. Eyelets should be no farther than 2 feet

apart, even on large boats. On sails of 100 square

feet or less, I place them every 12 to 14 inches. Try

to have a measurement and a spacing that avoids

disproportionate gaps at the forward and after

ends of the reef row. The seams on a vertically cut

sail provide convenient spacing.

The choice of bands versus patches is based on

strength and convenience. On a large, heavy, work-

ing mainsail, for example, the strength is needed,

and it may be easier to sew one continuous band

with a machine than to horse the sail around a
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myriad of separate patches. Bands add longitudi-

nal strength to the reef, as well as hold the bunt of

the sail together in a vertical cut. Bands are the

same width as the foot tabling and are either

straight or cut to a curve from extra cloth along the

foot of the sail. Individual patches, usually dia-

monds or squares, are sized as shown later in this

chapter. But I have known creative hotknifers to

cut reef-point patches of Dacron in the form of

everything from hearts to daisies. A poker-playing

sailor might alternate hearts, clubs, spades, and

diamonds! They all work.

You can draw only the rough reef, or you can be

more detailed; regardless, the following require-

ments must be observed.

Romeo's Reef Rules

On boomed sails with fixed foot, the corner

rings must be positioned above the straight-

line reef row so that they take the primary

strain. A good guide is to start and end the

row of eyelets a ring's diameter below the

corner ring. If the rings are of different sizes,

use the larger measurement of the two.

Otherwise, place eyelets 1 to 2 inches below

corner rings on small sails and 2 to 3 inches

below corner rings on large sails.

On boomed sails, always kick the leech end

of the reef up to prevent the boom's sagging

when a reef is taken. Each reef is

progressively kicked up a little farther. The

leech end of the first row of reefs would be

kicked up at least 3 inches for small boats, 6

inches for boats in the 25- to 45-foot range.

and 12 to 18 inches on larger c rati.

Quite simply, the reel row on a boomed sail

with fixed foot can be perfectly straight, the

idea being that in heavy winds you want a

flat sail anyway; otherwise, the reef curve is

drawn reminiscent ol the loot curve, with

the maximum depth at the (halt position. I

do provide for proportionately less camber,

allowing 1 inch of round per foot ol reel

length.

Loose-footed and boomless reef rows

run parallel to the foot curve, except in

instances where the sail profile is altered

to a radically different shape, such as in the

transformation of a low-clewed sail to a

high-clewed one in the reefing process,

On sails reefed to the luff (sharpie sails), the

reef curve can be parallel to the luff curve,

or straight.

Reefs taken to the head or foot of

squaresails are straight.

Reefs in contemporary full-battened sails

are straight.

Trip reefs and balance reefs, as well as odd

reefing configurations in headsaiK are

straight.

Designing Corner Patches, Other Rein l<>u <•

ments, and Chafe Patches l he form and con

struction of corner patches directly Influence the

strength of a corner, the security of comei haul

ware, the set of the sail, and the sails overall

appearance. In terms of size and thickness, u is

better to err on the large side, hut overbuilt pate lies

add weight, use up cloth, and look too imposing.

Patch design has changed as iadu all) as s.ul

fabric, but outside oi certain conventions, it still

provides an Opportunity fol I leatnitv I leu . in-

some of the conventions:

The cloth direction in pan lies is the s.une as

that in the SUITOUnding sail.

All cornel pate lies ol voyaging laill and am
natural hbci sail should be hemmed
i he out ei edge <>f theoovei patch the tup

most layei Ol the pan h should be at least 1

ini h long foi ever) toot ol sail edge to whii h

it is applied

. i he peak, i lews, .imi nit i lews ot voyaging

sails and heav) displacement boat sails

should have ,il least Inc |>.il< h lavets. the

tacks and throat, no fewei thanfoui layi

Small boats and daysailers can reduce the

nuillbei of p.ili hes In loin in the peal and

( lews and three In the throat and ta
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Size increments: In order to transfer the

strain gradually from the point of maximum
stress out to the unreinforced cloth of the

sail body, it is necessary that the patch

layers have sufficient difference in size.

Their perimeters should be no closer than

1 inch in small daysailers, on up through 3

inches apart on large boats and 6 inches or

more where very large patches with great

elasticity are used, as in voyaging drifters

and auxiliary sails. The second largest layer

is put on first, followed by successively

smaller layers until the last, which is the

largest. (Patch construction is illustrated in

several places in this book.)

Corner patches must distribute the strain

in the correct direction.

It is amazing how traditional natural-fiber

sails withstand so much strain with such small

patches. There are two reasons for this miracle:

The durability of traditional materials derives in

great part from its elasticity, resilience, and

absorption of shock. In addition, traditionally

made sails are supported and bound by rope or

wire, which takes most of the strain. Increasingly,
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figure 6-27. Corner-patch design is determined by the type ofcloth, aesthetics, and time. In

all but the radial cuts, the cloth direction ofthe patches should match that ofthe sail.

Nothing looks more ridiculous than a classic boat with sailsfinished to contemporary
aesthetic standards.
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with the use of rigid synthetic fabrics, the empha-

sis has been on the sailcloth itself sustaining the

stress. With little absorption and elasticity, either

the fabric itself must provide the brute strength or

there is insufficient strength to withstand the

load. This is why you find large corner patches in

unroped soft Dacron sails and mammoth radial-

strip patches in hard-finished Dacron and lami-

nate fabric sails.

Earlyworkboat patches were simply kept square

to the cloth in design, and for an antique but func-

tional appearance, this approach is still quite sat-

isfactory. With the advent of miter cuts and yacht

sails, a method had to be created for dealing with

the diverse cloth directions in a mitered corner.

Hence, the traditional upper-and-lower-and-

tongue corner patch of a mitered sail, as shown in

Figure 6-27. This very traditional pattern does work

with Dacron and looks best with the old-time miter

cut, but much labor can be saved and a strong

patch constructed by using a one-piece, multiple-

layer corner patch. On an unroped, firm-cloth sail,

cloth direction can be alternated between patch

layers or laid all the same. For simplicity in Dacron,

nothing beats merely crossing the corner with a tri-

angular patch.

Traditional patching often united clews and

tacks with reefed clews and tacks using long liner

patches, and these lent themselves to creative elab-

orations of shape. Soft materials lend themselves

to curved patch edges and some very distinctive

results, but stiff resinated synthetics do not hem
well in a curve and therefore negate this approach.

In light synthetic daysails, however, inventive

patch shapes can be cut with a hotknile.

On your sail drawing, roughly draw in the I 01

ner patches and designate the number of layers.

From this you get a feel for the overall appearance

of the sail and the aesthetic relationship between

patches in different parts of the sail. Clearly, Style

and proportions should be consistent throughout

the sail.

Other reinforcements include chafe hands

and batten chafe hands, brailing eyelel pan lies.

chafe patches at hanks, jackline-anchor patches,

cunningham-hole patches, and trip-reef pan lies

Cloth Allowances It is important when laying

out cloth over a lofted plan to allow a certain

amount outside the perimeter of the finished edge,

for the following reasons:

Some is needed for tablings.

The initial rough curve set out by string will

change when drawn with a batten

To some degree the fabric may shrink or

pucker in the seaming.

The process of broadseaming takes up

cloth.

Natural-fiber and hygroscopic materials

change dimensions with humidity.

In addition to the ob\ ions allowance foi tab

lings, other special allowances .ire made:

In extra-reinforced synthetic sails with

internal boltropes: slightly less than hall the

tape width is allowed beyond the finished

edge to make a foldovei and additional

cloth layer around the rope

On a sail with reel hands, these are i III from

extra cloth along the loot to ensure i oiiei t

cloth direction.

Where long linei pan lies are desired along

the luff oi leech ol a c msst in sail the) are

cut from those edges

it in doubt, us bettei to allow too nun h extrs

( loth outside the sail than loo little

Guidelines Broadseams both shorten an >

and pull it In toward the middle ot the sail < urved

and wider broadseams take up more i loth Add to

the length of a foot or head onafoui ildedsail

a! least the sum ol .ill hro.idse.un widths on that

edge, adding the i loth at the forward end ot the

edge I hen move the entile edgC OUtWard with a

(loth allowani i- ill addition to th.il fol tablingl

1 1 least Iwk e die ,i mount e\pe ( ted in round

lo the lower end ol lee< li or lull. .n\t\ no less
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than the sum of all broadseam widths. Add to the

edge allowance at least twice the round measure-

ment at any given point. To this must be added

some for the contraction of sewing, especially

hand sewing or machine sewing of soft cloth.

I use the peak of the sail as the static point of ref-

erence—everything else is expected to shift some.

Hopefully, enough cloth is allowed so that after

seaming, the sail will line up and cover the loft

plan, including full edge curves, tablings, bands,

foldovers, and patches.

Selection, Designation, and Placement of
Hardware Though hard to imagine, it is pos-

sible to build a sail with no metal in it at all—no

metallic means of attachment fastened to the sail,

even! Except in terms of chafe protection, there is

much to be said for an approach of such elasticity.

But the usual practice, with some exceptions (one

being the headboards in some Bermudan main-

sails), is that all big corners will have rings, or a

cringle and round thimble, or a D-ring.

The choice of hardware style depends on the

size, type, and use of the sail and the location on

the sail (see Table 6-13). Places of greater strain,

such as a clew, will have heavier hardware. Some-

times more than one type is used in a sail

—

for

example, handsewn rings at each corner bul a rope

cringle and round thimble at the tack of a boomed
mainsail when the gooseneck tack pin is recessed;

or a handsewn ring at each corner of a gaff sail,

except the throat, where there is a cringle anil

round thimble, for the same reason; or a handsewn

ring at the tack and head of a headsail, but a D-ring

at the clew for chafe reduction and ease of machine

installation. Cringles and round thimbles i an only

be stuck on edges with roping.

D-rings can be installed by hand with webbing,

or by machine, which, in anything but a small sail,

requires a powerful sewing machine. Cringles and

round thimbles are the next step above the metal

free approach, and are the saltiest looking I he\

also require the fewest store -bought tools to

install.

Headboard Selection rhe style oi headboard

depends on the amount of work you want to do

and how classic an appearance you wish to have

The internal sewn type does chafe less and is

appropriate for roped Bermudan sails I he extei

rial riveted type can he hand sewn lathei than in

eted, and can work with roped machine roped
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and hand-roped—and unroped sails. Sizes are

shown in Table 6-9, page 246.

Rope or Wire Headsail Luffs The ends of rope

or wire luffs in headsails and staysails, and other

sails set flying, have thimbles in them—cast bronze

or stainless steel thimbles are best. Thimble size,

particularly the score (groove), depends on the

diameter of the rope or wire and whether the eye

will be served over or leathered. Some thought

must be given to the size of what's going to attach

to the thimble.

Eyelets Eyelets are all the little holes through

which everything else on a sail is attached. They

may be rope grommets, spur grommets, or small

handsewn brass rings. Simple rope-grommet eye-

lets are appropriate in classical sails. Spur grom-

mets are viable for daysailers and small cruisers.

Voyagers, traditional sails, and stormsails should

have handsewn eyelets (worked holes). Internally

roped edges that run in a slotted spar, of course,

have no eyelets at all.

Reef eyelets should be placed every 2 feet or

less; foot eyelets, every 12 to 18 inches; head eye-

lets, every 12 to 14 inches; luff eyelets on a spar,

every 12 to 24 inches; luff eyelets on a stay, every 24

to 36 inches.

Generally, it is advisable to space eyelets evenly

along the edge of a sail. In sails set on wire, they

should be spaced as close to the luff ends as possi-

ble, depending on how low a headsail is tacked.

The first eyelet may have to be high enough up to

clear a turnbuckle and stay end fitting. I often place

two eyelets at the head to accommodate two hanks

or two slides for greater strength. I do the same at

the clew of a fixed-foot boomed sail if there is

room. Often the outhaul and track arrangement on
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a boom requires a considerable inboard placement

of the clew eyelet.

Note: Eyelets on the luffofa spar-bent sail with

reefs must be spaced above and below the reef tack

ring so that the ring can be brought down for lash-

ing when a reef is taken. In other words, the eyelets

immediately above and below the reef tack ring

must be far enough from it that the ring can be

pulled down past the accumulated luff slides or

hoops to reach the tack hook or lashing position at

the gooseneck.

approach. The external Chinese battens are actu-

ally a heavy batten on one side of the sail and a

retaining batten on the other side, with the sail and

chafe bands in between. The retainer not only

increases seizing strength but also provides chafe

protection from sheetlets, lazyjacks, etc.

In a vertically cut sail, the double eyelets along

the battens are placed at every seam, though with

36-inch cloth I go every 18 inches. Duradon is an

excellent, though costly, junk sailcloth, and its 24-

inch width gives a good, natural eyelet spacing. I Jse

Jacklines andAdditional Eyelets Any boomed
sail with a tack angle significantly smaller than 90

degrees must have a releasable outhaul to permit

the clew to move forward, or else a jackline to per-

mit the luff to move aft when the sail is lowered.

Otherwise, reefing produces a distorted, deformed

sail, and often the inability to drop sail, because the

distance from clew to luff along the luff perpen-

dicular is actually smaller than the foot length.

Jackline eyelets are the same size as the other

luff eyelets and are placed in pairs 3 to 6 inches

apart, with each pair centered about the placement

appropriate for a single eyelet, probably every 3

feet in a club-footed staysail or every 2 feet in a

boomed mainsail.

The jackline extends up the luff twice the dis-

tance from the tack to the luff perpendicular. The

anchor hole to which the jackline is spliced is

placed just below the next luff eyelet above that

measurement; it should be a strong ring or a

cringle and round thimble. The jackline itself is

lighter than the luff rope and must be considered

in the cordage quantity.

The Chinese lugsail has more eyelets and rings

than a shark has teeth. Not only are there the head

and foot eyelets along the boom and yard, but also

with external battens there are pairs of eyelets

equally spaced along the battens for the lashings.

Small daysails of this type can employ rigid battens

in pockets. In fact, quick work can be made ol i In-

assembly process by running seams along at hat-

ten positions with enough seam width to serve as

the batten pocket. I his is clearly not a bluewatei

Ar xx.
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the eyelet sizes of head and foot as a guide to size.

There is something to be said for using spur grom-

mets in terms of chafe, but I'd only use them in

small junk sails or daysails. There are double rings

at the forward and after ends of the batten in a Chi-

nese sail. Through these are lashed the batten and

sheetlets, parrels, and blocks. They, therefore,

should be of larger size than the batten eyelets but

need not be as large as the big corner rings.

The biggest shortcoming I find in contemporary

sailmaker's use and adaptations of traditional tech-

niques is poor sense of proportion, both aesthet-

ically and in choice of materials. There is the

notion that bigger, wider, heavier, and multiple lay-

ering produces security in a sail, which, up to a

point, is true. Then there must be a balance of pro-

portion within the elements of the sail. I have

never seen a well-proportioned sail fail, except by

accident. One must develop an eye for what looks

right and obtain security through balance and

interdependence rather than brute strength.

GaffTopsails All sail types have variations, but I

segregate pointy-headed gaff and sprit topsails

because the variations are so distinctive as to pro-

hibit generalization. (Several variations are illus-

trated in Chapter 3.) First of all, in types other than

the yard topsail with full luff spar, are we consider-

ing a four-sided sail, a la the gunter, or is it a three-

sided sail with a two-part luff? I think you'd have

to say it is a four-sided sail, and it will take diagonal

measurements to draw it. Furthermore, the upper

and lower leading edges require different edge

curves. Of course, the lug topsail is virtually a bal-

anced lugsail, so there is no confusion there.

The leech and foot curves of gaff and sprit top-

sails follow the same rules as other loose-footed or

boomless sails, though the foot roach, if any,

should be minimal. The sails can be cut either ver-

tically or mitered.

The upper luff or head eyelets are spaced

according to the means of attachment: laced or

hooped to a spar, every 12 to 18 inches; or set on a

jackline, every 2 to 3 feet. The edge curve will vary

according to attachment also. Fixed to a spar, the

standard chord-length-determined round is

added, with the awareness that the topsail needs to

be quite flat. (If set on a stay, the sag must be

allowed for in the luff curve.)

The lower luff is often cut back a ways to clear

mast doublings, halyard blocks, and gear. This may
take anything from a straight angle aft from the

throat to a great notch at the throat, depending on

the height at which the sail is set and the clearance

required. Designing this feature requires either a

sail plan or accurate measurements of the rig. In

either event, the edge curve of the lower luff is not

intended to provide camber.

Means of Attachment The last thing to be

specified on your design plan is the means of

attachment, or bending sail, with a note about how
and with what the hanks or slides, if they are used

at all, will be affixed to the sail. The appropriate

types of hardware have been discussed in Chapter

5. The size used depends on sail use, rig type, exist-

ing boat hardware, and stay dimensions. Standard

jib hanks and luff slides can be adapted for use on

a jackline by seizing round thimbles to them. Note

that different edges of the sail might have different

sizes or even types of attachment.

LOFTINGAND
SEAMING THE SAIL

If you've skipped to this section without having

made a plan, you may or may not have irrevocably

oversalted the casserole. Many have been the

times when a sail type was so familiar I just went

straight to lofting, measurements in hand. This

generally is not advisable, however, without con-

siderable experience. The making of the plan in

many ways has done in reduction what will now
be done full size, so that in a sense the plan was a

practice run. It is analogous to building a model of

a boat before building the boat itself. Moreover,

there may be unexplained elements in the lofting
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that presume the prior experience of having

drawn the plan. Plus, you'll get mighty sick of my
saying, "Refer to your plan" over and over if you

haven't got one!

I once said, in a fit of perfectionism, that each

step in the making of a sail is an opportunity to

mess it up. Rather than intimidate yourself with

such self-imposed anxiety, it is wise, as you begin

this phase, to keep in mind that each step depends

on the preceding one, so it pays to take care as you

go so that you are not struggling to compensate for

past carelessness.

Your Working Conditions
So, after reading all those criteria outlined in Chap-

ter 5 for the preferred loft space and tools, where

have you ended up doing this—in the forecastle or

the rumpus room? Using a bent coat hanger for a

lofting batten? That's okay, and it brings up the

point that it is certainly possible to make sails in

pieces in a long enough, narrow space. If you are

precise about it, you could make the whole sail and

never see it fully outstretched until sailing time.

This, in fact, is not far from how sails were made on

board ship in days of yore, and how computer-cut

sails are now created. But it's far preferable to have

enough space to lay out the whole sail with some

room to spare around the perimeter for walking,

rolling the cloth, and extending battens. Oh, yes,

another thing about the process of lofting and lay-

out—a whole step, the second layout, can be saved

if double-sided sticky tape is used. On the other

hand, it is sometimes easier and more convenient

to sew the individual pieces together rather than

heave the whole sail through a machine in order

to sew each seam. More on this as we go along.

Lofting the Perimeter
The overall procedure for lofting, layout, and

sewing is similar for all sails (variations will be

specified). Let's get started.

Step 1: With tapes and spikes, spike out the cor-

ner points of the sail. I often orient the sail to the

boards on a planked floor as a straight-line refer-

ence and to avoid distractions, then angle the

spikes out.

Include the fourth corner of the headboard

in a Bermudan sail of that type.

Don't forget to utilize any reductions you

made in measurements to compensate for

anticipated stretch.

Save offsets and cutbacks for later.

Step 2: Stretch the lofting string tightly around

the spikes.

• Start at the tack with crosscut sails and at

the clew for all other sails.

Work your way around, edge by edge. Make

off the string firmly on the same spike at

which you started.

Step 3: Widen narrow corners. Sail area and I 01

ner width are added within a given edge measure

ment by widening the cornel at the endpoini ID

amount equal to the outer diametei ol the ring

that will go there plus two times the thic kness

of the ring. Typically, this OCCUM at the head ol

pointy-headed sails, and sometimes the lark on I

very high clewed headsail.

Procedure: Place the ring along the lull stung

while spiking the leech string out a snllu lent dil

tance to make room fol the I Ing 'see I [gun

when you're done, the string turns square coi

ner at the top of the lull, then nuns into the leei h

around the spike just added I he < omei nnn, m
effect, is serving somewli.it the s.nne him Hon .is .i

headboard. The stung will stieK h enough to pel

mil the t omei widening

step 4: Measure to end mark the mid una qu/a

Icr points

Procedure Measure along eai h edge to the mid

point, then measuie out 01 in fol round 01 holll

.ii right angles to the string, and put in -i thumb

tai k
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figure 6-29. Though not as effective as a headboard,

additional sail area can be obtained by widening

the head ofa narrow sail to accommodate the

corner ring. This also widens a high-aspect,

narrow sail with a hollow leech—and improves the

set ofthe sail. This technique may be used to widen

any narrow corner, such as the tack ofa narrow,

high -clewed storm jib.

On leeches with roach, find the batten

locations and measure out at each.

For hollow leeches, designate the

midpoint—on a crosscut sail, much cloth

can be saved by laying cloth to the curve

rather than the straight-line edge. For a

vertically cut sail, the leech cloth is laid

overlapping the straight-line leech, with

additional cloth allowances.

Quarter points are best measured for

accuracy, but on edges other than roached

leeches they can be eyeballed and marked

roughly.

figure 6-30. Thefirst cloth ofa crosscut sail—
Bermudan or otherwise—is laid out along the

upper side ofthe tack seam, which is the

perpendicularfrom tack to leech. Extra cloth is

allowed outside the lofting stringfor tablings, a

cloth reduction due to broadseams, and sewing. If

you're lucky, thefloor and the cloth will be straight

enough to permit an even back-and-forth layout of

the upper sail (arrows). Then, commencing at the

lower side ofthe tack seam, lay out the lower

portion of the sail.

Step 5: Pull the string out or in around the mid-

point pins. If quarter points have not already been

measured, eyeball them and tack out the string

to the rough finished-edge form. (Alternatively,

use masking tape to avoid having to lay out cloth

over the tacks.) I'm not too particular here. Edge

curves are carefully drawn later. The important
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thing is to make sure that the rounds are suffi-

ciently allowed for.

You now have an impression of the full-size sail.

Step 6: Prepare to lay out thefirst cloth.

m Crosscut sail: Attach a string to the tack

spike, then run it out beyond and at right

angles to the straight-line leech (see Figure

6-30).

Vertically cut sail: Using more of the lofting

twine, set up a string outside the tabling and

figure 6-31. The first cloth ofa vertically cut fore-

and-aft sail is laid out along the leech, with at least

enough allowancefor tahlings. Subsequent cloths

are laid back andfor tli with even seam widths ovei

the whole plan, and extra cloth is allowed outside

the lofting stringfor tablings and for doth

reduction due to broadseams and sewing.

cloth-allowance distance and parallel to the

straight-line leech (see Figure 6-31).

Mitered sail: Bisect the included angle ofdie

straight-line clew with a string from the

clew spike out beyond the luff. For a Scotch

mitered sail, set up another string parallel to

the foot and (after turning at a spike) the

leech, outside the round and the tabling and

cloth allowances.

Chinese lugsail: Set up an additional string

parallel to the luff, outside the cloth

allowance.

The first cloth in a squaresail is laid in the

center, perpendicular to the head.

Step 7: Mark all the end- and midpoints with

either masking tape or easily read marker on the

floor—label the corners to avoid later contusion.

Laying Out the Cloth
At this point the bolt of cloth must he readied It the

cloth was to be bight seamed, this should already

have been done (see Chapter 5). It you an itick)

taping the seams, this can he done on the DOOI

while the sail is over the plan, or by t.iking piet M
up and sticking them together later, .is the\ am
sewn. The first technique is the easiest and will be

described later.

Roll out the first panel. ( )n a crosscut sail. Ia\ the

first panel along the upper side ol the string from

leech to tack. On a vertically cut sail, laj it along the

string parallel to the leech In a St OH h mitered sail

lay the first cloth along the stung parallel t«> the

foot, and on a cross mitered sail. Ia\ it peipcndu u

lar to the straight line loot next to the i lew On I

Chinese lugsail. Ia\ out the lust ( loth alone, tin-

string at the lull.

\s you lay out a panel, plai « a pin anywhere In

I he middle ot the (loth to am hoi it I hen loll the

(loth out to the other edge oi to the mitei. when'

yOU measure loi sultu lent overlap at least a seam

width at a miter, and cnoueji fol tabling and othci

(loth allowam es at an edge lake a dri -p hicith

and (ut the cloth parallel t<» ih<- edge <n mitei

stiin^.
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Here, if cloth of any appreciable length has been

rolled out, you will fetch up on the bane of the sail-

maker's existence: poor tracking. That is, the cloth,

laid flat, forms an arc. Poor hotknifing, poor weav-

ing or finishing—whatever the cause, it is as

annoying as a lumpy floor.

A curved floor, by the way, will show up as

curved edges in the cloth. If you attempt to join all

this presailmaker curvature, you are actually build-

ing the curve of the warped cloth or the rolling floor

into your sail. Natural fibers can accommodate this

with little effect—Dacron cannot. Do not try to ten-

sion or straighten grossly curved cloth. The result

will be a tight edge on the hollow side and a rum-

pled edge on the convex side. These will then be

sewn to the next panel edges, which will have the

opposite tension. The result will be a combination

of tight and puckered seams.

To deal with excess tracking of the cloth:

1

.

Send the stuff back to the lummox who made it.

2. Lay the cloth back and forth across the plan as

usual, but do not straighten the edges; rather,

sew alternating elliptical- and hourglass-

shaped seams (see Figure 6-32).

3. Roll the cloth out all the same way so the

curves match up. This entails a considerable

waste of cloth.

figure 6-32. Curved cloth is said to be "tracked."

Laying out tracked cloth back andforth over a

plan results in alternating elliptical- and
hourglass-shaped seams. It is extremely difficult to

make accurate broadseams—or any seams, for that

matter—with tracked cloth. Send it back.

figure 6-33. Alternatively, tracked cloth can be laid

out all in the same direction. This results in con-

sistent seam widths but makes broadseaming

difficult and wastes material. Unless you're

absolutely stuck with the stuff, send it back!
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Short of returning the goods, I'd go with the

ellipses and hourglasses, if they're not too extreme.

In bad cases, lay the cloths all the same way, but

make sure you have enough cloth!

All you can do about a wavy floor is try to plan

things so that the cloths run with the waves.

If all has gone well, align your first panel

straight and evenly and naturally, with pins every

3 feet or so.

What seam width have you selected? If there is no

commercially installed sew- to line, or if there is and

the seam is too narrow, go along the cloth edge with

a tape measure or some seam-width gauge, and

mark the seam width every 3 feet or less.

If sticky- taping, tape up the seam, leaving the

paper backing on the upper side until the sail is all

laid out.

Turn the roll of cloth and lay out the second

cloth in the opposite direction, allowing the correct

amount in seam overlap and cloth allowance out-

side the sail. Cut, align, and pin this panel.

Proceed to cover the rest of the sail. Fore-and-

aft vertically cut sails—both Western sails and Chi-

nese lugsails—are the only cuts in which the entire

sail can be covered by proceeding in one direction

from the first cloth. With all other cuts (except a

crosscut sail with a clew angle of 90 degrees), one

portion of the sail will be covered, then a second

portion follows in the opposite direction.

To cover the second portion of the crosscut sail

below the first cloth (that is, below the tack seam),

follow the same alternating procedure as de-

scribed, but once each cloth is aligned and

pinned out, place its edge beneath the edge of the

preceding cloth so that all the seams overlap in

the same direction. The upper section in a

mitered sail is done the same as the lower section

below. The first cloth laid is the one striking the

clew, either parallel or perpendicular to the

straight-line leech.

In the layout, you may encounter flaws m the

weave, finish, or trimming. Dysfunctional oi

unsightly sections should he removed and tin-

remaining piece or piece8 oi (loth saved lor sub

sequent shorter panels or lor pan h matei lal

Cutting Special Seams
Part of the layout process is to set up any cut cloth,

such as foot tapers, radial foot, twist seams, or

miters. All of these techniques, with the exception

of finishing a miter seam, are methods ol tailoring

synthetics and will call for the first use of the

hotknife. Setting up the miter scam is simply a mat

ter of measuring one-half seam width on eithei side

of the string bisecting the clew angle, then nun

ming the overlap of the upper and lowei sections

(see Figure 6-34). Usually I have the lower panels on

top. Measure one-half seam width above the string

and draw a line. (Here, for natural fibers, a hem.

folded under, of slightly less than one hall the seam

width is allowed.) Then cut off the remainder. With

synthetics, the extra cloth is removed by hotknifing

right along the straight line. Great care must he

taken to cut straight without going oil the hai kplate

onto the cloth below. Hemmed or cut, that finished

edge is laid backdown and a sew to line and strike

up marks drawn before removing the initet string

and finishing the miter edge ol the uppei panels in

the same fashion. Sticky tape can now he applied it

the sail is fairly small. Otherwise, it is easiei to sin k

the miter seam together later, altei eat h ol the

upper and lower groups has been sew n

To prepare the lowei panels ol a ( iosst ut sail

for cutting/oof tapers, draw the scams (both edges)

at the determined position peipendu ul.u to the

straight-line fool see Figure 6 s> rhe curved

sew- to lineol the tape! will hediawn latei \t e.u h

seam, hotknife the edge closesl to the tat k Slide

the cloth from the tack ovei to the i ornw t position

of seam overlap while in alignment with the othei

seams. (It niav help tO have drawn .1 ( le.uk visible

sew to line on the ta< k seam I
Pin In plai e and

install stuk\ tape Slit k \ tape is mm otiuneiided

here, even if the rest <>t the sail is not stui i> up so

as to minimize the numbei ol pieces floating

around and fat llltate the sometimes trl« k\ broad

seaming ( ut foot tapers are not i ompatible with

( ut tablings oi reel bands, bet suse the material

you're < utting now Is the cloth from which tabling!

01 red hands COUld othetwise ha\e hern COfl

stun ted
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Q-orrtS. YZ; Seam

SreiM6r

figure 6-34. After the cloths above and below the miter line ofa mitered sail are laid out,

the panels that strike the miter must be hotknifed or hemmed into a miter seam. This last

seam is sometimes wider than the othersfor strength in a storms'l, and can even be

broadseamed at the luff. Double-sided sticky tape greatly eases this phase ofconstruction.

Be careful with the hotknife; it is easy to slip and burn a hole in the sail.

A twist, or speed, seam, is cut into the foot area

of a fixed-footed boomed sail in order to tailor

camber into sailcloths of firm synthetics that are

not conducive to other camber-formation tech-

niques. After seaming up or sticky-taping the

lower cloths of the sail together, a seam is drawn

and cut (hotknifed) from the lower leech to the

tack just below the tack seam. The twist seam
strikes the leech anywhere from 6 to 12 inches or

more up from the clew, depending on the size of

the sail. The seam is actually drawn and broad-

ened in the same manner as the tack seam, with

IV2 to 2 times the broadseam allowance normal

for that type of cloth, and with the taper com-

mencing at the desired draft position. Of course, a

twist seam will require extra cloth, and this must

be allowed for in the layout. The twist seam is

only one of several options for shaping a foot and

may be looked on as a means not only of creating

camber but also of regulating its position in the

sail.

Radial Foot Unlike the preceding cuts, this one

does not come after the full layout of cloth. Rather,

it is needed to complete the layout below the first

cloth laid from leech to luff. Figure 6-16 shows the

seam layout and desired warp and weft orienta-

tions in the panels of a radial foot.
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figure 6-35. To put afoot taper in a sail, first cut the cloth with a hotknife, perpendicular to

the straight- linefoot at the desired location. Then shift the tack piece a seam's it idth

toward the clew, draw the curve ofthe taper, and sticky- tape the cloth or sew it togethei II

afoot taper crosses a seam, it is necessary to sticky-tape or sew that seam prior to cutting

thefoot taper.

Marking the Panels

Step 1: Mark and label all the corners and mid-

points on the sail, as well as the batten points on a

roached leech.

it you've a purist, draw sew to linet and place

strike-up marks ever) I to i inches Or, remove

sticky-tape backing and sti< k the seams togethei

[neithei case, work onlyon the untapered portions

ot the scams

Step 2: Refer to your design plan. Mark the innei

ends of all broadseams and the point where the

outer end of each seam crosses the lofting string.

Write the width of the taper at this same point

Step 3: Check all alignment and seaiti widths fbl

uniformity, then take up the lolling string.

Step 4: Here's where the stic k\ lapists and the

purists start to part company. Return to each team

Step 5: Draw broadseams ["he shape <>i the

< urve drawn, and thus the form ol the hrnadseam.

will verj mm h determine i J i
«

- form <>i i urvature In

that portion of the sail Hustypeol broadseaming

sews the straight bottom edge ol one panel i" i

( urved sew io line on the upper edge ol the panel

below il [Alternative!) in a computer-desii

sail, two i urved i ether.) You ere

in eitei i drawing < ambei hut m the spec ial <

lull tapers In a panel a i mism ut sail, you are mora
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importantly designating fore-and-aft draft loca-

tion, as mentioned previously. In this instance, too

abrupt and wide a taper will result not only in a

very rounded entry but also in a draft position far-

ther forward than desired.

Foot tapers in panel seams, if too wide and

abrupt, will cause a loose foot to hook or a fixed

foot to be overly shelflike. The taper must be fair

and diminish gradually into the general seam

width. Any flaws in the transition will show up as

rumples and hardspots.

Leech tapers are straight. At the finished edge,

measure the taper width perpendicularly from the

edge of the upper cloth. Put a pin in at that point.

Now, lay a straightedge of sufficient length against

the pin and upper cloth edge and draw a new sew-

Wl E7TH OF teetH

Finished smj- ccgo

STJ2AcI6WT' LEECH

<5,£AC7UA.U4_y iMTO
SEAM

PiuisHec?

&*rreN

figure 6-36. Leech tapers can often be drawn by eye

as long as the taper is straight, not too long, and
diminishes to nothing in the seam. Too abrupt a
transition will create a hooked leech. In contrast to

Dacron, cotton leech seams are narrowed or eased

rather than broadened and tightened.

to line. The seam will be wider at the after end than

at the forward end. The taper will fair into the orig-

inal sew-to line at the forward end.

Luff and Head Tapers of a Crosscut Sail

The luff and head tapers are curved according to

the shape you want the forward part of the sail to

have. Starting with the tack seam at the finished

luff edge, measure the taper width perpendicu-

larly from the overlapping edge of the upper

cloth, and mark this point on the lower cloth.

Place a long flexible batten along the seam, with

its upper edge abutting the upper cloth selvage.

Place a pin, or several pins, along the upper edge

Hold 6*ttc>4

|
S(TO SEAM AT

GONJ^ifeTEMT SEAM v/'PrH

figure 6-37A. Drawing a fair lufftaper or broad-

seam takes an eyeforform, fairness, and sym-

metry. It is important that the curvature ofthe

taper not be so great that the draft position is

shiftedfartherforward than intended, and the

entry becomes too full. Hotknifing tapers down to

the overall seam width is necessary only in very

firm cloth orfor looks.
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POSITION!

SEAM

B^bA-QSeAM <suievt_>
£>^ flat £u-ney

F|MI5H££? EC6C; I

OF SAH

5£>M

6f2^AG766AM CcAE\/E_-»

figure 6-37B. Luffand head taper curves vary in

degree depending on shape ofentry desired, sail

type, cloth type, and the degree to which broad-

seaming is used to create camber. The range shown
here, from flat to full, will satisfy the requirements

ofmost relatively soft cruising or daysails.

Broadseams

in the luff of

a Bermudan

mam and in

the luff and

head of a

gaff sail

of the batten at the draft point, or after end of the

taper; then place a pin on the lower edge of the

batten at the same point. (Allow for the width of

the pencil sew-to line.) Spring the batten down
until its upper edge passes the measured mark.

Place a pin on each side of the batten at the mark

Sight down the batten while continuing to spring

the curve from the forward end. Pin the batten in

place when the desired curve is obtained Draw
the new sew-to line along the upper edge of the

batten.

Option: Ax this point h ma) be aestheth all) 01

functional!) warranted with synthetfc I to dram i

new "selvage" .1 seam'l width up from ihe sew to

line of the tapei In .hum ipation ol latei trimming

the extra cloth with .1 hotknife \ imall i ompaai

works well 1 his is onl) necetaar) In vers wide

tapers, say at the la< k OtherwiM, it is mOitt) .1

meant oi maintaining visual uniformit) "f

width an option not available in the broadseams

of natural Bbere,and Inadvisable InDuradoo Once
von 1 tblished a form for the i iirve of youi
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taper, try to make the succeeding tapers as similar

as possible. Patterns can be made for this kind of

work, if it is to be done repeatedly. Otherwise, this

is really your first big chance to eyeball curves with

your own unique sense of distribution and propor-

tion.

You will notice as you work your way up the luff

through progressively smaller tapers that it

becomes increasingly difficult to see the curve of

the taper and fair it into the seam.

CutFoot Tapers in a Crosscut Sail The proce-

dure for drawing cut foot tapers (that is, foot tapers

that are not in panel seams) is the same as that for

luff tapers, but in loose-footed or boomless sails

the purpose and thus the shape of the curve are

quite different. The desire is to shape and support

the foot. I tend to make the lower end of the taper

flare a little more, especially since, compared with

luff tapers, these are usually much shorter in rela-

tion to their width. Sometimes a thinner, more

flexible batten is required.

In pursuit of sail curvature, foot tapers forward

of the midpoint are more rounded, while those

nearer the clew tend to be flatter. Foot tapers in the

seams of a vertically cut sail are drawn in the same

manner and placed for the same purpose.

Trimming and Sewing the Seams
If you'd planned on trimming your broadseams in

order to maintain a pleasing uniformity of seam

width, now is the time. If you're working with a syn-

thetic, simply cut with a hotknife as described and

pictured elsewhere. Sticky tape, if you're using it,

will have to be shifted aside.

Here's where the sticky-tapists and the purists

really part company. Tapists, take up all the pins

and proceed with sticking together the broad-

Broadseaming the foot

of a crosscut sail

Broadseaming the foot

of a vertically cut sail

Cut foot tapers

figure 6-38. Foot taper curves vary depending on
their use—that is, support or camber—theirfore-

and-aft location in the sail, the type ofsailcloth,

and the type ofsail. Excessiveflare will hook the

foot ofa boomless or loose-footed sail. Thefarther

aft in the sail the taper is located, the smaller and
flatter it should be. Thefoot tapers in a sail ofgreat

foot roach must notflare excessively.
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seams while removing the sticky-tape backing.

Proceed from the narrow end out. This is tricky;

care must be taken to stick the seam overlap

together smoothly right along the sew-to line. It is

more difficult with stiff material on greater curves.

Straight tapers are duck soup. It often helps to roll

up the upper layer, then remove the tape backing

section by section as you unroll the cloth along the

sew-to line. The roll of cloth gives you something to

hold onto. Pushing the cloth in toward the middle

of the sail also helps in the alignment.

Here is the tapist's big advantage, and one of the

big arguments for sticking everything together: You

can now see the shape you have tailored and the

fairness of your work, before sewing it all together.

Ifyou are unhappy with it, you can take it apart and

stick it again, redraw it, flatten it, flare it, fair it, or

whatever it needs. Wide, untrimmed broadseams

will need two rows of sticky tape for smooth sewing

later on.

Once everything is securely stuck together, I

take the added precaution of stapling the seam

ends. By sticking the sail together, you also have

advance notice of whether your sail is failing to

cover the plan as a result of insufficient cloth

allowance for broadseams.

There, now you tapists can skip ahead to draw-

ing the sail edges.

Nontapists, label each cloth panel and seam so

that it is clear what order they are in. They should

be labeled consecutively from left to right at the

edge or seam ends at which you start sewing.

Machine sewing has the work accumulate to the

left as cloths are joined. In hand seaming, the fin-

ished work accumulates in front of you. A miter

seam, as mentioned, is sewn last, with the larger

portion of the sail to the left of the machine or in

front of the hand seamer.

Therefore, on a crosscut sail constructed 8t8J

board-side up, it is preferable to number the Beam

ends along the leech from clew to peak. I here is

another valuable reason for this: I he hig luff broad

seams have no strike-up marks; thus, it would In-

very inaccurate to start sewing from the luff (Stil k\

tape makes sewing possi hie from either end.]

I usually start sewing the seams of a vertk all\

cut sail at the leech; thus seam end numbers stall

at the peak and work down, or forward.

Insofar as possible, choose your starting point

so as to avoid starting with a broadseam. Some-

times it is unavoidable, as in leech tapers, in

which case you can start on the untapered mid-

dle portion of the seam where there are strike-up

marks. Sew to the luff, then turn the sail around

and go back over the leech taper. Often leech

tapers are so narrow and fine they can he sewn up

directly.

Having completed the numbering, take up the

cloths, panel by panel. Sewthem together, lust one

side of the seam, then the other. Then add a third

row of stitching for voyaging sails. Propel /ig/.ig

stitching is shown in Chapter 5 and discussed

below.

Machine Seaming When seaming hv machine,

making all those marks and sew-to lines match

up while still having an accurately pla< ed, uni

form stitch is an art. Without the aid of tape 01

mechanical contrivances, like stain pullert and

walking presser feet, it is a matter ol'bringing the

two cloths together accurately along the sew to

line while aligning the seam edge with the path

of the needle for correct placement, and ha\ tag

the layers of cloth How through the machine both

in unison and at the same rate that the mai nine

is operating. Vi! Complicating this hen ule.m

endeavoi are the feed dogs (little teeth In the bed

of the machine ili.it pull the (loth thfOUgh

Which haul the hottom lavn at one talc while the

upper layer's passage is heme, retarded i>\ frit tion

with the piessei fool \loieo\el. the machine

does not sew al a < oiisi.tni late it \.nies with

how fast yOU powei il and (he < lolh has its own

peculiar qualities of ilipperlnesi and elasth It)

rhe most challenging part is to compenaate coo

sistently foi the relative ti<>w <>i the top and bot

torn layers so that the stnke up inaiks hue up

lllis entails some form of Blowing the hottom

layer, speeding up the top layer, oi doing both

simultaneously.
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'Push
CLorH

figure 6-39. Machine seaming techniques. To compensatefor differing upper and lower

cloth feed rates, match strike-up marks by maintaining a forward pressure on the upper

cloth with the right hand while holding back the lower cloth with the left hand. Alter-

natively, the lower cloth can be gripped to retard its pace through the machine. You will

develop your own technique; much depends on the machine, the sewing setup, and the

cloth.

Care must be taken, when sewing portions

where there are no strike-up marks, to maintain

the same balance between top and bottom lay-

ers. Natural fibers and Duradon are more forgiv-

ing than Dacron or nylon; with the latter two,

uneven tensions and straying from the sew-to

line may not be obvious, but they are there to

stay. If you are intolerably off, the best thing is to

tear out the messed-up stitches, oversew the end

of the good stitching by an inch or so, and have at

it again.

Natural-fiber and soft synthetic sails are tradi-

tionally machine seamed with the zigzag stitch

moving back and forth over the selvage. In any

fabric of great elasticity—cotton, flax, Duradon,

or nylon—this produces sufficient strength.

Dacron seams, on the other hand, are strongest

when sewn with the full stitch in the seam, close

to the edge but not so close as to fracture the

hotknifed seal. The argument for oversewing the

selvage in Dacron is to contain unraveling cloth

edges, but I opt for keeping the full stitch in the

seam.

The zigzag stitch is the stitch of choice in

seams, but the three-step zigzag, which is a three-

stitch straight stitch in a zigzag pattern, is exceed-

ingly strong and can fill a narrow seam with one

row of stitching. Both stitch types are illustrated

in Chapter 5.

Machine adjustment for thread tension is very

important, not only to the quality of the stitching

but also to the success of the seaming. I do not

propose to discuss sewing machine use in depth,

but there are a few observations with which one
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can head off gross frustrations. Of course, have

the correct thread and needle size for the job (see

Table 5-10, page 196).

Have sufficient presser-foot tension downward

to prevent the cloth from lifting on the upstroke

of the needle and to keep the work from skidding

around. When relative tension between the top

and bottom thread is out of balance, one tends to

tighten only the looser of the two. For fine adjust-

ments this is okay; but unless the whole stitch is

hopelessly loose, it is better to ease the tension of

the overtight thread than to tighten the loose one.

Otherwise you may overtighten and may eventu-

ally run out of adjustment. The overtensioned

stitch itselfmay look correct, but the tension tends

to pucker the cloth and break the thread.

I always sew with the bobbin thread slightly vis-

ible from the top. I have too many times sewn for

miles only to discover when I turn the sail over that

the underside was a mess. It is often difficult to

pull the bobbin thread up through resinated,

tightly woven fabric. A larger needle may help, or

a lighter bobbin thread.

Take your time, and use tables and chutes to

ease and support the work. If you become aggra-

vated, take a break. Sewing machines can ruin

your day

Keep an eye out for having run out of bobbin

thread. With experience, you can hear the change

in the noise of the machine. Otherwise, if missed,

you can poke a lot of needless holes in the sail.

Find some other visual reference for alignment

than the dancing needle. It is very hard on the eyes.

Generally, lighter and less tightly woven fabrics

require less overall thread tension, relatively

speaking. In fact, anything but the lightest tension

on drifter-weight nylon will result in a very puck-

ered stitch and seam.

When you finish this step, you will know why
production lofts have sliding tables and sewing

machines built into the Door! I place sheets or

cloth on the floor around the machine wheie the

cloth will he dragging, to avoid grunge. I lave good

illumination ol the sewing area.

Check the sewing of seams and hroadseains fol

fairness and accuracy. Any problems found are

more easily resewn now than later. Note, too. how

puckered the seams are from the sewing. Usually

with softer fabrics it will be necessary to la\ the sail

out, put tension on each seam, and give them a

vigorous rubdown with a seam rubber. I have e\ en

left a sail's seams tensioned overnight to stretch

them out. Hand seaming always needs rubbing,

but often so does machine sewing. Clearly, Ifyou

cut the finished edges of a sail that's all puckered

up from sewing, when the seams stretch out the

edge curves will distort.

Hand Seaming If you are actually hand seam

ing, you are eligible to join SWEAT—the Society ol

Workers in Early Arts and Trades—and have im

hearty support. The ditty bag apprenticeship of

Chapter 1, brief as it was, gave you a feel Foi this

work to come. Lengthy time spent at this work

really demands an efficient and comfortable setup

At least approximate the Functions ol the sailmak

er's bench with some kind of bench, a strong pl.u e

to tie off the bench hook, good access t<> wax and

twine, good light, and elbow room.

Seaming is seaming. You follow the sew to line

and match up the marks. In this work it ma\ help

to pin the seam together every 2 to 3 feet or to with

an old sail needle. I heie are sewing tec hniques fol

gathering or advancing the uppei t loth that must

be employed to counterai I am tendeni \ foi the

top layer to slide ahead of 01 behind the su ike up

maiks. bending (he (loth down gathers » loth

that is, puts in slack. Bending the cloth up does the

opposite. Heaving the stitch .die. id advances

the upper layer; heaving back gathers sum kdoth

i he w oik is in from nt \mi at mss Mini lap;

«

hi-

uppei cloth of the seam is folded around, beneath

the lowei ( loth I <>< ate tin- told so that enough nt

the uppei cloth shows fol a good b.mdhold.

against the bene h hook tension, but not so mm h

as to move the scam bc\ond the real h ol \out

thumb ihc bench boot la belayed ai bench

height, with the hook in the cloth just outside youi

thigh [lie body Is turned slightly In the direction

you are sewing Use your whole upper bod) not
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Walking down the seam with a flat stitch—the upper

cloth is folded underneath, and the seamer must be

careful not to sew together more than the two layers

in the seam.

The round-stitch in seaming is advanced toward

the hook. This is a strong stitch, appropriate for

heavily built sails.

figure 6-40. Hand seaming.
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just the wrist. Making up twine lengths longer than

your arm length is a waste of time. Counteract the

act of twisting of the thread by rotating the needle

as you sew.

Traditionally, the seams of Norwegian workboat

sails are sewn with a round stitch, selvage to sel-

vage. This is fast and strong and easy in elastic, nat-

ural fabric. It would work, too, with Duradon. It is

not a seaming technique, however, that permits

broadseaming.

To facilitate hand seaming, sew protective

leather pads on your pantleg where the bench

hook crosses it, heave the stitch only tight enough

to slightly bed it into the fabric (Dacron won't per-

mit much), fix yourself a soft cushion to sit on, and

have lots of good music on hand.

Drawing the Sail's Edge Curves
Lay the rubbed-down sail over the plan. On all sails

except Chinese lugsails, start by putting one spike

in the head, then one in the clew, then the throat,

then the tack. On Chinese sails, the tack is the first

corner spiked down, then the throat, then the clew,

and then the head. You will notice that even on

perfectly flat, well-rubbed sails the marks on the

sail will no longer correspond to those on the floor.

If there has been broadseaming, there will be a

great shift. The sail must be swung so that in its

altered form the cloths still run in the same per-

pendicular or parallel relationship to the edge of

orientation—perpendicular to the leech on a

crosscut sail, for example. Do not pull or distort the

sail when aligning it to the floor marks. Lilting the

final corner and rapidly fanning it up and down
will fill the sail with air, pulling cloth toward the

middle and enabling you to see the camber. Oth

erwise, just the weight of the cloth will splay the sail

out along the edges, causing inaccurate edge

curves. I have even reversed a vacuum cleaner to

inflate the sail from beneath.

With all corners spiked, further distribute the

cloth of camber toward the middle ol the sail so

that the sail's edges are as flat as possible and can

be pinned every 2 feet or so, with the pins pla< cd

well inside the straight line edges (so as not to foul

the lofting battens). A clean broom will help in

pushing the cloth around.

Now, there's the chance that your cloth allow-

ance was not sufficient and the sail does not co\ ei

the plan. If it's very close, perhaps a change of

tabling style—for example, using tape—will help,

or if it's a broadseam that caused the problem,

some of them could be eased. Otherwise, there is

nothing to do but make the sail a little smallei

(Sort of an early recut.) Locate all the midpoint

marks on the floor; mark them on the sail.

Now comes an aspect of sailmaking that I truly

enjoy—creating and sighting down those big, his

cious curves. Get out your battens and take your

time getting the fair curve you like. It L Prancifl

Herreshoff could take weeks on a sheerline. you

can give the leech one half hour Stud) the ( urve

from both ends, down low—then stand on a chail

You can get a friend to make subtle changes in the

batten while you observe Set up a Straight-line

string for a reference, ifnecessary, and don't he too

impatient or proud to hag it. unpin everything, and

start the curve over.

In short lengths ol great curvature, then Is

much tension in the batten, so the pinmngout and

removal of pins must he done with cue Spikes an
needed at the endpoints, and sometimes at the

midpoint and spring le\ei points

Procedure

Unless the batten is being used foi dettg

natinga tabling width, pi. u e it against the

inside ol theendpoini spikes Hopefully;

the batten length is siiIIk lent fol the c ui\e

hut not too long fol tin- work sp.x e It the

batten is too short, join two battens oi

otherwise i ontrive an extension I <>< ste the

union, whu h will he an inflexible hardspot,

,ii ,i fi.it point ot the < urve if the batten is

ion long \"ii i ould i ui it, find .i blggri loft

sp.K e, or draw the curves by pinning out

upeof i Inch nylon webbing Whethei

webbing <>i batten Is employed t<> draw tt><-

( urve, it is pulled or pushed Bt midpoint lo
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the position of maximum curvature and

firmly pinned in place. A radical curve may
need some help by your springing the ends

of the batten, then pinning the midcurve.

Push or pull the batten to quarter points, if

any. Often these don't lie in a fair position

along the curve, but they are a reference.

Compromise as necessary. From there it is

a matter of springing, pulling, and pushing

until the wonderful form reveals itself. Next,

firmly pin the batten along its length and

draw the finished edge. Then, with a

compass, draw additional tabling fold and

cut lines, if any. It is helpful to score the

cloth along the batten with a dull metal

edge to facilitate folding later.

Cut tablings, if any, will be cut from the

cloth edges, folded and hemmed under,

and stitched onto the edges of the sail.

When sewn to the sail, however, they will

be shifted slightly along the sail edges from

where they lay prior to cutting, so that the

panel edge seams in the tablings will be

offset from the panel edge seams in the

body of the sail. (Sewing would be difficult

if the seams were allowed to pile up on each

other.) For that reason, cut tablings can be

pictured as shifting around the edge of the

sail clockwise for right-handed sewing, and

the reverse for left-handed sewing. They are

also shifted clockwise for machine sewing.

Therefore, when you start drawing the edge

curves of sails with cut tablings, you'll want

to draw them in sequence around the sail.

(It doesn't matter which edge you start with,

as long as the right end of the curve extends

beyond the endpoint, and the left end

terminates at the endpoint.)

Offsets—Tack, Throat, and Clew Offsets (also

called cutbacks) may or may not be part ofyour sail

design. If they are, there are a couple of general

considerations to deal with before we move on to

more detail of the edge-by-edge curves. The man-
ner in which an offset is incorporated depends on

OF TABLING

figure 6-41. Cut tablings are madefrom extra cloth

around the perimeter ofthe sailfor consistency of

cloth direction between sail and tabling. The

tablings are shifted 4 to 6 inches along the sail

edges (clockwise in this case) to keep panel edge

seamsfrom piling up on top ofeach other. A sail

lofted port side up would have everything done in

reverse.

the source of the measurements for your sail. If, for

example, your measurements for a gaff sail were

made on the boat with the gaff set up in its working

position, you will have obtained a straight-line

measurement from the throat-attachment hard-

ware on the gaff (which could be several inches

abaft the mast to make room for the gaff jaws) to

the tack attachment point, and to this straight-line

edge you will add a throat offset to move the upper

portion of the luff into the mast. On the other
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HEAD CUKVE—J

~TtffSDKf CUTBACK
f*l(Z£,0 IN AT
H(<Hf+esr HOOP

hand, if your measurements came from a sail plan,

you may (depending on the hardware) need to

deduct a throat offset to make room for the gaff

jaws.

The easiest procedure for incorporating pro-

nounced offsets requires that the original periph-

eral measurements and the lofting Ignore them.

Then, after the edge curves have been drawn, mea-

surement for the offset is made and drawn in the

appropriate place. An offset is sometimes drawn

perfectly straight, say from the tack slide position

down to the offset tack position. Often, though, an

offset can be incorporated as a faired-in extension

of the luff curve. In this instance it is possible to Bel

up and draw the edge curve and offset simultane-

ously. Care must be taken when assigning the oil

set corner position to have the corner hardware

—

ring, D-ring, or round thimble—line up accuiatcK

with spar fittings.

fOOX £UfZs/£s
-The*- c&fX-T'
FAlKE-O IN KT"

F&smoNj

figure 6-42. Cutbacks, or offsets, are measured,

drawn, and cut on the lofted sail after the edge

curves have been drawn. Depending on its mag
nitude, an offset may hefaired into the edge

curve or depart abruptlyfrom it.

Sn£Ai<vtr unje^

Po&inowi

HOU-OW 6CTwt£*i
!> • r Hi

ik, iihi». it Lofting the roach A slight hollow In the

icf( h between battens helps ve&Ui < /<•<< h fUtttet

/ tcessive hollowinggives the leech a uuiinfted

appearoju «•
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Leeches with Roach Usually a roached leech

with battens is not cut as a fair, continuous curve

—

it is segmented, so that you will be drawing sec-

tions. Most simply, these sections can be straight,

but to minimize flutter between battens, a slight

amount of hollow

—

Vs inch to Vi inch—is centered

between the endpoints of each section. The more

hollow there is in a given length of section, the

more segmented the leech will appear.

Hollow Leeches The only caution in drawing a

hollow leech is to avoid neglecting the upper leech

by making the curve too straight and flat there. If

it is, the leech will be more likely to flutter in that

upper area, and the lower leech and clew will seem

to have been pulled out like taffy.

Luffs In general , the key to a successful luff curve

is a smooth transition at the ends as well as in the

middle of reverse curves. In all cases except when a

taped luff is to be sewn with a sew-to line and

strike-up marks, the innermost line drawn will be

figure 6-44. There are two methods ofinstalling a

lufftape over a folded sail edge. In the first, shown
here, draw a sew-to line with a batten and com-

pass halfthe tape's width infrom thefinished edge.

Then stretch and strike up the tape along that line.

Make marks on the cloth at the outer edge ofthe

tape, and use these as a referencefor trimming off

the excess cloth. Sew the tape to the sew- to line,

then fold the tape and sail over and sew them

downfrom the other side. (A luffrope, or a line

with which to fish one through, is laid in at this

time.)

Alternatively, draw thefinished luffcurve, then

move outward slightly less than halfthe width of
the luff tape and draw the cut line. (To facilitate,

lay a batten along thefinished luffcurve, and use a

compass set to the proper width to draw the cut

line.) Fold the edge under using thefinished edge

as thefold line, then stretch a prefolded tape over

the edge and staple it into position with luffrope

orfeeder line in place. Then sew, as all those

staples shred your hands and your sewing
machine's paint job.

ACTUM- M^AvD
£MO f£>|NT"

6Xt«A
<O_07H

y OJT" UME.

v/icn-H ^V
/S~-

-tack-.

7>W -TAPB
V/iCTTH
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the finished edge, either cut or folded. If a luff tape

is to be installed with a sew-to line and strike-up

marks (as opposed to stapled), then the line drawn

is the sew-to line and is half the luff tape width in

from the finished edge. Measure this distance aft at

both endpoints at right angles to the straight-line

luff. Place spikes and batten in this position for

drawing the sew-to line. The same procedure will

be necessary at the foot and head if tapes are to be

sewn in this unstapled way. The tape will be

stretched and pinned to this curve and struck up.

Draw all tablings or cut lines according to

tabling type.

The Foot The foot varies from sail type to sail

type, so it is difficult to generalize.

Fixed to spar: Care must be taken to keep

the aft end flat and, while accentuating the

forward curvature, still fair it gradually into

the tack. If the edge is taped, draw the sew-

to line one-half tape width in from the

finished edge.

Loose-footed on boom: This can be a very

exciting curve to draw if it has a dramatic

sweep to the forward part and becomes

nearly hollow in the after part.

Boomless: Draw all tablings or cut lines, as

needed, and draw all reef bands designated

with hems.

The Head When drawing the head of a quadri-

lateral sail, keep the ends flat, then draw the neces-

sary cut, fold, and sew-to lines. The head of a fish

erman taped with a foldover will be drawn like a

taped luff with a foldover.

Drawing the Reef Rows
The line drawn for a reef band will be the uppei sew

to line. It is continuous. When individual reel point

patches are used instead of a band, the horizontal

axis of each patch will be drawn at its location,

resulting in a discontinuous line. Remembei to

make the appropriate height allowance between the

reef-point patches and the comer rings (the rings

are higher, and it is to their bottom edges that the

measurements are made up from the foot). Prior to

drawing the reef rows, it will be necessary to smooth

out and pin down the middle of the sail. With much
broadseaming the sail will be rumply beneath the

batten. Try to smooth the sail around evenly.

It helps to lay a batten along the straight-line

foot in order to assure the perpendicularity ol your

measurement up to the reef clew positions on the

leech and the reef tack positions on the luff. I 01

sails reefed to head or lull, the procedure here is

basically the same except that one measures from .1

different edge.

Measure to the reef clew and tack positions on

the finished edge, and place spikes there 1 Kfl epl

for a perfectly straight reef row oi .1 reel radii ally

out of parallel with the foot, the curves ofthe red

rows will be shallower but Otherwise similar to that

of the foot. In fixed- footed sails, the reel I ui\e is

drawn to the depth and draft position desired

—

generally, fairly flat if not straight. In boomless and

loose-footed sails, for uniformity; I measure up at

several points along the loot to imitate its curve

Often it can be eyeballed. I'll set the battens up l<»i

two or three reefs at a tune, adjusting each to

achieve symmetry and similarity. < )l course, the

deepest reef can't be a chopped off segment ol the

foot— it would be bulbous bin the red < urves 1 an

be made similar enough so .is to look parallel With

the foot and with e.u h othei

The sew to hue loi reel bands is drawn right

along the batten after it's laid between the reef < lew

and tack ring positions and sprung i<> the desired

curve. 11 not already delineated by the seams of

vertical 1 ut, .1 mark 1 an be made In eai h red eye

let lot ation. 1 01 Individual pati hes, the batten is

adjusted downward at least I inch from the cornet

rings .is discussed earliei In the chapter, then

sprung to the curve Draw the horizontal axis foi

each patch, then draw the vertical axis ol an hdla

mond shaped pan h In the 1 orrei 1 1"< stJon 1 draw

this axis perpendii ulai to the batten; thus the\ .ire

somewhat tripped around the curve m tin

and again at the luff, draw a line along the batten to

:
. .1 refereru e i<>i ih<- < ornei pan lies
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Drawing Sew-To Lines for Chafe
Bands and Batten Pockets
It is easier to build pockets for conventional bat-

tens (as opposed to full battens) if the lower edge

of the pocket starts at the vertex of two leech sec-

tions and is perpendicular to the straight-line

leech. The exception is any lower batten that will

be tucked into the reefed sail. These battens can

still be placed at vertices, but should run parallel

to the foot.

Full battens of the contemporary variety, run-

ning parallel to the foot, have pockets that are cen-

tered on the leech vertices; therefore, the sew-to

line is drawn half the pocket width below the ver-

tex, then extended across the sail to the luff, paral-

leling the straight-line foot.

For Chinese sails, the positioning in relation to

the leech vertices is the same—centered—but

chafe bands for the battens are not always parallel

to the foot. In traditional batwing sails, the first

batten is parallel to the foot; the remaining battens

are not.

Trimming the Perimeter of the Sail

Cut off the excess cloth (save any large pieces),

trimming to the outside cut edge if a rolled tabling

will be used; or to the cut edge outside the folded

(finished) edge of a taped section with foldover; or

to the finished edge of a taped section with no

foldover. If you lofted the sail with cut tablings

and/or bands (reef bands, chafe bands, etc.), trim

the excess cloth outside the hem of the tabling or

band. Label the tablings and bands in terms of the

appropriate edge or corner for later installation.

Next, cut them off along the cut lines. Roll them

up for later. It is amazing the change a sail goes

through at this point; it looks smaller and the edges

look neat and curvaceous.

fKrcx cuo top akio Secomd
LAJ3<^ST (\J6XT T2> THE SAU--

CuOTH DifSBmorO 6F
f>KTCJ\eS IS FAEALLE|_>
O*. peej=EMDICUiA« TO
CLCTH DHZECTIONJ

OF SAIL—

f?o
feOT TA&UMG7

SPACE. LEFT" 6ETwt£J0

ec&e FOE gase of
FOLDIKJ6, TA13uN£j

LUFF TAPEi

5PVCE- LEFT &erWtEN
coe*&#- FXn?^es and

F'lwi'Srtec er?6E- Foe ease-
(OF FOLDING A*JC> TO

AC^OMMOOATE I-UPF EOFEJ

figure 6-45. A proven method ofassembling corner patchesfor sewing to a sail. Stick the

layers as shown one by one to the sail and each other, or assemble them into a unit with

staples or stitching, then sew the unit layer by layer to the sail. Much control or many
staples are needed to sew a flat patch. It is often necessary to draw the inner patch edges

on the cover patch in order to see where to sew.
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Drawing Corner Patches
Corner patches can be drawn and cut elsewhere

than on the sail, especially for repeated pattern

work, but I generally draw all the patches, their lay-

ers, and the marks for hems on the sail itself. You

will follow the design you have already created, or

at least the same formulas. In regard to placement,

the several layers of a corner patch make quite a

thick piece for tablings and foldovers and tapes to

bend around. Therefore, the group is set in some-

what from the edge, especially when there's an

internal luff rope. This is done in order to make
more room for the rope.

I occasionally find myself in a funk of indecision

when it comes to making all the tongues and lin-

ers of traditional corner-patch designs look hand-

some on a sail full of reefs. Ifyou go that route, take

your time—the result is worth the effort.

Cutting Out Corner Patches
The corner patch outlines drawn on the sail serve

as patterns for drawing and cutting the patches out

of new cloth.

Procedure: Smooth and pin out the sail corner.

Then, if the cloth is transparent, roll out the new
cloth over the drawn patch, paralleling the cloth

direction of the sail. Pin the new cloth. Mark the

corners of the appropriate layer of the patch, which

should be visible below. Draw the patch edges

(The largest patch will have hems on all exposed

sides.) Remove the cloth from on top of'the sail and

cut out the patch. Repeat the process for the

remaining layers, using the cloth as efficiently as

possible. With a cloth of stable, balanced c onstrui

tion, it is permissible to swing the cloth direction

90 degrees between alternating layers of the patch

for more efficient use. Label each patch as to coi

ner and layer number.

If the cloth is not transparent, the process is the

same, only slide the cloth underthe sail. I hen with

a pricker, poke through at the patch i orners, thus

marking them, and remove the patch < loth, draw

the patch, and cut it out. (I hope you find cutting

corner patches a delight, for me its the least e» it

ing part of building a sail. I don't know why.)

The traditional crosscut sail with liner patches

utilizes extra cloth that is laid out with the rest of

the sail at leech and luff for that purpose, with

hems all around. Without this advance prepara

tion, you may find that no matter which way you

turn the cloth, it is not possible to make a large

patch while maintaining proper cloth direction In

such instances, two or more cloths can be sewn

together with the standard-size seam, thus pro

ducing sufficient patch cloth.

To maintain the cloth direction at a mitered

clew of traditional patch design, the tongue is ol

two pieces, one reflecting the cloth direction above

the miter, and one with the cloth direction below

the miter. Only on the tongues of finely crafted I <>t

ton yacht sails do I see this as necessary. 1 genei

ally choose the upper cloth direction and make the

tongue of one piece, especially in synthetics. I dis-

cussed earlier the option of reinforcing the miter

corner with full corner patches, which woiks well

in Dacron. I either alternate the cloth direction Ol

go with the direction above the mitet

Set the patches aside for lalei assembly and

installation.

Fabricating Batten Pockets
I here are three basic tonus ol batten pockets 1 he

simplest is merely an open ended slot with ties t<»

retain the batten. Altn nam eh, their air two lor ins

ol side ai i ess batten pot kets, our with in open

side, the othet with a pocketed side while the i.u

tei is beltei able to lelain a b.illen. il is rnoie work

tO make. AM batten pot kets need evlia l.i\eis uf

Cloth In the ends, and hea\ lei sails need ( baling

strips and leniloii eiiienl pad lies at ibe ends \o

matiei what \on do. though, eventually the batten

will ( bale through

rhe conventional batten pockets of I >a< run saih

c .in be made quii kl\ from i >•< ron tapeol roughly

the same cloth weight and imisir as that ol the sail

I ike wise, though ibe < hub dm-< lion is mi on sis

tent, the pot kets foi mil length battens are easily

made OUt ol Ul]

H
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protect the sail from batten chafe. It is strictly

for light daysails.
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This method offers some sail protection, but

the batten can work its way out and be lost.
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These sturdy pockets, designed to retain

battens, meet the minimum requirements for

serious sailing.

figure 6-46. Three methods ofinstalling batten pockets.
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Fabricating Reef-Point Patches
Note the cloth direction at the reef points and

transfer this to spare cloth. Draw and cut out the

necessary number of patches. For small daysail-

ers, one layer is sufficient; two layers will be

needed for all others. The best patches are

hemmed, but hotknifing of Dacron reef-point

patches on inshore sails is acceptable. After all,

the edges of the cloth panels are hotknifed, and

so are edge tapes! Stick the double layers of dia-

monds together in advance, either with tape or by

sewing.

Folding Tablings and Hems
Before heading to the machine or bench, all

tablings and hems should be carefully creased,

folded, and rubbed. Stay on your fold line, espe-

cially around dramatic curves. All the hems of cut

tablings need to be folded, and tape should be

folded in half lengthwise.

Seaming Sticky-taped Sails

Okay, you seam tapists, it's time to get sewing and

catch up to everyone else! Read the section

on "Trimming and Sewing the Seams," beginning

on page 285. You don't have to worry about strike-

up marks, but you do have to concern yourself

with everything other machine seamers do, plus

you'll be feeding the whole sail through with each

pass.

The sail is rolled up on either side of the seam

being sewn, and the two rolls are held with clips

It will be easier to guide the sail if the stiffer and

heavier roll is on your preferred side. That is. if

you are right-handed, the sail is on your right and

the heavier roll is in your right hand, and \ u e

versa. Once you reach the point at which the bal

ance of weight in the rolls is shifting over, turn

the sail around and sew from the opposite end

If necessary, the whole sail can be turned the

other side up to sew the second row ot stitching.

A third row of stitching down the center ofa seam

can be sewn with either side up. (Note: sticky tap-

ing handsewn seams is best done seam by seam 01

you sew [refer to the section on "Hand Seaming,"

page 2881, so you have strike- up marks for refer

ence.)

The rolled-up sail needs support on both sides

of the machine. Portable sewing machines \\<uk

satisfactorily on the floor with light sails oi Still

under 300 square feet, but working this wa\ is haul

on your back and knees. Table-mounted mai hints

can be extended by tables fore and aft and this is

fine until the weight and friction ol hea\ lei sails

make it difficult to feed the sail through at I

smooth pace. Perhaps it was the childhood p. is

time ofconstructing marble chutes out <>i wooden

building blocks that instilled in me a passion fol

Constructing ramps lor sliding the (loth downhill

past a table mounted sewing mat time It works

well and is worth the etloi t when sewing a heaw

sail I he\ are also fun to build

i [GURE6 »7 Letgravity helpfeed a large •»//< ky taped tail through the tewing mat nine

Building a temporary chute can be a ///// challenge Tables, boards, < /"/'/ /'/ thedoot out

the window, up the stairs, whatevei u takes to get a big enough run <>n hoth sales o) the

machine. The less friction there is. mid the facet humps, the marc tmOOthfy the < loth ndl

slide.
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figure 6-48. Whetheryou construct a chute or not,

seaming a sticky-taped sail requiresfeeding the

rolled-up portions through the machinefrom an

awkward sitting position. It is not easy to sew

accurately ifthe sail is heavy. The person shown
here is left-handed, and sits on what isfor her, the

better side. A right-hander wouldfind it easier to

sit on the other side. When I (a right-hander) use a

portable machine on the floor, I place my left knee

to the left ofthe sail, and my right leg over the sail

with myfoot on the other side. The sail then passes

between my legs and through the machine, and my
body and point ofview are in line with the sewing

rather than off to one side. In any position, espe-

cially on thefloor, you're in for an aching back.

INSTALLING CLOTH
REINFORCEMENTS

If you've made it this far, congratulations. You have

the body of the sail in front of you and all the cloth

reinforcement pieces ready to install. You've

earned a break, and you'll need it. The next round

of sewing is a long one, and you'll be stitching

through multiple layers. So get your breath.

Assembling Corner Patches
Unite corner-patch layers with staples, sticky tape,

or stitching. Corner patches are installed on a sail

in various ways, depending on their form or func-

tion and whether they are machine or hand sewn,

and according to the type of tablings employed.

Refer to Figure 6-45.

If you are hand sewing your sail, it will not be

possible to sew very many layers of reinforcement

at once. Therefore, the layers are divided into

groups, half of which are sewn to the sail, and the

other half to the cover layer of the corner patch.

They are still in a sequential order of size when
they are united by sewing the corner-patch group

to the sail.

In contrast, machine-sewn patches are gener-

ally sewn as whole patch groups. When an inter-

nal headboard or clew piece is to be inserted

between an equal number of cloth layers in the

corner of the sail, however, the corner-patch lay-

ers are divided in half for installation regardless of

sewing and tabling style.

Cut tablings change the construction approach

if they are installed prior to the corner patches, or at

least before the cover patches. When machine

sewing sails with no inserted headboards or other

hardware, cut tablings can be installed anytime. But

you can see that flat stitching the tablings by hand

through heavy corner patches would be difficult.

In most instances involving rolled tablings and

tape, the corner patches, bands, etc. are sewn first,

the rolled tablings next, and the edge tapes last.

Sewing the Corner Patches
When I learned sailmaking, all sewing was done

with strike-up marks and sew-to lines—no staples,

glue, or sticky tape. But sewing corner patches

without affixing them first is a challenge not worth

wrestling on a one-shot project. And wrestle you

do, trying to keep all those elusive layers lined up

with each other and the sail while sewing evenly

and accurately and keeping the patch flat! That is

perhaps the most difficult part, to keep it all flat.

The inner layers of handsewn patches can be

anchored with old sail needles until they are sewn

with a running stitch or flat stitch along the edge.

Even with staples or tape, a machine-sewn patch

wants to buckle under the force of the presser foot.

Much presser-foot tension is required, too, to hold

down these thick sections. Spread hands and much
use of the left forearm serve to control the cloth

and keep the upper edges moving through flat. A
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figure 6-49. Maximum control ofthe surrounding

cloth is necessary when sewing tablings and corner

patches to a sail. In order to get everything tofeed

through the machine, it often helps to use the

wholeforearm as well as the hands, at the same
time leaning into the machine. Be careful not to

burn your head on the sewing machine light!

slower sewing pace may be needed to keep the

needle from heating up to the point of melting

the thread. Take care not to pull or push the cloth

unduly, or the needle will bend and break on the

baseplate. The thread and needle sizes are gener-

ally increased an increment for the sewing of heavy

reinforcement.

The stitch size can be larger, and greater thread

tension will be necessary for the thicker sewing. ( )n

cotton, Duradon, and hotknifed Dacron covei

patches I oversew the inner (sailside) edges ot the

patch, but this is not necessary or advisable rot

hemmed nylon or hemmed Dacron cover patches.

For some reason, the reinforcements on

machine-sewn cotton sails arc traditionally sewn

with white thread, in contrast to the red brown ol

the seams. It is often difficult or impossible to see

the inner edges of the bottom layers as you sew

them. Sometimes the edges ot the lavct ( an be felt,

but it is advisable to draw a line for reference. Ifthe

patches vary in complexity from <mc < ornei ol

the sail to another, I suggest you sew the easiest

corner first, probably the head. If the comet patch

is too wide to fit in the throat of the machine, roll

it up as much as necessary. You will soon see w h\

commercial lofts working with stiff synthetics opt

for prestuck, patterned patches sewn with heavy,

large-throat machines! You needn't trim these until

you are ready to install tablings.

At any rate, when you are done, you may And

that the straight outside edges of the patch matei

ial overhang the finished edge of the sail

Sewing Other Reinforcements
Other reinforcements include those that ate pLu ed

under tablings—reef bands, chafe bands, jackline

anchor patches, hank chafe patches, brail ing e\ elet

patches—and even reef-point pan lies I some

times postpone this last chore sewing reel point

patches—in the interest of not having the cut edges

of the sail fray any Further through all the lugging

and hauling that will be going on.

Sewing reef bands on by hand is in one respei t

easier than by machine: [he sail is merely doubled

back under itself to the appropriate point, whereas

the entire sail up to that same point must be tolled

up in order to pass it through a machine. Foi me.

sewing individual reef -point pat (lies COmeS close

to cutting corner pan lies in degree Ol e\t itement

Going round and round in the middle ol I large sail

is awkward by hand and downright ungainK b\

machine, the worst being with suit i loth and i

small throat machine i use a vertical strip of sticky

tape to affix the patch to the sail, with the i omen
of the diamond aligned with the .imv then mm
across horizontally to tack the diamond down i he

stu k\ tape serves to keep the pan h ftotn rotating

as you sew. Alter nati\ el\. a sew to line and stnke

Up lll.ilks i ,in be used lake ( are to UK hide the

points little corners In sour stitching On light,

Small sails with gOOd adhesion, all the pat( lies c an

be sine k in advani e With sti< k\ tape, then sewn

Otherwise, It is best to have the pan hes on hand

in a pile and install them one In one as von

( ha ^ tO see that the < loth dire ( lion from pat< h to

sail is i orrei t
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figure 6-50. Reef-point patches are hotknifedfrom synthetics (diamonds and squares are

the standard shapes) unless extra durability is desired, in which case they are hemmed. I've

seen reefpoints reinforced with hearts, clubs, spades, and circles; I'm not sure it matters as

long as they are big enough and the cloth direction matches the sail. Sewing reef-point

patches can be tedious, especiallyfor a large sail with heavy cloth and a small machine.

In such cases, reefbands are an easier alternative.

Sewing the Tablings
All right, unless you have a sail with batten pockets,

sewing the tablings is the last major step before fin-

ishwork. Of course, there are various options,

depending on what sort of tabling you have cho-

sen, which edge of the sail you are working on, and

whether anything goes inside the tabling.

Rolled Tablings Rolled tablings (see Figure 6-

11) are simply folded hems, and are commonly
used on free edges even though they do not main-

tain the cloth direction of the adjoining sailcloth.

(This is not so much of a disadvantage with stiff,

heavily resinated fabrics.) Machine sewing the

rolled tabling of a leech or foot is at its most basic

a simple process of trimming patches and rein-

forcements, folding the rolled tabling over, then

machine sewing two rows of stitching with the

same thread and needle used in the patches. First

the outer row, right along the sail edge, is sewn.

Then the inner row is sewn along the inner edge of

the tabling. Hold the tabling flat; counteract the

tendency of the presser foot to push and pucker

the tabling. Sew continuously around the portion

of the sail that is edged with rolled tabling. To sew

past a corner (such as the clew), you will need to

cut away some material for a flat, easily sewn turn.

Installing a leech or foot cord is a matter of

sewing the outer row of stitching, laying the cord

inside the tabling, then sewing the inner edge of

the tabling with the leech cord inside. But the sec-

ond row of stitching is delayed until entrances and

exits for the cord at the ends and at reefs have been

anchored and reinforced.
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Leech \ Coj^njej^ Patch Con^ti\uction

i.H\pjULX]D TABUING.

COVER. PATCH

INNtR. PATCH E.5

Z.T^FED LEECH
5T1TCHIMG

LEECH CORD I

figure 6-5i. Sectional view ofa corner patch along the leech ofa sail. Both tabling types

show a leech cord (afoot cord in a similarly tabledfoot would look the same) I hough not

apparent in the drawing, the stitching should be zigzag. There woidd almost certainly he

more patch layers than shown here in the head and clews ofanything but a light daysail

FIGURE 6-52 (PAGES 303-304). Nylon webbing is a good corner reinforcement and makes a

strong, relatively chafe-free entry or exit location for a foot or leech I Ofd In Method "I. the

webbing is not covered by liner pieces. I lie first hue o) Stitchingalong the outei edgeoj the

leech sews the webbing in place; then you lay in the leech coul while tewing the m ond

row ofstitching along the inner edge oj'tabling \t the head O) anchored end, thecordlt

doubled back on itselfand cut oj]. Once the second rowofstiU lung is complete, take tome

machine or hand stitches in the doubled portion to am hoi the cord Alternatively thecord

can exit at the head to be spliced ton holt rope or belayed to thecomei ring

Method #2 is similar except for the addition oj liner pict tS OS additional relnfbn ement

over the corner-patch edges. Leech-cord entrances and exits must also pass through

appropriately placed spur grommets in the liner pie* es, and all oj this must he rm i

before the second row ofstitching in the tabling Aftei the leech tabling is completely h

you can staple the liners in place and sew them with one JOWOJ \tn< hit fully

avoiding the leech cord at the tapered ends Oj the liners It makes n neat and imp

job. Various means ofbelaying the hauling end of the lec< h < ord will be d\ later m
the chapter, under "Finishwork."
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There are many ways of accomplishing this. On
all but natural-fiber sails, I use nylon webbing to

provide a strong, chafe-free material for the

entrances and exits. The webbing first has to be

sewn down with the outer row of stitching. Then,

if you are sewing on the port side of the sail, start

your cord installation at the anchored end; if you

are sewing on the starboard side of the sail, start at

the exit end. The easiest way to anchor the end of

the leech or foot cord is to double it back 6 to 8

inches within the tabling and either machine or

hand sew it firmly in place. Alternatively, the cord

can exit the tabling to be spliced into a boltrope.

Entrances and exits in reef clews have to be rove off

before the second row of stitching. I reeve cords

through webbing and tabling with a #9 sail needle

or a spike and small Swedish fid.

The same effect can be accomplished in nat-

ural-fiber sails by utilizing spur grommets or

worked holes for the entrances and exits of the

leech cord. This gives a more traditional appear-

ance than webbing, but metal grommets tend to

chafe the leech cord. In another peculiarity of nat-

ural-fiber sails, leech cords can exit on the side of

the sail opposite the tabling to avoid having to deal

with cover patches. When sewing the leech cord in,

avoid sewing the cord itself (except where it's

anchored), and leave at least 2 to 3 feet extra before

cutting it off at the hauling, or working, end.

The installation of a leech or foot cord in syn-

thetic sails can be complicated by the addition of a

tape liner as corner-patch reinforcement. The tape

liner is made up as described below and the exit

position marked. Then a grommet or webbing is

sewn to the liner at that position. The cord is then

rove off through the tabling and liner as necessary.

Tape Liners A convenient method for reinforc-

ing the edges of corner patches of synthetic-cloth

sails is with folded tape. We will discuss how to

install these reinforcements now, before looking

at other types of tablings, only because of their

involvement with leech-cord installation. These

liners, as I call them, are not actually sewn on until

all tablings are finished. They could be cut from

sailcloth, but if you have wide enough tape on

hand it is faster to cut, fold, and trim it, staple it in

position, and sew it down. These liners are a sub-

stitute for the roping that could be used as rein-

forcement in this area. Soft Dacron tape is best.

Extend the liner 6 to 8 inches beyond the cor-

ner patch; cut the tape to length and fold it length-

wise. With a hotknife, taper the folded tape down
from its full folded width to just slightly wider than

the edge tabling. Then bevel the narrow end as

shown in Figure 6-52. Open the tape. As noted, lin-

ers through which leech or foot cords exit must

have an appropriately placed grommet or nylon

webbing patch for the cord to pass through. Posi-

tion the liners by pinning the ends out firmly, then

staple Vz inch in from the inner edge along the

length of the liner every 2 inches or closer. The lin-

ers will not conform easily to very sharp curves;

therefore, more closely spaced staples will be

needed in such instances.

Untensioned Cut Tablings and Tapes Though

they are convenient, rolled tablings do not, by their

nature, maintain consistent tension along a curved

edge. Hollow edges will be tight; rounded edges,

floppy. Thus, for curved edges, cut tablings (cut

from the sailcloth being used; see Figure 6- 1 1) or

tapes (precut, commercially made strips of cloth)

are used. Cut tablings maintain consistency of cloth

direction and properties, and are the preferred

choice for sails built labor-intensively from

extremely soft synthetics or natural fibers. Tapes

will not maintain cloth direction but are fast and

easy, and are chosen when building a sail quickly

from stable synthetics.

One has the opportunity to sew cut tablings and

tape with more or less tension. On edges that are

not receiving great strain or are not using edge

curves to put camber in the sail, these tablings are

sewn on evenly, or with only enough tension to

have them lie flat and bend around the curve. The

tabling can be laid against the finished edge and

sewn as you go, or it can be tensioned—stapled

every 4 inches or so—and then sewn. Leech and

foot cords are installed as with rolled tablings.
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Cut Tablings or Tapes with Tension Relax. We
are primarily concerned here with tapes along the

edges of synthetic sails that (1) have edge curves,

(2) provide camber, and (3) have great rigging-

induced edge tension. These tapes may or may not

have ropes within or without (it is possible to place

a wire or rope within a cut tabling) . The business of

stretching edge tapes is an often neglected and

misunderstood aspect of the artistry involved in

contemporary sailmaking. It is reminiscent of the

art involved in hand roping. Though there aren't

nearly as many variables involved, the principles

are the same for gathering the round, if any, and

providing a reinforcement that takes the majority

of the anticipated strain before any tension falls

on the sailcloth itself. (See Figure 6-44 for refer-

ence.) Clearly, if a luff tape were sewn evenly to a

typical luff curve, as soon as the sail was hoisted,

tension would fall on the cloth in the straight-line

luff. The luff edge would be slack in comparison,

and any degree of tension would distort the sail

and eventually pull it apart. By contrast, picture an

over-tensioned tape, one that is too short or too

heavy for the power exerted on that edge. The edge

will be tight but the cloth puckered and baggy. The

key is to anticipate tension and consider whether

or not the luff tape is solely responsible for gather-

ing any edge curve. The goal is to set up just the

right balance between cloth and tape tension (and

rope tension, if there is rope within the tape). Both

of the methods that I mentioned earlier for sewing

these tensioned tapes—one with a sew-to line and

strike-up marks, the other with staples—involve

stretching the tape.

THE STRIKE-UP-MARK METHOD. It is possible to

perform the following tensioning process at the

time of drawing the initial sew-to line. Lay out the

edge of the sail to be taped. If more than one edge

is to be taped consecutively, start from the head in

sails sewn on the starboard side, and from the (lew

or tack of sails sewn on the port side.

Note: You will notice that you hair sewti > nttiet

patches overyour sew- to line. The sew-to linecan be

redrawn from above if visible, or byflipping the sail

and poking holes through the patch with a pin

along the sew-to line, thus reestablishing the line on

the side on which you are about to sew the tape

Pin down one end of the sail securely outside

the sew-to line. From the other end of the edge,

firmly stretch the sail, but not to the point ol difl

tortion or bias elongation, then pin that end.

Place pins along the edge every couple of feet.

Next, securely pin the tape at the outer end, right

along the sew-to line, then roll the tape to the

other endpoint of the edge. The next move is best

done with an assistant to drive pins while you

stretch the tape. How much do you stretch the

tape? I do this by feel; if you pull the tape as t.u .is

you can before you start hauling yoursell .u mss

the floor, you will do all right. Experiment Make

matching marks on sail and tape, then pull to Bee

how much effort it takes to stretch the tape a cei

tain distance. Think about a halyard, OUthaul,

sprit and snotter, or whatever is putting tension

on that edge. Only on very light tapes used 00

straight edges subject to little strain is n possible

to overdo the tape tension. II more strength, elas

ticity, or gathering ability is required than the tape

can provide, two tapes should he laminated, in a

rope added.

Heave on the tape, then quit kl\ pin the hauling

end quite securely, with the tape edge rfghl at the

sew-to line. From there, pin progressivel) imallei

segments by halves, until the tape lies !.uil\ along

the sew-tO line. Now. draw strike-up maiks r\rr\ \

to 1 inches. I Sbel the ends, and mark .in\ ( otnei

that is to be turned and which cornei Itii lake tins

opportunity, it the edge will have eyelets, to mail

their locations .is designated m voui plan I hen

remove the pins in the opposite oidei in wlni h

theywere placed Release the end pins while main

twining a firm grip on the tape

lo carry a tape around a corner« fold the tape to

the correct angle around the corner while main

taining alignment ofsew to lines and marks on the

edge just completed [.ay out the n< i pin

the tape at the < ornei |iist tinned ,md pi

before. Che tension on this n< mayberadl

( alh d i Merer ii. think SDOUl wh.it strains ,ir id <
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are involved before stretching the tape on succeed-

ing sides.

Often now, sails are bent to spars or furling gear

by rope inside a tape, which then runs in a slot. The

rope, in this instance, is not so much a longitudinal

figure 6-53. Machine sewing 5Ae- or 3A-inch boltrope

to a tape requires heavy thread, a heavy needle,

and an industrial machine. A special, arced presser

foot guides the rope and maintains alignment with

the needle, which is centered on a maximum-
length straight stitch. The tape is prefolded in half

lengthwise to provide a centerline to sew the rope

to, and to ease subsequentfolding around the sail

edge. You may want an assistant to pullfrom the

other side, helping the tape and ropeflow

consistently through the machine. With the rope

sewn on top ofthe tape, the machine's action

tightens the rope relative to the tape—which is

whatyou want. Later, on the sail, the rope will take

the strain before the tape. Sewing the tape on top of
the rope will reverse the effect, which could be

usefulfor an internal rope that will run in a slotted

spar or extrusion. Equip yourself with protective

goggles and lots ofpatience, for broken needles and
thread arefrequent in this work.

strengthener and governor of stretch as it is one

long slug slide. Internal roping is stronger than an

external rope. On the other hand, an external rope

can be sewn so as to provide tension, but it is not

advisable to have a tensioned machine-sewn rope

inside the tape, as the tape will be too puckered to

flow smoothly in a slot. Roping can be presewn to a

tape by machine with a roping presser foot. To

machine sew an internal boltrope to a tape, place

the rope underneath the tape as you feed it

through the machine. If the machine-sewn bolt-

rope is to be external and without tension, merely

flip the tape over when applying it to the sail. To

create tension in a machine-sewn external bolt-

rope, place the rope on top of the tape while sew-

ing. The action of the feed dogs pulling the tape

while the presser foot retards the flow of the rope

will automatically make the rope shorter than the

tape. By this method, there is no damage to the

rope from the teeth of the feed dog. (Some chewing

of the rope doesn't matter on an internally sewn

rope slide.) Preroped tape is commercially avail-

able for slotted furling gear; it is simply attached

and installed in the same manner as the folded and

stapled tape liners described earlier. This is called

continuous luff-support tape, and it is available

with Teflon woven in to reduce friction in the slot

of the spar.

The choice of whether to sew an internal rope

or let it run unattached but tensioned within the

tape is governed by whether the rope is destined

to run in a slot or not. Presewn rope is already there

on the tape as you lay and stretch the tape, but an

unattached internal rope is added later. How much
later depends on which method of tape installation

is used, or whether the rope is to go around cor-

ners. Normally it is advisable, as the luff tape is

sewn, to lay in a light line with which to later fish

the boltrope through. With this technique you can

fish the rope around corners, too—as for a bolt-

rope along the foot, luff, and head of a gaff sail

—

but it will be necessary to cut a hole in the tape

at the corner in order to fish the rope through edge

by edge, corner to corner. The holes will be sewn

over later.
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Having tensioned and pinned on the tape,

drawn the strike-up marks, and then unpinned

the tape, take the sail and tape to the machine.

Because the tape is so much shorter than the edge

curve of the sail, the tape must be pulled quite

forcefully while the cloth of the sail is pushed in

order to match up the marks—especially at heavy

figure 6-54. Sewing a prestretched luff tape to a

sew-to line and strike-up marks requires extra

tensioning because the tape is shorter than the

sail edge. The left hand pushes, the right pulls and
guides, and the machine's action aids the process

as both sail and tape pass through the machine.

Even stitching and matching of the marks is

important, and most difficult at the corner

patches. Sew one side, fold the tape in lialj around

the sail, then sew the other side, aligning the two

tape edges on either side of the sail. Keep the

stitching on the tape; oversewing the edge makes

for a weak luffconstruction. Add other rows oj

stitchingfor greater reinforcement and in facili-

tate the sewing ofeyelets (see figure 6-55).

corner patches where the cloth is reluctant to

gather.

Once one side of the tape is sewn, flip the sail

over, bend the tape around, then sew the other side

down. If the sail is insufficiently transparent to see

the sew-to line through the fabric, then pinpricks

along the sewn tape edge every 2 inches or so will

give guidance enough. The boltrope (or twine with

which to later fish the boltrope through) is laid m
as the free-floating second side of the tape is lew 1

1

f*.roteS
ArfslO

LUFF "TAPC ••».-

e^£_kj TBMM«) AtfslP

HCMMtO UKlCCJis

pigur] •> Thefinished appearanceofa head^i

luff with fbldOVei and lull mpe the line of

Stitching alnug the lull tope must flare tiff at head

and itwk sn thai the doubled rope at the base "/ the

eve around the end thimble < an fit Inside the I

I he < ninei ring, uhu h c s,-iin prioi tt> finish

the lull rope, must he Uft hat k tar ewmyji In /«

the ending (splice oi of the '"/"' to til

intO the tape A snug fit is h,
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The tape ends can be trimmed and hemmed
under as they are sewn down or left to be cut off

later and oversewn by hand. I generally add two

more rows of stitching, the first
lA inch inside the

inner row already sewn along the tape edge, and a

third row of zigzag as close as possible to the rope

once it has been installed. If the rope (whether

sewn or not) will serve in a slotted spar, a line of

straight stitches of the longest stitch length possi-

ble is sewn with a zipper foot attachment right next

to the rope. This is one of the few acceptable uses

of straight stitching in a sail of this type. This stitch

can also be sewn by hand.

THE STAPLE METHOD. It is easier, whenever pos-

sible, to prefold tensioned tapes, stretch them, and

staple them to the sail. There is one less row of

stitching and no sew-to line and strike-up marks to

worry about. There are a zillion staples on which to

shred your fingers, though—not the last opportu-

nity to bloody the sail! The procedure is basically a

combination of the two processes of attaching

untensioned tape tablings and attaching stretched

tapes with a sew-to line.

Since the tape is prefolded, any rope can be

installed in advance, whether it be loose or sewn

onto the tape, internal or external. The exception

to this is when a foldover extension of the sail edge

is wrapped around the rope inside the tape. In that

case, the rope is fished through after the tape has

been sewn.

The sail edge is pinned out firmly, as previously

described, and without distorting the cloth. In con-

trast to the last method, where the edge curve was

left to stand, this time it is necessary, once the sail-

cloth is tensioned, to push any round into the sail

—

that is, to straighten the edge as much as possible.

Pin the edge to this position, placing the pins back

from the edge far enough to allow the tape to fit on.

Fold any foldover along the finished edge. Place the

folded tape over the edge of the sail at one end, and

pin it firmly. If a rope is to be fished through the tape

later, the pull-through twine must be placed in the

tape at this time. You are now ready to stretch the

tape as described earlier. Make sure that the crease

of the tape is right up against the finished edge of

the sail. Stretch and firmly pin the tape at the oppo-

site end. Now, with a stapler, proceed to staple the

tape to the sail by halves until there are staples every

3 to 4 inches, about Vi inch back from the inner tape

edge (so as not to be in the way of sewing) . Take care

to have the tape right up to the finished edge of the

sail all along, and to avoid sewing through the twine

within. If any eyelets are to be placed along this

edge, this is a good opportunity to mark their loca-

tions, as indicated in your plan.

Caution! Before releasing the end of the tape,

remove all of the pins holding the sail. There can

be enough tension on the tape to tear the sail at

the pins as the tape contracts. Pins removed,

release the tape slowly. You can now see to what

extent the tape has gathered the round, and any

spot where the staples are too far apart. If you are

going on to another edge with a continuation of

the tape, fold the tape around the corner, pin,

then repeat the stapling process, bearing in mind

that the edge will possibly require a different

amount of tension in the tape. As I said, usually

you will be stretching any tape of 4-inch width or

wider as much as you are able, by hand, there on

the floor.

Trim and fold the ends of the tape, if desired, to

conform to the corner of the sail; alternatively, trim

the ends later and oversew them. Then sew the tape

down along its inner edge. It is important not to

oversew this edge, a place of great strain at slides

and hanks. The perforation created by so doing can

easily tear, resulting in the whole luff being torn off.

Remove the staples. Fish through any rope, then sew

the remaining rows of stitching as described above.

Sewing Batten Pockets
Batten pockets are simple to construct (see Figure

6-46 for reference). Some general notes on the

process:

The forward and after ends can be sewn by

machine on daysails. Any other sails should

have the ends oversewn by hand, with a

cross-stitch.
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Nothing rumples the run of a leech like a

poorly sewn batten pocket. Use sticky tape,

or stay on the marks with no more stitch

tension than necessary.

Be careful not to sew through a leech cord at

the after end of the pocket.

FINISHWORK

Whenever I reach this point in the making of a sail,

I always heave a great sigh of relief, thinking that

the majority of the work is done. On a tape-and-

spur-grommet daysail, I am right. However, on a

seafaring sail of any size or degree of strength, the

work, in truth, may be less than half done.

The general process and sequence is this:

1. Install corner rings.

2. Install eyelets and D-rings.

3. Set up, install, and finish the roping.

4. Stick cringles.

5. Install headboards, clewboards, and batten

hardware.

6. Whip and seize reef nettles.

7. Sew chafe protection.

8. Seize hanks, slides, and robands.

9. Finish details, such as batten pockets, flags,

and leech-cord ties.

All the finishwork that needs to be done on a sail

could be accomplished in a space the size of your

main salon, your living room, or the deck of a mod-

erate-size boat, with one exception: if there are any

edges to stretch and roping to set up, a space longer

than that edge will be needed. You must make do. I

once set up the luff of a headsail by fastening it to a

shed, running it in the back window ol a house,

through two rooms, then out a window in the trout ol

the house, and then attaching the other end to the

railing on the other side of the porch! Ideally; vour

original lofting space is available for doing the finish

work. If not, a much smaller space will suffice, unh

a trip outdoors, ifnecessary, to set up any roping.

Large Corner Rings
These are the rings installed at the clew, tack, reel

corners, and often the head. On small daysails, no

matter the fabric, #4 spur gronunets will work.

They are easily installed, with a few coin ems
Make sure the grommet is no closer than % inch

from any unroped edge. Along a hand-roped edge

(external rope), they must be set back two-thirds of

the rope's circumference from the sail's edge. I he\

are located firmly alongside internal roping, but

not so close as to cut the cloth when setting the

grommet. Any other sails must have stronger rings

or some other strong form of corner hardware BUCh

as D-rings, or cringles. There is the option. Ifyou're

not particular and want to save time, ol taking your

sail to a commercial loft where they'll wham in

hydraulically pressed corner rings. Hut this could

be a mistake if you don't have the appropriate < loth

and patch construction. Worked holes, oi hand

sewn rings, are sewn with basically the same- n-c h

nique used to sew the anchor holes of the dim h.iy;

in Chapter 1. The differences lie in the size ol the

work and the relative inflexibility of <i sewn bi.iss

ring, as opposed to a rope grommet l he dim b

apprenticeship is insufficient preparation foi

sewing large corner rings. I suggest, if you have lit

tie experience, that youeithei sev» acoupleoi pi.u

tice rings or begin with the smallei eyelets

below). There is no virtue In having too man)
stitches crowded togethei In fai t, su< h .i ring is

probably weaker than a ring with less than optl

ui.il stitch spacing

Note: if vour sail will have teruloned internal

roping, read the roping set tion below to learn the

proper sequence of cornet ring installation

Place the ring in the desired location, then dram

I IGURl Sewing i or net ringi is hk,

eyelets, as d,s< nhed m ( haptei I . e\, ept that the

seale is nun h target and ma, h greatet strength is

required. The sin, hlng should />.

possible m both sales of the sad so that the , oiner

remains liat and then- is an even distribution <>t

strain it helps to drawguiding t in les on both

sides of the s tul
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a dark pencil line inside and out. Cut out the center

with a hole cutter or knife. It is better to cut the hole

too small than too big.

Two types or sizes of twine will cover the full line

of brass rings available. The #7, seven-strand spun

polyester sail twine will serve for ring sizes to 7,

and a single, plied yarn from a %-inch continuous-

filament polyester three-strand line will sew ring

sizes 8 to 15. The seven-ply twine can be doubled

again for the larger rings. Many other sorts of twine

are available that work. I have even seen rings sewn

with polyester leech cord! Heavy cotton or flax

twine is best for sewing rings in natural-fiber sails,

but synthetic twine will work. Unlike the twine

lengths preferred in seaming or roping, a needle-

ful of twine long enough to sew a large ring without

rethreading is much longer than an arm's span.

STITCH l-£NOTH
ON SlOE- OP
STRAIN

/
TWiME-' OUO

i K.URE6-57. Sometimes when sewing hig ringsyou
run out of twine. If this occurs anywhere on the

strained side of the ring, you must remove the ring

and start anew with a longer needleful of twine.

Elsewhere, merely make up a new needleful of

twine, twist the old and new ends together, and
oversew them while continuing to sew the ring.

This ring has been sewn with alternating w//< h

length on the side oj Strain, whil h helps to prevent

the cloth from tearing.

A minimum #14 needle size is necessarj to sew

seven-ply twine, and a #12 needle is needed loi the

heavy twine. But a larger needle may be necessai
J

to avoid breakage in thick, heavy corners. A needle

with a long, tapered point will pass with less effbl i

through the thick stuff, but it is more easil) bent

Eyelets and corner rings are usually sew n with B

single, even circle of stitches around tin' ring I lg

ure 6-56). But voyaging sailor Bernard Moitesslei

advocated a technique of alternating stitch

lengths in and out so that the strain does not fail

on a single line of perforations (Figure 6-57). I his

makes sense to me, and I recommend the tech-

nique on all corner rings ofvoyaging sails. 1 believe

it is most important on the side of the ring where

the strain falls, the side toward the middle of the

sail. It takes no more time and skill, and will fore

stall the kind of cloth fracture that can 0C4 ill at

ring stitching. It is possible to miscalculate and

run out of twine partway around the ring. As long

as you are well past the area ol strain, you I an la)

in a fresh needleful and finish. Otherwise, remove

iK,hum. .it The two primaryanchor holes ofa

cringle and round thimble < an he augmented m a

variety oj patterns thai provide lemfnu wmeni m
the dun Hon of stniin \m hoi holes < an aitO

used to utlUi h I ) nngs Of enluiin e th, h o)

handseum < ornei rings The

nut hoi holes is den ribed m < haptet I
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the stitching and start again with a longer needle-

ful of twine.

It is to combat the problem of stitch failure

around a ring that a sailmaker sews reinforcing

anchor holes in various configurations on the

strain side of a ring. Another method is to sew

webbing by hand or machine through the ring in

the direction of the strain (Figure 5-32). These two

reinforcing techniques may permit the use of a

smaller, lighter corner ring, and can be employed

in conjunction with the Moitessier method. A ring

lu^p "TAPE, F&«^
CoMTlNUOUS UUFP

Type, ruf^uu^ S)/ste>is

V

Handsewn or pressed-in corner rings do not

work well in the head or tack of roller-furling

sails. With a configuration of webbing and ring

like this one, the sail will roll more tightly.

figure 6-59. Webbing provides a quick and effective

corner attachment by hand or machinefor a light-

duty sail.

sewn with the Moitessier method is exceedingly

strong and only in large boats will there be need for

augmentation with anchor holes or webbing.

Voyaging-boat corner rings, especially clews,

have leather sewn on the side where lines or hard-

ware are attached. Clew or reef rings of any sail

that's going to be chafing on mast, stay, or topping

—-, wteeii^

/VVV\/V\Ay*

lHii|ji|i|i|H|l i|H|i|li|llli

Vn£B6IN£j

The tacks of production sails can easily be

finished with webbing and ring, and this

construction makes a good emergency repair

or a user-friendly method for building a daysail
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lift have leather sewn over the stitching on the

strain side of the ring. Many combinations of

leather protection are possible in order to protect

the ring and the edge simultaneously.

Eyelets and D-Rings
Eyelets are installed on the fixed edges of a sail,

since they are always involved with the system of

attaching the sail to its spar or stay. Loosely con-

strued, even reef- point eyelets fall in this category.

The outer rims of spur-grommet eyelets—whether

for head, luff, or foot—should lie about 3
Ae to % inch

from the finished edge of an unroped sail. Along-

side external hand roping, outer rims of the eye-

lets should be set back two-thirds of the boltrope

diameter from the sail's edge. Spur grommets

ought to be installed up close against a tensioned

internal boltrope, but not so close as to cut the

cloth or prevent the rope within from moving.

Handsewn eyelets take the same positions as spur

grommets. Again, the eyelets along the internal

roping must be as close as possible to the rope, but

not sewn into the rope!

Note: Ifyour sail will have tensioned internal

roping, read the roping section below to learn the

proper sequence ofeyelet installation.

Sewn reef eyelets are a challenge in that they are

sewn without one's being able to see the underside.

In addition, there is no freedom to move around for

good sewing position as there is when sewing eye-

lets at the perimeter of a sail. Start sewing on the

side toward which the reef is taken. It is not neces-

sary to install liners in reef eyelets with sewn reef

nettles, because there will be very little chafe on the

eyelet stitching.

If the clew is unroped and is to have a D-ring,

you can install the D-ring as soon as you finish

hand sewing the anchor holes to which it will be

seized. Alternatively, webbing—either machine or

hand sewn—makes an exceedingly strong and fast

method of affixing a I)-ring to a corner. I he comei

is trimmed to the shape of the base of the D-ring.

and its cut edge oversewn by hand. I he webbing

is first doubled, then rove through the I) ting, and

then laid out on both sides of die sail, extending

inward along one of the paths of strain. The sand-

wich now has four layers of webbing (two per side)

and 10 or more layers of cloth, making it quite a

pile to stitch through! Sticky tape can be used to

hold the webbing in alignment while machine

sewing. Avoid tensioning the webbing, or the cor-

ner will be badly puckered. Since strain radiates

into the sail from the clew, you will need, typically,

four or more strips of webbing along different

paths of strain (Figures 5-32, 5-35). Sew one. then

on to the next.

A similar technique is used at the tack and head

of a roller-furling sail to enable the sail to roll with-

out twisting out a corner ring. It is ver\ simple I he

webbing is doubled, rove through a ring, and sew n

on parallel to the luff. Then, when the sail is rolled

up, the ring is not embedded in and trying to rend

the sailcloth. This technique has recently come
into use as a tack and reef-tack fitting in produc

tion sails of nonrolling type. An arc of the same
radius as the ring is hotknifed out of the tack, and

doubled webbing is run through the ring and sewn

along the foot and luff [seel igure6 "> 1
)).

Roping
All roping, except internal continuous lull rope, is

intended to be the ultimate gOVd not of how far,

under an anticipated Strain, a sail's edge will he

permitted to stretch. Hand toping with natural

fiber rope on a natural libei sail is the most < om
plex form, because there aie so main variables to

both the rope and the doth. Experience is required

to sew a boltrope so that ultimately, when both

cloth and rope reach then finished, elong

lengths, all will be iii b.il.ini e I \en ptmi to the

advent of synthetics, a sailmaker was loath to

eialize about bow huh b lope was sewn to .i .

length of sail, rhese days, with so in tie natural

fibei rope being manufai tured .111(1 tii.it to m< on

sisteut standards, il is even hardei to be spe< lfi< l

have no formula mysell and onlj sew i>\ feel |udg

Ing the relationship between the cloth and the rope

to be about right based on past experience known

qualities of the materials, antii Ipated mi.hu and

the type of sail edge VouknoM for instance thai
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Passing the needle through at a right angle to

the cloth, with a strand's width between

stitches, puts little or no slack into the cloth

and is useful when a loose rope is required

—

for example, in a leech or the roached foot of

a loose-footed sail.

Angling the needle ahead gathers more cloth

along a given length of rope. This is especially use-

ful in soft cloth when there is much round to

gather and much rope stretch to compensate.

Heaving back on the stitch gathers cloth,

especially when you also bend the work away

from you and angle the needle ahead. Here

the left hand must bend the work and keep

the gathered cloth from slipping.

Heaving ahead on the stitch sinks the twine

between the strands of the boltrope and pulls

the cloth along. To sew a slack rope, bend the

work toward you, use small stitches, and heave

them forward. Even when sewing a tight rope, I

often heave ahead first to bed the stitch, then

haul back to gather cloth for the next stitch.

figure 6-60. Sewing a boltrope. As described in Chapter 1, one way to slacken the cloth and
sew a tight boltrope is to bend the work awayfrom you. Here are some other usefid

variations on the sewing technique.

at the very least the rope must be shorter than the

straight-line finished edge of a sail edge with round

bent up against a spar, and that the length of the

round has to be gathered in the rope. This is cal-

culable, roughly, but it is easier, given all the uncer-

tainty, to put the boltrope under the kind of strain

expected; place next to it the sail edge, also hauled

out firmly (this is very much the same process as

setting up a tensioned luff tape), then seize the

rope to the sail at every eyelet or every 12 inches.

When the whole is slacked off, it will be seen that

(text continued on page 323)
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(
I

) Take a stitch back under

the last strand sewn, exiting

the needle slightly farther

along from the previous

needle hole.

(2) Repeat until you have

as many cross-stitches as

the locations require,

taking care not to disrupt

the established quantity of

cloth sewn to a given

length of rope.

figure 6-61. When you hand rope a sail, cross-stitching is necessary at all corners, eyelets,

splices, rings, and twine ends.

^f^V

i [GURE6-62. Overall views oj hand roping The ifh handgrips both i loth and rope wtu

the stitch is taken, while your shoulderand bodypush the needle through The hem h hook

leads off high, and a shackle helps to keep the tope in position \ lep handed roptl would

set up everything in reverse, hut would still tewftom left to right
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(
I

) Near the end of the twine, take a cross-

stitch back one strand as shown. Cut off the

needle, and square-knot the ends of the

doubled twine firmly against the cloth.

(2) Make up a new needleful of twine, and

throw a figure-eight knot in the end. For the

first stitch, back up yet another strand.

(3) Pull the figure-eight knot up to the cloth,

then take a cross-stitch at that strand.

figure 6-63. The workboat style ofstopping and
starting when you run out ofroping twine involves

knots and cross-stitching. Take care not to lose the

continuity of the roping.

(4) Resume roping as before, passing over

the final cross-stitch of the preceding

needleful of twine, then on, taking all due

precaution not to lose rope alignment and

tension.
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(
I

) After the last possible stitch, either cut off

the needle and pull the twine back out, or

pass the needle through the next strand of

rope and then cut the twine.

UE,W TVlME -

auo -tWimE^

(2) Make up a new needleful of twine, then

pass the needle through the sail where the

next stitch is to be taken.

(3) Twist the ends of the old and new twine

tightly together for at least I Yi inches, and lay

them between the rope and sail.

(4) Continue roping as before. Everyone will

wonder how you managed to rope an entire

sail with only one piece of twine.

FIGURE 6-64. An alternative method for starting a nctr needleful of twine while fOptng I his

technique, suitablefor yacht- ordaysalls, is more elegant than the workboat /<< hnkfut

shown in Figure 6-63, though not us strong
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(
I

) Unlay, seize, and

marry the six strands.

(2) Tie an overhand

knot into each corre-

sponding pair then tuck

each of the larger

strands around its

corresponding smaller

mate.

(3) After the first tuck,

pull a few threads of the

large strand, then tuck

again. In this manner the

strand diameter will

gradually shrink. When
the splice has tapered

to the diameter of the

smaller boltrope, trim

the ends and sew them

in against the sail.

figure 6-65 (pages 319-320). The tapered splice is a sailmaker's shortsplice, used to join two

boltropes ofdifferent diameters. This may occur at the head and clew ofthe mainsail with

roping on all edges, or where leech andfoot ropes meet the heavily roped clew ofa loose-

footed sail.
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(4) Now tuck the small

strands into the larger

rope, beat the splice.

trim the ends, and

cross-stitch the splice

to the sail.

FIGURE 6-65. (COilt.)

(
I

) Unlay each of the

six strands to half the

length of the splice,

and marry the ends

as shown.

(2) Tie an overhand

knot m strands B and E.

These strands will be

d finished there.

m the center of the

splice.

i [gur] 6 66 A longsplice is useful to replaced set Hon oj torn boltropeoi to save the day
when you run OUt of boltrope he/ore the fob'i done In most ropeWOfi a U>ltg tplU t ihould

beat least a fathom longformaximum strength, but since the boltrope will be teu n u

splice there can be a^ short OS 4 feet
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(3) Unlay strand F while

laying strand C in its

place. Continue in this

fashion to the end of

the splice, then use

tape, twine, or a

temporary overhand

knot to keep the ends

in place. Repeat with

strands A and D,

unlaying A and laying

in D.

(4) The splice should

now look like this. Use

tape or twine to hold

the ends in place prior

to tucking.

HALF 5T2AMP
IS HN-yEC

(5) At each of the three locations, halve both

meeting strands. Join two of the halves together

with an overhand knot, leaving the other two halves

where they are. Then make a tuck as shown with

the halves exiting the overhand knot.

(6) After tucking the half-strands, halve them again,

then tuck again. Repeat until the strand diminishes

to nothing. All strand ends, hopefully, are on the

side of the rope toward the sail. Beat the splice and

trim all ends. A fair job will be almost indistinguish-

able from the unspliced rope.
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TWEJCET ,

iMLMAWCE.6
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luff teapf-i

Working a leech rope into a head eyesplice.

(
I

) Tuck one strand of the leech rope under a

single strand of the eye, then bring it back

under itself and into the leech rope. Keep

tucking it around itself into the leech rope. Tuck

the other two strands of the leech rope into

the eye.

(2) Make several tucks into the eyesplice so

that the ends will be covered by the sail or

head thimble. Then beat the splice, trim the

ends, and sew the roping to the trimmed sail

with cross-stitching. Finally, knock a thimble

into the eyesplice.

LUFF YSToJ

SWLMAJ^BK*

Working a foot rope into a tack eyesplice.

(
I

) Tuck one strand of the foot rope under a

strand of the eye, then back under rtself and

around. Pair the other two strands and tuck

them under one strand of the eye.

(2) Make several more tucks into the eye.

leaving the ends where they will be covered

by the sail or th< I en beat the

splice, trim the ends, and sew the roping to

the trimmed sail comer. Finally, knot I

thimble into the tack eye.
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figure 6-67 (page 322). Ifirst saw these splices worked

in the head and tack ofaflax storm staysail that

had been hand sewn by Ratsey and Lapthorn prior

to World War II. This methodjoins leech orfoot

roping ofsmaller diameter and lesser tension to a

large luffor head rope. Both splices tuck into the

crown ofa sailmaker's eyesplice, as used in the

lanyard ofthe ditty bag in Chapter 1. All tucks

after the initial union are made sailmaker

fashion—tapered and backed around a strand—
50 that the splice can be sewn to the sail.

S)PEJ ^toMMEf PASSED

KJN£, AMd ITSELF

£/£. of QeCiiJcrr

LEATHER.EX>

To make this very simple becket, splice or lay

up a grommet, then seize the grommet to

form two eyes. Cowhitch one eye through

the corner ring to form the becket. (Note

the rattailed end of the head rope, oversewn

with round stitches on the upper leech.)

figure 6-68. Some sort ofbecket is required in the

peak ofa sprits'l to engage the nose of the sprit.

there is a consistent amount of extra cloth to be

taken up between each seizing. You have only to do

the sewing, taking out the seizings as you go. This

method will work well enough for the following

combinations: hemp line to cotton or flax cloth;

polyester to cotton, flax, or Dacron; polyester to

Duradon. There are instances of hollowed sail

edges where roping is slack, or even great roaches

where roping is slack. In these cases there is little, if

any, cloth taken up in the roping.

The following sails should be hand roped:

Duradon sails, cotton sails, stormsails, Chinese

SfcOCET' LEATHE^E-D
Ovfce With HEKJ2./NC,eotJE—

>

<D«L &ASE.&ALXJ STITCH

.^TfreoA'r' SEIZJKJ^ fOfWS
©eocet- eye, jh

60LTKOPE, SElZ-ED

This snazzy becket is made by seizing a

leathered eye in the boltrope as it turns the

corner of the peak. For extra reinforcement,

seize the boltrope to a corner ring.
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» .TSSS^TgS

figure 6-69A. Except in workboat sails, all roping not spliced to itselfshould finish in a

well-tapered rattail. The process of unlaying, scraping, and laying up the strands is

described in the "Dittybag Apprenticeship" (Chapter 1). A well-made rattail diminishes

fairlyfrom boltrope diameter to nothing. It may be 6 to 9 inches long in 'A- to 'A- inch rope,

or 9 to 12 inches long in fa-inch or bigger rope. Oversew the last inch or so with a round

stitch.

7>SlSS^SSSe

SS

SSV^Vs

,

^^rs^sry^ ^svvvs^vvvrs

(
I

) Unlay the strands

to a length of 6 inches

or more, and apply

temporary seizings.

(2) Marry the strands

and secure with a con-

strictor knot, then tuck

any strand as shown.

(3) Make the

with the remaining two

Is m the end you

are working.

FIGURE 6-69B. The sailnmker's short split r
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lugsails, voyaging sails, and any sail where tradi-

tional character is desired.

Externally machine-sewn three-strand boltrope

can just be whipped and hotknifed off, but you

make a handsomer and stronger job of it ifyou sew

the rope tail around the corner by hand and rattail

the end as you would a fully handsewn boltrope.

Because one hand ropes from left to right and it is

quite difficult to rope toward a fixed end (in this

case, the stopping point of your machine sewing

at the corner), you will probably want to turn the

sail over so you can rope away from the corner.

Alternatively, a tail can be sewn by hand right along

the edge of the sail, starting from the end of the

machine stitches with an overlap, in a manner that

looks the same as the machine-sewn portion

except the hand stitching is slightly visible. This

technique also serves well in the repair of a

machine-sewn boltrope that has come adrift from

the tape, so it's worth describing.

Unlike conventional handsewn roping, in

which the boltrope is sewn alongside the edge

of the sail (like a pencil resting on the flat of a

ruler; see Figure 6-60), this technique mimics the

machine-sewn appearance with the rope perched

on the edge of the sail like a pencil balanced on the

edge of a ruler. The sewing process differs too in

that the needle passes over one strand and under

two—rather than over two and under one—as a

stitch is taken through the rope. To complete the

stitch, pass the needle back through the sail about

% inch in from the cloth edge; it should exit in line

with the next groove of the rope, in correct place-

ment to begin the next stitch.

This method entails working somewhat from

above and behind the job, as well as flipping the

(4) Make at least four

more tucks with the

active strands.

(5) Release the constrictor knot, then turn your attention to the three strands that have so

far been inactive. Tuck these as you did the others, draw up all strands tight, and smooth
the splice with a mallet or by rolling it underfoot. Trim the strand ends, but not too close.
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sail from side to side as stitches pass through rope

and sail. For this reason it is not suited to exten-

sive roping, but is worth the effort when finishing

the corners of a machine-roped sail. The rattail

ends are oversewn with round stitches for an inch

or so, as in usual hand roping (see Figure 6-68).

A three-strand internal boltrope can be cut off

at the ends once it has been tensioned, or it can be

sewn and rattailed as with the external line. The

braided internal boltrope of a spar-bent sail is cut

off at the ends after tensioning and seizing.

Tensioning Internal Ropes in Sails Set on
Spars The basic procedure for setting internal

rope tension on a spar-bent sail is to stretch the

tape and the sailcloth along an edge to their work-

ing tension, stretch the rope to within a similar

nwr amp
•seal.ec With
h<stkki |F"E_,

^Nip LUFF

y

A0EA OP STBMKl
a>jp prsrc*erfoKj

figure 6-70. One quick but inadvisable technique

forfinishing an internal luffrope is to sew through

the sail and rope hy hand. This anchors one end.

then the sail and rope are tensioned and the other

end of the luffrope is hand sewn in the same
manner. The extra rope is cut off. The only

connection between corner ring and In/1 ro/>e in

this method is the sail, which heroines distorted

under load. A three-strand hi // rope urn Id.

alternatively, he rattailed and hand roped around

the corner, thus providing a little more support

load, and then cement the relationship between

the sail and the rope by seizing the ends.

OnaBermudansail this is quite simple. At most.

there are two edges to stretch: luff and toot. Von

start by seizing the rope to the ring and cloth at the

tack. (The seizing looks just like that shown for an

external boltrope in Figure 6-76.) From then'

stretch one edge at a time—start with the luff. Your

sail will be spiked out on the floor or strung out

between eyebolts, trees, or anything that works

(see Figure 6-74). How do you know how fai to

stretch the tape? First, get the wrinkles out from the

tensioned tape, then pull until you gel a moderate

amount of bias elongation or pocketing along the

edge. On a large sail you might need a hand) billy,

but this is unlikely, unless you Strayed from m\

admonishments and have used this da) sail -type

construction in a big-boat sail. Once the sail is t oi

rectly tensioned, spike or tie off the end you've

been hauling on.

To determine how much to stretch the rope,

approximate the hauling power on the boat It it

will be just one crew swigging on the halyard, |ust

swig on a line tensioning the rope as ifthe sailwen
being raised, if you have winches, use a tackle ( let

the line taut by whatewi means I i\ the line, then

spike or temporarily seize through the sail and

rope. Remove the spike 01 lashing that was ten

sioning the sail, then ease ofl <>n the rope Seize

through the rope and sail with a ( loss stm h at the

end and at the leel tat ks I igUK Repeat

the process For the foot, with less tension, <>i i nurse

i he problem with using this method on a e,ati

sail or other loui sided sail is that \ou imisi i in |

hole at the throat <>i tat k in ordei t<> be able to

st i en h the rope Ul the hi It I his » an be done, and

the streh bine, pint ess is otheiwise the same as tin

a Bermudan sail; foi this reason, however, this sum

oi reinfon emenl is not ideal <>n .1 foui sided sail

tensioning the Internal I u/f Pope of a Sad \et

on a Stay 01 Set I tying 1 here are 11

set up the luffrope of sails set on a stayor set flyf

l he hi si two are inferioi variations on the method

previously described t"i the internal roping "i
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(2) Take firm, %- to >£-inch-long stitches through

the doubled rope.

(I) Form the eye snugly around the thimble

by sewing through the rope, then taking

several turns around both standing part

and end.

figure 6-71 (pages 327-328). Finishing the luffrope of

a sail set on a stay or setflying. It is possible to

splice an eye in a three-strand luffrope, but with

braided rope it isfaster and more accurate to seize

an eye and thimble. Double the rope around a

heart thimble with at least 6 inches ofoverlap in

light sails, 8 to 9 inches in heavy sails. There is

room to play with in the first eye, but not in its

counterpart at the opposite end. Use heavy sail

twine. Ifthe eye is to be leathered, do so prior to

seizing.

(3) At the lower end of the seizing, make

several turns around both parts.
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(4) Take stitches around the turns to anchor

them, then stitch back up to the eye, using

the same holes your needle made on the way

down.

(5) Finally, take several stitches around the

original turns at the throat of the eye. then

tie or burn off the twine.

FIGURE 6-71. (COnt.)

, [curb 6 72 lb leather the eye oj a lufl rope oi sprits'l b* ket, use tuppte tothet and the

herringbone stitch. Place the stitching on the inside oj the eve oj a luf} rope, toward f

thimble Place the stitching on the outside oj a spritfl be* ket eye, away fhm the i nafi

the sprit.
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spar-bent sails: The tensions are set up, and the

ends are seized and either cut off or tailed around

the corners and rattailed down. The superior voy-

aging method in effect has the luff rope with its end

fittings taking the strain, and the sail corner rings

are then seized to it. This is similar in many ways to

the handsewn luff rope described on page 314.

It is an easy process but takes some time. After

the corner rings have been sewn and their liners

installed, a heart thimble is spliced or seized at one

end of the luff rope (Figure 6-71). Splicing is easier

to do with three-strand line, but with the braided

line preferred for a voyaging luff rope, it is easier

and faster to sew and seize the thimble in place. A
splice, however, is stronger.

The eye can be leathered in advance, if desired

(Figure 6-72). The corner is trimmed, then the seiz-

ing and eye are pulled down into the luff. The corner

rings, we hope, have been sewn so as to permit a

snug but unrestricted fit. The trimmed edges of the

sail are cross-stitched. The thimble now is seized to

the corner ring with either twine or webbing. The

area can be leathered now or later. Once the seizing

is done, it is time to sew in all luff eyelets and reef

tack rings, but don't install the liners yet.

To tension the luff rope, string up the sail hori-

zontally, with its luff about waist-high off the

ground. Firmly lash the completed end of the luff

to a stationary point: a tree, an eyebolt, a window
frame, etc. Attach a block or handy billy to another

stationary point a sufficient distance away to pull

the luff taut, plus 4 feet. Reeve off a hauling line, if

necessary, and attach it to a temporary eye or bow-

line in the unfinished end of the luff rope. (On a

small, light sail, there may be enough extra luff

rope to obviate the need for a hauling line.) Haul

OF SMI—
<=*2<53S- STTTtHeD

(
I

) Seize the corner ring to the luff rope with

several turns of heavy twine. (2) Pass at least two crossing turns around

the seizing, and heave them home firmly.

figure 6-73 (pages 329-330). Seizing the luffrope and thimble to the corner ring. First slide the

seized or spliced portion of the luffrope into the luff tope, heavingfrom the other end as

necessary. Turn the thimble at right angles to the sail to prevent chafe to the eye. Trim and
cross-stitch the sail edges.
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(3) Pass the twine repeatedly back and forth

through thimble and ring.

(4) Take crossing turns around this seizing

and heave them firmly home.

(5) Tie or burn off the twine, leaving the

finished seizings to be leathered.

FIGUR] 6 I [COnt.)

(6) Alternatives. You *h weot

and/or you -

the sail if desirei:

separate piece of webbing for each of the

two seizings, or one us p»ece. Firmly

both seizings v. • twine
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r
!
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It takes two purchases to set up the luff of a

heavy sail—one for the luff rope and one for

the sail. Aim to approximate the boat's

halyard power.

figure 6-74. Where does a loftless sailmaker set up tension on an internal luffrope?

Between two obliging trees on a fair, windless day, or in the house, makingjudicious
use ofwhatever doors, windows, andfixtures offer a long enough run and strong places

ofattachment. Ideally, you want enough width to spread out the tensioned sail and have

a look at its shape and camber.

the luff rope tight. Fix another hauling line or pur-

chase between the unseized corner ring of the sail

and the purchase point, and tension the sail. This

is a very interesting stage in the process. First of all,

when you tension the sail you will immediately see

whether you inadvertently caught the luff rope

with the stitching of an eyelet. If you have, you

must discover which eyelet and carefully cut the

problem stitch, then resew the eyelet later. This is

why the setting of eyelet liners is left until after the

stretching of the luff rope. The next thing you will

see very clearly is the change in the tape and sail-

cloth as you apply tension. Moreover, with the luff

"halyard" made off, you can pull out the clew and

observe the shape of the sail.

As tension is applied to sail and tape, the luff rope

will go slack, and its tension must be freshened. I

set the two up in relation to one another so that,

with the hauling power on the boat, the rope will be

taut and the luff tape firmly stretched, with the sail

exhibiting a good pocket of bias elongation. Play

with it. You will be amazed at what a difference a lit-

tle change in tension makes. Notice, too, that more

sag in the rope puts more belly in the sail, and that

your luff curve straightens under these tensions.

(text continued on page 334)
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THlKl3U=_.

figure 6-75. Onceyou achieve the desired tension in

sail and luff rope, lock them together temporarily

with a sail needle or two, mark the rope, and ease

and remove the sail and luffrope tackles. Gather

the sail back along the luffrope to expose your

mark and permityou to seize the eye and thimble

into the rope. The mark on the rope should align

with the inner throat ofthe thimble. When the

seizing is done, slide the sail back over it, then seize

the thimble to the corner ring, and apply leather as

before.

"^SSSSS

%t#

~^SSSSSS3IKSSSSSS£.

figure 6-76 (RK.i ii ). Seize corner rings to a handsewn
boltrope before installing liners in the rings. Using

heavy twine, make enough turns to fill the side of

the ring toward the boltrope, then put two (tossing

turns around the seizing he/ore tying 01 hunting off

the twine. Fid out the ring, being careful not to < ut

the seizing when you set the liner. Finally, leather

over the seizing.

^

' •'
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(2) Seize the ring with several turns, then

cinch up the seizing with two crossing turns.

(I) Take X-inch stitches through the sail and

rope with heavy twine, stitching 6 inches up

from the ring, then back down. (4) The finished

seizing looks like

this. You may
leather it over

including the

inside of the

corner ring if it

is well fidded

out and the ring

liner permits.

(3) Make an upper seizing by crisscrossing

over the sail edge, through the ring and

through the sail.

figure 6-77. After setting up andfinishing the luff

ofa sail with internal luffrope, you must seize any

reeftack rings to the luffrope prior to installing a

liner in the ring.
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Once the desired relationship between the sail

and rope is set, push one or two #11 needles

through the sail and rope at the corner to lock

them. Mark the trimmed edge of the sail on the

rope, release the sail, then release the luff rope

from tension.

All that remains is to seize in another thimble,

and leather it over.

Seizing Reef Tacks It is important to under-

stand that in a sail where roping is the primary

reinforcement, reef tack rings should be fixed in

some manner to the rope. A cringle grabs the rope

adequately, but a ring alongside has no connection

to the rope other than the cloth. With a rope luff,

the reef tack ring is seized firmly to the rope. It is

not so simple in a wire luff; there a reef tack fitting

must be Nicopressed or, better yet, spliced into the

wire.

INSTALLING A WIRE ROPE LUFF. Frankly, given

the types of line available now, I can see only lim-

ited call for a wire luff, and that in the luff of a sail

set flying, or a stormsail, or a drifter. Such sails are

not likely to be reefable, and therefore will not

entail the reef-tack work just described. Cotton

yacht headsails all went to wire towards the end,

and the subsequent synthetic headsails generally

had wire luffs until the advent of taping and stable

synthetic line.

Anyway, in working sails where strength is

desired, with no elasticity in the luff, wire luffs are

best used in conjunction with wire halyards. There

are three approaches to the wire-luff setup: (1) the

most forgiving one is to make up wire in excess of

the tensioned luff length so that there will be extra

wire to use as the sail stretches; (2) a length ot wire

is calculated—the untensioned straight line hill

length plus 3 percent, or plus 1 inch for every

1 inch of round or hollow—then made up and

fished through the sail, which is then set up to the

wire length without allowance for future siren h;

or (3) luff and wire can be set up in the same man
ner as a tensioned internal rope lull - a temporal)

eye will be made in the wire lor tensioning pur-

poses. Any of these will work. The first method is

the most advisable for natural fibers and Duradon.

Once a luff wire is set up and the ends of the sail

are seized to it, there is no place for the extra wire

to go when the sail contracts but to snake up inside

the luff of a sail.

Bernard Moitessier once said that life's too shoi I

to take the time to splice wire. For the most part I

disagree. However, when it comes to the light 7x19

wire rope recommended for the luffs of light auxil-

iary sails set flying, it really is all right to make eyes

with Nicopress sleeves. Nicopress sleeves do not

have the handsome taper of a well-tucked, well

faired eyesplice, but they and the luff wire will hold

up as long as the rest of the sail.

Of course the large or heavy sails of voyaging

craft with wire luffs should have spliced eyes I m
that purpose, or if you must have splices no mat

ter what, I refer you to the inimitable Brion loss's

squid-taming formula: the Liverpool Bvesplice

(SAIL magazine, November 1983, 01 The Riggt

Apprentice, International Marine. 1985, L992).

For the taped-luli synthetic sail, it is not net 64

sary to do all the hitching, seizing, and stJtt lung

that was formerly done to keep the une e\enl\ dil

tributed along the luff ofa natural flbei sail I sue,

gest vinyl-coated stainless steel wire, SUCA as the

wire used in lifelines, to i inch. The Nicopressed

eye can he served or the vinyl coating slid bat kuui

the eye alter Nicopressing. I he thimbles ol win-

roped hills are seized with the eye in the same

plane as the sail's comei ring, .i^ in I Igure I

not turned 90 degrees as in Figure < i rhe

setup procedure iS the same as loi .i tensioned

internal iope lull

It is nee essai\ to sei/e the sail to the wire r\et\

2 to 3 feel on wire luffrollei furling sails - ibis tvpe

of wire, by the way, can be heavier and of a less fl<

ible Construction than that dest ill led BDOVe den

nalK () ' ,"(>i . . stainless steel wile in p.
• r u.,1

it ought to he Nicopressed rathei than spli<

because there is so imn h torquing muss on the

wire as the sail Is rolled in and out rhe seizings

ensure dial the whole lull ol the sail will nun as the

wire int. lies Usually, .i hand oi mac bine mi< king
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stitch is also required to keep the wire in place right

along the leading edge. I can't think of anyone still

opting for that style of gear, except for owners of

small sportsailers, catamarans, and the like.

Sticking Rope Cringles
Cringles have numerous advantages in voyaging

and traditional sails as alternatives to D-rings or

large corner rings (see Chapter 8). Ifyou are using

cringles, they can be stuck in place as roping pro-

gresses, or after all roping has been done. When
individual corners are separately roped, the

cringles are stuck on completion of the corner. I

find it more efficient to work through a particular

job in one sitting—I am all set up for it and in the

mode—rather than a little here and a little there.

It is not uncommon to see the boltrope lea-

thered beneath a cringle. This does provide added

protection and looks sharp. It also serves to fill the

score of a large round thimble in a cringle, but it is

not really necessary for chafe protection. (Norwe-

gian squaresails traditionally have no hardware

and no chafe protection at all.)

The process of sticking cringles is described in

Chapter 1. There is not much to add for these

larger cringles, except that there are numerous
ways to lay up a cringle, and also different forms if

the cringle is worked into the boltrope instead of

anchor holes. The cringle is an extremely useful fit-

ting that a self-reliant sailor would do well to

understand, regardless of the overall construction

of the sail. It is inexpensive, easily worked, and will

serve in emergencies; it can be made from avail-

able materials and has many unnautical applica-

tions as well. Besides, nothing looks saltier.

Installing Headboards, Clewboards,
and Full-Length Batten Hardware
Headboards and clewboards are designed to be

riveted, but two-piece anodized aluminum head-

boards are easily hand sewn. I have had success,

too, covering the two sides with adhesive-backed

cloth to mask their ugliness. Rivet if you want, and
ifyou have the tools. Otherwise, (a) bevel the outer

edges of the holes to minimize chafe, (b) cover

the outside of the pieces with cloth, if desired,

(c) sticky-tape the pieces in position opposite one

another on both sides of the sail, and (d) stitch

through all the holes with heavy twine and needle.

Batten end protectors and combination end-

protector luff slides are screwed in place at the for-

ward ends of contemporary full-length battens.

l'/\/\AAAAAA'V\/VV\/V\/V

VV\/VV/VVV/\/\/\/ \/VW /\ ,

figure 6-78. The installation offall-batten end

fittings is a simplejob with an awl and a

screwdriver. All lufffittings and slides must be

equidistantfrom the sail edge.
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Reef Nettles

There are few things more important to the safety

and well-being of a sailing vessel than the ability

to shorten sail quickly and efficiently when the

wind comes on to blow. Good seamanship dictates

that all downhauls and reefing tackles be rove off

and ready to go before setting sail.

Reef points, or nettles—a row of short lines

between the reef tack and clew—are needed to tie

up the reefed portion of the sail. These individual

nettles should be permanently attached to the sail.

The nettles at a single point on either side of the

sail are usually one piece of line passed through a

hole in the sail and middled. Of course, the hole

should be a worked hole—a handsewn ring or an

eyelet.

For strength, the reef eyelets must be sewn into

more than just one layer of cloth. On a sail cut up

and down, the reef eyelets can be sewn into each

seam. Another means of reinforcing a row of reef

eyelets is to sew a reef band across the sail. Alter-

natively, a separate reinforcement patch can be

sewn at each reef-nettle location.

What sort of line makes a good reef nettle? Any

line will do—three-strand or braid, natural 01 Byn

thetic fiber—as long as it is strong enough for the

job and will hold a slipped reef knot.

Of great importance is that the nettles be long

enough to go around a hastily gathered sail, with

enough line remaining to adequately tie a slipped

reef knot under obscure and rough conditions. 1 'he

deeper the reef, the longer the nettles. The oul\

way to know the proper length for sure is to take a

(2) Cinch up the crown knot and proceed to

tuck the strands over one, under one.

(
I

) Start by unlaying 2 to 3 inches of line, and

tie a crown knot.

i [guri 6-79. A backsplice is a secure way to finish a

three-strand nettle, but takes more line than a

whipping.

(3) Thump and roll the splice

each strand three times, then tnm the ends.

leaving /. inch.
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dry run at the mooring and see how much line you

actually need.

I prefer three-strand line for netdes, because the

netde ends can take a palm-and-needle whipping.

Or alternatively a backsplice can be worked on the

nettle end if the line is small enough so that

the backsplice made from the line will fit through

the worked hole in the sail.

figure 6-80. Reefnettles on a voyaging sail are better

seized than knotted. An even more secure method
than that shown here is to make crossing turns in

theform ofhalfhitches around the seizing,

between sail and nettle, on one or both sides.
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The nettles should be prepared in advance, and

once cut to the desired length, the ends should be

whipped in the manner described in Chapter 1,

"Ditty Bag Apprenticeship." Or, as I just mentioned,

if the line is suitable, the nettle ends can be back-

spliced. This preparation is so time-consuming

that there is a great temptation to use synthetic line

and just melt the ends. But synthetic line, if just

melted off, will eventually break apart and come
unlaid, while the hard knob at the end is noisy in a

breeze and possibly harmful when it slaps against

the sail.

Now with all the nettle ends prepared, there are

various ways of affixing the nettles to the sail. The

least desirable way is merely to knot the line on

either side of the reef eyelet. For one thing, such a

knot uses up a considerable amount of the line,

and for another there is more chafe and a greater

likelihood of uneven strain distribution. Moreover,

the knot eventually becomes so tight that it is often

necessary to cut the line in order to remove the net-

tle from the sail.

I sew all reef nettles to the sail. A minimum of

line is used; there is no chafe to the eyelet; the ten-

sion is evenly distributed; and the nettle is firmly

and permanently attached to the sail. Sewing is

simple but requires time and patience.

Here's how it's done: Middle the line, mark the

center dividing the two nettles, and reeve the line

through the hole in the sail. Place the mark at the

bottom of the reef eyelet on the inside of the hole,

ensuring that exactly half the line is on either side

of the sail. Bind the nettle around the lower side of

the eyelet.

Now, with an arm's length of light twine doubled

and waxed through a #14 needle, pass the needle

through the nettle on the upper side of the sail and

out through the nettle on the other side (see lig-

ure 6-80). This pass should be taken just below the

stitching of the eyelet and pulled through with a

couple of inches of twine left remaining. It will

probably be necessary to turn the sail over in order

to be sure that everything is lined up lor accuracy

in passing the needle back the other way through

the sail.

Next pass the needle back up through the Bail

just to one side or the other of the nettles. Figure

6-80 shows both this and the following step, where

again on the upper side you cross over the upper

nettle and pass the needle down through the sail

alongside the nettles. These turns encircling the

nettles on both sides of the sail pass through the

sail just below the stitching of the eyelet, and when

they are hove taut, they should firmly hold the net-

tle centered and doubled through the reet e\ del

Continue with half a dozen or so good, tight,

evenly tensioned turns passed through the same

holes on each side of the nettles. On large sails,

extra strength can be obtained by cinching the

seizing up tightly on both sides of the sail with a

few crossing turns. To end, come up from below

through the original stitch going through the net

ties. The twine ends are then tied off in a square

knot and cut.

To avoid damaging the sail, ever\ effort should

be made to tie reef nettles with equal tension and

distribute the load evenly. There's nothing more

salty than a well-tucked reel, and nothing makes a

sail look more finished and seaworth) than neat

rows of uniform reef nettles.

Leather Chafe Protection
All corners of voyaging sails should he leathered)

and hank positions and jackline Bttai liinent Im ,i

tions should he also. I he sun thing ol all hut tin-

lightest leather is taken In mlv with li\e pl\ twine.

stitches are no more than Inch long, lhe\ should

not be so tight as to put ker the ( loth

i iGURi b hi .I'm. i s as 140 Ulcorners "I voyaging

s/uis should be leathered fbi < hafe prottt (k>>i

These patterns < ovei most Instant ts, othei

variations can bededtn edfrnm tlu-hasu

leather isgenerally tewn with five oi teven pi\

twine, lake i an not to heave the ^nii het too tight

or make them nun h longet mast mi h, nr th\

wtllbepiu kered
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The outer stitching of corner rings must be

protected, as must the inside stitching on the

corner ring of an overlapping headsail.

Leathering the head of a headsail that has its

thimble perpendicular to the sail.

Leathering the head of a headsail in which the

thimble is parallel with the sail.
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Leathering a D-ring seizing.

Leathering a reef tack seizing. This approach

works only if there is room for the ring liner

over the seizing and leathering.

/ \

\ /

Leathering a headboard's boltrope and

seizings.

FIGURE 6-81. (COM.)

Leathering a reef clew. Here the stitching of

the ring is entirely covered, but this only

works when there is room for the nng liner

over the leather. Sew the outer edges
'

then cut the hole anc:
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Seizing Hanks, Slides, and Robands
The manner in which sails are bent to spars is of

great importance in the prevention of harm com-

ing to the sail by chafe. Hardware and metal fittings

at sail corners and along the head, luff, or foot may

be strong, but they are mercilessly destructive to

these parts of a sail if either inappropriate in the

first place or improperly installed. In a rubbing

contest between cloth and metal, metal always

wins.

figure 6-82 (pages 341-342). Seizing hanks. See textfor

a step-by-step description. Remember: Don't give

chafe a chance. Isolate hanksfrom the sail with a
sound seizing.
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FIGURE 6-82. {COYlt.)

Material that is compatible with cloth and

cordage is needed—material that does no harm to

the sail, and if chafed through itself, can be easily

and inexpensively replaced.

Hardware can be attached with strings—big or

little strings, meaning seizing, lashing, or lacing.

Using these in sail attachment requires time,

knowledge, and care on the part of a sailmakei Vu
urally there is some degree of elasticity and Btretl h

which sailwise is the bane of the speed sailoi I cms

tence. But with correct use of strings, particular!]

synthetic ones, stretch can be kept to B minimum

(
I

) Proceed as shown, leaving a space between

sail edge and bail so that the stitches can

completely isolate the slide from the boltrope

or sail.

FIGURE 6-83. Webbing makes a strong, durable

seizingfor a sail slide, provided [be bail oj the slide

is big enough to accommodate it. Reeve a pie< e of

webbing at least three times through ring and Hide

to gauge the length needed per slide Measure and
cut as many pieces as needed

(2) Lay up the turns of webbing with even

tension.
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(4) Take another stitch through the hole

made by the first stitch, then make a stitch

to the left of center Make a turn around the

edge of the webbing as shown by the arrow.

(3) Take your first stitch through the webbing

to the right of center then take a turn around

the edge of the webbing.

(6) Burn or knot the twine ends. For heavy

sails, double the stitching.

(5) Take another stitch through the left-of-

center hole, then pass the needle once more
through the hole right of center.
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In working and voyaging sails, the emphasis is on

durability, reliability, and less expense.

Clews, tacks, throats, and peaks do well to be

lashed. Hardware, slides, and mast hoops need to

be seized. Lacing, as a means of attaching a sail to a

spar, eliminates any hardware coming in contact

with the sail. I suggest you ban all shackles and

squeeze-on metal hardware from your sails. Learn

knots, lashings, seizings, and lacing techniques

instead.

Figure 6-82 shows a method for seizing hanks

that I learned from Paul Mitchell of San Diego, who
got it from Barry Spanier, and where he got it, I

don't know. It seems to be a good method, reliable

and sensible.

"Into" piston hanks, named for their inventor,

range in size from #0 (about VA inches long), to #4

(about 4 inches long). The size and length of twine

required for seizing hanks and the gauge sail nee-

dle used depend on the hank size. The size of the

hank, in turn, depends on the sail, its size and use,

and the diameter of the wire on which the sail is to

figure 6-84. When you don't have webbing or the

bails of the slides are too small for it, heavy twine

is a fast, readily available alternative. Seven ply

or heavier polyester twine, well waxed, is best Ml

slides must be isolated equidistant from the sail.

Places ofgreat strain, such as the head and clew

ofa mainsail, need extra- heairy slide seizingi and
even two slides within a few inches <>j each other
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figure 6-85. The Privateer knot is best used as a big-

boat slide seizing, though I have used it on the

mainsail ofan 18-footer with Va-inch slides. Use

heavy, well-oiled latigo leather, cutting an exper-

imental piece to determine the length you need. Do
not make the slit too close to the end of the leather,

andfinish all slides equidistantfrom the sail edge.

This is a salty and durable method.
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A roband bent to an eyelet with a cowhitch.

A roband bent to an eyelet with a round

throat seizing.

figure 6-86. Robands are an inexpensive, easily

replaced means ofbending sail to a spar. There

are many ways to affix a roband to a sail; the (our

shown here vary in complexityfrom simple knots

to seizing and woodworking. The ropes resistance

to chafe and weather is more important than 10

strength, since there is not all that much Strain

placed on a roband. The cordage must he able to

hold a square knot on the opposite side of the spar

The foot stopper knot. After middling the

roband through the sail's eyelet each end is

passed through the lay of the other end.

close to the sail.
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be bent. Among the hanks on a particular sail,

those that are to receive extra strain, such as at tack

and head, could stand stouter seizings. A well-

worked hank seizing is not only a proud and hand-

some accomplishment but a source of security and

reassurance as well.

One's arm span of doubled #7 polyester twine,

waxed, and a #14 needle will serve for seizing the

middle range of hanks (#1 and #2). The roping

palm is preferable for this operation, as it has an

eye designed for large needles, and the thumb
stall is an invaluable asset in heaving the turns as

tightly as possible. The knotted twine is passed

through itself and cowhitched to the lower eye of

a serviceable hank. With the hank held facing

away, at least five turns are taken in a figure-eight

fashion, with the needle entering the eyes of the

hank, passing left to right. Each turn should be

A roband bent to an eyelet with a foot

stopper knot.

A roband with toggle and eyesplice bent to

an eyelet with a clove hitch.
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firmly hove home, and this step terminate with

the twine coming out of the lower eye. This com-

pletes what I'll call the inner seizing.

On which side of the sail are you going to

seize the hanks? It makes a difference. It depends

on your dexterity and where you're safest and

most comfortable bending the sail. Having cho-

sen, though, make sure that as you progress from

one hank to the next you keep to the desired

side.

Place the hank on the eyelet location, facing

you on the selected side of the sail. Pass the nee-

dle through the eyelet and proceed to pass a min-

imum of seven turns in a figure-eight manner,

back and forth through the worked ring on the

other side of the sail, thus forming an "outer" seiz-

ing. This time the needle enters both eyes of the

hank, passing from right to left.

Finishing the preceding step with the twine left

coming through the upper eye, the next impor-

tant step of covering the upper horn of the hank

with twine is begun by turning the sail ovei so

that the hank is on the opposite side. From right

to left, the needle is now passed through the space

between the inner and the outer seizing, between

the hank and sail edge. Then back through the eye

for at least another go-round until the metal is

covered with twine. These turns require some
heaving to get them settled in correctly. This step

ends with the twine coming out of the left side as

you look at the work in hand.

Now a half hitch is taken, as shown, about both

the inner and the outer seizing. Cinch this down
as if your life depended on it.

The outer seizing is next served down with a

French hitching-like series of half hitches, each

hitch aligned and firm. Passing the needle from

right to left between the outer seizing and the sail

will be tight, and care must be taken to h.nm

neither seizing, sail, nor worked ring. Dulling the

(
I

) Knot a needleful of twine and cowhitch it

to the round thimble.

(2) Position the thimble close to the leathered

jacklme eyelet, and make sufficient even passe*

of twine through the eyelet to fill the score of

the thimble.

figure 6-87. Seizingjackline thimbles to sail eyelets

The seizing must he strong, mast isolate the thim

hiefrom the sail, and must align all the thimbles

equidistantfrom the sail edge. Use heavy, well

waxed twine.
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needle in advance will help. Hitch all the way
down, as close to the lower hank eye as possible

from that side of the sail. Pass the needle through

the worked ring and turn the sail back over so that

the hank is toward you again.

In this next step, the lower horn of the hank will

be prevented from chafing the sail by means of a

couple of turns around it just as with the upper

horn. The needle is passed through the lower eye

from left to right, then back under the inner seiz-

ing. The same care must be taken as before not to

harm sail, ring, or seizing.

To finish, two half hitches are cinched up as

tightly as possible about the inner and outer

seizings, further tightening the whole job and iso-

lating the hank from the sail. Last, the twine may
be cut off, knotted, or melted. The end result

should be a snug, rock-hard seizing, with the

hank firmly held more or less perpendicular to

the sail's edge.

(3) Pass the needle between sail and thimble

preparatory to taking a half hitch crossing

turn.

(5) Make a series of half hitches through the

seizing, starting at the thimble, marching

through the eyelet as the half hitches pile on

top of each other; and continuing down the

opposite leg of the seizing until you reach the

thimble again.

(4) For a simple finish, make two half-hitch

crossing turns around the seizing, heave them
as tight as possible, and burn or knot the end.

For an even tighter and more wonderful job,

make a single half-hitch crossing turn, heave it

tight, and get ready to do some French

hitching.

(6) Finish your French hitching with one last

half hitch around the whole seizing, then

burn or knot-off the twine.
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(
I
) Pass several crossed turns of heavy waxed

twine between the eyes of the hank.

(2) Place the thimble in the crotch and make
several crossed turns over it. cinching it in.

(3) Make a half hitch around the upper

portion of the seizing and heave it forcefully.

(4) Start a series of half hitches down the

outer seizing, pichng up only the outermost

turns of twine around the thimble's score
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(5) French hitch right down to the bottom of

the seizing.

figure 6-88. Castjackline hanks can be difficult to

obtain, but standard hanks can be convertedfor

use on a jackline by seizing on a round thimble.

Though it is not essential, you can pound the

thimble into the hollow between the eyes ofthe

hank.

(6) Finish with two tightly hove half hitches

around the lower portion of the seizing, then

burn or knot-off the twine.

Of course a slide seizing must be strong, but in

addition, it should firmly isolate the slide from the

sail, with all slides equidistant from the edge of

the sail. The choice of material depends on what's

available that will not chafe the sail. Webbing is

ideal; twine is fine; and sailcloth will work. The
accompanying illustrations include the Privateer

seizing (Figure 6-85) for its salty simplicity. I have

used it on small sails, but it is better for attaching

large-boat bronze slides with heavy latigo leather. I

first encountered this aboard Bob Goss's schooner

Privateer (formerly Mahdee) where it had been in

use for several years. He'd devised and adapted the

technique; thus the name.

Finish Details

Hand-finishing Batten Pockets On batten

pockets of any sail other than the lightest of day-

sails, it is best to hand sew the ends with a cross-

stitch (see Figure 6-46). Full batten end protectors

and adjusters that can be riveted in place can also

be installed with hand stitching.

Leech and Foot Cords Clam- and jam-type

cleats for belaying leech and foot cords are easily

riveted or hand sewn in place, and they are viable

choices for racing and inshore work. In long-term

use they tend to chafe through the leech cord.

Moreover, a lapping headsail clew needs a protec-
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Mitch

c.

figure 6-89. Leech andfoot cords are oft-abused sail-handling devices. They air no sub-

stitutefor halyard tension, sheeting, or vanging, but (ts a last resort can take out that last

bit offlutter. Here are three ways to belay a leech cord, the goals being ease ofinstallation

and adjustment. (A) Belay to a strong corner ring. (B) Belay to a small brass ring, u >hich in

turn is seized through the sail around the corner ring. ((') Belay to a clam cleat that ii sewn

or riveted to the sail. When used on an overlapping headsail clew, this method requires

that a flap be sewn over the cleat to prevent itfrom snagging during tacks.

tive flap to keep the plastic cleat and leech cord

from snagging other lines and wires.

Alternative techniques are twin hutton cleats of

leather, or eyelets in the sail. The strongest method

I know of that results in the least chafing is to tic

the cord off through the corner ring. This can be

made adjustable with a rolling hitch, though it is

not as instantaneous as a clam cleat. ( lams arc an

attractive alternative at reef clews, where it is dilh

cult to haul out enough cord to tie oil. Another

approach, which also eliminates the hazard of fol

getting to release the cord when shaking out

the reef, is to dead-end the leech cord at the (lew,

pass it over a turning block in the head, and run

the hauling end down the lull. I Imagine some

thing similar could he rigged for a gafl headed sail

as well.

Flag or Pennant Sewn to the I eecli of a SfliJ

Nothing demanding about tins, i he Bag i an be

sewn directl) to the sail 01 seized t<>e\elets. nuking

sine that the II. ig is not COmpretSing the leet h \

Hag with a lull length ol moie th.m I.' nu lies

should he seized in the middle, imp It is best to

locate a pennant high, 01 In a position «>i •.

Iee< h sii|)|)oit.

win W! I'm ii in the bag

CHECKINGOUTYOUR SAI1

Some commercial lofts have test spa is foil h

hand) billy, spikes, trees, and youi own boat On

man) 04 < asions, 1 have taken the spa is <,t small
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sails, particularly spritsails (where the lines are all

belayed to the spars), and set the whole rig up

indoors. From this you learn whether the sail fits

the spars and whether the edge tensions have been

set up correctly. Setting up a sail on the horizontal,

as was briefly done when installing the luff rope,

reveals edge tension problems, sewing errors, and

some indication of sail shape and edge support.

Gravity, of course, will not have the same effect

on a sail lashed out horizontally as the wind will

have on a sail in use. But gross flaws can be caught.

Naturally, any soft or natural fabric is going to take

time to break in and reach its final shape. For that

matter, a natural-fiber sail will need a gradual

break-in period of at least three mild-weather sail-

ings before full tension is placed on the boltrope

and cloth. Duradon takes several outings with a

good breeze to work out the wrinkles. It takes some

time, too, for the stitching in soft Dacron to settle

in, and for the seams to stretch out. Therefore,

when looking at the sail, don't panic immediately if

it looks rumply Aeolus will likely smooth out all or

most of that.

The rough shape of the sail including camber

and draft position will be discernible, but if the

edges are sagging excessively or there is insuffi-

cient tension placed on the edge, the sail will be

fuller than designed. The weight of slides and

hanks adds to this phenomenon. Stretching a

string or holding a straightedge over chord posi-

tions will help in visualizing curvature if there are

no draft stripes attached to the sail.

Do not be alarmed if a large, reached, loose foot

curls downward. If a small foot curve flops down,

the foot tapers need tightening a tad. A leech with

battens should certainly support itself, and con-

temporary full battens should also support the

sail's camber.

Nothing can be ascertained about a sail if the

diagonal and edge tensions are not set up as they

will be in use on the boat. Therefore, the sail must

be lashed or spiked out, not merely held out by you

and some assistants.

If all is well, take down the sail, fold it properly,

and stow it in a bag. Generally, sails are folded

along the foot, but this method leaves hanks and

slides inside the folded sail to chafe and cut stitch-

ing. Alternatively, a sail can be folded parallel to the

luff for chafe protection.

SAILALTERATIONS
AND ADJUSTMENTS

Recutting a Used Sail

There is much money and time to be saved by alter-

ing an inexpensive used sail to fit your boat. There

are varying degrees of recut, ranging from the alter-

ation of an edge to fit a spar to using some portion

of good cloth for a new sail of significantly differ-

ent proportions—perhaps even of a different type

or cut. In both instances, the used sail must pass a

survey so as to be economically and functionally

acceptable (see "Surveying a Used Sail" in Chapter

10). When salvaging cloth from a used sail, what

you're after is a sail with sound cloth, good seams,

and sound stitching over enough area to cut out

your sail with the cloth running in the correct direc-

tion (see Chapter 5). A used sail with shape built in

will have to be studied carefully, especially if the

broadened seams have been trimmed. Unless

proper adjustment is made, you will end up with

that shape someplace in your sail, and trimmed

broadseams can't be let out again to be resewn.

Initially, the work is done on paper, similar to

the design process described early in this chapter.

Draw the used sail out to scale, including panel for-

mation. If the sail has discernibly broadened

seams, or you know where the draft has been

placed, mark the placement on the plan. Next,

place a paper scale cutout of the new sail, with its

panels, on top of the plan. Simply move the cutout

around until it occupies the best position. Some-

times more than one sail can be gotten out of a big

used sail. Don't forget to allow for tablings and

bands. It may work out that old reef rows will serve

in your new sail; maybe not. The process of cut-

ting out the sail, then, is similar to this paper-on-
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paper technique, except that you loft the new sail

right on top of the old one.

First, remove all the edge reinforcement on the

old sail. This serves two purposes: It facilitates flat-

tening out the sail, and it gets hardware out of the

way of lofting battens. Save all the reusable hard-

ware, even corner rings!

It is fastest to loft the new sail right on top of the

old one, but complications arise if alterations in

broadseams are necessary. Without taking apart

whole seams, it will be possible only to install the

equivalent of foot tapers in the form of darts, a

technique possible but not advisable in stiff

Dacron. If changing luff broadseams is necessary,

do a rough lofting, as you would a new sail with

unseamed cloths, and leave the required cloth

allowances if the seams will be broadened. Obvi-

ously, to ease them, no extra cloth will be needed.

Unpick only as much of the seam as you need to

change. Draw the new sew-to lines. It is fastest to

sticky-tape the seams back together, leaving their

sewing for later, and proceed with the formal loft-

ing of edge curves, etc. From there, the process is

the same as that for a new sail.

Reroping
There are many reasons for a hand-roped sail

needing reroping, and the extent of the job can

range from reroping a short section to redoing the

whole sail. Short sections may be damaged or be

inconsistently sewn in comparison with the rest of

the edge; a whole edge or sail may be improperly

roped—rope too large or too light, too tight or too

slack. It is easiest to resew a short section by string

ing up the edge under tension, then restitching the

section right there in place. Old stitch holes can be

reused. If the section was poorly roped, unpicking

the section, then sewing it while the sail is

stretched, will assure you of an even reroping. If

passing the needle through the taut line is too diffl

cult, the line can be struck up and Beized, then

sewn at a bench.

Reroping a whole sail or complete side would

be done in the same way as if one were roping the

sail for the first time, by drawing a sew to line on

the new boltrope, then stretching the sail edge

and rope. The two are seized together at 1-foot

intervals before being sewn. I don't recommend
attempting to rope back into an already-sewn sec-

tion of rope. The chances of the rope's twisting

and tightening are so great that by the time you

reach the sewn portion of the rope, things will he

quite a mess. It would be better to rerope tin-

whole sail. Repairs of handsewn boltrope are

discussed in Chapter 9, and the restitching of

machine-sewn boltrope is covered earlier in this

chapter.

Changes in Luff Rope or Wire
So often, the internal roping in a sail is either the

incorrect length or an inappropriate Strength or

elasticity. If the size is off, there is nothing to do

but replace the whole thing. Rather than pick

apart miles of stitching and multitudes ol eyelets,

it is simpler, when the rope can't hi' slid out and

another fished through, to cut the whole edge oil

along the tabling, thus reducing the si/e ol the

sail somewhat but retaining the hut curve to

which a new tape can easil) he sew n. II the edge

of the sail is baggy despite youi having hauled the

rope as tight as you are able, it is a sign that the

rope is too short. A lull wire with extra length 00

it merely needs restrett lung, adjustment) and

seizing.

If a rope or wire is just slight h shoit. there COUld

be enough extra around the thimble to extend n at

one or both ends. Usually, though, il the rope is too

short, thechoh es are possibly to splice in an octet]

sion (with the splice < leal Ol lull e\elrts
. m t<>

replace the whole thing Alternatively, it \<iu ill

dealingwith a short but elastii lufl rope, you < ould

iiK lease the rig's hauling power, and peihaps \oii

should in the event thai the rope is too long. Indi

rated hy the sails iei en Ing tOO mill h tension while

the rope remains siac k and sagging, It is simprj

mattei oi freeing one end ol die lufl rope and then

pio< ceding through the lull rope setup pr<

whit h should be concluded by i uttmg off the <

rope Wire oi exi easrve length < an be heed at the

peak, then i he sail's lull sei upcorrei ti\ with an
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extended seizing from the wire's head thimble to

the sail's head ring.

Taper and Broadseam Adjustment
There is a big difference between tapers that pro-

vide edge support and those that create camber.

The former are far easier to alter. They are generally

shorter and straighter, and, most important, they

are located in relatively uncomplicated parts of the

sail when it comes to preparation and taking the

seams apart. The leech tapers of a crosscut fore-

and-aft sail are the easiest to alter in that they are

small, straight, and have not already been

trimmed. These tapers are eased or tightened only

slightly to relieve a hooked or sagging leech. Only

in instances where one particular location needs

help would the adjustment be concentrated in one

seam, say to support a reef clew; otherwise, it is

better to make small adjustments in several seams,

equidistantly spaced along the edge. A tremendous

difference can be made by Ke inch greater or lesser

overlap in four to six seams along a leech. Chang-

ing the foot tapers of boomless and loose-footed

sails is, again, a simple operation, but it can be

complicated by having to rerope the foot of a sail.

Generally, one is trying to remedy a hooked or

floppy foot. Note first whether there is excessive

roach in the foot and whether outhauls and sheet-

ing are correctly adjusted. Clearly, a foot with no

tapers at all that flops to leeward needs support,

as described earlier in this chapter, particularly

seam tapers in the area of maximum roach. But if

there is a problem, it usually lies in the curve of the

taper, not in the amount of overlap: too abrupt a

flaring of the taper puts the roach on a hinge. Thus,

to relieve hooking, the curve should be flattened,

with less flare down low. To remedy a floppy foot,

the seam tapers can be broadened another %inch

or so, and the curve made more pronounced.

Luff tapers on a crosscut fore-and-aft sail are by

far the most difficult to alter, as it is necessary

to remove all the luff eyelets and reinforcement to

start with, then unpick and redraw the seams (as

described earlier in this chapter). The need to

make these adjustments arises from dissatisfaction

with draft placement or shape of entry. A pattern-

cut sail does not lend itself to this sort of adjust-

ment—it is too difficult to see what has been done

before, and both sides of the seam may have been

trimmed. The easiest sails to alter are those on

which you can see untrimmed broadseams; and

then, when the seam is unpicked, you are back at

flat, straight cloth panels to work with.

Essentially, unless it is but one or two offending

seams that need adjustment, the project is identi-

cal to broadseaming the luff of a new sail. The only

difference is that the portion from the draft posi-

tion aft is already sewn. With these, as in all taper

adjustments, it is best to sticky-tape them back

together: first, to ensure even tension of layers; sec-

ond, to check out the new shape in advance of

sewing; and third, to permit the immediate

redrawing and cutting of the edge curve that will be

necessary if any major changes have been made. In

order to make the entry of a sail fuller, the broad-

seams have to be widened. As a result of doing this,

you will find that the luff is now shorter and the luff

curve will have to be slightly flatter.

Installing a Reef in a Used Sail

This is a very common job—so many production

sails are made with no reefs or only one in antici-

pation of the boat's being a fair-weather sailer

prone to motoring. Any working sail and some
auxiliary sails can be reefed. Do not overlook the

possibility of putting reefs in headsails.

Reefs are not just stuck in a sail at any old depth.

They reduce sail a specified amount to achieve

control and balance of helm under specific condi-

tions, wind ranges, and sail combinations. Some
study of the correct position of the reef(s) is the

first requirement. Without a sail plan or some
experiential reference, the sail plans of similar

boats can be used as a guide. Successive reefs are

often, but not always, placed equidistant from one

another.

Reefs are survival gear and as such should be

built as strong as the rest of the sail and designed

for easy and speedy use. Most reefs are parallel to

the foot of the sail, or the luff, as in sharpies. But
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they can be on the diagonal, as in the boomless

lateen rig or the balance reef of a gaff sail. Diag-

onal reefs provide an alternative sail profile while

at the same time reducing area. Often in these

instances one corner, such as a tack, will serve for

both full-sail tack and the reef tack. The diagonal

reef makes a single sail quite versatile.

Procedure

Lay the sail out fully tensioned and as flat as

possible.

Locate the reef endpoints with some kick-

up to the after end of a boomed sail. (See

reef-location discussion earlier in this

chapter.) Pin out the reef area as smooth as

possible.

With spikes at the reef clew and reef tack

endpoints, spring a batten to the desired

curvature of the row of reef points. Note:

Boomed, fixed-footed sails must have the

eyelets below the straight-line reef. The curve

will be straight or shallow, with its deepest

part 40 to 45 percent aft. The curve on a

boomless or loose-footed sail will be the

same as thefoot curve.

Mark reef-point locations, as evenly spaced

as possible and a maximum of 2 feet apart.

If more than one row of reefs is to be

installed, it is convenient for ease of mea-

surement to set them all up at the same

time. Comparisons can be made.

Remove battens, and draw reef clew and

tack patches.

Cut out and assemble all patches.

Prepare the sail by unpicking and lifting

leech and luff reinforcements in way ol the

new reef clew and tack.

Sew all patches in place.

Resew leech and luff tahlings. I his may
necessitate rereeving a leech cord with

exits and entrances at each reei dew 'as

described earlier in the chapter).

Install corner rings, eyelets, reel unties,

and leather as descrihed earlier.

Converting a Sail to or
from Roller-Furling
Converting a conventionally hanked sail to am
of the extruded-slot roller-furling systems is

extremely simple, and entails only a slight loss of

the original sail area. First, make sure your sail has

the appropriate tack angle (less than 85 degrees), is

relatively flat (little camber), and is a good com-

promise in cloth weight—that is, light enough to be

of some use in light airs, hut strong and heaw

enough to hold shape and integrity in moderate

winds. Many strategies have been devised to make

roller-furling sails as effective and versatile as pos

sible: graduated cloth weights, reel position | oinet

patches, luff systems to counteract the tendency

of the rolling to push camber into the reefed sail

configurations. The only one of these Innovation!

that is appropriate to a home conversion would be

the addition of reel-position corner patches. And

those, if not already known, would have to be del

ignated under sail after some experimentation

once the sail's luff has been converted.

Procedure

1. it is easiest to use commercially made lull

tapes intended lor furling systems, i he size

and type ol tape depend on the size <•! the sail

and the brand ol furling geai I urling gen

manufacturers spe< Ifj the size ol rope, and

the tape width ol prepared tape is sized

according}) Purchase the tape In the desired

straight line length ol lull [See [able 6

2. With the lull ol the sail spread out remove the

old lull tape, eyelets, i ornei rings, rope, and

all by simply cutting along thever> Innei i

ol the lull tabling

3. The remainder of the tape installation pro< rss

is the same as am sum h<-d n\

the method using staples earlier in this

chaptei It is to be hoped that the former lufl

curve will serve in the converted system; if

not, the luffcurve must be redrawn tension

and spike out the lull

I Plai e the tape "\n the * ut edge of the s.nl
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with the edge flush against the innermost of

the two ropes within the tape. Pin the tape

firmly to the floor at the head.

5. Stretch the tape as taut as possible. Pin at the

tack.

6. Staple the tape to the sail, dividing the inter-

vals in half down to a spacing of 3 inches

apart. Alternatively, pins and double-sided

sticky tape can be used. Make sure the tape

is flush against the cut edge of the sail all the

way along.

7. Important: Remove all the luff pins from the

sail before releasing one end or the other of

the tape; otherwise, the contraction of the

luff tape will tear the sail at the pins!

8. Fold and trim the tack and head with a

hotknife. Sew the tape with two to three rows

of zigzag stitching.

9. Middle 2 to 3 feet of double-thickness, 1 -inch-

wide flat polyester webbing and reeve it

through a stainless steel ring of 1 to VA inches

outer diameter. Sew the two equal-length tails

ofwebbing to both sides of the sail simultan-

eously (four layers of webbing in all) along-

side the innermost rope of the tape. (See

Figure 6-59 for reference.)

10. By hand, oversew with light twine the cut edge

between the inner and outer rope ends to

protect against chafe.

Converting a continuous-luff roller-furling sail

to a conventional hanked luff is a matter of cutting

off the furling-type luff tape, then proceeding as

you would in the building of a luff in a new sail. A
real quick and dirty job can be made of it by slap-

ping eyelets and hanks into the furling luff. This is

not recommended for anything but a beater of a

sail, and a fair-weather one at that. It's not worth

bothering with anything but spur grommets and

squeeze-on hanks in this instance.

Installing Edge Covers
on Roller-Furling Sails

Unless you plan on using a sock to protect your

roller-furling sail from ultraviolet light, you can kiss

that sail good-bye if it has no edge covers. Even if

the cloth and thread are coated with UV inhibitors,

the sail will not last long. It is easier to install covers

on a new, unwrinkled sail, but used sails, if not too

creased, present no great difficulty. Edge covers are

essential, but they are ugly, and until recently, if

they were at all UV resistant, they were quite heavy.

For a long time sailmakers grappled with the

problem of not having a suitable, lightweight edge-

cover material for small-boat roller-furling sails.

For that matter, the cover material available for

heavy sails wasn't all that wonderful either. With

the advent of UV-resistant adhesive-backed film, I

thought not only that the lightweight edge-cover

problem was solved but also that anyone, with

some patience, could now install an edge cover.

The stuff had all the attractiveness of Saran Wrap

on the sail, and it was like working with flypaper,

but it seemed to need no sewing, blocked the sun,

could cover areas that cloth covers couldn't, and

was easily patched.

It was these appealing features that caused me
to persuade a trusting client to give the UV film a

try—only to have her discover en route to the

Caribbean that the film immediately started peel-

ing off the sail, was easily torn, constantly needed

repair, and somehow managed to permanently

wrinkle the sail into a sticky wudge! The informa-

tive postcard I received about these developments

was friendly, but I felt like a turd anyway.

So use the UV film if you want, but alterna-

tively, a light 2-ounce, UV-coated, adhesive-backed

Dacron cover cloth is available that seems to be a

great improvement on the film and is obtainable in

white and blue. Being adhesive-backed, this mate-

rial still has the problem of stickiness oozing out

around the edges, but in any case it is a reasonable

option for the home sailmaker with a light roller-

furling sail. This material is not recommended for

cruising and constant heavy use. It is more for

light, seasonal sailing. For heavy sails and ones that

demand some durability of the edge cover, a heav-

ier UV-coated Dacron or the standard acrylic edge-

cover material is preferable.

For installing nonadhesive cloth covers, the eas-
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iest approach is to sew a long strip along the leech

and another on the foot; therefore enough cloth

must be obtained to cover both lengths. Cloth

could be saved by making up the edge covers from

numerous short cloths running perpendicular to

the straight-line foot and leech, but this involves

much more work. Long strips parallel to the sail

edges do waste cloth, but the time saved is worth it.

The more pronounced the leech hollow and foot

round, the greater the wastage will be. (When
designing a new roller-furling sail, edge curves,

particularly in the foot, are kept to a minimum.)

Procedure

1. Roll up the sail as it will be on the boat

—

correct side out—and mark with a pencil the

overlaps along the entire length.

2. Unroll, spike, and pin out the sail as flat as

possible.

3. Set up a taut string in a straight line parallel to

the straight-line leech and 2 inches in from

the deepest overlap mark made.

4. Roll out the cover cloth along the string, from

head to clew, and pin it securely along string

and leech. Cut the end, leaving material for

hemming under at head and clew.

5. Set up the taut string parallel to the straight-

line foot, 2 inches in or up from the overlap

marks at clew and tack.

6. Roll out the cover cloth parallel and along the

string, starting at the clew, but only over-

lapping the leech cloth by 1 % inches.

7. Pin the cloth securely along the string and

foot. Cut the end of the cloth at the tack,

allowing enough extra to be hemmed undei

along the luff.

8. Along both leech and foot, trim oil extra (loth,

leaving the tabling's width to be hemmed
under.

9. Firmly sticky-tape or staple the i overs to tin-

sail along inner and outer edges, with the

leech cover overlapping the loot (over. I rim

and hem under around the < omei rin^s I lave

the outer edge of the cover protrude slight 1\

i iguri 8 90 /" be i ertain <>\ On- »»ri

mrnl an a mllct fur liny, tail, toll the tail u/» ttttd

mark It along luffandfool Thecovtt musttxttnd

m least i ini he* into the wl
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figure 6-91 . Laying out a roller-furling sailfor the installation ofedge covers. You can lay

out one edge at a time ifspace is limited, but it's important that the edge be laid out as it

will naturally set in use on the boat.

past the edge of the sail for maximum pro-

tection.

10. Last, draw a long zigzag line across and along

both edge covers. Sew the cover down with

heavy thread and a zigzag stitch along the zig-

zag line. This will minimize bagging of the

cover cloth. Avoid sewing the leech and foot

cords.

Installing Adhesive-backed Edge Covers

Anyone who has assayed to lay contact paper on

cupboard shelves has some idea what you're in for

with this project! But don't let that deter you—just

make sure you have a couple of extra yards of the

material on hand for the inevitable foul-up. It's still

easier than sewing an acrylic cover.

Preparation: Are you going to work your way

around following the edge curve, or go along a

straight inner line as described for one-piece

cloth covers? The first method can be done in a

small space, pinning the sail edge out, section by

section, on a piece of plywood. Then the material

is laid out in manageable 6-foot sections. (Even if

the entire sail were pinned out, the cover might

still be applied in 6-foot sections.) The sail edge

must be pinned out fairly, as it will be the line

along which the film is laid. The straighter the

edge is to begin with, the easier this is, particu-

larly along the foot, where it is awkward to work

along any round even with short, 6-foot sections.

The second method requires full layout space;

a steady hand could roll the adhesive-backed

material along the whole edge in one piece.

Regardless of the method, the sail must be clean
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and pinned out perfectly flat—new, unused sails

probably lend themselves better to this process

and stand a better chance of permanent adhesion.

For the best possible adhesion, the sail and the

work space must be dry, warm, and clean. Every

free-floating dog hair and potato chip crumb for

miles around will be drawn to this stuff! Once this

goo sticks to itself, forget it; cut a new piece.

Procedure, Short-Section Technique

1. Cut sufficient 6-foot lengths of the cover

material to cover the length of the leech.

Caution: Make sure you are mounting the

cover on the correct side of the sail!

2. Pin out the head and upper 8 feet of the leech

in a straight line, to the width of the material.

3. Pin a section of the material with the backing

in place along the leech. Mark and trim

around the head shape, and trim the outer

edge flush with the leech.

4. Roll the piece up. Separate the cloth from the

backing at the head and roll it out, pulling the

backing out from underneath. Maintain even

tension across the roll.

5. Smooth it out lightly with your hand, then

firmly with stockinged feet.

6. Lift the sail, pin out the next section, and

repeat with a %- to 14-inch overlap—because

the sail edge is curved, the overlap will be

wedge-shaped. Mark where the overlap begins

to ensure alignment with the sail edge during

rollout. The edges of sails are often not fair

curves, and it is easy to misalign the material.

Small deviations are okay, as the edge is later

covered with an edge tape of the cover cloth

Inevitably, there are bloops and wrinkles that

are inconspicuous when smoothed out.

7. On reaching the clew and tack, trim the covei

material to fit closely around the hardware

before removing the backing.

Procedure, Full-Layout Method

1. Spike and pin out the full sail.

2. Determine the area to be covered (as

described for nonadhesive cover cloths) and

draw the layout line 4 inches in from the

overlap marks.

3. Trim the end of the film to the shape of the

head of the sail. Work down the leech.

4. Trim off the excess or, possibly, fold it around

the sail.

5. Proceed as for steps 4 and 5 under "Short-

Section Technique," above.

6. Finally, section by section, with the full sail

edge suspended in the air, adhere the edge

tape made of cover cloth over the sail edge.

This serves to help hold down the outer edge

of the cover and fully protect the sail edge

from the sun. Save any extra material for

patches and places of chafe, such as pulpit

and spreader patches.

The adhesive-backed edge coven ol sail*

receiving heavy use, particularly those that

chafe on stays, mast, or shrouds, should In-

stitched by machine along the edges ol the

cover material.

Altering Sail Camber
Here we are concerned with changing the i ainhci

ratio—the depth of curvature dh ided by tin- 1 hord

length—which measures how ll.it oi lull a sail is

either in general or at a spei iln height I Matt posi

tion, shape of entry, and shape oi exit are related

considerations, the alterations ol whi< h are dii

CUSSed elsewhere in this chaptn

Broadseaming has become the primary means

ol forming cambei in Arm synthetii fabrics \

molded sail ol this type is lealh ,i lixed .md un.il

terable form. Sails on whii h the ( ambei < an he

adjusted ate made "I iel.it i\ el\ solt t.iluii s. with

curvature being < reated in edge « urvet, hunted

broadseaming, and bias elongation it is generally

easiei to llalten an e\< essi\e|\ hill sail than it is to

give greatei i ambei to a sail ol Insuffii leni < urva

lure.

Flatteninga Sail Plratchciii Ih-iIut tin-

edge tensions are correctly balanced with the haul
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ing power on the boat. If the sail's reinforcements

are too short, tight, or strong, this will show up as

a baggy sail along with other symptoms such

as crow's feet at the hanks or slides. Reroping,

lengthening the luff wire or rope, or replacing a luff

tape with a lighter tape of less tension, will correct

this fault and enable a flatter sail, but does not alter

the sail's built-in shape. Be sure, too, that the prob-

lem is not one of excessive edge length for the spar

or stay. This situation is rectified by a different sort

of recut, as discussed elsewhere.

Clearly, if a sail is deriving its overly full shape

from excessive edge curves, those curves can be

recut with less round, or so as to redistribute cur-

vature to push less cloth into the sail. If one part of

the sail is disproportionately full, the section of

edge curve governing that area should be reduced.

The only problems arise in deciding how to deal

with rings and eyelets. The sail has to be disassem-

bled back to the stage of fabrication at which its

original edge curves were drawn. Handsewn rings

can be removed and the edge recut without reduc-

ing the size of the sail, but to recut the edge curve

of a sail with hydraulically pressed rings, the whole

edge tape must be cut off as when converting to

roller furling (see above).

If broadseaming has played a major role in the

fullness of a sail, it may be discovered on taking

everything apart that there is little edge curve to

reduce.

Do not overlook the fact that a sail's camber can

depend heavily on the curvature of the wire or spar

on which it is set. If a stay sags excessively or a

spar is not bent enough, the sail will be fuller. You

could recut the sail to compensate, and perhaps

that is necessary, but the problem may be resolved

by adjusting stay tension or spar bend.

How much should you reduce an edge curve?

You could calculate this photographically or visu-

ally by estimating the camber of the sail in relation

to its chord length when full and drawing. If the

present round results in too much fullness, it can

then be deduced how much less would yield the

desired camber. Alternatively, given the chord

lengths and quarter points, you can estimate what

you think the round should be for the camber

desired (see the section on sail design earlier in this

chapter). Last, you can judge intuitively based on

how excessively full the sail is in relation to the pre-

sent edge curve.

To check the present edge curve, all tensioned

reinforcement must be removed. The sail is then

laid out flat, lying as naturally as possible. If any

other edges are tensioned, they must be set up in

the spiking out; otherwise, the edge you are work-

ing on will be bowed or distorted.

Pin the old curve out fairly, then stretch a string

taut to designate the straight-line edge. Thus

revealed is the offending lump, or even a lack of

hollow in a stay-set sail or one that is set flying. The

rest of the procedure is one of drawing, trimming,

reinforcing, and finishing the edge as in a new sail.

Note that it may not be worthwhile going to great

lengths to reinstall a seafarer's construction,

though if the sail doesn't merit a quality recon-

struction, it probably wasn't worth the time and

energy of a recut in the first place.

Making a Sail Fuller Camber cannot be

increased without shortening edge measurements

in some way (unless, in the case of a cotton sail,

you resort to the expedient of loading the horizon-

tally strung-out sail full of wet sand!). Widening

broadseams will shorten the edge of a sail unless

extra cloth is added, and redrawing and recutting

edge curves for increased round will likewise

shorten the straight-line edge.

As I pointed out in the above section on flatten-

ing a sail, do check to see that the overly flat set of

the sail is not a rig or sail-handling problem. Exces-

sive sail-flattening spar bend or stay tension can be

reduced. Outhaul tensions can be eased. It is pos-

sible that the flatness of a sail is a construction fault

in that the hand roping is slack, the taping is of

insufficient tension, or the luff rope or wire is too

long. This fault will be revealed by excessive bias

elongation and a pocket along the edge of the sail.

In this event, the edge reinforcement can be

removed and reset for proper balance.

Much labor can be saved, when only a moder-
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ate increase in camber is required, by increas-

ing the width of broadseams at the freestand-

ing edges of the sail, leech or foot—or at least, on

those edges with minimal reinforcement to remove

and replace. Foot seams can be broadened, and

foot tapers or darts can be added.

WIDENING LEECH SEAMS OF A CROSSCUT OR

MITER-CUT SAIL. The taper begins at the draft

position, then gradually widens aft. It must be

quite flat, if not straight, since you are not only

building camber but also creating the shape of the

exit. Depending on how much of the sail needs

renovation, the emphasis may be on tapers in one

location or evenly distributed along the whole

leech. Any seam adjustment will require later

redrawing of the edge curve. Seams can be

adjusted anywhere, and darts cut or folded as nec-

essary.

EDGE RECUTTING. Recutting edges to increase

camber is a major project. Because there are so

many less-arduous alternatives for imparting full-

ness, it should be a last resort. All reinforcements

must be removed and the endpoints moved in,

thus reducing sail area. It may be possible to

increase the broadseaming somewhat along that

edge at the same time, thus creating some fullness

with less need to rely upon edge curve change and

consequent loss of sail area.

Shortening a Sail Edge
Shortening an edge ot a sail, either to adapt a pre-

owned sail or because your sail is too long lor spar

or stay, can be either quick or almost as tunc

consuming as building a new sail. An alteration will

be more or less complicated depending on which

edge ol a sail you arc working. Some sail area will

inevitably be lost, but this may be parti) \ mir

intention.

I he lour majoi < onsidcrations are

l. The angle at whii h tin- < loths will strike the

re< ut edge, and the resulting elte< t on bias

elongation and sail shape along that edge

2. The correlation between the unrecut sail's

shape and broadseaming and the reeut sail s

new dimensions. Adjustments in broad-

seaming may be necessary.

3. The removal and replacement of edge and

corner reinforcements and hardware.

4. Redrawing and cutting new edge covers.

Each of the above considerations has been dis

cussed in the process of building a new sail or alui

ing sail camber, so you have the information you

need to do the work. But the attempt may not be

advisable if the work is too extensive. Remember,

when you change one edge of a sail, you altei .it

least one other edge in the process.

Adding a Clew Slide to a Sail

Frequently, on production sails having an Intel

nal boltrope that slides in a slotted spar, there is no

reinforcement at the corners ol great si i ess the

clew in particular. All the strain not absoi bed In

the outhaul, and all the chafe, tall on two layers <>l

tape between the boltrope and sail. It's a weak

point that could be strengthened b\ a good lashing

through the clew ring and around the boom. 01

alternatively, DJ (be installation ol a i lew slide I In-

latter is a simple conversion man) types ofslides

are available, bom light plastii t<> massive sum
less steel. I be slide must be strong enough and ol

Correct Size to slide sinooihh in a slot, and it must

be attached in alignment witb the boltrope

Procedure

i
.
(ross Btitch through the bolt rope to preveffl

its tension hum going slat ^

i. Merer) hotknifeoi < m awaj suffr lent area

below the (lew ling to tit tbe slide

{ ( heisew die < lit [Millions b\ b.ind

i wnii nylon webbing, seize tbe slide t<> t!

( lew line,

Othei corneri <>i various sails could use the

same treatment tbe peal on .i slotted gall the

head '>l .i Bermudan main on a slutted n
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RECUTS AND SHORTCUTS

Q: A year ago I bought a Ranger 23 with a full inventory ofheadsails but only one main. A local

sailmaker informed me that a second main with two reefs would cost $950, so I looked around for a

second-hand mainsail and bought one from a larger boat for $10 at a yard sale. Using the Ranger

main as a template, I cut 25 inches off the foot of the larger sail, folded the new edge over a few

times, and stitched it by hand. I left the original boltrope in the fold; it took me about eight hours. Then

I cut about 7 inches off the leech end ofthe foot and faired it in with the curve ofthe leech so the foot

would not be too long for the boom.

I have never done any sailwork before, but to my surprise, when I set sail, the sail fit like a glove!

I know this was an unorthodox way to recut a sail, but it seemed to entail the least work. What is

the proper way; how would a sailmaker do it?

A: Congratulations! You're a successful graduate of the self-taught quick-and-dirty school

of sail alteration. For your work to have turned out so well you must have taken care to

spike out the sail with sufficient tension on the edges so that it lay relatively flat and undis-

torted. You also must have done a careful job with the fairing of the leech and the cutting of

the foot. Any problems in the end product would likely have been in the leech, due to an asym-

metrical distribution of roach curve and batten support and a diagonal strain on the bias of the

cloth.

A sail loft would first study the feasibility of utilizing the camber built into the old sail.

Cutting a smaller sail out of a larger one of molded shape changes both the amount and loca-

tion of draft unless the recut sail is retailored.

Every effort would be made to have the cloths run perpendicularly to the straight-line

leech, thus keeping the strain parallel to the fill threads of the fabric. With that in mind, the

route in your case would have been to cut a new leech from new head to new clew, shorten-

ing the luff and foot sufficiently to fit the spars. The procedure would be much like that for

removing batten pockets as described in the accompanying text. The foot or luff might have to

be cut a little shorter than would otherwise be desired in order to keep the cloth panels

perpendicular to the leech. The loft would then rebuild the head, clew, and reef clews, install

batten pockets and leech cord, and sew up the leech. It would be a major job requiring at least

as many hours as your courageous effort (if done well) and costing a lot more than $10!
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figure 6-92. The internal boltrope and edge tape are weak points in a sail bent to a slotted

spar. A clew lashing would help take the strain. Alternatively, a heavy-duty slug slide

seized to the clew ring will add much chafe-free reinforcement.

if slides small enough can be found, the tack and

head of roller-furling sails in slotted systems.

Removing Batten Pockets,
or Dumping the Hump
What part of a sail do sailmakers and sailors find

themselves repairing most frequently? Batten

pockets! Does the mere mention of the word give

you the cold collywobbles? Bluewater sailors,

coastal cruisers, racers, and daysailors all have the

same complaint: Battens are eating up their sails!

Battens cause other problems too. They break and

tear the sail. They fly out of the pockel and are lost

overboard. They catch under spreaders and lazy-

jacks. What are those sticks doing in the sail in the

first place? Do they have to he there? Why''

Battens are splints of a sort thai support the

roach—the htimp or convex < urve outside the

straight-line leerh bom peak to < lew. I his hump, in

a typically jibheaded mainsail or rnizzen, foi e

pie, is also supported by a headboard at the top ol

the sail. Headboards also cause problems. Ihej ooi

rode, and their sharp edges can CUl through the sail

Battens and headboards an- then- pi unai il\ to

permit greater sail aie.i. More sail aiea hopelulh

means more speed An adjustable lew h fol m and

sail afterbody are advisable foi the m«>si effl< lenl

sailing. Do you have to have the hattens lie' lake

them out and sec A speed hump, unsuppoi ted.

pops and snaps like a Hag. resulting in worse dam

age than the battens i Atisc and providing no extra

speed. Does the loac h requiring the battens and

headboard have to be there? If vou aie a i ompeii

live sailOl hi want maximum sailing peitormarn e

yes; otherwise) no.

I oi the s.uloi whose prmi.u\ (ometns are

saiet\, durability, and economy in .i well found

sail, the lee< h i all he ( ill straight or e\en with a

i ei lain amount of hollow or < om IVC < ur\e. ihus

eliminating the need toi haltens and headhoard
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figure 6-93. Onceyou dump the hump, you'll wonder why you put up with those battens as

long as you did. Lay out the leech as naturally as possible so that the hollow cut into the

leech remains a fair curve. With any luck you can reuse cloth, leech cord, and even rings,

so that little in the way ofmaterials need be purchased.
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If you are about to get a new sail, hallelujah!

Simply make it clear that you want no roach. But

legion are the sailors who possess what otherwise

would be a seaworthy sail were it not for that trou-

blesome speed hump. In that case, it's time to

dump the hump! A professionally executed

roachectomy can be quite costly; the larger the sail

and the more reef clews to be relocated, the greater

the expense. Any patient and determined person

can recut a leech. You don't even have to have a

sewing machine or a space big enough to spread

out the whole sail.

Is a meticulous roachectomy always appropri-

ate? Not always. Ifyou find that the specifications

for nonbattened leech construction outlined

below differ from the construction of the rest of

your sail (which is probable, since anyone build-

ing a sail with these seafaring techniques pre-

sumably wouldn't have put in battens and head-

board in the first place), it would be prudent to

decide whether you'd be merely putting a strong

link in a weak chain. If so, refinishing most of the

sail is in order; or else buying or making a new
sail altogether would make better use of your

resources. Occasionally, however, overall sail

condition; lack of space, time, or materials; and

batten loss can conspire to warrant a quick-

and-dirty job.

Tools and Suppliesfor the Roachectomy

Floor space long enough to lay out the entire

leech and wide enough to lay out the after third of

the sail is essential. A clean, wooden-floored, well-

lighted space is preferable.

Tools: #2 pencil, seam ripper, heavy scissors,

electric hotknife (optional), stapler, saihnaker's

palm and sail needles, bench hook, lids, knile.

sewing machine capable ol sewing multiple lasers

of your sail's cloth (optional), a length ol twine

longer than the leec h, a length ot mi h nylon

webbing or a flexible batten longer than the lea b.

eight scratch awls, and pushpins.

Man-nals Sail< loth of the same weight, ( on
struction, and linish as the sail (enough to make

new corner patches if the cut-off material is insuf-

ficient), sewing machine thread the same as the

sail's (if sewing by machine), sail twine, leech cord,

brass rings and liners, leather, wax, sail tape of the

same cloth weight as the sail and half as wide as

the luff tabling (optional), and nylon webbing.

Preparation Before laying out the Bail, with a

seam ripper, knife, and scissors, unpick the head

and clew reinforcements (rope, tape, webbing). lift

the old reef clew patches, if reusable, and open up

the tabling. A leech tape can possibly be salvaged

Taping the recut leech (even if some other type of

tabling was formerly used) saves the timeot folding

and fairing in a new rolled tabling at bead and clew,

covers seam ends on a crosscut sail, and avoids a

tight leech.

Remove battens and hardware and lilt the poi

tions of the batten pockets that will overlap the

new leech. You may want to leave the head and

clew as they are, either because the\ an perfof tl\

sound or because the comer rings have been pa
manently pressed in.

Procedure

1. Spike and pin out the aftei third ol the sail so

that it lies smooibh and naturally I bis maj

require putting some tension on (lit fool and

head.

2. Find the endpointa <>t the new lew h i urve

in locating these points there are three Inta

dependent major considerations doth

direction, leech i urve fairness, and t ornei

ring size and position rhestraighl Una

between the two points should best parallel

the weave ofthe sailcloth, and every effort

should be made to tail tile new len b into (lu-

be. id and i lew I bis will be inllneix ed l>\ the

si/e ot the < omei rings, whit h should be at

least as big as the old reef clew rings i mmi

( lllties nia\ .Ulsr in What v\a'. tomierh .1

headboard area, partii ulart) in i low espet t

s.ui \n oversized ring i an be Installed to fill

some ot the extra area si the bead and permit
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the best alignment of the leech. If necessary,

the sail's edges can be shortened.

3. Place spikes at the endpoints and stretch

twine taut between the two. This will be a

reference in judging the fairness and shape of

the leech curve.

4. At a point 45 percent or so of the leech length

up from the clew, measure in from the straight

line a distance of 1 inch for every 6 feet of

straight-line leech, and mark.

5. With webbing or batten, set out a fair curve

between the endpoints and through the

maximum depth mark. With the spikes at the

endpoints of the finished edge, it is a matter of

preference whether you place the batten or

webbing on one side of the spikes or the other.

On the inside, it is easier to compare the curve

with the twine. On the outside, a batten can be

used for drawing the fold line of a rolled

tabling.

6. Draw the finished edge and, if making a rolled

tabling, the fold and cut lines. Make the new
tabling at least as wide as the old.

7. Now, take a deep breath, relax, and whack that

hump right off! Or rather, carefully cut along

the finished edge for a tape, or cut on the

outermost cut edge for a rolled tabling.

8. Fold new tabling or tape. Make new corner

patches if necessary—five or six layers per

corner for seafaring purposes, with the cloth

direction paralleling the adjacent sailcloth.

9. Locate, staple, and sew the patches layered as

described earlier in this chapter with one row

of stitching per patch. Hem under the inner

edges of the cover patches.

10. Trim corner patches and sew tabling or tape

in anticipation of redrawing and refolding the

tabling. A leech cord is installed at this time.

Nylon webbing is an effective means of

strengthening a corner patch and providing

strong reinforcement for the entrance and exit

of the cord without excessive chafe to the

cord. It is necessary to reeve off the leech cord

at the clews after having sewn down the outer

finished edge but before sewing the inner row

of tabling stitching. Use a large sail needle for

reeving. If a wider and stronger additional

reinforcement tape is to be used, it should be

made up in advance with the webbing sewn to

it in the correct location and the cord rove off.

Finishwork Sew in corner rings with reef clews

located above the straight line of the reef eyelets,

for strain. Obtain liner setting dies or have liners

set in a sail loft. Anchor the upper end of the leech

cord with hand stitches. Rerope the clew and head

if the sail was roped. Hand sew leather chafe pro-

tection at each corner.

Postoperative Observations Bend and raise

sail. How does the leech set? What does it do when

the wind comes on to blow, and on different points

of sail? Try adjusting various sail-edge tensions.

What happens to the leech? How does the boat

sail? Any change in the helm?

You may have succeeded in cutting a fair and

flat leech, maybe not. Are you getting depressed

because tweaking and vanging don't relieve post-

operative leechaches? Maybe some additional

snips and tucks in the leech, as described else-

where in this chapter, will help.

There are consistent aspects of sail construc-

tion, and to some extent what I've given you here is

recipelike. However, in many ways, no two sails

being the same, this is an adventure requiring cre-

ative thinking and resourcefulness. What you have

here are general guidelines. You'll be making many
decisions, comparisons, and analyses yourself.

Follow through with this self-reliant, seafarerlike

approach by saving the remaining pieces of the

hump for future repairs. Inevitably, your sail will

need some patching. But one thing's for sure, you'll

never have to repair the batten pockets!

Foot Surgery
It is always painful to behold the set of an other-

wise shapely headsail ruined because the foot and

tack are scrunched by the bow pulpit and lifelines.

If the tack height of such a sail cannot be raised to
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LEECH FLUTTERS

Q: / recently built a small Dacron spritsail for my Whitehall skiff. I cut the leech with an inch or

so of roach and now it flutters noticeably. What can be done to correct this?

A: First check for balanced sprit and luff tension. Excessive luff tension pulls camber for-

ward, causing slackness in the leech. Lack of snotter tension causes an obvious girt from throat

to clew. Try some adjustments while moving the sheet lead forward, thus putting more sheet

tension on the after edge of the sail.

If there's no improvement and you have a crosscut sail (panels running perpendicular to the

leech), you may tighten a couple of seams by overlapping the panels an additional /» inch or

so at the leech in the area of flutter. A light leechline rove off within the leech tabling, secured

at the head, and exiting the clew permits tensioning, which can reduce flutter. But overten-

sioning a leechline is a poor substitute for proper sheet lead, sail trim, and rig adjustment.

To eliminate the problem altogether, recut the leech straight or with a %- to I -inch hol-

low. Locate the deepest point of the hollow about 45 percent of the leech length up from

the clew.

relieve this sail-eating situation, the loot can be

recut in a relatively simple podiatric operation.

I irst of all, determine how much higher the lack

must be in order lor a loot with 5-pen enl roach to

dear the pulpit and lifelines. The simplest fool

surgery only requires removing a wedge ol Bail

between the old dew and the new ta< k. but if the

sail is terribly low clewed to begin with, it ma\ be

desirable or even necessary to whai k oil hold the

clew and the lark in order to get ,i liuu 1 1011,1 1 .11 id

aesthetK ally pleasing height of (lew to ni.iti h the

new tack height The preparation, tools, and mate

rials lot loot suigei\ ol this i\ pe are siniil.u tOthose

lor leech surgery

Preparation Before laying oui the sail rbi dram

ing and (lilting the new loot, it will In- m
to release an) tension in thelufl rope 01 in 1 1 wire

Ifme luff is only reinforced with luff tape, you mi)
pun eed duct tl\ to the next step; otherwise, the

anchoi sewing 01 seizing ol the luff rope 01 wire

must be removed and, In thi ol .1 lufl rope

shortei than the lull ol the sail, an) thimble In the

1. H k rod must ,iKo be removed
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Now, if you are making a simple wedge-shaped

recut, unpick and remove any reinforcement on

the foot side of the clew, and open up the foot

tabling for a good 6 feet or so. At this time

the foot cord, if any, can be extracted from the old

tabling. Note how it was installed, as that is a

model for how you will reassemble the foot and

figure 6-94. How many times out on the water do
you see a low-clewed, low- tacked genoa suffering

the chafe ofbow pulpit and lifelines? If the sail

can't be tacked any higher, afoot recut can save its

life. Much reuse ofmaterials is possible. The most
complicated aspect of thisfoot surgery is resetting

the luff, but this is the same process as in a new
sail. The lowest hank may need to be moved.

foot cord. If you will be doing a complete foot

recut, none of this unpicking and foot-cord extrac-

tion is necessary except to study the construction

and reuse of materials.

Layout and Cutting Spike and pin out the sail.

Preferably you have room enough to spread the

whole sail; if not, at least the lower third should be

flat, the cloth evenly tensioned, and all tension in

the luff removed.

The new foot curve for either form of recut is

now drawn. Quite likely the curve will be fair and

evenly distributed either side of its maximum
round at the midpoint. Furthermore, it will not be

a roach of great depth. (In the wedge cut there

wouldn't be cloth enough, and in both cuts it is

necessary to limit the size of the roach so as not to

have to monkey with foot tapers for support.) Keep

the round less than 3 percent of the straight-line

foot length.

Fairing the foot curve into the clew in the wedge

cut is a little tricky because of all the creases in the

old tabling, and, since the clew ring is still there,

the curve cannot be faired into the actual vertex of

foot and leech. The clew patches will have to be

trimmed back to accommodate the new foot

curve. Most likely you will be installing a rolled

tabling, but a foot could also have a cut tabling or

merely be taped. In any case, the fold, finish, and

cut lines for the desired tabling are all drawn with

batten and compass.

Reassembly The new tabling is folded and

rubbed down after the curve has been cut. In the

full foot cut, new clew and tack corner patches

must be cut and installed—probably five to six lay-

ers in the clew and four to five layers in the tack.

(It is possible, but unlikely that the recut has left

enough of the old corner patches to make this

unnecessary.) For the wedge cut you will probably

have to rebuild the tack completely Hopefully the

old tack patches are salvageable, or there might be

enough usable cloth from a roachectomy.

You will notice that the luff tape is in the way of

all this tack reconstruction. It must be struck up
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with sew-to marks for later reinstallation and then

removed to at least 6 inches above where the new
tack patches will end so that the patches and foot

tabling can be installed. We have a little problem,

too, with the leech cord, which, if the old clew is

removed, must be extracted from the lower leech

tabling and later rerove through the tabling and

leech-cord exit of the new, rebuilt clew. Be careful

not to accidentally snip off the leech cord when
cutting the new foot curve!

All this leech- and foot-cord installation, exiting,

anchoring, and belaying is discussed earlier in this

chapter. Sew the new foot tabling and lower leech

tabling, if necessary, while installing the foot cord

and leech cord of the full foot recut. Now, all that

remains prior to finishwork is to replace the luff

tape to its original sew-to lines and marks.

Finishwork At the clew: For the full foot recut,

it is now necessary to install reinforcements, cor-

ner hardware, chafing gear, leech-cord belaying

system, and foot-cord anchor as if it were a new
sail. For the wedge cut, one has only to replace

reinforcements and chafing gear and anchor the

foot cord.

At the tack: Both types of foot recut are now in

the same boat—reinforcement, corner hardware,

and foot-cord belaying system are installed as

though for a new sail. Taped luffs are now home
free except for trimming the corner and sewing on

some leather for chafe protection, but everyone

withaluffropeorwireisinforit. (I know I said this

foot-surgery business was a simple operation, but

if I'd let on in the beginning that maybe you were III

for some hard sledding, you might never have

begun this worthy sail-saving project!)

As in a new sail, the tensioned relationship

between the sail and the wire or rope must he

reestablished. I his will entail stretching the lult ol

the sail and the Wire 01 rope to their respet live ten

sions in relation to one another and at < ording to

the halyard power on the boat, as discussed eatUei

in the chapter. An eye with the tack thimble can be

seized or spliced into the rope or wire; then the

thimble is seized to the corner ring, or the rope,

sans eye, is merely stitched through the sail. I he

whole is then leathered over.

Depending on the new tack height and old hank

spacing, it may be necessary to work a tack eyelet

and seize a hank to it. Some sort of tack pendant

will now be required. 1 suggest spiking on a rope

pendant with a snap shackle. The snap shackle tan

be spliced on or the pendant left adjustable with a

rolling hitch.

If after careful consideration you find this pro

ject too daunting or deem the sail unworthy ol the

time and effort—or you actually like ha\ Ing the

extra sail area—sail life can be prolonged h\

installing chafing gear on the lifelines and a gpei ial

form of chafe patch, called a pulpit patch, on the

sail, the procedure for which is presented in ( hap

ter 8, "Sail Care and Maintenani

Many sodtrodders use phrases that actuall)

have their origin in sailing and the sea 1 rom the

above sail-recutting operation we obviously get t<>

start out on a new (or the right) tool" .is well as the

commonly heard "to set oil on a new taik So

there you are: oil on a new loot and t.u k. out on the

water. The most likeh flaw to ai ise in the set ol the

new fool is Unltei and sagging to lecw.ud I list

Check that (he sheeting angle is ( oi let t. then ti\ a

little foot-cord tension If it takes scrunchingup the

loot ol the sail like the mouth ol a l.iundi\ bag '"

stop the flutter, you t ould leave it, <>i you i ould

head hat k to the Operating theatei. when- hope

fully, some adjustment ot alre.uh existing loot

tapen will provide the net css.u\ Support In a \er

in ai oi in iter cut sail, some of the teams can be

broadened as des< rlbed earliei In this t haptei v.

a last recourse, the foot curve can be recut with less

round.
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Sail Fittings: "Hardware"
and "Software"

IN A CHAFE CONTEST between cloth and metal

hardware, or between cloth and wood, the cloth

always loses. Aside from sun deterioration and

abuse, sails are most prone to die young from the

ravages of hardware. The hardware is of three sorts:

(1) that which is part of the sail—battens, for exam-

ple; (2) that which is used as a means of attach-

ment to the rig and is united with the sail—hanks,

for example; and (3) that which is part of the run-

ning or standing rigging and is attached to the sail

from without—say snapshackles or reefing hooks.

One could have a sail and rig with absolutely no

metallic hardware if one chose, but generally hard-

ware increases the strength, efficiency, and dura-

bility of a sail if used judiciously and appropriately.

This is not rampant purist traditionalism—it's

common sense. If the components of a sail are of

compatible materials, they will work and age

together rather than compete or self-destruct.

Thus, if metal fittings must be attached to a sail, it

makes sense to couple them with compatible and

complementary metal fittings in the sail. But an

even better solution is to isolate metal fittings from

a sail with soft seizings; then the sail and the fit-

ting will endure, and the seizing can be replaced.

So to balance strength and chafe resistance and

maximize sail life and economy, a sailor makes use

of hardware and sacrificial but strong software.

What follows are some common examples of the

hardware that causes sail destruction, along with

suggestions for substituting or adding software or

less-destructive hardware to create a seaworthy,

seafaring sail, means of attachment, and rig.

The notion of software flies in the face of con-

temporary sail gear, with its emphasis on high cost,

speed of installation, and maintaining fixed sail

shapes and rigid foils. But software can introduce

great flexibility and elasticity, increasing shock

absorption and adaptability. Moreover, given the

incredible stability of synthetic fibers, use of soft-

ware can be made with little sacrifice in sail perfor-

mance. The goal is a cohesive ensemble of sail and

rig working together.

Fittings Within Sails

Rings and eyelets: All-metal rings and

eyelets are compatible with firm, thick

fabrics but not with voyaging materials or

materials of much elasticity. Furthermore,

they corrode. The traditional, softest, and

371
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most flexible alternative is rope grommets,

used as eyelets or as anchor holes for

cringles and round thimbles (see Figure

6-58). After that, there are hand-stitched

eyelets (brass or stainless steel rings), which

combine rigidity with elasticity and ease

of replacement.

Thimbles: Placing heart- or teardrop-shaped

thimbles at the ends of luff ropes is sound

practice, but the open ears at the throat of

the split thimbles typically used in moorings

chafe the seizing between the thimble and

the sail corner ring. These thimbles can be

pinched shut, the ears spread to accommo-

date the splice, and the throat leathered to

minimize seizing chafe. The best alternative,

though, is a cast, solid, heart-shaped thimble

of bronze or stainless steel, filed smooth as

necessary so as not to chafe the seizing.

Wire rope: There was a time when wire rope

was the only sort of luff reinforcement that

could withstand the enormous strain of

halyard winches without stretching inordin-

ately. Then, there was no choice but to

endure the corrosion, weight, ungainliness,

and labor-intensiveness of wire luff ropes.

Now, with few exceptions, a sail's strength,

longevity, ease of handling, and versatility

are best served by synthetic double-braid

low-stretch luff ropes of polyester or Kevlar.

I daresay even natural-fiber sails could

utilize such ropes, though little exper-

imentation has been done.

Wire seizings: Stainless steel seizing wire

might be used to retain slides, seize a luff-

rope thimble to a corner ring, or affix a

round thimble to anchor holes, among
other things. I hese techniques are strong

but cause much (hale, and it is difficult to

lay up the turns nt wire so the strain is

evenly distributed. Moreover, there is no
give, elastic ity. or shoek absorption.

Alternatively; slides and thimbles i an be

seized with twine orwebbing seepage

while round thimbles can be stuck with

cringles or even seized with heavy leech

cord.

Headboards and clewboards: Of necessity,

these are hard and inflexible. They have to

be to support the area they do. The alter-

natives are not to have them at all or to

minimize the problems with certain varia-

tions. One option is to incorporate a large

handsewn ring or a cringle and round

thimble in place of a headboard in a Him

mudan sail. 1 doubt that tin- clewboard in a

go-fast sail is ever likely to be eliminated, as

such equipment is generally part of a

complete sail/rig package ofCompatible,

go-fast orientation. It would he pointless to

make the sail last longer than the rest oi the

boat. Internal headboards are easiei on a

sail than external sandwich-type he.nl

boards, but beveling and smoothing the

edges of the latter will somewhat rcduc e

wear. In either case, using webbing instead

Of shackles to Seize slides will eliminate one

source of chafe to the headboard.

It is possible to revert to the da\s <>| yon
by installing a wooden headboard. I low

strange it would look on a I )acton sail' Hut it

can he strong, light, niim orrosive, and tank

kind to the sail.

Battens; The elude ol battens, like that oi

headboards, can only he slowed, not

eliminated, unless battens ate dispensed

with altogether, wlm h entails iei iittmg the

leech ofthe sail (seepage ''•)
i hen- is no

software alternative; one can only rendei

battens less destructive with smoothing

beveling, and plastii endcaps Simulta

neously, the sail can be fortified with extra

( loth, webbing, pads, and, In thei iteoi

lull length battens, pi, istn end protei n

and sex kels mhi< h themsehes h.ne sh.up

abrupt edgt

I itiin^s Seized to Sails

. Hunks rhese are discussed on page 173 hi>

hanks of the type crimped onto a sail* or an)
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hanks in which metal or plastic is in con-

stant contact with the sail, are extremely

destructive. Plastic or leather chafing gear

in way of these hanks is but brief post-

ponement of the inevitable. The only

durable alternative is to hand seize hanks

with twine in a strong, consistent manner,

which isolates the metal from the sail (see

page 341).

Slides: Plastic, metal, or composite sail

slides don't in themselves cause much harm

to a sail, unless they come in direct contact.

It is the use of shackles to attach the slides

to a sail that destroys both sail and slide.

Seizing slides with webbing or twine

completely eliminates this problem. In

€AIL_.

4^

After repeated turns around the hoop and

through the luff eyelet, cinch with crossing

turns between sail and hoop.

A single piece of marline is middled and

cowhitched to the hoop. Then the ends are

passed in opposite directions through the

luff eyelet.

figure 7-i. Seizing a mast hoop.

TURJsJS

Finish the crossing turns with a square knot.

The finished seizing isolates the hoop from

the sail.
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addition, the sail is quieter in stays, and

there is some shock absorption.

Mast hoops: Like slides, they don't harm a

sail unless there is direct contact, which

there generally is, unless the method of

seizing separates hoop from slide. Alterna-

tively, there are cast-bronze two-part fasten-

ers available for small mast hoops. The

female part is mounted on the wooden mast

hoop, and the male part is seized to the sail

with twine. It is a common feature on Beetle

Cats with mast hoops and greatly facilitates

the bending and unbending of sail.

D-rings, cringles, and rings attached with

webbing: While handsewn corner rings do

not directly cause chafe or reduce sail life.

their use in the sail may bring secondary

impacts. For example, even if only line

hoi-steo
LUFF

LA<iJM<5,

*1

H\TCM

LASHIM^

SPl^/O., FOOT" *NP FOCrT ^MO
HEAP LASHI^

/
f\x£D OU »A I

VJD C\JLj*J

FiGun 7-2 Lacingand lashing technlq
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passes through it, there is much chafe on

the loaded side of a handsewn ring. Leather

is a deterrent but doesn't last long, espe-

cially against metal shackles, pins, or hooks.

Here we find the virtues of cringles and

round thimbles, D-rings, and rings attached

with webbing. They are easy to install,

strong, and require no special tools, and

they are outside the sail, offering the

compatibility of metal to metal if such

hardware is to be attached to the sail (see

page 171 and Figure 6-58).

HOISTEO
JJUFR

J-AC<IM6i
TE<SHNj)4UE.

*2.

1?OLUMC,
Hitch

TO SAIL-
AND SEIZ-E-O

ACTTUSTASL-E-;
0UTHAUL. v/'TH
CXSM/ LASHIM<^

figure 7-3. More lacing and lashing techniques.
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Rigging Fittings

Outhaul cars and tackfittings: These wreak

havoc, particularly on sails with clew and

tack rings. D-rings and round thimbles

provide a means of separating a sail from

rig fittings, if correct alignment can be

maintained so that the clew, tack, and sail

edge of a fixed-footed sail are all equidistant

from the boom. The software alternative to

this hardware is lashings of line. A tack or

throat lashing is a fixed thing, whereas a

clew lashing or gaff (or yard) peak lashing

is often adjustable. A lashing can be in two

parts—one around the spar, which takes

the strain, and an outhaul for tension

adjustment—or, where frequent adjust-

ment is not required, the outhaul and lower

lashing can be combined. It is important

that the lashings maintain alignment of the

sail edge.

Slotted spars: These are fast and convenient

in several ways, and they do make for very

simple sailmaking (no eyelets, no slides,

etc.), but sometimes their attendant chafe,

grime, and awkwardness of reefing and

furling are overridingly undesirable. To

alleviate these problems, the sail can be

made with or converted to eyelets and slug

slides (seized with twine or webbing). The

slides must run smoothly in the spar slot.

and the bail of the slide must protrude t.n

enough from the spar to permit three layers

of webbing in the seizing. A conversion ma)

require some extension or adjustment of

end fittings on spar or sail to maintain sail

edge alignment.

There is great economy, strength, and versatility

in bending sail with robands, parrels, and/or lac

ing. There are many forms; see Figures 6-Ht

robands), 7-2, and 7-3 for a few ideas While Bel

dom seen on production boats, these techniques

might be considered for a new boat, a refitting, or

an emergency repair. Naturally, lac ing ot a hoisted

luff will only serve on an unobstructed spai

Other hardware sources of harm to B sail, sin h

as spreader-end, pulpit, lifeline, and Bhroud ( hate

are best alleviated by a change ofsail configuration

or position. The next best option is to Minolta

neously protect the sail with chafe pah lies while

rendering the offending hardware less abrasive In

means of a generous application ol baggywrinkle

or lamb's wool, tennis halls, or some store bought

antichate system.
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Sail Care and Maintenance

NATURAL-FIBER SAILS, as modern sailors are

so quick to point out, are prone to rot.

Numerous methods were developed in the past to

protect and prolong the lives of cotton and flax

sails, the vulnerability of which was well recog-

nized. But with the age of synthetic sailcloths has

come the erroneous notion that these fabrics are

invulnerable and virtually maintenance-free. Not

so. Sails, natural-fiber or synthetic, represent a siz-

able portion of the investment in any sailing vessel.

Even throwaway production sails are costly items.

It makes sense then, in many ways, to prolong the

life of a sail by a regimen of care, maintenance, and

storage.

Much of the harm that comes to sails is the

result of abuse or neglect while underway. Sail life

can be significantly prolonged by judicious use

and adjustment of sails at sea. Flutter, slatting,

slamming, flogging, and chafe must be minimized,

if not eliminated. Abuse and neglect aside, a well-

set sail lasts longer.

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

It could easily have been a sailmaker who first

coined the phrase, "A stitch in time saves nine,"

and an ounce of prevention is certainly worth a

pound of cure when it comes to sail care. Stitch-

ing, both hand- and machine-sewn, is all that

holds the pieces of a sail together. The failure of a

weak or worn spot can cause vast lengths of oth-

erwise sound stitching to let go in succession.

Conduct a survey of your sails as described in

Chapter 10.

In regard to stitching, check in particular the

areas noted in Table 10-1. Stitching fatigues with

strain, sunlight, chafe, age, and, in the case of cot-

ton, rot. It is a good idea to resew the stitching at all

visibly weak spots immediately, and throughout

the sail at about its midlife. Repeated restitching

in the same location weakens the sail; thus, new
stitching should be shifted slightly to avail the

thread of fresh cloth in which to take hold. A hand-

sewn boltrope frequently needs restitching in iso-

lated locations and eventually along its entire

length. If the boltrope is sound, it is easier to resew

while the rope is in place than to wait until it has

come so adrift you essentially have a whole roping

job to do.

The biggest problem in restitching handsewn

rings is the removal of the old liner, which can be

done, I find, with a marlinspike. Usually the same

stitching holes can be reused. If not, the next size

larger ring can be worked instead. If you see the

loaded side of a ring giving way, reinforce the area

377
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with webbing or anchor holes and seizings, as illus-

trated in Chapters 5 and 6.

When you inspect a sail's attachment fittings,

you should examine not only the hanks, slides,

robands, etc., but also the seizing or equivalent

that holds the fitting to the sail. Both periodically

need replacement, though the hardware of a well-

maintained, well-stored, and properly used sail will

usually outlast the rest of the sail and can live on

in yet another one.

Chafe in certain areas of a sail is inevitable,

requiring chafing gear either on the sail or on the

rig. These protections, if they do their job, need to

be renewed periodically. On the sail, there is the

leather chafing gear sewed to all corners and in

way ofjackline hanks. In addition, there are sacrifi-

cial cloth patches and bands that protect the sail

from pulpits, spreader ends, lines, battens, and

hanks. Chapter 7 offers alternatives to destructive

sail hardware such as squeeze-on hanks and

shackles. Ifyou persist in using such items, you will

have heaps of maintenance to do.

Installing a Spreader or Pulpit Patch
Ideally, installing spreader or pulpit patches is a

type of preventive maintenance, but all too often

one does not figure out that chafe protection is

necessary until considerable harm has already

come to the sail. Nonetheless, the sail can be

repaired and then chafe-protection measures

taken. At least in this catch-up method, it is clear

which area of the sail needs protection. Spreader

and pulpit patches are not repairs in themselves;

they are sacrificial chafing gear added to the sail.

Even if you've applied chafing gear to the spreader

ends, lifelines, and pulpit, and even if you've

changed your headsail's tack height, pulpit and/01

spreader patches on the headsail may still be nee

essary.

If the sail is fairly new, there is really no accu-

rate substitute for setting the sail and marking the

locations of spreader and pulpit or lifeline (hate on

the sail. Don't skimp. It is belter to < over loo mill h

of the sail than tOO little. Moreover, it the sail is to

be tacked al various heights In ordei to adjust

Pktcm

Snocy t*pel> CM*ff-> P*RX D0u6<-fcP

SAIL. eD6,E_j

figure 8-i. Spreaderand pulpit pau hn

sheeting angle, there will he mme than one

spreader-patch location -which ma) be i overad

by one large patch or multiple smaller ones

Basically, applying this type of chafe patch ii

very similar to working a icpait pat! h \t the same

tunc, n is completely different be< suae nothing is

removed Itotn the sail, and the pah h ulm h is

one piece is folded in hall, doubled IfOUIld lh<-

leech 01 foot Ol the Sail, and sewn Id hold sides of

i he sail rhis way chafe protection is afforded to

both sides and the \ei\ edge (it the sail

Procedure

I I'm the .ilea <it the sail l< i he pat( hed as rvenh

and as flat as possible Measure the ,\\r.\ U<

( fueled and dctcimme the form and
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measurements of the appropriate-size patch.

Don't forget that the patch will be doubled

symmetrically around the edge of the sail.

Spreader patches often have a triangular,

pennantlike profile; pulpit patches are more

of a stubby shape. It doesn't really matter what

shape the patch is, as long as it covers the

chafed area of the sail.

2. Draw and cut out the patch on sailcloth of the

same material, weight, finish, and cloth direc-

tion as that of the sail. There is some leeway

here, but it is important not to add any more

weight than necessary to the edge of the sail.

If the sailcloth is synthetic, the patch can be

cut out with a hotknife, or cut and the edges

sealed with a flame. Otherwise, the patch can

be hemmed—so allow for a !^-inch hem all the

way around in the drawing and cutting.

3. Fold all hems, if any, and apply double-sided

sticky tape all the way around the perimeter

of the inside of the patch. Fold the patch in

half as it will be when applied to the sail.

4. Slide the folded patch over and under the

edge of the sail in the correct location, and pin

it in place.

5. Remove the backing of the sticky tape on that

side of the patch and firmly adhere the patch

to the sail.

6. Unpin the sail, flip it over, and repin it evenly

and smoothly Refold the patch over the sail

and pin it in place exactly opposite its other

half on the other side of the sail. Remove the

backing on the sticky tape and firmly adhere

it to the sail. For added security the patch

can be stapled.

7. Sew around the inner perimeter of the patch,

taking care not to sew through the leech cord

or foot cord. Do not sew along the edge of the

sail.

It is certainly possible, though a little more
time-consuming and difficult, to apply a chafe

patch without sticky tape, in which case sew-to

lines and strike-up marks can be used and the

patch sewn one side at a time. Alternatively, the

patch could be stapled one side at a time and then

sewn through all layers, as is done in the sticky-

tape method.

Sail Cleaning and Washing
Sounding much like the The Graduate's Mr. Robin-

son when he said to Benjamin the word of the

future
—

"plastics"—a man who had made a for-

tune in the rug-cleaning industry once advised me
in hushed tones, "sail cleaning!" His theory was

that the big money was to be made not in making

sails but in keeping them pretty and in good shape.

It was to be a year-round service—pickup, clean-

ing, repair, storage, and delivery. The client need

do nothing but sail and sign the check. He envi-

sioned swimming pools used as cleaning vats,

fleets of delivery trucks, and franchises.

It was a good idea, and he was right about the

money. Many lofts incorporate cleaning into their

services; some specialists have even set up opera-

tions along the lines of the rug-cleaning tycoon's

idea, though I know of no service as comprehen-

sive as he outlined. Those services that are avail-

able are cosdy—currently $1.50 to $2.00 per pound

or 25 cents per square foot. To have a sail profes-

sionally cleaned is a serious matter. Cleaning a sail,

in general, is a serious matter; for sails to last as

long as the materials are capable under ordinary

use, they must be cleaned and, in particular, rinsed

regularly. It is not a matter of looking pretty—it is

one of preservation and performance.

Certainly there are chemicals that break down
natural and synthetic fibers, but the most consis-

tent source of problems in a poorly maintained sail

is salt saturation. This, combined with improper

storage, spells the doom of any sail, regardless of

the cloth type. Salt corrodes all hardware and fit-

tings, not only destroying the hardware but also

weakening the surrounding cloth. Just as impor-

tant, salt adds weight and is hygroscopic, which in

turn adds more weight and invites mildew, the

blemisher of Dacron and the death of cotton.

Clearly there is much to be gained from merely

rinsing your sails thoroughly with fresh water on a

regular basis. Soaking in warm water will dissolve
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SAIL CLEANING

Q: It is time to clean my sails! I heard that it is safe to use a mild soap in a large laundromat

washer. Do you agree with this?

A: DON'T, whatever you do, throw the patient into a washing machine! The result will

be a lifeless, weakened bag. I suggest a 24-hour soak in a large tub of fresh water with a mild

detergent (e.g., Ivory Flakes, Amway, or Ecover), agitated periodically by hand with a paddle.

Then scrub the spots with a moderately soft brush; make sure not to back the sail with any-

thing abrasive, such as concrete. Flush the spot while continuing to scrub in a circular motion.

Whatever cleaning agent you use, it is quite important to rinse these spots and the whole

sail thoroughly. This method may not work for really recalcitrant grunge, particularly if the

stain has had some time to work its way into the cloth fibers, but at least it is inexpensive

and you can do no harm to the sail.

most caked salt, and mild scrubbing will remove

the rest. Such devotion to salt-free sails will go a

long way toward clean-looking sails, especialk il

the sails are thoroughly air dried and stored in a

clean place. When it comes to dirt and stain

removal, care must be taken not to harm cither the

sail or oneself in the process.

Increasing the level of alkalinity in Dacron

and acidity in nylon renders both fabrics more vol

nerable to their big nemesis, ultraviolet light.

Excessive force in scrubbing removes ultraviolet

protective silicones and resins and breaks down
stabilizing resin coatings Here's an undeniable

example of this: fake a swau h ofsailcloth, crumple

it up awhile, then gi\c it a whul in I washing

Mi.it bine, No hand cleaning would normall) pro

duce such a limp rag hut, little b\ little, that is the

effect ofviolent scrubbing and agitation

Various sail cleaners are available \ mild

household so.ip and lukew.uni watei will ser\e

well lor all purpose c leaning I he iinpoM.inl thing

is to thorough!] rinse th< - sail ilterward In onlei to

remove all traces oi pii altering cleaners tins

method is sale fol n.itui.il and suithetx materials

[here are Specift s.nl cleaning recipes in Ion

I toward w Ullams's ///<• t "'< and Rtpali <>\ Sails,

whii h he honowed from K I I ihn

had ^re.it sue < ess with |iist a gentle SOtD) washing
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and occasional bleaching—and a sail would have

to be mighty ugly before I'd go splashing around

with any polysyllabic chemicals.

Sails are most likely to need bleaching because

they've become mildewed—probably the most

common stain to a sail, especially in warm cli-

mates. Mildew is merely discoloration to a syn-

thetic sail, but marks the return to the earth for

natural fibers. Bleach—sodium hypochlorite

—

lightens or removes mildew stains while serving

temporarily as a fungicide. Howard-Williams sug-

gests diluting a domestic bleach such as Clorox in

a ratio of 1 part bleach to 10 parts cold water, or
XA cup to

lA gallon.

The mildewed area of the sail is first scrub-

bed lightly with a stiff brush to remove surface

mildew—followed by two or more hours of soaking

in the bleach bath. I knew a sail-cleaning company
that soaked its synthetic sails for days. Frankly, the

extra time didn't seem to make that much differ-

ence. Naturally there is a point with cotton where

bleaching efforts become more deleterious than

the humble but mighty mildew.

Bleaching is not advisable for nylon or colored

fabrics, and of course, all sails must be thoroughly

rinsed after bleaching.

SAIL STORAGE

It is of the utmost importance that sails be stored

dry and salt-free. Moreover, the storage place

should be dry, clean, cool, and ventilated. Natural

fibers, especially, should be allowed good air cir-

culation. The best care of sails used periodically

and stowed on board for short periods is to furl or

fold them when they're dry, cover or bag them, and

leave them in a ventilated place—possibly on deck

or down below. It should be shipboard routine to

maintain dryness and protect all sails on board,

even the seldom seen stormsails! Imagine the dis-

appointment of going for the storm jib at the onset

of a gale, only to find that the hanks have corroded

shut!

Ashore, and in long-term storage, sails must be

protected from rodents. I was once bought a sail

that had been home to rats; it looked as if it had

been used for shotgun target practice. In the event

figure 8-2. Flaking a sail. Flaking a boomed sail is

essential when the luffrope runs in a groove in the

mast. It is optional with any other means ofluff
attachment. Flaking is most easily done by two

people as the sail is lowered. The person on the

leech hauls aft andfolds while the person at the

luffbrings the sail down whilefolding bights in

the sail. If there are slides, the slide is in the center

ofeach fold. One person with six hands and great

determination can flake a large sail alone. This is

a good technique to use with heavily resinated,

stifffabrics.
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HAVE A BAKE SAIL!

Q: / have two areas of inquiry about the care of new sails:

1. My Dacron sails are wrapped in a blue "Taylor-Made" tarp and kept in the attic or in the

trunk of my car when not in use. The car and the attic get very hot in the summer. How
will this prolonged exposure to high heat affect the sails?

2. To reduce friction in slotted spars, is it hazardous to a sail to spray the mast and boom

with a heavy-duty silicone or something like WD-40? Is there another solution to the prob-

lem?

A: Even the heat in your car's trunk during summer causes a certain degree of shrinkage

in nylon sailcloth. If the sail has been stored wet, colored nylon will bleed—and bleed more and

faster under the influence of heat.

Dacron has a melting point of 500°F and the finish on cloth has been cured at 400" F. There-

fore, damage due to hot storage is unlikely. Shrinkage or resin Finish deterioration is possible,

however, in a poor-quality fabric if the processes of heatsetting and finishing have been inade-

quate.

Unless thoroughly rinsed and dried, a stored sail will undoubtedly contain salt, which

attracts moisture and thus results in mildew and corrosion—especially in a warm, dark, unven-

tilated space. In summation: Store nylon sails rinsed, dry, and cool . . . and to be safe, do the

same with sails made of Dacron.

In regard to giving those sticky spars a squirt: The lubrication of slotted spars, while doing

no physical harm to the sail (maybe to you, though, if you breathe that stuff), will surely stain

the cloth and boltrope. A luff or foot rope should be correctly sized to run smoothly in the

slot. You might consider having a smaller rope or a Teflon luff tape installed Alternatively,

you could convert the sail to eyelets and slug slides. In addition to easing the hoisting, drop-

ping, and adjusting of the sail, this would have benefits in furling and reefing.
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the storage place cannot be rid of rodents, it is wise

to suspend the sails in their bags by a single line or

wire from the rafters. Good air circulation is simul-

taneously afforded.

When it comes to the zealous care of sails, I

know of no one who has gone to such exacting

lengths as a devoted sailor I know in Osterville,

figure 8-3. Furling techniques. Anotherfurling
technique—"skinning the bunt." This works best

with softfabrics. (1) Remove battens. (2) Pull all

folds (dog ears) ofthe luffto one side or the other.

(3) Beginning at upper leech, haul leech aft and
dump into belly ofsail. (4) Continue this process,

folding the sail into itselfas you would bread

dough. (5) When thefoot is reached and the sail is

gathered in like a tight sausage, roll the bundle on
top ofthe boom and gasket it.

Massachusetts. To ensure the well-being of his siz-

able investment in sail and canvas, he has set up

within the major portion of his garage a sail locker

that includes storage, cleaning, drying, and work

facilities. It is a monument of devotion to sail

preservation.

It is most unwise to furl and cover a wet cotton

sail; the wet furling and covering of even a syn-

thetic sail will result in mildew. Roller-furling sails,

of course, are particularly prone to this neglect. At

the earliest opportunity, the sails should be aired,

without being left to whip about or slam. Part of

the success of the sails' storage depends on the

manner in which they are furled or folded. Wooden
battens should always be removed from their

pockets or they will surely warp. Any reefs tied in

should be shaken out before a sail is stowed

overnight.

How to Fold a Sail

An excellent test of teamwork and cooperation is

the task of folding a sail correctly. Done most effi-

ciently, it is a two-person job on any sail larger than

a bedsheet. Two people who can fold a sail together

can probably successfully engage in any other

form of mutual undertaking. It's all a matter of

coordination and balance of tension, like any

dance, so that each folded panel is flat and of uni-

form width.

Often sails are folded parallel to the foot, but if

the sail has a clew angle greater than 90 degrees

this doesn't work. The sail can first be doubled

close to the clew, then folded parallel either to the

foot or the luff. There is some benefit to the latter

method if the hanked headsail is to be trans-

ported or agitated after having been folded—the

hanks will be on the outside of the folds, not chaf-

ing the cloth and stitching on the inside. It is true

that folding heavily resinated fabrics will form

permanent creases and break down the resin

coatings. Such sails are best rolled and stowed in

long tubular bags. Using care in folding, one can

avoid creasing corner patches permanently. On
soft cruising fabrics, there is no concern about

creases.
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ileum e i Foldinga sail to bestowed in a bag This technique works best with little wind
and plenty oj room to spread out. and makes <m effet five prenuptial i ompatibillt)

l nld toward the wind
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figure 8-5. Folding a headsail with a large clew

angle. First double the sail as shown, then fold and
roll as before.

Sailbags and Sailcovers

The best-quality sailbags and sailcovers are made
of treated cotton or acrylic cover cloth. The point of

a cover is to contain and protect, and good sailbags

and sailcovers are an investment in long sail life. It

seems obvious that the single most important

aspect of the sailcover is that it cover the whole sail!

Frequently one sees a clew or a head peeking out.

What use has a healthy bunt with a rotten head and

clew? This is a common failing of many of the com-

mercially made stowing and furling systems.

TANBARKING AND THE
PRESERVATION OF SAILS

In Chapter 5, 1 related the tale of how I once dressed

down a sail with such a volatile preservative liquor

that the sail was confiscated in the middle of the

night by the noble men in rubber of the Anacortes,

Washington, fire brigade. The innocent cotton lug-

sail had been thoroughly paid over with a mixture of

red canvas paint and turpentine—no wonder they

confiscated it! Anyway, it was retrieved and is now,

a decade later, still in perfect condition. So, you see,

it makes great sense to preserve natural-fiber sails;

there are various ways of going about it, some more

natural and some more toxic than others.

There is the kind of waxy- feeling, paraffin-and-

mineral spirits-based treatment available from the

Buckeye Fabric Finishing Company, called Canvac,

figure 8-6. Folding a sail with a large clew angle,

Method #2. Makefolds parallel to luff instead of

foot. This method leaves the hanks accessible and
minimizes chafe in the stowed sail.
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which is obtainable in colors and has zinc naph-

thenate as its antifungal agent. I have used Canvac

in its clear form on boat covers and found it to be

easy to apply and a significant factor in extending

the life of the cover. It does nothing to stiffen the

cloth but does add some weight. Who, you might

ask, in this world of Hinckleys, Pearsons, and Tar-

tans, is treating sails with goop like Canvac? Actu-

ally, a significant number of the Maine Coast wind-

jammer fleet do so—and, I suppose, many other

natural-rag sailors who see their sails as an invest-

ment worth preserving to the bitter end.

In the tanning or barking of sails, it is tannic

acid that serves to inhibit organic rot. This natural

preservative can be found in blackberry bark, blue

vervain, coltsfoot, sumac, oak, hemlock, mangrove,

and tea. Of course, those canvases that come from

the manufacturer already mildewproofed with tin,

arsenic, or PCBs don't need any protection tor a

while. But eventually they will, so it does not make

much sense to subject yourself to those poisons II

you want a natural-fiber sail, better to obtain

untreated fabric and then bark it yourself when the

sail is stretched out and ready.

Canvac is the most likely preservative agent

these days, but in former times no-nonsense work

boat formulas were used extensively on both fish

nets and sails. Tanning recipes now are found only

in vintage books in the dusty nautical cornet ol

antique bookstores. Two such hooks arc Yacht

Cruising, by Claude Worth, and I isln-rnn-n's Knots

and Nets, by Craumont and Wenstrom.
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Sail Repairand Restoration

WHAT IS A SAIL REPAIR? It is helpful to main-

tain a distinction between small repairs and

restorations or rebuilds, which are bigger jobs (see

Chapter 10). These differentiations not only hint

at the work, time, and money necessary to bring a

sail back on line, they also help you anticipate

required tools and materials; a ditty bag's worth of

small-repair potential is quite different from a sail

locker full of restorational capability.

Many sails and systems are built to self-destruct,

but, strictly speaking, only neglect, catastrophe, or

utter expiration should necessitate the restoration

of a properly constructed, well-maintained, sea-

worthy sail. Well, if a sail is giving up the ghost at

the end of a long life of reliable service, its time has

come, and time and money put into repair and

restoration are resources better devoted to mak-

ing a new sail.

That does bring up the possibility, though, of

having to "repair" a sail that should be given its last

rites just to complete a voyage or a season. It is

amazing how much wind a sail can hold as long as

it is in one piece, no matter how far gone the mate-

rial. The best chance of keeping the sail in use is to

repair it with relatively tired materials so as not to

create a stressful, strong link in a weak chain. If

you've ever tried patching a well-worn pair of blue

jeans, you know what I mean—the patch is fine, but

almost immediately the pants part all around it.

An ounce ofprevention is worth a pound of cure.

Here are some common examples and sources of

damage that require repairs:

burns from cigarette and pipe ashes

fishhooks in wire standing and running

rigging

cotter pin ends

battens

pulpit and lifeline chafe

improper reefing

leech and foot flutter

sun exposure

poor maintenance

rodents

excessive wind strength

motoring with the sails flogging about

slatting and slamming

improper storage

spreader and shroud chafe

chafe from rig components

DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

There are three categories of damage in a sail:

damage to the cloth, damage to the stitching, and

387
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damage to the attachments. How do you deter-

mine what needs repair, and how quickly should

the repair be made? It is obvious when damage is

so extensive that the sail is unusable, or if the prob-

lem is conspicuously precarious (one sneeze and

the sail blows), but how about pinholes or a stitch

torn here and there?

It is true that the repair of many types of minor

damage is not critical—indeed, the sail could live

out the rest of its life chock-full of little dings, and

most do. With regard to cloth damage, it was the

rule of thumb in my apprenticeship that a hole too

small to stick a pencil through is not worth patch-

ing. As it pertains to overall sail integrity, I think

this is true; pinholes constitute no significant loss

in strength. Moreover, a fully sewn patch must be

big enough for seams and measure at least 1 inch

along each edge.

Little holes are, however, places for something

pointed to catch on, and they don't help the aero-

dynamic quality of the sail. Therefore, a herring-

boning or a protective piece of tape would be pru-

dent. The need for an immediate cloth repair is

determined as much by the location as by the

extent of the tear. A larger hole can go for quite

some time in the bunt of a sail—a place of mini-

mal strain—whereas a small tear at a place of great

strain, say a corner, the leech, or particularly the

clew, demands immediate remedy. Of course,

the weather is a great factor in what the sail will

have to withstand. When in doubt, fix it.

Stitching damage is similar to cloth damage in

that a single stitch torn here and there is of no great

concern, especially on the seams of a vertically cut

sail where the strain is parallel to the seams. Like-

wise, the location of stitching loss is Important. If

stitching has let go from stress, it is clearly in a

place of great strain; if it has been chafed through,

the location may not experience great cloth ten

sion. Move quickly to restitch places of strain: cor-

ners, leeches, patches, and reinforcements. Again,

when in douht, fix it. Stitl hing tends to fail in a

chain reaction. The destruction of one link puts

unsupported strain on successive stitches, and
they all go, even the sound stitc hes in good < loth

Broken hardware, seizings, and attachments are

obviously cause for immediate remedial action, no

matter where they are. A similar chain-reaction

potential exists as with stitching. Seizings, web-

bing, and the stitching of rings can last an amaz-

ingly long time in a state of disrepair, especially it

located in places of little strain and only subjected

to fair-weather sailing. It is a testimony to the

longevity of software that, even dilapidated, it

serves well—within limits. Hardware has a more

critical breaking point. (If I may preach parenthet

ically, therein lies one of the overriding virtues ol

spliced standing rigging as opposed to swage tit-

tings.)

Handsewn rings can lose more than one-third

of their stitching and still be effective, as long .is the

stitching on the side of the strain is sound. Most

often, repairs in this category will he part ol routine

maintenance. When in doubt, fix it.

THE REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE KIT

The tools and materials described in ( haptei 1 go a

long way toward furnishing a well found seafaring

sail-repair-and-maintenance kit l in- following

lists expand that capability within the te.ihstu

scope of the sell reliant d.ivs.uloi 01 VOyagei Note

that repairdoth should be identical in weight, i on

struction, and finish to that of e.n h sail COVi

With Dacron this is not so ( ritu ,il n\ io ( oinc

close, though.

To the basic repair kit Of< haptei l.thrdaysailoi

might add:

sail-repaii tape

inch double sided sli< k\ l.ipr

repi.K einent s.ui hardware and the tools

to set spm grommeti

repi.K einent s.nl b.ittens

. .melee tin 01 but.me powrn-d liotkmfe

. mi h and i m< h webbing

. double braid tope spin ink tools

. extra sail< ovei and ( irk f.e>t' i
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See the tools and materials section in Chapter 5,

"How Sails Are Made," for insights on the items

listed above and below. In addition to the basic kit

and the tools and materials above, the serious voy-

aging sailor could also have in the bosun's locker:

a high-quality treadle or hand-powered

zigzag sewing machine

machine sewing thread of the weight(s)

found in sails aboard

a long-jaw stapler

replacement luff rope and boltrope

10 yards of each type of sailcloth aboard

a 100-yard roll of 6-inch by 7- or 8-ounce

luff tape

extra cover and bag cloth

extra D-rings and round thimbles

extra three-strand line

awning fabric and hardware

extra canvas fasteners and tools

replacement hardware for large corner

rings with liner-setting tools

MAKING REPAIRS

Repairing synthetic- or natural-fiber fabrics is like

making sails in those respective materials in that,

while Dacron is less demanding to work with than

cotton, it is also less forgiving, so that a poorly

done repair will remain a flaw and a weak spot.

With cotton, allowances must be made for stretch

and shrinkage, and the use of similar materials is

more critical, but any flaw stands a great chance

of working itself out, even in grossly bungled

repairs. Elasticity is a wonderful thing. In fact, cot-

ton is so forgiving that it is possible to merely

round-stitch a tear together, with fair likelihood

that the puckering will eventually work out. This is

not just an aesthetic accomplishment; it means
that the cloth will have stabilized itself so that once

again the strain is evenly distributed—somewhat
like suturing one's skin.

In any event, it should be noted that while the

repairs are the same for natural and synthetic

fibers, some adjustments must be made for cotton.

Preferably, patches are made of the same material

in the same condition as the sail, but unused patch

material is often applied to a well-used sail. In that

event, it can be expected that a cotton patch, if it

is not a preshrunk cloth such as Vivatex, will shrink

after it is applied, and so must be somewhat larger

than the hole it is covering—about 6 percent

longer on each side. This extra is taken up evenly

around the patch during the sewing.

When it comes to installing large pieces of full

cloth width or replacing an entire panel in cotton,

the problem is stretch, which the new cloth has not

done and the used sail has done considerably

especially in areas of great strain. In this instance,

the replacement piece must be smaller than the

area it is covering. There is some guesswork

involved here, as the amount of stretch depends on

cotton type, location in the sail, and amount of

cloth being replaced—there being less strain on a

partial cloth. The length of a full cloth might want

to be reduced as much as 3 percent, while a half

cloth would have a proportionately smaller

allowance of 1 percent or so. Smaller replacement

sizes would need lesser allowances.

To make the whole process less of a shot in the

dark, you could consult a sailmaker or the cloth

manufacturer concerning the stretch and shrink-

age characteristics of the fabric you're using. Alter-

natively, you could conduct your own test, wetting

and preshrinking a small patch. By the way, it is

obviously undesirable to attempt repairs on a wet

cotton sail, except in emergencies. Emergencies

—

sounds grim, but occasions arise at sea where the

time and care for proper repairs are unavailable.

Just as circumstances may call for hacking off the

lower section of a sail with a rigging knife to effect a

reef, it may be all one can do to lash, wire, or tape

a wounded sail together. This is the stuff of survival

at sea.

A slightly less precarious situation, but one

still not conducive to a full repair, may call for a

"homeward-bounder," a temporary lash-up to see

the sail through to the next opportunity to take it

all apart and mend it correctly. Bear in mind that
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when you do one of those non-sail-material home-

ward-bounders using something like duct tape or

glue, you—or someone else—is later going to have

to deal with the mess. Tire cement, duct tape, and

epoxy glue are poor substitutes for a well-found

sail-repair kit in a bosun's locker or for homeward-

bounding herringbone stitches—but they can get

you home.

Herringboning
Now and then a sailor will fetch up on a small nee-

dle-and-palm job for which a quick but reliable

stitch is required. Perhaps it might be the seagoing

necessity of sewing a corpse's nose to the canvas

shroud to prevent his spirit from returning to

haunt the ship. More often, though, the job might

be a small sail repair—a tear large enough to

demand fixing but not so large as to require a

patch. For such small repairwork, but not for ship-

board funerary preparations, the herringbone

stitch is well suited.

Some study must be made of the damage to

determine whether herringboning is the best pro-

cedure to make the repair—and if so, no two tears

being alike, how the stitch can be most effectively

used. How big is the tear? How much strain will the

repair later receive? Is it a clean hole, such as a

knife slit, or a ragged, gaping wound? In what con-

dition is the surrounding cloth?

The herringbone stitch works best on small,

straight, clean tears in sound cloth. To herringbone

any other sort of damage may be acceptable in an

emergency, or as a homeward-bounder, but the

correct way would be to replace the damaged area

with a well-sewn patch.

There are several types of herringbone stitch.

The following general remarks a ppl \ to the two

that I've selected as being the strongest and most

useful.

Herringboning is done with as small a needle

and twine as is consistent with the nature ol the

sail. An arm's span ol twine should he doubled

through a needle and waxed. A tear requiring more
twine than that is probabh too large to be safel)

herringboned to begin with

Note any irregularities in the hole and check to

see how far out laterally from the tear the stitches

must be taken so that they are in firm cloth. 1 he

stitches may be sewn in either direction, and there

are a number of ways to begin. The twine can be

simply knotted and the stitching commenced.
Another method, as in other types of stitching, is to

oversew the tail end of the twine with the subse-

quent stitching. But if there's any question about

how much strain the repair must withstand) b\ t.u

the best way to begin a herringbone' repail is to take

two half hitches in the form of a clove hitch about

the first stitch and oversew the tail, lo finish, a clove

hitch is taken on the last stitch and the twine passed

under the last three or four stitches before being cut

off. But I'm getting ahead of myself

Although there is no slit to pass the needle

through, I begin herringboning somewhat before

the actual tear and continue a way alter the break

has been stitched up. It's a stronger job. As you work

along the tear, the stitches must be neither too (lose

together nor too far apart. Alternating shod and

long stitches will help distribute the strain.

Stitch tension is Important, w ith too little ten

sion, the tear won't be closed lip, the strain will be

uneven, and the ends ma\ teai Further. With too

much tension, the result will be pu< keied and dis

torted cloth, particular!) with synthetic sailcloth

where all (he strain tails on the sim lung. I )iaw \otii

Stitches up evenk and siilln lenlb to ( lose the teai

but disturb the surrounding ( loth as little as possible.

i he Herringbone Stitch Starting In sound

cloth before the tear, pass the needle down and up

again, .is it you were going through the i<»in bole

and up through the doth on the l.u side (] IgUtC

9-1(1 |), Now lake a stile h on the near side ol the

hole down and up, with the needle coming out

about where it tnsi entered but inst outside the

stitch (bus formed a< rots the teai line

lake a t love lnt( h. as shown in I IgUH

about that first stitch, and then continue the stitch

int^ sequent e as you oversew the tail <>i die twine

and progress toward the 'ear

On reaching the actual hole, continue the
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stitching. Sew down through the tear and up from

beneath on the far side, then down through the

near side, up through the hole, and cross over the

stitch, repeating the sequence slightly farther

along (Figure 9-1(3)).

The herringbone is finished in good cloth

beyond the end of the tear, in the same way the

stitching was begun, clove-hitched on the last

stitch and the twine passed under the preceding

stitches (Figure 9-1(4)). The twine is then cut off.

The Sailmaker's Herringbone The second

form of herringbone, known variously as the sail-

maker's herringbone, stitch or darn, or sometimes

the locked, or racked, herringbone, is different in

that each time a stitch is taken, the needle enters

from the upper side of the cloth, down, then up

through the tear. Furthermore, due to the way in

which each stitch is locked along the centerline,

each successive stitch from one side of the tear to

the other is slighdy advanced.

I prefer the sailmaker's herringbone, as it seems to

be stronger and the locking stitch helps fill the gap

in the tear when the two edges are drawn together.

This stitch is perhaps more time-consuming, and

using it takes some practice in heaving the locking

stitch to just the right amount of tension and cor-

rectly placing the stitching along the centerline of

the repair.

Somewhat in advance of the torn hole, begin by

passing the needle down through the near side and

up from below, coming out along the centerline of

figure 9-1 (pages 391-392). The herringbone stitch

(1-4) and the sailmaker's herringbone (5-8).
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the tear, as shown in Figure 9-1(5). Then, from the

other direction, pass the needle down and up from

below again, this time exiting slightly outside the

first point of entry.

As in the first method, a clove hitch is taken

around the stitch just formed and the tail is cov-

ered by the succeeding stitches. With each stitch,

the needle comes out on the centerline, and you

must be sure that the needle passes through

the loop of the stitch so that the locking stitch

is formed as the twine is hove home (Figure

9-1(6)). The same method is continued on both

sides of the tear, except that when the tear itself

is reached, the needle comes up through the

tear hole on each pass (Figure 9-1 (8)).

Carried beyond the tear, this herringbone, like

the others, is finished with a clove hitch taken

around the last stitch, and the twine is cut off after

having been passed under the last few stitches on

the far side.

In order to be bedded and smoothed out well,

herringboning, like other stitching, does well to In-

given a good rubbing down with a seam rubber. I Ills

leaves the repair more evenly tensioned and less

susceptible to chafe. That's sound herringboning.

Now what kind of stitch do you use to keep tin'

sailor's ghost from coming back and haunting

the ship? Not the goblin stitch.

X

FIGURE 9 I [COflt.)
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Sewing a Patch
It should be kept in mind that a sail is neither a

sock, an inner tube, nor an elbow. A sail damaged

to the extent of needing to be patched shouldn't

be darned, glued, or bandaged, then left to heal

itself. While even a properly repaired sail has been

weakened to some extent, Band-Aid coverup tech-

niques don't result in a sound, reliable, or perma-

nent repair.

No two repairs are exacdy alike, and it would be

an endless task to cover all possible techniques in

the art of sail repair, so much of which is at the dis-

cretion of the repairer. Many aspects of sail repair

are quite simple, though, and can be easily and

successfully accomplished by the sailor. Patching is

just such a repair.

The overall objective in sail repairwork is to put

the sail back together as closely as possible to the

way it was originally. This means using cloth iden-

tical in weight and finish to that of which the sail

is made; keeping the cloth direction or weave of

the patch cloth consistent with that of the sail;

using the correct-size twine; allowing adequate-

size seams; and removing old or defective cloth.

Every attempt should be made to restore the sail

to its former strength and shape.

The folding, striking-up, and sewing techniques

for reinforcement patches presented in Chapter 1

are the same techniques employed in sewing a

repair patch. The primary differences, however, are

the formation of a flat seam around the damaged
area and the removal of the damaged cloth.

Patchable tears come in all shapes and sizes.

Patches can too, if you want your sail to look like

an old pair of mended trousers. For appearance

sake and a stronger patch, no matter what the

form of tear, I try to make the patch square or rec-

tangular with its edges square to the weave of the

cloth in the sail. Occasionally there are exceptions

to this rule, such as when a tear has occurred at

the meeting of two seams or is close enough to a

seam running diagonally to the weave that the

seam is part of the patch. But then the other edges

of the patch will be square, and the principle is the

same.

The Job With the damaged part of the sail

pinned out flat and undistorted, determine the size

patch required to cover the torn area and remove

the cloth that is weak and damaged. Allow for a

seam as wide as those in the sail, a !4-inch hem on

the patch, and sufficient cloth around the tear to

permit a M-inch hemming-under of the sail in the

patch seam.

If you are working with synthetic sailcloth and

have a hotknife or are careful with a match, the sail

and patch edges can be melted, the hemming dis-

pensed with, and the size of the patch adjusted

accordingly.

Heat sealing the cut edges in the patching of

synthetic sailcloth is expeditious, but it is a tech-

nique better suited to machine sewing. Hand
stitching a hotknifed edge tends to fracture the seal

and, moreover, the sharpness of the melted edge

chafes the twine. So, even if it's synthetic sailcloth,

if you are going to sew it by hand, best hem the cut

edges. I might add that if you are patching that

ultralight synthetic stuff, it ought to be machine

sewn with light stitch tension or it's sure to come

out a rumpled mess.

After figuring the size and cloth direction, cut

out the patch. Fold the patch edges under, pin it

out flat over the tear, and draw the sew-to line and

strike-up marks.

The sail under the patch can be cut and folded

now or later, after the first sewing of the patch. If

you are hotknifing, the struck-up patch must be

lifted now, the seam width drawn in, and the bad

cloth cut away. Likewise ifyou want to do the hem-

ming method now, prior to sewing the patch. Ifyou

are waiting until after you've sewn the patch on to

cut and fold, this step can be ignored.

For ease of sewing, pin, staple, or temporarily

stitch the patch corners in place prior to the initial

sewing, then remove the fixings as you go.

Flat stitch the patch all the way around the

outer edge. Now turn the sail over. If you've pre-

cut the sail, either hemmed or hotknifed, there's

nothing more to do but flat stitch the inner edge

of the seam to the patch. On the other hand, if

the trimming and hemming have been left until
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CtM£>J"Si£>NS

Cut out the lumpy portion of the damaged

area, pin out the sail, and measure the patch

dimensions.

Cut the patch, fold its hems under, and place

it over the damaged area.

MAflCS

Pin the patch, make the strike-up marks, and

draw the sew-to line around the patch.

Staple the patch, pull the pins, and flat stitch

the outer edge of the patch to the sail,

maintaining alignment of stnke-up m.r

pigur] 9 2 Sewinga patch
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Turn the sail over and remove the remainder

of the damaged cloth. Leave enough cloth for

a seam and hem.

Fold the hems under, staple, and sew.

now, cut out the tear squarely and cleanly. Then

cut a slit in each corner of the hole to allow a %-

inch fold-under. Be careful not to cut the patch

underneath. With a uniform seam width and all

frayed edges tucked under, flat stitch around the

inner edge of the seam. Finally, take a seam rub-

ber and rub the whole job down on both sides of

the sail.

You'd think that a patch would spoil the appear-

ance of a sail and make a sailor seem lubberly

indeed. On the contrary, a well-sewn patch can

show assurance, care, and seafarerlike self-

reliance.

Major Repairs
The principles of major repairs on a sail are the

same as those for small repairs and patching. It

is a matter of extent and greater difficulty in

putting the sail back together as closely as possi-

ble to its original form. When one is fixing a tear

more extensive than a simple patch can remedy,

figure 9-3 (pages 395-396). An L-shaped rip within a

panel, and the possible repairs.
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FIGURE 9-3. (COHt.)

there are four complications that require major

work:

1. a lengthy L.-shaped rip

2. a long tear that crosses one or more cloths

.'i. a long tear that transits from I to 3 feet, or the

whole length ot ;i panel

4. the obliteration ot a seam

L-SHAPED RIP. In most cases whether the teai

crosses a seam onto anothei panel 01 is entirely

within one panel, it is best (strongest] to repaii the

'
- '

*

pigur] •• i \ teat thati ro am, and the

possible repain
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full length and width in the form of a square or rec-

tangular patch. The exception would be when the

proximity of hardware or cloth reinforcements dic-

tates an L-shaped or irregular patch. On the other

hand, depending on the amount of cloth available,

the dimensions of the tear, and the proximity to a

seam, it may be better to replace the full panel

width for as much length as the damage occupies.

TEARS THAT CROSS A SEAM. When a tear crosses

a seam into other cloths, you will want to main-

tain the integrity of the original panel seams, but

this conflicts with the desire to simplify the job by

using an uninterrupted patch. Furthermore, if the

tear is more than a cloth's width in length, cloth

direction could be a problem. When the patch is

narrow (say, under 6 inches wide) and less than a

cloth's width long, it is acceptable to cross a seam.

Otherwise, you should reconstruct seams in the

patch in alignment with the seams in the sail. Dou-

ble-sided sticky tape greatly eases this process,

which can involve several pieces. Though you

could sew a multipiece repair section by section

to the sail, it is better to presew the replacement

pieces together, then install the whole ensemble.

The same should be done if the pieces are pre-

assembled with sticky tape.

LONG TEARS. The restoration of a sail with a long

tear down the panel depends on how close the tear

is to a seam and the availability of materials. In

Dacron, it is relatively simple to replace the section

with a length of Dacron luff tape; in many cases

this is perfectly acceptable, but it does add more

seams. Replacing the full cloth width for the length

of the tear leaves just two seams across the panel,

while replacing the entire panel leaves no new
seams at all and is, of course, the most thorough

restoration.

Full cloth replacement entails two difficulties

figure 9-5. Long tears, and the possible repairs
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apart from the previously mentioned complications

of natural fibers. First, when dealing with major rips

it is difficult to realign the sail halves and get every-

thing pinned out flat. Second, the chances are good

of fetching up on or having to recreate broadseam-

ing, and how much to add and where is a difficult

guess on a computer-designed, laser-cut sail.

Before unpicking the old seams (i.e., pulling out

the stitches), draw the sew-to line on the lower

cloth and the one being replaced. Measure the

cloth width to determine the form of the broad-

seam, if not already visible. This, combined with

prior knowledge of the sail's shape and the princi-

ples of sail shaping, should offer a basis for fitting

the new cloth.

Of course, replacing a full panel on a crosscut

or vertically cut sail means recreating portions of

edge curves as well as replacing or reusing the

tablings and reinforcements at each end. This part

is relatively easy, although edge tapes have to be

tensioned before stitching over the new cloth.

Stretch the whole tape so that the wrinkles in the

rest of the tape are gone, then strike up. staple, or

sticky-tape the tape in place.

OBLITERATION OF A SEAM. The failed seam is

perhaps the most common of all mishaps, as

seams become increasingly weaker links in a sail's

chain of integrity as time goes on. Sometimrs il

the seam lets go due to poor-quality or rotten

£E.PLA£E->
ecrrw ~

6fcOA.OSEAMS.ir ANy
MirbT 6£ ee£>eAWw

AS BE-fiDet,

l IGUW 9 '> Obliterated warns, and the possible

repairs.
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thread, the stronger cloth of the selvage remains

intact and, if not too distorted, is easily restuck

and resewn. The old stitch holes can even be lined

up—sometimes the only reference one has for

reuniting the cloths accurately. But, if the thread

was as good as or stronger than the cloth, the

brute force of tearing it asunder will likely have left

the selvages of the cloth and seam a line of unsal-

vageable shredded wheat. In this instance, one

could wholly replace both cloths involved—a big

job, perhaps justified in a new sail, especially if the

cloths are short. Otherwise, it is simplest and sat-

isfactory to run a tape or narrow, long patch over

the shattered seam and make two seams in that

section. This band should allow a minimum of

2 inches between the seams.

Finding a Professional Sail Repairer
A sewing machine alone does not a competent sail

doctor make. I see many sails that have been man-

gled by backwater cobblers, the cruising yacht next

door with a portable machine, the local canvas-

repair shop, or even a sail loft. Not that any of these

well-meaning people couldn't ever competently

repair a sail; but the person most likely to properly

repair, restore, or rebuild a sail is the person who
makes sails—more specifically, makes sails like

yours with the same kinds of tools, techniques, and

materials (see Chapter 10 in regard to selecting a

sailmaker). Ifyou are prepared and self-reliant, you

can always buy time to get a badly damaged sail to

a competent professional sail doctor, even if the

damage occurs off some remote atoll.
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BuyingNew or Used Sails

NEVER GIVE A SUCKER an even break!"

Though few sailmakers are solely sale mak-

ers, you are certainly at their mercy as a consumer

if you arrive uninformed and leave the nature of

your sails entirely to their discretion. Be prepared

with a thorough explanation of what kind of sail(s)

you desire as well as their intended uses and any

qualifying special characteristics of the boat, rig,

sailors, sailing conditions, etc. If you are in doubt

about an appropriate sail type, ask, and make com-

parisons with similar boats. Be quite specific about

sail design and cut. At least have a general expecta-

tion of camber and draft placement, number
of reefs, expected wind-range applications, and

points of sail.

With some understanding of sailcloth and sail

construction, a buyer can discuss and express a

preference for a particular cloth type, cut ot sail,

stitching, and reinlon ement techniques. And one

must not overlook the details ot finishing and

hardware as well as means ot attat hment I hese

are the very aspects ol a sail that have the most

effect on its longevity.

The price ot s.nls. new or used, is a serious c on

sideralion and, as n turns out, von don't always K*' 1

what yoil pay tor in terms ot quality. It is piob.ibk

safe to assume that tor ;i high-pri< ed s.ul you are

getting a lot ot something tor the inone\ it not

quality of material and construction, then maybe
reputation and short-term performance. Where
high-quality construction and materials with good

performance are concerned, there are no b.u

gains—not anymore— not even trom slave labor

in the Orient.

BUYING NEW SAILS

Selecting a Loft and Sailmakers
One ofthe best indications of an appropriate lofl

for your sails is that the people building the sails do

or have done youi kind of sailing Maybe they've

even sailed an identical boat What are then

philosophies ot design and construction? Do they

make then sails with the same tools you have <>n

hand foi repairing them?

\ sin. ill loit is more likely i<> give \«>u personal

attention and lollou through t«> \<>ur satlsfat lion

I owei overhead means more in the sails and less m
promotion and upkeep \ smallei wort < raw has

greatei overall familiarity with \<>ur s.nls \ sm.iii

loft buying materials in "small quantities do<

get the price breaks granted to a loft buying in laigi

production quantities, but low produi don out

in can take the time to customize your order with

unusual materials and more laboi Intensive < on

400
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struction methods as well as handsome and artis-

tic ornamentation.

The ads in your favorite sailing magazine are

one place to look, since it is unlikely that any sail-

maker would advertise in a magazine that did not

concern itself with the kinds of boats and sails in

which it specializes. The problem is that the main-

stream cruising market is dominated by the same

lofts that make racing sails, so that often their ads

are the most prominent in the cruising periodicals.

Naturally, a small enterprise hasn't the budget for

mass advertising and relies primarily on word of

mouth, which is likely how you'll hear of a good

candidate and is also a good way of seeking one

out. Rather than taking an ad on faith, find a boat

like yours with successful sails and find out who
the sailmaker was. Sailors will be the first to let you

know if they have been duped or delighted.

Let's say you have found a prospective sail-

maker and you know what you want—or at least

you know what to ask about—and there you are

standing at the entrance: Is it the sailmaker or a PR

person you must talk to? Talk to the sailmaker!

Does the sailmaker listen to you, hear you? Respect

you and your needs? Not all artists or craftspeople

are charmingly personable, but if you can't com-

municate with them, give them the air! Listen to

the voice of experience, but it's your boat and life

—

get the sails you want.

Be specific about your expectations and require

a detailed estimate with all construction aspects,

price, deposits, time frames, follow-up plans, and

extras, such as bags, covers, running rigging,

and pendants. And make clear what you expect the

sail to do.

Now you can do some comparison shopping.

You will find that production lofts have reduced

their quotes to dollar-per-square-foot formulas,

with the price fluctuating according to cloth type,

weight, and construction techniques. Options,

such as full battens, are added on. Often, things

like sailbags are included and seem to be freebies.

On the other hand, no sail loft doing the kind of

refined work presented in this book can estimate

strictly by formula. There are too many individual

and differing details that require their own estima-

tions of cost. It does not necessarily follow that a

large sail will cost more than a smaller one, nor that

a heavier sail will be more expensive per square

foot than a lightweight one. It depends on the cost

of the materials and the labor involved. A 10.5-

ounce Dacron storm trysail could easily cost more

than a 6-ounce genoa three times as large, and a

250-square-foot 7.25-ounce Dacron mainsail might

not cost as much as a hand-finished and dyed cot-

ton sail half the size.

So, ifyou catch my drift, by being specific about

your needs you encourage a custom sailmaker to

be specific concerning the details of your sails and

the respective costs.

Mail-Order Sails

Buying sails from a sailmaker through the mail is a

chancy undertaking, but it may be your only alter-

native if there are no appropriate sailmakers close

at hand. Clearly, you can't go to the shop and check

them out, so you do the best you can by telephone

and letter to inform and be informed—this is not

Little Lima Bean's "you take what you get" mail-

order house.

If it is a "sail-order" house—and there are sev-

eral in the Far East that maintain North American

offices—you do take what you get. In those

instances, money "saved" initially through import

firms may be spent subsequently on recuts for

measurement errors and early replacement of

poor-quality materials and construction.

It is easy to shop around by mail and telephone.

The problem is that the price-per-square-foot quo-

tations you get on that route tell you little about the

sails. Perhaps the biggest drawback to grab-bag sail

buying is that there is generally no follow-through

or accountability. The sailmaker cannot visit your

boat, bend sail, and check out the work to your sat-

isfaction.

When buying sails by mail, it is extremely

important to establish exactly what you want and

provide measurements and a corrected sail plan.

If you study the procedure for designing the sails

you wish to buy (see Chapter 6), it will be clear just
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what information a professional will need to build

your sails at a distance with minimal guesswork.

Often sails are ordered in advance of a new boat's

completion, but this is a situation to be avoided.

Even with the great precision and specificity of

design in high-tech boats, there are substitutions

and deviations from the plans that, if unknown to

the sailmaker, result in an ill-fitting suit of sails.

On small, traditionally rigged craft there is con-

siderable room for adjustment, and the rig can be

built around the sails, so to speak, with little diffi-

culty. But this catch-up method is no substitute for

a completed boat from which measurements and

hardware specs can be taken—or a current

and final sail plan that indicates all the ultimate

details of the rig and spars.

Deposits and Estimates
Whether you purchase sails by telephone or in per-

son, you will likely be asked for a deposit. A large

loft with a substantial cash flow and inventory,

where you have established yourself as a reliable

client, might not find it necessary, but a small loft

may have to order the materials and pay the rent

with the deposit while the sails are under construc-

tion. It is not unusual for a loft to require as much
as 50 percent of the estimate up front. A deposit

can be a good thing. It establishes your sincerity

and ensures that if the sailmaker is left holding the

bag (so to speak), at least the cost of the materials

isn't lost.

The deposit should be preceded by a detailed

estimate or quotation. There is a difference, by the

way, between the two, and it should be clear

whether you are making a deposit on the ultimate

final price less tax (quotation) or on a rough guess

that could increase (estimate). Incidentally, "Just

give me a ballpark figure" is perhaps the most often

heard line from prospective sail buyers. I his

approach inevitably makes for confusion. II off tin-

top of my head I give you a low pri< e, and the sail

ends up COSting more, you'll feel deceived. If. 'in

the other hand, you still don't get a true re, id

OH anticipated expense you niav take your busl

ness tO someone who guesses low You ( an see how

the dollar-per-square-foot estimates and the ball-

park inquiries go hand in hand.

I believe that the final payment on a sail should

be made when the sail has been delivered ami is

working to the satisfaction of the client—either that,

or the sail should come under some sort of warranty.

This arrangement requires considerable faith and

responsibility from both sailor and sailmaker.

By the by, it should be apparent how Important

communication and presentation are in a sailnuk

er's relationship to clientele. If you have any Intel

est in becoming a sailmaker, you might pause to

consider what, as a client, would make you feel

comfortable about writing an $8. ()()() deposit

check—on faith. What sort of people and places

foster that kind of trust?

Warranties
The best warranties are the standards and integi u\

of the sailmaker. Some lofts issue written warranties

that provide a time frame during which the) II make

good on construction faults, but there are too in. tin

variables beyond the control of the sailm.ikei to

make any blanket guarantees fol an extended

period. Performance is subjective, and .i s.ul is tinl\

as good as the sailor. Moreover, you cannot t ount

on appropriate use of the sail in appropriate

weather conditions. More h.isu than that, none of

the components of the sail i loth, hardware, ett

are guaranteed by the original manufacturers I be)

don't know what some dimwit is likelv tO in. ike out

oftheir stuff, and they don't warn to be sued

Having specified uh.it you want In .1 sail, it is

certainly possible to ascertain whethet that is what

you've received, i he pro* edural steps In making .<

Bail are a guide to what to look foi everything

from its shape to whethet the numben t.iii oil

( liven routine care and maintenance and barring

some i atastrophe, it is reasonable to expe< t .i s.ul

to retain its shape and Integrity foi several yea

Testing Sails

Sometimes a sailmaker will accompany the client

out on the watet and adjust the sails But if that

is not feasible, there is mui h .i sailot i an do to
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scrutinize new sails and communicate the suc-

cesses and failures back to the sailmaker. (The

chances are slim that the sailmaker will be on

board when a new stormsail is tested under

heavy-weather conditions, but it can at least be

set up and studied.)

Naturally, new sails must fit the boat. They

must fit the spars and wires with enough room
left over to stretch, and they must align properly

with hardware fittings. The force required to ten-

sion the sail's edges should be in balance with the

power of the halyard, outhaul, etc. Hardware

placement (slides, hanks, and corner rings)

should be compatible in size and position with

the rig.

The best way to record and communicate sail

shape is with a camera. Here are some hints from

Wally Ross's Sail Power to help you get the best

photographs of the amount and location of draft in

your sail:

Use black-and-white film—not color.

Face the windward side of the sail, just aft

of the midpoint of the foot.

Be sure that the light on the sails is such

that the seams show up well.

Shoot upward, from below the foot if you

can.

Get at least the entire upper half of the sail

in the picture, from luff to leech. The more

you can get in, the better.

Photograph the main and jib or genoa, or

whatever sail, separately.

Make pictures under various wind con-

ditions: for a medium-weather sail, you can

take one set at 6 to 10 knots, one at 12 to 15

knots, and one at 20 knots. For sails with

less specificity, pictures can be taken in all

wind ranges.

Mark each set with all pertinent infor-

mation, including approximate wind

velocity, mainsheet traveler setting or boom
angle, the position of draft-control mechan-

isms (sheet Cunningham hole, etc.), and

other sails in use at the time.

From these photographs, a sailmaker should

have enough information to analyze a problem.

However, for your own information, you may want
to carry this procedure a step further and plot the

draft onto the photographs yourself.

Plotting Draft: Draft should be calculated at a

minimum of three heights: one-quarter, one-half,

and three-quarters of the way up the sail. If you're

working on a photograph, however, you may only

be able to plot a couple of sections because of the

limited range of the camera.

First, outline the seam from luff to leech at each

height. Then, draw the chord from luff to leech at

the points where the seam begins and ends. Now
you have established a sail section at each height.

The next step is to take four depth readings for

each section: at one-quarter, one-half, and three-

quarters of the way aft, and at the point of maxi-

mum draft. Now you can see with some exactitude

where the draft is located at each height in the sail.

To get the camber ratio, measure the depth of

the section and the length of its chord with a ruler

and divide the depth by the chord. Even though

you will be working at a greatly reduced scale, the

result will be the same as ifyou had actually mea-

sured the sail itself.

Using photographs of your sails and plotting

draft on them in this manner can be a very valu-

able tool for most sailors, particularly in analyzing

your draft setting in different conditions. It is a pro-

cedure worth mastering.

A similar photographic approach can be

applied to flaws in the set of the sail (e.g., wrinkles

and hardspots). Very often such problems are the

result of improper bending, setting, or tensioning

of the sail. But there can also be design problems

that a sailmaker can rectify once having seen the

photographs. (See Table 10-1, The Sail Survey

Checklist, page 409.)

Frequently a sailor acquires new sails as part of

a package deal with a boat. A mass-production

boatbuilder will likely be allied with a mass-

production sailmaker, and low pricing is the dom-

inant consideration—low pricing to the boatbuilder,
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figure 10 1 Measuring sail cambei and draft position from a photograph
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not necessarily to the sailor. It is not unusual for a

fairly well made boat to come with cheesy sails,

partly to keep costs down and often because many
boatbuilders don't know a good sail from a bale of

hay. It is better, if you care, to specify your sail

expectations to the boatbuilder and have the boat-

builder find the right sailmaker—and you pay the

fare. Or, better yet, dump the complete sailaway

package and go out and find your own sailmaker.

In that event, the boatbuilder or distributor's

markup can go toward a higher-quality suit of sails.

Boat Shows
Boat shows are grand marketplaces for new sails,

including those you see on boats and those you

hear about from sales representatives of sail lofts.

These shows provide an opportunity to see what's

available, but they are a poor environment in

which to undertake an in-depth inquiry and indi-

vidualized relationship with a sailmaker. Boat-

show space is expensive, and it is hard for a small

shop to justify the expense of sitting for three days

talking constantly to endless looky-loos. But rep-

utable sailmakers and boatbuilders do attend

shows and will conduct a no-nonsense, hype-free

discussion about their products. Here you can

engage them in a preliminary discussion about

your needs, ask about their work and pricing, and

see photos and actual samples of work. (For a sail-

maker who is normally an artist, being a show per-

son and salesperson can be a grueling ordeal. The

irritable, uncommunicative sailmaker you're talk-

ing to at a show may be just who you want, but it's

hard to tell when you receive the brunt of his or her

boat-show burnout.)

Rarely have I found the sales reps at boat shows

to know anything substantial about the sails sup-

plied with their boats. Frequently, what informa-

tion they did offer was mistaken. Ask boatbuilders

and representatives who makes their sails; look at

samples. Are they warranted? How much off the

boat if you don't want the sails in a package deal?

Boat shows have too many inherent problems

to be a safe place to purchase sails, whether with

the boat or from a sail loft. But they are a good

place—ifyou are at the right show, one where sail-

makers and boatbuilders of custom-made prod-

ucts are represented—to nose around, meet peo-

ple, see some products, and ask questions.

BUYING USED SAILS

Buying pre-owned sails is more difficult in many
ways than buying new sails—but there is money
to be saved, and the recycling is a virtuous act.

There is an eternal discrepancy between your

needs and the used sails available out there; the

sails are rarely precisely what you want. Further-

more, you want to save money yet end up with a

sail that, except for some age, is as good in quality

as what you might have bought new.

Thus there are two basic considerations: (1) the

appropriateness and quality of design, materials,

and construction of the sail; (2) and its present

condition. There is no money to be saved in the

long run by purchasing used throwaway-quality

sails. There may be some logic, however, in acquir-

ing inferior sails for temporary use until funds are

available for better ones. And such sails might be

purchased for their parts, particularly the cloth. If a

usable sail of inferior or poor-quality finishing is

available at a reasonable price, then it could be a

good investment for the sailor who will refinish it

or just utilize the cloth in a recut.

Sources of Used Sails

The greatest source of used sails is the used boats

they come with. Here a sailor hasn't sought out

second-, third-, or fourth-hand sails

—

they are there.

Obviously, when purchasing a used sailboat, the

sails that come with it are major considerations.

First, is there a full or partial inventory? Then, what

about the quality and the condition? Who made the

sails, how old are they, what kind of use have they

seen, and have they been kept covered? Knowing

these four things will tell you a great deal about the

sails without your even looking in the bag.

Often sailmakers keep sufficient records to be

able to tell you more details about particular sails.
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Beyond that there are three other avenues of

insight:

1. Interview the former owners about specific

sail concerns.

2. Survey the sails yourself or have a respected

surveyor do it.

3. Go sailing, try all the sails, and study their

shape, shape retention, and set.

One would think twice about purchasing a boat

with a dead or dying auxiliary motor; the sails,

which could cost much more, are worthy of the

same consideration and scrutiny. A good set of

recent photographs will show gross problems.

There is no way of knowing for sure how the sails

have been treated, but it should be expected that

unless the used sails that come with the boat are of

the highest quality, seldom used, and well cared for,

they will undoubtedly be in need of restoration or

repair. There comes a point in the deterioration of

a sail beyond which it is more prudent to replace it

than throw good money after bad in patch-ups.

Other Sailors—Swaps and Purchases Sailors

sometimes sell their own sails for one reason or

another. Buying a bulletin-board special requires

the same study as when you're acquiring sails from

a used boat. It may even be easier, since the owner

is right there to gam with. After the gamming and

the survey, try it out. Finding a sail that actually fits

and still has some life to it is a stroke of good for-

tune indeed! Unless it is a brand-new and perfect

sail in everyway, you should not pay any more than

50 to 60 percent of the new replacement cost.

Sail lofts occasionally offer sensational deals on

used or even new sails, sometimes because a client

fails to pick up an order. Check first the lofts that

make the kind of sails you're after. I hough iti many
ways it is not ill a loft's interest to have sailors di< k

ering over used sails instead of ordering new ones.

there is some money to he made as a middle pel

son, and subsequently in the restoration of the

sails, it is quite possible that the tight budgeted

sailor couldn't have afforded a new sail anvwav Not

only that, but a thriving exchange keeps sailors m

the neighborhood buying supplies, if nothing else,

and attracting other sailors who will buy new sails.

The loft, of course, is in a position to make a know I

edgeable survey. If it is one of their own sails, they'll

know every detail.

Ifyouarein the market, it is worth posting \i mi

needs on a sail-loft bulletin board—or advertising

in sailing publications. The former is a long shot

unless you have a class boat or a popular design.

Brokers There are also brokers of new and used

sails who acquire their stock through trades ami

purchases. Sail brokers buy anyone's old sails as

well as production-loft overruns. They'll also sell

your sails for a commission.

The sails that fall into the broker's hands tend to

be racing or mass-production oriented brokerages

have guidelines and acceptable standards sue h that

no sail they carry is likely to be won bless

Bacon & Associates, a sail brokerage, is often

asked where they get all their used sails, and how

The stories they hear would fill a book of main vol

umes; they could write their own version of Ripley I

Believe It or Not. Here are some of the c oinrnon n.i

sons they give:

Owner bought demo bo.it with complete

Set of sails, wants to r.u e and does not like

Brand X sails as selected by the dealer,

sends us these "used" sails and buys a set

ol brand Y sails

Dealer and builder promotions weoftaa

gel sails from dealers <»i builders when boat

sales did not meet e\pe< latinos

. Boat destroyed In boatyard fire, burrfc am-

or trailer 81 < Went; in main < ases. sails were

stored elsewhere and air still usable

boat ( hangeS hands, new nunci is a ^ rn

and does not know how he Will e\ei use all

these "i.u big sails

New sail ordei never pu k«-d up at s.iilm.ikrr

sailmakei sends us Mils m ret oup bis

working i apital

. Sail is mum ut s.ul ( Uttei thought boat was a

t al 27 and. on delner\ found boat MM!
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LOOSE-FOOTED FEASIBILITY

Q; A broker of used sails is sending me a used mainsail that is roped for a slotted mast and

boom. However, I intend to set the sail loose-footed. Can this be rigged without any big alterations to

the clew?

A: Though the sail's not designed or constructed to be set loose-footed, it can be made

to work, and no recutting is necessary. The clew must be lashed or attached to an outhaul

car high enough above the boom to allow the foot roping to pass from one side of the boom
to the other when you change tacks.

The sail you describe could even be flown boomless, though the foot would not set or

function as well as a sail made for that purpose. Ideally, for your needs, the foot of the sail

you are considering will have only a small amount of tension in the foot roping and little if

any shelf or pocket built into the foot. Brokers generally permit a limited trial period in which

to test a sail.

If you inquire of a sail brokerage such as

Bacon & Associates, they will send you a list of

all the sails that fulfill your specifications. The
clearer and more specific you are about the sails

you need, the better a broker will be able to help

you.

Here are two examples of the manner in which

sails may be described by a broker:

Luff, 24 feet, 4 inches; leech, 24 feet, 9

inches; foot, 7 feet, 10 inches. South Coast

26A main, 6-ounce Dacron, triple stitched.

Half-inch slugs on shackles with guards on

covered rope luff. Covered rope foot for slot.

Row of reefs up 3 feet, 9 inches. Sewn

insignia. Minor soil. No bag. New-used.

Catalog Number 278-YH-3834. Price, $195.

Luff, 31 feet, 5 inches; leech, 28 feet,

inches; foot, 12 feet, 8 inches. Jib, 6-ounce

Dacron. Bronze 2-inch piston hanks on

covered wire luff. Mitered. Leech line. Takes

three battens. Batten pockets have been

patched and need patching. Has a few

2-inch-by-2-inch patches. Needs restitch-

ing. Few snags, needs darns. Rail marked.

Soiled. Stained. In bag. Fair-good. Catalog

Number 25-BRO-10L Price, $150.

Once you have expressed a preference and

made a deposit, the sail(s) will be shipped to you
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C.O.D., whereupon you have a trial period in

which to inspect but not use the sail. If you are

dissatisfied, you can return the sail at your own
expense for a full refund, if the sail is in the same

condition in which it left the brokerage. It is per-

mitted that you hoist the sail, but it is not to be

used until purchased. This is a definite disad-

vantage!

It is difficult to say how much can be saved by

going through a broker; with luck, 40 to 50 percent.

I have had clients who purchased sails through a

broker only for the cloth, had them recut, and still

saved money!

Brokers generally have no information pertain-

ing to a sail's aerodynamic shape, so in that regard

you take what you get and hope it's not so inap-

propriate that the sail must be returned. A

renowned loft with a reputation for performance

in a particular boat type will likely have made a

sail with good shape. Naturally, unless known
already, inquire as to the sailmaker before having

it delivered.

If you are buying a used sail for its cloth, it is

important to consider whether the sail has been

constructed with shaped panels that, unless you

can incorporate that built-in shape, will render the

sail unsuited to recutting.

1. The repair route: This signifies that onrj

minimal maintenance and fixing is needed In

an otherwise seaworthy sail.

2. Restoration: The sail is basically sound but in

need of a major overhaul, recut, or repair. I his

work will reclaim a sail that, had it been in

new condition, would have been immediately

appropriate for the sailor's needs.

3. RebuiUling:Th\s entails more or less repl.u e

ment, recutting, and alteration in order to

create an appropriate sail out of one that

originally, even new, would not have made the

grade. Something significant about the sail

makes this major work economically viable.

The Survey Procedure
A complete sail survey is actually conducted In

three separate, distinct phases and is most easily

and rapidly done with two people. A clipboard

with paper and pencil for notations, and a tape

measure of sufficient length, are required Foi

sophisticated assessment in the latin phase, I

good camera will be required. I he accompanying

sail survey checklist will beol immeasurable aid in

noting sail details and later in loi mulating con

elusion, following is a briel description <>t tin-

three phases, after which is a detailed at i mint ol

each.

SURVEYING USED SAILS

The first step in assessing a sail for purchase (or a

sail you already own) is to know the boat and what

kind of sailing you'll be doing. The demands placed

on a sail for daysailing are far less than those on a

cruising sail. Though commercial sail has different

goals, lor our purposes in surveying, we'll lump
voyaging and workboat sails together as it the

sailor's life depended on them.

I recommend that you do y0Ul own BUTVey Not

only will this save money in the short trim, it leads

to sails that need fewer repairs and last longei

When ( onsideringwhat ai don to take as a result

ol the survey, a threefold distini don is helpfuL

Phase i: I his initial measurement and Inspw

tion ol the sail structure and materia] is best dune

indoors on a II.it surface In a i lean, well lighted

space large enough to at i ommodate the sail tuiu

laid OUt. A smaller space can he w< likable il the sail

is methodically u rutinized set don i>\ set don ^.uis

i an be laid OUt and inspei led OUtdOOII <»n a tail

windless day, but glare and layout surfst e < an he

problems ( a.iss easih stains and ei it < an li.n in the

fabric. Inevitably you entomb a host ol In

when refolding the sail

Id thorough!) Inspei t sails, Indoors oi out, it is

ne< ess,n\ in remove you i shoes and go <

Inch, stooping low or droppingdown on hand
knees On a large sail, tins ma) take some time
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Remember, you must check both sides of the sail! If

you don't have a thorough knowledge of sail ter-

minology as a means of specifying areas in need

of attention, a rough sketch can be made of the

sail, with circles and arrows.

Phase 2: The sail may look great on the floor and

even measure out satisfactorily, but that doesn't

mean it will fit your boat. The second phase is to

take the sail to the boat at the dock or in the yard

and bend it on. Unless you intend to combine this

and the third phase, a windless period is best, with

relatively subdued light—early morning or a calm,

overcast day. In bending sail, you are checking for a

sail's fully tensioned compatibility with spar or stay

lengths, and compatibility and alignment between

spar and sail hardware. You are also checking for

compatibility of sail edge tension and hauling

power on halyards and outhauls. Last, the sail's

two-dimensional compatibility with rig and deck

hardware can be determined, and problem areas of

chafe and misfit designated.

Phase 3: If there is a light breeze, one can get

some indication of a sail's shape during the pre-

sailing phase, but it is a poor substitute for the

actual step of studying the sail under its intended

and designed working conditions. If it is a multi-

purpose sail, this means testing it in a wide range

of wind strengths, points of sail, and sea condi-

tions—zephyrs to gale, reefed, and full sail. If it is

an as-yet-unpurchased, used sail you are taking for

a test run, you are taking your chances ifyou take it

out in a snorter. Wreck the sail, and you're probably

responsible for it. You can judge fairly well from the

initial phases of inspection whether a sail will

stand up to heavy-weather use. There is no harm in

tucking in a deeper reef than necessary just to see

how she sets and how the boat handles. In this last

phase, you are looking for sail shape, shape reten-

tion, function of draft control, ease of handling,

performance, and compatible interaction with

other sails. One would never buy a used car with-

out at least taking it for a drive, and the same

should ideally apply to the purchase of a used sail

(which is why buying a used sail from a broker can

be chancy).

Phase 1 : Inspecting the Sa il Up Close Obvi -

ously if the sail you are surveying is one of your

own, there is no need to take the preliminary step

of measuring it. Otherwise, it is wise to eliminate

further wasted effort by making sure at this point

that the sail is of the correct proportions, either for

immediate use or with recut. This, of course, pre-

supposes that the measurements you need are

known from having measured the boat, from an

old sail, or from an accurate sail plan. This is only

a rough guide to sail applicability, but it will weed

out the gross misfit.

The straight-line edges of the sail should be

measured under firm tension. On an appropriate

floor, spikes or nails hold the sail in a stretched-out

position. These measurements tell you compatibil-

ity with spar and stay length. It may also be advan-

tageous to make other measurements in order to

determine sail area, headsail overlap, sheeting

angle, reef depth and areas, and trim points.
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Lacking sufficient space to tack out the sail, you

can measure edge by edge or even edge section by

edge section, though accuracy may suffer.

We can now proceed to examine the sail in

detail:

THE CLOTH. In woven synthetics, the first thing

to look for is sun damage, indicated by powdery

fading or a squeaky feel to the cloth. The most

exposure is at the leeches and corners as well as

along the head in a gaff sail and along the foot in a

Bermudan. If it looks tired, it is. When in doubt,

attempt to tear the cloth with your bare hands,

with and across the weave.

During the layout you will have gotten some feel

for the thickness (weight) and hand (flexibility) of

the cloth. Is the material of the desired weight and

softness? A soft material can indicate an aged fabric

or one that is new and intended to be soft. One loses

competitive performance in the interest of durabil-

ity and ease of handling when opting for a softer

cloth, so it depends on the kind of sailing you do.

A relatively tired, formerly firm racing fabric

could be just the thing for an easygoing cruiser or

daysailer. Naturally, check the entire sail for stains,

mildew, salt saturation, repairs, past recuts, unre-

paired damages, and chafe spots. Most stains on

synthetics, even mildew, unless they have caused

deterioration of the cloth, are only of cosmetic con-

cern. However, at current sail-cleaning prices of

$1.50 or $2.00 per pound and up, the cost of thor-

oughly cleaning the sail has some bearing. Like-

wise with excessive salt buildup, which may warn

of hardware corrosion—but this can easily be

rinsed by the sailor.

Past damages are mainly a concern if they have

been left unattended or were improperly repaired

Methods of repair come in as many variations as

there are ways to harm a sail. One must look to see

that the sail is put back together as ( losely as possi-

ble to the way it was originally: same cloth type,

stitching, reinfon emenls. and hardware what

ever was involved in the replac ement I his < nurse

is advisable if the damage resulted from insult or

abuse—say, an untaped cotter pin. Bui if the dam

age is the result of poor construction, the remedy is

then a rebuild; a repair or restoration would only

be inviting repetition of the same mishap. To

improve one aspect of a generally poor-quality sail

is to put a strong link in a weak chain. A sail is an

interdependent assembly of parts, and a repair

must be compatible with the rest of the sail. A
weak, inadequate repair leaves an Achilles' heel,

whereas an overbuilt repair can result in the fail-

ure of surrounding parts of the sail due to discon-

tinuity and unbalanced distribution of strain.

Note all unrepaired damages—slits, tears, thin

spots. The following areas come in for a lot of

abuse:

1. On headsaib: the leeches from flutter and

spreader ends, and from tacking across shroud

stays and masts; the forward foot portion of

the foot rubbing on lifelines and how pulpit;

along the luff at each hank from insufficient

halyard tension or sliding across the hanks

2. On boomed sails: the batten pockets from

shroud and la/yjack chafe; along the leech

from flutter and topping lift (hate; along t:

foot from chafe while retted down, and leei fi

cord chafe.

If there is already a tear in the sail, this is an

opportunity to conduct another little tear strength

test. Ir\ with some del ihcrat eness to tear the spot ,i

little farther. If it goes with all the resist.on c ut a

piece of newspaper, the tret may he rotten a

condition generally Indicated hv other lymptomf

as well. It an otherwise good » loth should teat that

easily, it is of inferior qualit) and perhaps should be

rejected

STITCHING. Check all scam ItitChing <>n hoth

sides of die sail Mai nine sewn thread will show

si^ns of |ge and deter loralion before the ftalK loth

will, and it will tail sooner Vigorous s( raping with

your fingernail will reveal weal or poorly sewn

thread Is the rotten thread m an isolated lo< a

Hon that is. frequenti) hn hv sun or chafe

—

or is the whole sail we.ikh held togetl
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Study the quality and quantity of stitching. The

thread should match the sail material and type of

sail in weight. Contrary to what one might expect,

too much stitching—either crowded stitches or

repeated restitchings—weakens the sail (see Chap-

ter 5). Voyaging sails should have three clean rows

of zigzag stitching in the seams. A double-stitched

seam can be strengthened, if wide enough, by a

third row of stitching, but this process of triple

stitching or restitching a large, heavy sail can be

arduous and expensive.

RINGS AND EYELETS. Most production sails are

now finished with spur grommets and hydraul-

ically pressed rings, which, in terms of voyaging, is

an expediency lacking in strength and ease of

replacement. The principal things to check for in

these ring types are appropriateness for future sail-

ing, corrosion, and the condition of the surround-

ing cloth, which tends to suffer from ring corro-

sion, chafe, and flexion.

Handsewn rings, the seafarer's method, should

be assessed as to quality and condition of stitching,

especially on the side of strain. And all rings and

eyelets must be hefty enough to withstand the

strain and large enough to take whatever line or

hardware is to be attached. Replacing spur grom-

mets with handsewn rings is easily done; the

replacement of hydraulic rings, on the other hand,

is a major undertaking.

Clew and head rings come in for the most strain

and chafe, but reef-corner rings and reef-point

eyelets should not be neglected. Hand sewing eye-

lets and corner rings is a technique easily per-

formed by a sailor, both in upgrading a sail or in

effecting repairs at sea. A ring or eyelet is only as

strong as its compatibility with the underlying and

surrounding materials.

REINFORCEMENTS AND TAPE. A single layer of

sailcloth is not sufficiently strong in itself to with-

stand the strain and tension placed on the edges

and stress points of the sail. Hence, multiple lay-

ers are built up so as to distribute the load and pro-

vide heavy areas of reinforcement in which to

place rings and eyelets. It is important to deter-

mine whether, for your purposes, the cloth rein-

forcements in the form of tablings and corner

patches are sufficiently heavy (number of layers)

and wide enough, and whether they distribute

strain in the correct directions.

A light patch with abrupt strain transition

places enormous stress on the very edge of the

reinforcement and on that last outer row of stitch-

ing. Consequently, the sail's corner patch splits

away. This can happen anywhere in the sail, but

check in particular the clews, the luff tape at hank

or slide positions, and the reef-point patches.

ROPE AND WIRE REINFORCEMENT. Most sails

that are set on a stay or set flying are further rein-

forced along tensioned edges with sailcloth tape.

But it is not rare, and it is often advisable, to have

a sail with edges reinforced by rope or wire. There

are two major considerations when assessing such

reinforcement: the condition of the material, and

whether the rope or wire is functioning correctly.

Its purpose is to limit the extent to which a sail's

edge can be stretched in proportion to the outhaul

or halyard-tensioning power of the sailor and rig. If

the reinforcement is too light, elastic, or long, the

sail will be pulled apart or distorted out of shape.

If the rope or wire is too strong or short, you will

never be able to tension and set the sail properly;

it will always remain a puckered bag.

Moreover, in a stretchy, elastic luff arrangement,

there is a governing and stretch-limiting function

as well as a controlled amount of elasticity with

which to influence luff tension and sail shape.

Wire, of course, has none of this elasticity. Thus,

the principal concern is whether the wire is too

short. On larger sails it is not possible to fully test

wire and rope function indoors without a handy

billy and strong fixtures in the room for attach-

ment. Adjustments and corrections are far more

easily made for a rope or wire that is too long.

The condition of a rope or wire that is enclosed

within a sail can be difficult to judge. Check for

wear at the hanks, signs of wire corrosion bleeding

through the cloth, and wear and deterioration at
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tack and head. It is worth noting that perhaps you'd

prefer a different form of reinforcement than the

one presently found in the sail—say, rope instead

of wire, even if the wire appears sound.

External hand- or machine-sewn roping clearly

reveals any problems: Is the stitching sound and

even? Are there chafe spots? Is there sign of fatigue

or deterioration? Metal shackles and slides and

squeeze-on-type hanks are merciless to sail edges

and roping and ought to be replaced with kinder

fittings.

If roping is not to a certain extent shorter than

the actual straight-line edge of the sail, the sail will

be hoisted or tensioned by its cloth rather than by

the rope that is intended to take the strain.

LEECH CORDS. To stabilize and support as well

as to alter sail shape, the leech and—if boomless

—

the foot of a sail will have a light line running

within the tabling. These cords, used judiciously,

are an important sail-handling device. First, note

the presence or absence of leech and foot cords. If

you find them, check for wear and chafe, particu-

larly at the cleats, rings, and buttons to which the

cords are belayed. Is the dead end of the cord

securely anchored, and is the size of the line appro-

priate for the sail type and use? Many newer main-

sails have the leech-cord dead-end at the clew,

passing over sheaves and headboard and running

externally down the luff. Try all leech and foot

cords under sail to be assured of their functionality

and to study their effect on the sail.

HEADBOARDS. The usual difficulties with head-

boards, both the internally and the externally riv-

eted types, are corrosion, halyard-shackle chafe,

and cloth damage just below the headboard. Even

with thick reinforcement, the flex point in the cloth

along the hard metal edge of the headboard

fatigues and breaks. This is the most serious con-

cern and one that, if left unrectified, will result in

the sail's literally losing its head.

Once having encountered such horrors, a cruis-

ing sailor surveying a mainsail might reconsider

whether headboard, battens, and leech roach are

appropriate at all, and contemplate a recut to elim-

inate those features.

SLIDES AND HANKS. Inspect all hardware used to

bend the sail to spar or wire. It should fit the rig and

be strong and in good working condition. Note

headsail hank wear, corrosion, and freeze-up.

(Squeeze-on hanks are not seaworthy gear and

should be replaced with handsewn hanks.)

There are many types of sail slides, and a sailor

should be concerned about their strength, design,

condition, and how smoothly they'll travel in or on

the spar. Slug-type slides with light, plastic bails are

good for fair-weather daysailing. The most impor-

tant aspect of slides and hanks is the way in which

they are attached to the sail. Shackles cause exten-

sive damage to both sail and slide, and should be

replaced by a seizing of webbing or twine.

REEFS. Reefs are survival gear, and to neglect

them in a sail survey would be like test-driving a

car and failing to see if the brakes worked. First, are

there any reefs at all? How many? Do they reduce

the sail area to a degree appropriate for the sail

configurations, helm balance, and handling of the

boat? Your benchmarks are the boat's former sail or

a sail plan and, of course, test-sailing.

The condition and scantlings of reef hardware

and reinforcements are part of the earlier general

study. Now it is time to check the alignment of reef

rows. On boomed sails, the reef clew should be

higher than the reef tack, and the big corner rings

must be somewhat above the straight line of the

reef points. Check reef-point spacing. A well-

tucked reef requires close spacing—every 2 feet or

so—with easily tied reef points of sufficient length.

For the best distribution of strain, the reef points

are sewn to the sail rather than merely knotted on

either side of the eyelet. Furthermore, all reef

points should be installed, even the deepest row.

It is important to incorporate the addition or

enhancement of reefs into any assessment of a sail.

ROLLER-FURLING SAILS. Roller-furling sails are

a breed with special considerations. Sun rot, par-
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figure 10-3. Seaworthy reefplacement and construction details.

ticularly at the corners and leech and foot edges,

is the biggest concern. Second, despite various

contrivances, sails of this type become deformed

during the rolling process and when there is a lack

of reinforcement in partially rolled positions.

If the used sail has had no edge cover or sock,

you'll probably have to reject it. But if it is sound

and has none already, then edge covers are essen-

tial.

In the slotted extrusion-type furling gear, the

sail is retained by means of a luff tape containing a

small rope that runs in the slot. Note the condition

of the tape at the head and tack of the sail, which

is where the tape tends to pull apart.

Phase 2: The Sail Survey Continues on Hoard
When bending and checking a sail on board, keep

in mind that in some instances conflicts between

sail and spar hardware may be more easily ami less

expensively resolved by changing the gear on the

boat than by rejecting or altering the sail. I [ere are

some frequently encountered problems:

nonalignmenl of end lutings (outhaul i ais.

gooseneck fittings, tack padeyes, throat and

peak fittings, etc.] with sailcornei rings

incorrect slide or hank placement

halyard and outhaul power mismatched to

sail construction

incorrect head or tack pendant length ami

stationary deck block pla< ement in relation

to best sheeting angles

discrepancy between reel haiduaie

placement and reel locations in the s.nl

ii v slowing the sail: This is not technically part

of surveying the sail, but it has some bearing on

whether the sail is geneialh desirable \ \ei\ still

s;n i will take up much more spat e Does the s.ni

work with the present sailt OVet -w^\ bag, <»i ate new

ones needed''

Phase 3'. I'm Wind in it ludging sail shape and

boat performance is, of course, a complex subject

i lowever, some basic discernments can be made in

oidei to eliminate a hopelessl) dysfunt tional sail

oi to identify an. is in nerd hi alteration \^<\

improvement \ sail's shape depends on many fat

tors, and no matin how well the s.nl I

designed ami < onstrui ted, Impropet attai rtment,

setting, and trimming will shoM upi hape

and performam e in addition, a sail >. d fly
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ing shape is adjustable within limits. Therefore, the

shape should be studied throughout a range of set-

tings. In a well-set and correctly trimmed sail, there

are four basic interrelated aspects to observe when
sailing upwind:

1. Sail camber (belly, draft, fullness, amount of

curvature) can be expressed in a ratio of max-

imum depth per width, or chord length, at any

particular height in the sail. Study the relative

sail cambers at various heights in the sail.

2. Draft position: Where is the point of

maximum draft located? The location is

expressed by the percentage of the chord

length abaft the leading edge of the sail. For

example: 50 percent or 45 percent aft.

3. Shape ofentry: Several sails could be similar in

terms of camber and draft placement, but

differ radically in the shape of the leading

edge of the sail. Greater curvature affords

more leeway in trim angle but hurts pointing

ability. A flatter entry will point higher but is

less forgiving to trim. A full entry in a lapped

sail is more subject to backwinding.

4. Shape ofexit: The leech and after portion of

the sail is the easiest to observe. It should be

flat and smooth without hooking, fluttering,

or sagging.

These shape observations are first applied to

upwind sails and sailing. Sails in use offwind, of

course, have different aerodynamic require-

ments—primarily that of creating as much wind

resistance as possible—but the principles of study

and shape description remain the same. The sail

you are testing may be intended for all points of

sail, and as you put it through its paces you can

identify and record its many forms. Then you can

correlate those shapes with adjustment proce-

dures and boat performance. This is where a cam-

era is a valuable tool for revealing sail shape while

looking up from the foot of the sail, as described

earlier in the chapter.

The aerodynamic form of a voyaging sail is per-

haps not as critical as that of a racing sail—in a

cruising sail, compromises have already been

made in the interest of longevity and ease of han-

dling—but even laid-back cruisers must weed out
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sluggardly sails in the pursuit of safe and enjoyable

passages.

Excessive fullness hinders windward perfor-

mance and demands early reefing. Too flat a sail

might be fast and weatherly but lacks power to

drive the boat in a lumpy sea. Draft in the after

third of a working sail (unless intentionally

induced) indicates big cloth and leech problems.

There must be a sail shape compromise that

works well for your boat and its sail combinations.

Even ifyou can't fathom all the principles and vari-

ables of sail dynamics, your ability to methodically

observe and describe the elementary aspects of sail

shape will enable a sailmaker to better advise you

as to a sail's functional value and ease of alteration.

In summation, what are the chances of fetch-

ing up on a secondhand, well-made, sound, sea

worthy sail, perfectly suited to your boat and

needs, and available at a price less than what you'd

expect to pay for the new custom-made article?

Dang slim! If your standards are too high, you will

never leave the dock. But a resourceful and sell

reliant sailor can make discerning and Informed

judgments, thereby coming as close as possible i<>

obtaining the best sail at the outset, proceeding

from there to make adjustments and alterations

that result in the safe, durable, functional, and eco-

nomical sail that was required. It all begins with

having a sail and the time and patience necessar)

to make a thorough survey.
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Sailbags and Sailcovers

SOMETIMES SAILS are called "canvas," and

sometimes they truly are made of flax or cotton

canvas. Moreover, there was a time when there was

no distinction—natural-fiber canvas was used for

sails and for the myriad cloth covers and other

objects aboard ship. A sail loft then was likely

engaged in the making of all these items, employ-

ing the same tools and materials for all.

With the advent of synthetic materials, a sharp

delineation was drawn between competitive-sail

fabrics and marine utility cloths. Sails can still

be flax or cotton canvas, and utility fabrics for

awnings, covers, and bags can be synthetic, but

generally there is a marked distinction between

cloths best suited for these respective uses, partic-

ularly when it comes to high-performance sailing.

But as the sailing more nearly approximates tradi-

tional modes, the cloths become less specific and

more versatile—canvas for everything, if you want.

In any event, with use-specific fabrics have

come specialists, and a division between canvas-

work and sailwork. Some sail lofts do canvaswork

as a sideline, or at least produce bags with their

sails. But canvaswork, with its contemporary mate-

rials, has become an independent and perhaps

more universal field, since both sail- and power-

boats have need of canvas items. All this specificity

notwithstanding, for the self-reliant sailor there is

litde difference between the tools and materials of

sailmaking and those of canvaswork. The tools and

techniques used in making the ditty bag described

in Chapter 1 can produce a bag, hammock, or sail-

cover as well as a sail.

There are a great number of specialized tools for

canvaswork, but many of these are for installing

hardware and fasteners. These tools are not essen-

tial for a limited job (some are quite expensive),

but for production work they save much time as

well as make a neat job of it.

The sewing machines described in Chapter 5

are very versatile and suitable for canvaswork in

general. There are, of course, specialized marine

canvasworking machines that do specific jobs

more efficiently but have little, if any, applica-

tion in sailmaking. Industrial or even home-use

straight-stitch sewing machines, though inappro-

priate for sails, may be fine for general canvaswork

if they'll accommodate a large enough needle

and thread. I wouldn't seek out a straight-stitch

machine as an all-purpose home-and-boat, sail-

and-canvas tool, but if you have one already, it

could be fine for canvas projects. Certainly if can-

vas projects are the limit of your work, adequate

straight-stitch machines can be readily and inex-

pensively obtained, especially older models.

Doing your own canvaswork vastly extends a

419
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sailor's self-reliance. There are so many items

aboard that are cloth, including awnings, dodgers,

weather cloths, flags, windscoops, bosun's chairs,

and others. Some are covers, some are containers,

and some (such as flags) are independently func-

tional items. In this chapter we consider sailbags

and sailcovers. Once you've made a few of these

you'll be well advanced in your canvasworking

apprenticeship.

No seafarer can fail to consider sailbags and

sailcovers a high priority. These two items are

major factors in the condition and useful lifespan

of a sail. Make yourself a sail—you'll see—after all

that work, you'll want to store and protect it prop-

erly. If instead of making the sail yourself you've

paid the going rate for high-quality voyaging sails.

you'll be similarly motivated to take care of your

investment. Additionally, these utilitarian articles

can go a long way, practically and aesthetically, in

making a boat organized and handsome

Sailbags
Desirable qualities in a sailbag include the following:

Size: A sailbag as a container is intended

to hold a specific sail. Snug fits are
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dysfunctional. If the sail will only be

inserted when folded, then the bag need

not be any larger than necessary to gener-

ously hold a well-folded sail; for example,

a mainsail, usually left bent on the spars

and removed only for off-season storage.

A sailbag used for stuffing a sail must be

several times larger. A bag with dimen-

sions sufficient for a stuffed sail, of

course, can be used as well for folded-

sail storage, but never the reverse. When
in doubt, make the bag bigger, especially

if it will be holding sheets and other

paraphernalia as well.

Strength: A sailbag often sustains violent

movement and tension. Tossed, heaved,

and yanked by a corner with much weight

and sharp hardware inside, the material

must have great tear strength, and the con-

struction must be stout. Hemmed and

double-sewn seams are stronger and don't

fray.

Protection: Sailbags serve as covers to pro-

tect sails from chafe, sun, and dirt; there-

fore, they must be resistant themselves,

and relatively impermeable.

Ease ofhandling: Sails may have to be

bagged or hauled out in great haste, and

even if there is all the time in the world it is

a miserable task trying to insert or extricate

a sail from a bag with a clumsy or restrictive

system of closure. A large sail in a bag can

be a cumbersome article, difficult to lug

around or haul out of a forepeak if you have

only a fistful of bag cloth to grasp. There

should be reinforced handles or grips at

each end. These are useful, too, in hanging

or lashing or in joint carrying efforts. In the

immortal words of sailmaker Robin Lincoln,

"A sailbag with no handle on the bottom is

no more than a laundry bag!"

Identification: A sailbag should clearly

identify its contents. A color scheme could

work for the initiated, but it is best to

distinctly legibly, and conspicuously label

a bag on the cloth itself with the type of sail

within and the name of the boat. Addi-

tionally, the label might declare the owner's

name, the sail area, and the use of the sail

—

and even the cloth weight. Ifyou are in the

business, of course, sailbags are an

important advertising vehicle.

Size Bag sizes vary not just with the size but also

with the age, cloth weight, cloth type, and finish of

a sail. A hundred square feet of 18-ounce Duradon

can be folded and packed into much less space

than the same area of medium-firm 9-ounce

Dacron. To be most precise about the minimum-
size bag required for a folded sail, simply measure

the folded sail. For a stuffed sail, lash the sail or one

like it into a tightly packed cylindrical form and

take measurements.

For some strange reason I always assumed that

I had to custom-make sailbags to fit each sail as it

left the shop. It never occurred to me to system-

atize bagmaking, as Grant Gambell of Gambell and

Hunter Sailmakers—and probably most other sail-

makers with any business sense—have done, by

coming up with a few standard sizes. G & H has

three sizes that cover all its needs:

Size Diameter Height

Small 10 inches 24 inches

Medium 18 inches 36 inches

Large 26 inches 60 inches

Materials Sailcloth itself, other than light auxil-

iary-sail nylons and Dacrons, makes a strong bag.

Cotton Vivatex is strong and handsome, and

coated bag nylons serve well if not left in the sun.

The best combination of qualities can be found in

the acrylic-fiber cover cloths, which are strong,

protective, colorful, mildew resistant, water repel-

lent, and sun resistant (although the colors do fade

in time).

System ofClosure Snaps, twist fasteners, and

Velcro are all workable alternatives. The best com-

bination for economy, simplicity, and strength is
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laceline and eyelets. There are two forms, with

something to be said in favor of each:

1. External line rove off through eyelets is the

most durable, is easy to grab and install, and

works smoothly with a free-running laceline;

the line, however, can snag hanks and hard-

ware.

Internal line run through the tabling of die

bag and exiting through one or two eyelets is

fast; uses fewer eyelets; is smooth-running

with a light, slippery line; and will not snag die
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sail. On the other hand, an internal drawstring

chafes the tabling from within, is slow when

wet, and is not easy to grab.

Identification Identification can be achieved

with anything from a laundry marker to embroi-

dery. A plush job can be made of a dark-colored

acrylic bag by taking a sufficient-size piece of

vanilla-colored (buff) acrylic to an embroidery

shop—or embroidering the information yourself

in the appropriate thread colors—and then sewing

the whole piece to the bag. Otherwise, a nonbleed-

ing laundry marker or felt-tip marker can be used

on light-colored cloth, in combination with the

stencils available at any stationery store. The let-

ters can be applied directly to the bag or to a label

that can be sewn later. The label method allows for

error and choice of complementary colors. Test the

markers first on a sample to see if the ink bleeds.

la6e^- SEwfJ oil

ANC> <^KeAfc€_,

^.
fold /wom

t
^eeAse^

A.WD sew Vv/ITH zj^-

figure 11-3. After the label has been sewn to the

outside ofthe bag, straight stitch the side seam
together, hem over, then sew the hem down with a

zigzag stitch. It will be necessary to turn the bag
right side outfor this second step.

TO IN&IO£ OF
6^

Points

figure n-4. Prepare the bottom ofthe bag by install-

ing webbing and spur grommets and marking the

quarter points. Align the handle reinforcement and
quarter points with the weave ofthe cloth.

He.M

zj6r"L*4

POINTS

figure n-5. Turn the bag sides inside out again,

mark the quarter points, and pin or staple the

bottom to the sides with the quarter points aligned.

Straight stitch bottom to sides, then fold hem and
zigzag stitch thefolded hem.

Parts List

cloth (2 pieces): 1 rectangle with a height

equal to the height of the bag plus hems,

and length equal to bag circumference plus

hems; 1 circle of the bag diameter plus hem
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figure n-6. Fold the hem ofthe bag mouth to the

outside ofthe bag. Insert webbing into hem in way

ofall spur grommets. The two spur grommets of

internal drawstring- type bags must be installed

and the drawstring rove offprior to sewing the

zigzag stitch hem. Install spur grommets for the

external drawstring by subdiuiding the circum-

ference to approximately 4-inch spacing.

webbing to reinforce bottom handle and

tabling— 114-inch width

spur grommets for handle and laceiine

laceline: a length 1 '/ times the bag c in urn

ferenceof %-inch three-strand line

handle line: 2 feet of X- to /-inch three

strand line

sail twine or machine thread

^^Enuujij^

V/66BIM6,

figure n-7. Install a handle ofappropriate sized

and whipped line, *AtO% inch. Secure withfigure

eight knots, with enough clearance for a

comfortable handhold.

Sailcovers

These are the purposes and desirable qualities * > 1 a

sailcover as protection, containment, and aesthetic

object:

Complete coverage: A sailcover is a waste ol

time if it doesn't cover the whole sail In

addition, a cover should protect the sail's

means ofattachment Most often, it is a sail

corner, a place of great stiess. that doesn't

receive adequate protection A well designed

sailcover can simultaneous!) i ovw all oi

most ol a spar as well, and this icdm es

hardware and spat inaintenanc e \ i n\ei is

a poor Investment ii it deteriorates oi

becomes an unsightK einbanassninit

overnight. \ watei repellent c ovw ol i loth

that does not hiealhe will keep a di\ Mil

dry, bill it will also keep a wet sail wet

Choose a labile that hieathes

• Protection Needed mostly from ultraviolet

light from all sides, while per nutting an

flow ( [early, I Saill ovei thai passes

ultraviolet light <a em ourages mildew is no

piotet Hon

Ease ofinstallation rhis pertains to the

system of closure and the At of thecovei \
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figure 1 1 -8. y\ well-made gaffsailcouer is as easy to use as a Bermudan mainsail cover and
protects the spars as well. The boat's name is a handsome addition. In this case, Mya was

named in honor ofthe steamer clam.
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figure n-9. Bermudan sailcouer. A well-found sailcouer affords sail protection and enhances

a boat's appearance. Ease ofinstallation encourages its use, and ease ofremoval encourages

its being taken offwhenever the boat is solely under power, so that in the event ofengine

failure the crew can hastily make sail.
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off, such as when the boat should be in a

state of readiness to make sail when motor-

ing. The necessity for quick removal of a

sailcover could arise in an emergency situ-

ation. An overly large sailcover is nearly as

inappropriate as one that is too small or

produces a tight fit. A baggy cover slats and

chafes itself, while looking ghastly. A snug

cover doesn't pass air, and is difficult to

install. A well-fitting cover is effortless to

install or remove and large enough to com-

fortably contain the sail as it is customarily

furled, while also accommodating winches

and spar hardware.

Appearance: The color of a sailcover can

enhance a boat's appearance as part of a

coordinated ensemble of the boat deck and

general canvaswork colors. They needn't all

be the same, but they'd best complement

one another.

Materials Sailcovers can certainly be made of

mildewproof, preshrunk cotton, such as Yivatex.

and they do look handsome, but the best cover

cloths are acrylic. The material's primary short

coming is its lack of chafe resistance; other u Ise,

it has all the laudable qualities mentioned in

regard to sailbags and is available in an incnil

ible variety of colors. Acrylic cover cloth, until

recently, had the annoying habit of gathering and

puckering considerably when sewed, theidn

making calculations and fitting difficult. New fin-

ishing processes have minimized this problem. \

dyed cover or awning fabric will break down more

slowly in ultraviolet light than an undyed matei

ial. I have seen blue-and-white striped covers in

the tropics with the white in tatters but the blue

still intact. The reason you see so many blue i m
ers out there, by the way, is that manufacturer!

selected that color for mass production at the

lowest price.

Sailcovers are supposed to keep sails clean to a

certain extent, but as showpieces themselves they

rapidly look pretty grungy unless washed regularly

and stored in a bag themselves when not in use. A

bag of the side-open type makes a dandy storage

bag for sailcovers, or you could use the sail's own
bag, though the label could be confusing.

Identification: Usually there aren't so many
sailcovers on a boat that you can't tell at a

glance which sailcover is in hand, but label-

ing them with the sail and boat name will

avoid any quandary. Additionally, sailcovers

are a grand opportunity for prominently

displaying the boat's name. This may or may

not be a desirable function but, it it is, the

graphic design, calligraphy, and installation

of the name are of critical important e to the

success of the sign.

Chafe protection: SaRcovers come In i ontacl

with hardware, spars, rigging, and cspe< iall\

halyards. Leather chafe pan lies arc e&sen

rial, especially with acrvli< cloth, which has

poor chafe resistance.

Systems ofClosure By far the cheapest means of

closing a sailcover is with string or webbing tics

Other systems abound—zippers, lacing, hooks, and

various fasteners. I he ease and reliability ol tw isl oi
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turnbutton fasteners more than justify their

expense. (The Common Sense fasteners made by

Dot Fasteners are the most common brand.) Per-

manently and most handsomely installed, the male

twist part of the fastener is of the type riveted to the

sailcover, as shown in the accompanying illus-

tration.

For infrequent projects, an inexpensive setting

die is available in a hardware store snap-fastener

kit. Two nonessential but valuable specialized tools

make faster work of installing twist fasteners: a

hole cutter for the tangs of the female portion, and

a Durable-Dot fastener-setting tool for the buttons

of the male part. In another form of the male part,

the same shank and twister is held to the cloth by

means of prongs and a backplate instead of being

riveted. This type can be installed with a special

cutting tool or merely a pointed knife, but they are

easily pulled out, and the button-fastened type are

more handsome.

Common Sense fasteners are available in two

shank lengths: 3
/ie inch and 5/ieinch. Only in the

multilayered, folded corners of a sailcover are

the longer-shank fasteners possibly needed. The

biggest problem with thick material is that the

prongs of the female part are long enough to

reach through to clinch the backplate. The same
problem arises with the buttons holding the

male part; therefore, it is important to minimize

corner thickness. Right about now, the simplicity

of those string ties sounds mighty appealing.

Anyway, the alignment of twist fasteners is

important, like buttons and buttonholes on

shirts; if they are not aligned, there are bloops. I

generally mark and install the female part on the

sewn cover, then use those as a guide for the

placement of the male part by tracing inside

each hole. The alignment is perfect, and you are

assured of having the two parts correctly fitting

together.

1-VlLE. TWIST'
FASTEME-Rj O

SKJA^P FASTENER-;
ClVETTlNkSi TOOL-.

fSuAP F/VSTENE.K.

HOUE. CUTTER

F|£oM<VTyPE: MALE.
tWist'

FASTejviejz-;

BAO<PL*rEL;

figure 11-11. Installation ofthe stud-mounted male
part ofa twistfastener. This system is strong and
handsome. Checkfor correct alignment with the

female part.

figure 11-12. The hang-and-backplate system of
male twistfastener installation is less expensive

but weaker than the stud-mounted type, and less

attractivefrom the back side.
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Thread Sailcovers should be sewn with #92 (or

#16) polyester thread. This weight may be stronger

than necessary, but it is consistent with typical cover

cloths and will last longer in the sun than a lighter

gauge. The stitching is really the weak link in an

acrylic cover, even with ultraviolet-resistant thread,

since the acrylic will hold up so much longer in the

sun. A colored thread will last somewhat longer than

an undyed filament. An acrylic cover in the tropics

may last two or three restitchings.

A cotton cover can be sewn with polyester

thread. If cotton thread—even a colored one—is

used, the cover should be given a preservative

treatment such as Canvac (see Chapter 8). The

cloth may not need a treatment, but the thread

does, and there is no harm in doing both simulta-

neously before fading or mildew sets in to weaken

or mar the cover.

Taking Measurements In general, the consid-

erations when measuring a boat for a sailcover are

the same as when measuring for a sail (see Chapter

6). And, by the way, there is no accurate alterna-

tive to measuring the boat itself. Tools needed:

string, 50-foot tape measure, 12-foot tape measure,

clipboard, and prepared sailcover diagram.

The rigging, spars, and sail should be set up as

they customarily and normally are put away. This

poses a dilemma for the professional covermaker,

who knows that a well-furled sail and properly

stowed lines will result in a handsomer, less expen-

sive, and longer-lasting cover. But to set up a boat

and make a cover for an owner who is not so con-

scientious is to invite later complaints about ill fit

and chafe spots. So you must use discretion, fur-

thermore, sailors stow lines in their own way—for

instance, bringing the several parts of a peak lul

yard forward and lashing them to the mast rathei

than leaving them standing.

In making your own cover, you can choose W h.it

manner of stowage will be compatible with tin-

cover. In the end it's better to have a COvei ton big

FIGURh 11-13. Bermudan sailcover measurement plan I he minimum measurements

required for making a Bermudan sailcover, ij the cover is (<> he returned foi Inline, I n.

this plan. Add measurements for slits and Instate! plat crncrtt if the i over is not to he fitted

Be sure when measuring and fitting that the sail and rig an- ftOWtdOi thc\ u ill he u hen

the cover is in use.
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than too small. The most recommendable way to

achieve a good fit is to bring the partially com-

pleted cover back to the boat for a fitting; all guess-

work is thus eliminated. This does not permit a lax

attitude during the initial measuring and layout,

but it does take off a good deal of pressure.

Sailcover for a Bermudan Sail

Furl the sail, belay the halyards {cat-harping, or

tying off, external halyards to the shrouds cuts

noise and chafe), and set up the boom at the

desired height at the gooseneck (if adjustable),

with the boom topped up in crutch or gallows and

located in the usual athwartship position (i.e., cen-

terline or clear of companionway). Set and belay as

desired the auxiliary lines, lazyjacks, topping lifts,

furling systems, etc. On your diagram, make note

of several obstructions:

Sheets and blocks, gallows or crutch, vangs,

dodgers: These are areas where fasteners

should not be placed, especially if the cover

is not being returned for a fitting.

Winches, cleats, lines, and hardware: Chafe

patches will be needed in these areas. It is

necessary to decide in advance of measur-

ing the boat whether to measure around

winches and protruding hardware and

make allowances in the size of the cover, or

to cut holes for the hardware and build

separate socks or pockets into the cover to

accommodate the hardware. Either

approach is acceptable.

A boom-to-mast angle of 90 degrees is the

easiest configuration to cover. Often, however,

between mast rake and the topped-up angle of the

boom—and invariably on a club-footed staysail

—

there is an angle of markedly less than 90 degrees.

It is important to record this angle, especially if the

cover will not be brought back for a fitting. Two
straightedges and a C-clamp work well as a pro-

tractor, or you can cut a pattern from a piece of

paper or merely stand back and sketch the angle

of intersection. There is some latitude for error

here, but the front of the cover will not fit or close

correctly if the cover does not fairly well match the

spar angles.

Determining Cloth Measurements

1. The measurements taken on the boat were

circumferences, which must now be halved in

order to lay out a pattern for the longitudinal

halves of the cover.

2. Add 4 to 6 inches to each of the half-circum-

ference measurements that were taken

around the boom, so that the completed cover

will hang below the boom. (Do not add to the

half-circumference measurements taken

around the mast.)

3. Add 4 inches to the overall length of the cover

to compensate for contraction of the cloth

while sewing. (Yes, the seam really does shrink

when you sew it.)

4. Measurements for the forward end of the

cover are taken from the forward centerline of

the mast; add 1 inch for overlap of the edges

that meet in front of the mast, and 2 inches for

the additional cloth in the hems.

5. Additional cloth must be allowed for the 2-

inch hem along the bottom of the cover.

6. Additional cloth must also be allowed for

hemming the aft end of the cover, or for

whatever style of cover end is to be built.

LAYOUT AND INITIAL SEWING

1

.

Lay out two pieces of cloth, one on top of the

other, with the selvages along the bottom edge

of the cover.

2. The hems of the bottom edge of the cover are

drawn parallel to the selvages.

3. Often one cloth width is not sufficient to fill

the plan of a large sailcover, particularly at the

mast of a Bermudan sailcover, and an extra

piece(s) must be added before the ridge seam

is basted together.

4. Draw the hems of the forward-end opening.

Make sure to incorporate the correct angle of
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FiGUREii-14. Lofting the full-size Bermudan sailcouer on the rolled-out cloth. When in

doubt about measurements, make it bigger rather than smaller.

intersection—bottom edge of cover to forward

edge of cover—as taken from the intersection

of boom and mast or stay.

Measuring up from the bottom finished edge

and aft from the forward finished edge, plot

the curve of the ridge seam of the cover. The

fair curve near the forward end should

become a straight taper near the aft end. A

very flexible batten will help make the rat I in

abrupt curves that occur near the mast and

around the headboard. Remember that, up to

this point, you are working on what will be the

inside of the cover.

The curve on a Bermudan sailtover must

extend up over the headboard, come to the

mast, and then turn up abruptly parallel to

the mast or leading edge of the ( over, in ordei

to conform to the shape ol the < ontenta and

also to allow Miiiu lent material t<> which the

collar can be sewn

With the ridge seam curve drawn and the

cloths (one on top oi the Othei
I

tiimlv pinned

down, trim oft grossly exi ess doth above the

ridge, allowing sufficient material to fashion .i

flat-felled scam i foil II need im b e\tia on

the top ClOtll and I Inch <»n thfl bottom c loth

to make the fl.it felled se.un. wlm h is

illustrated In the "Sailbags" mm uon earlici in

this chapter] rhat is all that is ne< ess.u\ it the

i OVei is not to he Liken to the ho.it foi hn.il

fitting i "i .1 titled i over, it is best to leave 2 to

llncheS Of extra < loth along the ridge, in ( ase

the i OVei needs to be expanded

I. Sew the bottom and forward hems with

webbing inside the rolled tabling type hen
Webbing contracts radically when sewn [ta
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\ ^ Z. INlSTAUL-;

3.-S&W/

figure n-15. Thefolding, reinforcement, and
stitching of the lower hems ofthe sailcover.

avoid this, select a webbing slightly narrower

than the hem or make the hem slightly wider

than whatever webbing you've got. Then, with

a zigzag stitch, first sew the outer edge of the

hem, next lay in the webbing, and then sew

down the inner edge of the hem without

actually sewing the webbing within.

7. Staple, pin, or strike up the two halves of the

cover and either pin or baste them together

along the finished edge of the ridge seam with

a long straight stitch.

FITTING THE COVER. T-pins, a stapler, scissors,

and a marking pencil will be needed to fit the

cover. If you are doing this step (and I hope you

are), make sure that the boat is put away, sails

furled, etc., as it was when you first measured.

-spue ^mhet'
AS

"TAJL-lKk^ LJMEL-

3X. MAST'

C? -rW)-5T'

" //

Act? HeM-s^

6l(taiMFEE£^L

figure n-16. Adding a collar to a Bermudan sailcover. Two identical pieces ofcollar are cut,

hemmed under, then sewn to each other except at the edgejoining the cover. The collar is

then placed on both sides of the cut portion of the cover, overlapping^ inch, and sewn.
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1. Pin the cover inside out in place. To do so may
require cutting slits in the cloth at places

where the lines, lazyjacks, etc., will come

through, and at gallows, etc. This technique of

fitting the cover with its two halves pinned or

basted together inside out only works if the

cover is completely symmetrical. If there is a

winch on only one side of the mast for which

the cover is to be cut, then the cover must be

pinned together and fitted right-side out. (A

gaff cover invariably has asymmetrically

distributed cutouts that require fitting on the

boat with the cover right-side out.)

There is no great problem in this, except

that it is not as easy and convenient to mark

the revised ridge-seam location. You will have

A. ClTT wAi_L <3F wftvJclH C£>Yl£JZ-.

l3- F^LD THE- PlBCe.. AND SEW OiC-5 "TO

SnSAi^H-l
5rnzH

Yzl SEAM

£M© OF COS&2-,
\" ^iSEATE^ JM
£7iAM£TE£ THAN
THE H&-C IW &VEI2-

P. Se^/ oexiLAe. ^sie t&
£kJC? Of .C/LlNPEie. , wfTH
£yl_INlC?ER. f^RMEp It

(3UT, /'Z." IN^W SEAM.^lHEAJ
SC-vS w*tm ^neA^nr- TJrrtv h

Ert^es t& rREvtENiT* PjzA.yu.

"f" j. PLA:t wlwCH e^d\X t

\htrc Hr>LE. iM 5AJt-4>/EJZ-

AMP SE*/ J4.- IMCM

S*)UJZME-fZ.

<ryu f -

VvAl_L - » 1 1 TjUT
IM <"«r>fK

FfT . • I

figure ii!7 Makingand attachinga wim h 1 tww (o^ taJA
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to spot the ridge seam with occasional pins or

pencil marks on the outside of the cloth; then,

when you get back to the shop, redraw, cut,

and sew the seam with the cover turned inside

out again.

Why dink around like this? Couldn't the

ridge seam be sewn up permanently and the

lower-edge hems be left for adjustment after

the fitting? Yes, you can do it that way

—

especially if the cover is not going to be

brought back for a fitting. But a few things

make the initial method advisable: If there is

webbing sewn into the hems as a reinforce-

ment, the webbing shrinks up quite a bit as

it is sewn; to save the lower-edge hems for

later would mess up the fit. If anything needs

changing, it is much easier to recut and alter

the ridge seam than to redraw, cut, fold, and

sew the hems. Last, you get a more accurate

placement of the ridge seam and front open-

ing of the cover when you can staple or pin

the finished lower-edge hems together; this

also gives you a more accurate accommo-
dation of sheets, gallows, and other

obstructions.

2. Determine a comfortable hem location along

the underside of the boom, 4 to 6 inches

below it. Staple together the two lower-edge

hems, then pull up and pin the cloth along

the ridge.

3. Make all necessary marks, guidelines, and

references for hardware, chafing gear, and

location of fasteners.

4. Radically protruding winches are best accom-

modated by building socks into the cover;

therefore, holes have to be cut in way of

winches in order to fit the cover. Otherwise,

darts can be taken to mold the cover around

mast hardware.

5. Determine a comfortable front-opening posi-

tion on the forward side of the mast (allowing

for halyards, winches, etc.), with a 2-inch

overlap. Trim, fold, staple, and pin.

6. Boom end

—

wraparound style: Set up to fit

and trim around topping lift. Cut, fold, and

staple. Open-end type: Fold right at topping

lift, mark. Sock end (no topping lift): Fold 2

inches beyond boom end. Mark and staple.

-r&f^lKj^ UFT'

CUDSBJD TyiPEL;

Jfc
3>

U±L2 '\/ V v/S/^WX/ Y WN/ '" ^^VS*

CPZJU. TyfEL.

Cft)

'S/N/N/v ,\t\l \/VvWvv\,VV'/VWVVVV> ' V

>
X

i

Socio -rypi

figure i i-i8. Three methods offinishing the aft end

ofa sailcover. The open type is simple and offers the

greatest margin for error in measurement, but does

not protect the spar end.
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FINISH SEWING

1. Resew the adjusted ridge seam, if necessary;

otherwise, trim the ridge-seam cloth in

preparation for sewing a flat-felled seam. It

will be necessary to clip the seam slightly

along very abrupt curves, such as around a

headboard or where the ridge meets the mast,

so that the cloth will conform to the bend. Sew

the ridge seam with one row of zigzag

stitching.

2. Fashion the collar and install it.

3. Fashion and install the aft-end closure—hem,

sock, etc.

4. Fashion and install all the overlapping flaps

for lazyjack openings, etc. Have them open to

the stern so that a headwind will not tear the

cover open.

5. Fashion and install any winch or hardware socks.

6. Sew on all chafe protection, especially inside a

Bermudan cover in way of a headboard, where

a diamond-shaped leather patch on the inside

will serve as protection.

eUTTcv-J USEO T2b

Over MAi_£_,

AB6UNJD 6ACX. "RjVrt^

FIGURE 11-19. The completed installation of male

andfemale parts of a twist fastener in the hems

along the bottom ofa saileover. Webbing inside

the hem is optional

t^iH Wide, l^athex-' strip
&X-DE.O OYEJZ. AMO^HANDSEwN

~^P

'Ww*/\a

.cut" suts roe^
HAi_yAeos, , LAzy tacks,
ETC. no oe&iK£j?
LOCATION

F<?l_C*-D AMP
Hemmed
CLOTH —"^ +2J

FIGURE n-20. A slit in a saileover may be reinfon .
</

by webbing in thefacing pieces. I hough not shown
here, it may be necessary to sew leather over the

corners of the bottom of the facing pieces to prevent

fraying.

7. Sew on graphics it not already done.

8. Install fasteners and collar lanyard.

9. Run back to the boat, put the COvei on. and

use it religiously.

Sailcovers for Gaff Sails and
Fore-and-Aft Sails with Yards
Making a gall saile over is hasu ,ill\ the MOM .is

making a Bermudan saileover, but the overall form

has several distinct le.nines I here is no ( ui\e tO

the ridge seam, and uheie ihcie in.i\ h.ue him .i

headboard to build around, now there is .i throat

halyard, n the peak halyardj ."< left standing

(over must he slit in lit. Additionally, ^.ill i.iwspoae

.i < tiallenge In fitting

I he tools, selnp, ,ind Initial measuring pi

duie are die same ai dew ribed foi the Bermudan

Baili over. However, additional measurement! are

taken toi e,;ill related rigging I ugs.uls are vrr\ sun

pie td ( ovei m ih.it die ( ovei is straight and open

ended, with .i sin .mil Opening required l<>< the

mast
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figure 11-21. Gaffsailcover measurement plan, showing basic measurements ifthe cover is

to be returnedfor a fitting. Enlarge this plan, and add measurementsfor slits andfastener
placement ifcover is not to befitted. Brailing the peak halyardforward to the mast

eliminates the needfor halyard and span- wire slits. Be sure when measuring andfitting

that the sail and rig are stowed as they will be when the cover is in use.

CPE.MED OUT" f="|_AT
J

an-" ear.
f&e THEc/vr SVZAP WITH

MOOIC* \-DOP

FA.STE.nejZ-

2." vViDE^
fcewNZo
EJsID FLAPS
OF CCAt^JL,

d^AFF TAW5

\Vz. v/ice steip
OF" LEATHER"

cur Er^e. amd
KAMO-5Eja/N

MOfZe. ueaTke<z-

figure 1 1-22. Finishing theforward end ofa gaff

sailcover. The method shown provides a clean solu-

tion to the problem ofbuilding a cover around the

protruding horns ofgaffjaws while still maxi-

mizing sail coverage at the throat, luff, and tack.

Headsail Covers
Very often, owners of boats with several headsails,

or even a single sail, unbend sails for storage, but

it is common and convenient to leave a headsail

hanked on, especially on a boat that uses the same

headsails repeatedly. There are two types of covers

that facilitate this sort of headsail storage: the stay-

bag and the genoa staybag. The staybag is really no

more than a side-open sailbag designed to accom-

modate the stay and hanks, as well as the sail, with

additional means of supporting and tying down
the bag for foredeck clearance and restraint.

Elongating the staybag into a form much like

that of a Bermudan sailcover produces the genoa
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"TWIST FrASTE*JER.S

LEATHEJ^

SHEETS <^AN BE; (O-E-*/ <5F sml- MAV 6L

figure n-23. Thegenoa staybag is one solution to stowing a hanked-on long-LP sail. To

measure, gasket and lash sail in stowed position offdeck and along lifelines, and proceed

asfor Bermudan mainsail cover. Cover lashings may be permanently attached to cover.

Remove halyard when stowing sail.

FIGURE 11-24. Measurement plan for a genoa stayhag. Enktrgi (Ml plan BtCOMfUl ft) M "id

the angle at which foot ofcover meets stay Developa iwpeatabk nutnm-r of ttOWitlgtht

sail before measuring.
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figure 1 1 -25. The staybag is basically a side-opening cylindrical sailbag with leathered

cutoutsfor the stay and loopsfor halyard and tiedowns. The halyard is to keep the bag
off the deck; the lashings minimize its gyrations.
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amo AT THE. CTHee,
EWD WoUI-O r-lAK-L
this a\^ Pou6ue_.

figure n-26. Measurement plan for the staybag.

Most simply the staybag is a cylinder, but it can be

flat, conical, or asymmetrical. Enlarge this plan.

Lift sail up into stowed position for measuring.

The majority ofhanks will be above a turnbuckle.

staybag, which is designed to contain a sail with a

long luff perpendicular, lashed to the lifelines. I tic

genoa staybag is not just for genoas, and it is a style

that leaves the deck freer, but it does not double as

a conventional sailbag as well as does a standard

staybag.

Why not just tie a regular drawstring sailbag

around the headsailV I his common mispractice

leaves the hanks and the luff of the sail impro

tected. Unless lashed down, the bulk is tree to blow

and roll around.

Merely by using staybag-type construction,

eliminating stay cutouts and tabs but adding end

HAvMPUL, act
TH|S EAlO TOO

i-A©E.i_ a?

figure n-27. The handsome and versatile sale

opening sailbag is simply the conventional sailbag

already described but with a "bottom" at each end

and no side seam. Instead, extra cloth is allowed

(as in sailcovers) for 2-inch hems that overlap and
are closed with twistfasteners every 6 inches oi to

Unless a full cloth width is used in the length of

the bag, it is necessary to double-fold the hern on

the inside of the ends to prevent fraying.

handles, results in a snazzy side-open type sail 01

anything) bag. For that matter, you could put end

handles on a staybag and have quite a versatile

storage container, as long as you weren't trying to

hold items small enough to I. ill out ol the Ita)

cutouts

If by chance you wish to have covers <n I

made for you, specif) the nialei lalfl and ( OOStTIM

tions described in this chapter. I he imall i ustom

canvas shop or sail lolt is the most hkeh pl.n t t<>

have quality work ol this son done \ good c anvas

worker can make a hue < nu-r. A good sailinakei i an

also make a fine rover, with the added advantages ol

knowing what it does and the impor (.mm e ul pro

tec ling a well made s.nl Heu.ue ol pmdm tiun s.nl

lolls and mail on lei COVBfl that are gener.ilh oflnfe

rior qualityand aremass produced tooommen lall)

determined sizes a < anvasworkei oi lailmakei wtth

artistic skill i an i reate i am. is goodi with adorn

menu and lettering thai will make mum boal fairrj

glow with c olor and luni imii.il distifM Hon
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Sail Handling, Trim,

andAdjustment

THE BEST-MADE SAIL is of little benefit with-

out skilled, resourceful, practical use of the

basic techniques of bending, trimming, shaping,

reefing, furling, and stowing. A comprehension of

forces, faults, and corrections is the key to safe,

efficient, and enjoyable sailing. Sail trim and fault

correction on boats with high-aspect Bermudan
sail plans are well covered in other books. In this

chapter, the primary emphasis is on applying the

same principles to traditional and voyaging rigs.

Too many seafaring boats are needlessly slow and

inefficient because their owners lack information

on how to get the best out of the sails. What fol-

lows can help.

BENDING A SAIL

To bend on a sail means to affix it to the rig (stay or

spar) in some fashion in preparation for setting

sail. Twentieth-century yachting has seen a pleth-

ora of systems and hardware for this purpose

—

hanks, slides, etc.—the seizing and use of which

are described elsewhere in this book. When bend-

ing sail to a stay, there are only two really seawor-

thy alternatives: conventional seafaring hanks, or

the popular luff-rope-and-tape method of slotted

roller- furling systems.

In contrast, there are many seaworthy ways to

attach sails to spars, most of which involve hard-

ware and are described in earlier chapters, but the

most versatile and least expensive still use plain

old line: lacing, robands, jackstays, parrels, or

lashings. The corners of a sail are lashed for

strength and alignment with the spar. The lashing

may be fixed, as in a tack lashing, or movable, as in

an outhaul clew lashing. The spar-bent edges of a

sail can be fixed, as in marline hitching, or mov-

able, as in the luff lacing of a sail to be raised and

lowered.

Using line to bend sail to a mast works only if

the sail is permanently hoisted along the luff

—

small spritsails, for example—or if the majority of

the mast along the luff of a hoisted sail is clear

of any other rigging or gear. Three-strand line is

easier to splice than yacht braid, holds a knot, and

is best for rope grommets, but lacing, lashings, and

robands can be made of braided line—even Kevlar

braid—in order to maximize strength and mini-

mize stretch. It ain't so salty, but it sure can be

439
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4
BOOM V INDE.PE.NDE.NT

CLEW LASHING

figure 12-1. An adjustable outhaul clew lashing.

colorful! See Chapter 7 and Figure 6-86 for a few

ideas and configurations.

There are five basic principles to observe when
bending sail:

1. Fair leads: The pull of halyards, outhauls, and

tack pendants should be in line with the corre-

sponding edge of the sail. In addition, the cor-

ners of a bent-on sail should all be attached in

some manner to assure alignment—for

example, spritsail throat, jib tack, fisherman

tack, jib head.

2. Alignment ofend lashings and intermediate

attachments: The whole edge of the sail should

be equidistant from the spar or stay.

3. No chafe: The sail should be isolated from

hardware and rig by seizings or lashings, and

positioned so as not to chafe on rig or deck

gear. The sail is protected by chafing leather

where appropriate, and metal ring liners.

Lacing and seizings are sacrificial.

4. Hoisted or adjustable sail edges arc free to run

smoothly in both directions.

5. fixed sail edges must have sufficient edge

tension.

It is very common to see the clew ol a loose

footed sail restrained only by an outhaul. I his not

only puts all the strain on the outhaul line, hut also

undermines the effects of sheeting, lowers the

boom end, and defeats the purposes of having a

loose foot in the first place. A simple clew lashing

will rectify all that. See Figure 12-1.

Bending on a Chinese lugsail of the voyaging

type involves special considerations, as the sail

must first be lashed and bent to the battens

which are really spars—then to the yard and

boom before being parreled to the mast See

Figure 12-2.

SETTING A SAIL

Haul it up, yank it down, roll it down, roll it in. or, as

in a squaresail, let it loose and drop! lust a small

word here about making sail that tan add \eais to

the life of the canvas. Halyards anil sheets cause

long-term chafe and wear on a sail. Protect the sail

with chafing gear, and remember to unbend ha]

yards from jibheaded sails when not in use

The key in setting sail is control. Mm h gnel

comes to sails raised while motoring to weather oi

headed downwind. Swaying up a sail only goes

smoothly if all hardware, slides, eti run Iteelv I not

mous strain may tall on a sin. ill lull eyelet the slide

of which has jammed en route alolt. It a lailot is

actually yanking a sail down, there is something

amiss in the system. Moreover, the violence ofyank

ing is hard on a sail. A seawoitln s.ul s\stem almost

hands itself by allowing the sail to tall tieeh and

speedily where desired. Don't forget the boom top

ping lilt! Spare the s.ul .md the hahaul the |oh ul

raising the hooin. too. espei iall\ when reefed down

Sending boomlesa oi certain types ol loose

looted sails up in stops is not just a FBI iflgt omen
tion. nor is it only applicable t«> spinnaket use

\i.un auxiliary sails ami some working s.nis ( in

be raised in this manner, which assures control on

all points Ol sail Old twine, inhliei hands, rotten

< loth tin- important thing is that the material

used to stop up the sail is strong enough not In let

go prematurely, but will break when desired with

out ( UttUlg into the s.ul

continued on oaf
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LEATHERS-;

6A.TTEAJ ELNO

AMP EVE 5PUdET?
5H££m_E.T5

^ 6ATTEWS 5" BATTELS

Halyard. Fall passes down inside E, outside C and M.

Sheet.

Yard hauling parrel. Fall passes inside E and G, outside M.

Luff hauling parrel. Fall passes down inside the bottom

two batten parrels.

Topping lift upper spans.*

Topping lift after spans*

Topping lift hauling part, outside everything except H*
Burgee halyard, outside everything.

Upper sheet spans.

Lower sheet spans.

Mast lift.

Standing lower luff parrel.

Batten parrels.

7F3A7TEM-S

N Tacklme.

O Boom gallows.

P Furled sail lowered onto gallows.

Q Bullseye fairleads.

R Lowest position of yard sling plate.

S Yard sling plate.

T Saddle eyes.

* Duplicated on part side of sail.

1

.

Deckblocks.

2. Thimble.

3. Sheaved euphroe.

4. Plain euphroe.

figure 12-2. Details of the modern Chinese lug rig, as adaptedfrom Practical Junk Rig, by H.

G. HaslerandJ. K. McLeod. See also the batten detail in Figure 6-10, page 234.
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SAIL TRIM

Once a sail is set, one then adjusts its attitude and

relationship to the apparent wind. This angle is

selected to best utilize the aerodynamic force or

else the resistance drag forces of the sail. Some-

times the trim is adjusted not to propel the boat so

much as to balance helm, or stabilize rolling

motion, or maneuver (as in backing and filling), or

even to limit the travel of the hull, as when heaving

to. It is the braces and sheeting that control a

squaresail's trim angle; on a fore-and-aft sail, it is

of course the sheeting. One of the wonderful

things about sails is that for better or worse, they

do not function in one plane. The apparent wind

alow may not be the same as the apparent wind
aloft, and if not the sail must be adjusted, or

trimmed, for the two different angles at different

heights. Sheet leads (both fore-and-aft and

athwartships), sheet tension, boom vang tension,

and aft turning block placement on boomless sails

provide the leech tension that regulates twist for

trim angles up and down the sail. A gaffer has the

added luxuries of a peak halyard and a gaff vang

with which to further tension the leech and com-

pletely control the athwartship trim of the head

of the sail.

Wind and gravity are always trying to twist a

sail's leech off, and would do so excessively without

these controls. Sometimes, though, sail twist is

valuable, not only for aerodynamic lift but to influ-

ence the flow of air over succeeding sails, and in

turn their apparent wind angles. Then too, a sail

may be intentionally twisted to lose force—that is,

to spill air, thus reducing heel, helm, and rig strain.

The butterfly wing-shaped boardsail, with its high

topsail-like upper sail sections, is designed with

those features in mind. It is intended to twist off

automatically in a puff that would otherwise dump
the sailor. With this in mind, I return to my pet rig,
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LUGSAIL SHEETING POSITION

"Trim AN&L6-

C-&NTEKUNE-

Q; My I 9-foot dory carries a I 25-square-foot boom-

less standing lugsail with a single sheet. What is the best

sheeting position, and will it move in stronger winds?

A: With a boomless lugs'l or sprits'l, sheeting

position is a major factor in performance. Aim for a

1
0- to 1 2-degree angle from the centerline. The fore-

and-aft position is affected by the relative proportions

of leech and foot, the wind strength, and the point

of sail. Start by bisecting the straight-line clew angle

and lead the sheet to the rail. In a moderate breeze,

the close-hauled position will usually be somewhat

forward of this point of reference as the leech will

require more sheet tension. Install additional thumb-

cleats forward and aft for varied conditions.

the Chinese lug, which, in its traditional form,

maintains complete control ol the leet h b) a sheet

ing system ofeuphroe and sheetlets to restrain tin-

boom and most, it not all, the battens. With varia-

tions in the configuration and tension ol these

lines, the leech is infinitely adjustable, and a

change in primary sheet tension will vary the fbl m
up high, both in appearani e and rate ol i hange. it's

a lot of string to fuss with even moreso with .1

double set of sheets permitting large sail area on .1

short hull—but there's much less strain on the sail

and rig with leech control divided among all those

sheets and battens.

Telltales

telltales are an Indispensable aid In seeing the

wind and judging sail trim in terms ol airflow

the sail, rhe effects of sail shaping controls

tension adjustments) sheeting, and sail inters* lion

will all be revealed .is those little streamer! eithei

stream out, droop, 01 |ump about \n\ sail can

have telltales
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LEEWARO tSlCPE, O^ "5A/L_

figure 12-3. Standard telltale configurations. Pieces ofred spinnaker cloth, 'A inch by 6

inches, make good telltales; these are easily affixed with quarter-size discs ofadhesive-

backed insignia cloth.

SAIL SHAPE

The three-dimensional form of a sail—its cam-

ber—is what generates lift and propulsion upwind,

and drag, or resistance, downwind. The amount of

curvature (camber ratio) and its distribution (draft

position) should be altered according to sea condi-

tions, wind speed, and point of sail for the best per-

formance with the sails properly trimmed.

The Chinese lugsail—and other flat sails such as

the traditional batwing and the crab claw—do not

make use of these adjustments. But all other cloth

sails, including squaresails, do—some more than

others. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discuss how the sail-

maker puts shape in a sail. The sailor can put shape

in a sail, too, employing the methods the sailmaker

has anticipated in the design and fabrication

—

notably, spar bend and bias elongation (edge ten-

sion). There may be other built-in techniques, too,

such as zipper feet or flattening roach reefs. Other
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than adding camber, what a sailor does is alter the

form of a sail by changing its draft position and its

shapes of luff entry and leech exit. All these

changes are made high, low, and in between.

Seeing sail shape can be difficult. Chapter 10 dis-

cusses photographing sail camber (Figure 10- 1), but

for judging sail shape on the fly, North Sails carries

little hand-held gauges, and there are draft stripes,

another racing convention (like telltales) that can be

installed in any sail and would be a great benefit to a

performance-conscious sailor. Horizontal seams

sewn with color-contrasted thread to reveal shape

will do well, as do full-length batten pockets.

Although different sail types may be shaped In

different ways by the sailor, the following tech-

niques are common.

Pulling on the Corners
Pulling on the corners of a sail—away from its

center—tends to draw and flatten the whole sail in

the direction of pull and, with sufficient tension

not balanced by any tension at right angles, creates

a great bellying wrinkle on the diagonal as the cloth

weave is elongated on the bias. The sailmaker has

anticipated this shaping option by laying the cloths

in a conducive direction. One has only to tug on
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the opposite corners of a handkerchief to observe

this effect. A radially cut sail, with fabric running

parallel to the tension in this direction, is intended

to prevent distortion and sail alteration.

Think of a piece of flat sheetmetal; we could lay it

over a sandbag and mold it into a rounded shape

while leaving its perimeter relatively undisturbed.

This is the sort ofshaping done inside the sail's edges.

Alternatively, and often simultaneously, sails

can be relatively flat within, but are encouraged to

bend along one or more edges—thus forming a

curvature much as though you were to take that

sheetmetal and merely bend it like a musical saw.

There is little control of draft position when this

method is used exclusively. Many sails develop cur-

vature in this manner, pulling and easing the

clew—sprit- and wishbone-boomed sails, loose-

footed boomed sails, and boomless sails. These

effects are summarized in Table 12-2.

Pulling Along the Edges
This often occurs simultaneously with pulling on

the corners. Depending on the angle of pull, it

affects edges unequally. But in isolation, say just

bowsing down on the outhaul of a boomed main,

the effect is twofold—a pocket is formed along the

foot by elongation of the round built into the edge

and/or elongation along the bias, and the lower

part of the sail is flattened as cloth is drawn toward

the foot. Easing tension does the opposite in the

extreme, adding great fullness as the gathered and

scalloping edges billow out. This technique can be

employed on any edge of a sail that is adjustable

and is constructed (in terms of cloth direction and

edge curve) to permit such methods. All the

devices listed in Table 12-2 affect edge tension as

they affect corner tension. In addition, lull tension

is affected by the throat halyard of a gaff sail or the

Cunningham on a Bermudan sail, and leech ten

sion is affected by a boom vang.

Edge-tension adjustment affects every aspect of

three-dimensional sail shape. Further, pulling on

one edge of a sail generally affects the shape of the

edge opposite, as cloth is drawn away from or

allowed to move toward the influenced edge. Notfi

ing messes up a well-cut leech like an improperly

tensioned luff. There is more detail on these effects

in Chapters 4 and 5.

Push Me, Pull You Methods
A sailmaker builds shape into a sail by cutting the

edge curves. When gathered, tensioned, or plated

against a spar or wire, these curves push belly-

creating cloth into the body of the sail. The sailor

has several means of pushing or pulling the middle

of a sail edge in order to affect sail shape: spar

bend, stay sag, stay tension, or hauling directly on

the middle of the edge are the primary ones. These

are summarized in Table 12-3.

Diehard natural-rag sailors have at their dis

posal one additional means of altering sail shape

and cloth porosity. They can use a water ICOOp

known as the "skeet" to fling water on the sail,

thereby shrinking selected portions as the soaked

fibers swell.

GETTING THE MOST
OUT OF A GAFF RIG

The gaff-headed rig endures not onl\ in ( lattll

boats, but in venerable one-design (lasses and

even contemporary production designs I he

Ancient Manner's Association, the Friendship

Sloop Society, the 1 atboat Association, sehoonei

races, Beetle Cats, wianno Seniors, and Marshall

lH's represent just some of the gaffers sailing todsq

When these boats convene foi a i elehiation 01

meet on the iac e c ouise, then skippeis .ill w.mt let

enhance speed and peitoiinanc e

daft SailciOth is spec nil It should he fuin and

stable enough to hold ,i designed shape, but sott

and yielding enough to give with adjustments and

tolerate varying tensions in a number of directions

One ofthe virtues ofthe fbuj sided sail is that If

is so wonderfully adjustable! One of the dnwbtk k\

of the gafl s.ni is thai going n» weathei is not us

forte; the lower the peak and the leas control ofthi

^atf. the worse the upwind pertoi mam e will lie In

addition to the upwind slioin omingS of its
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figure 12-4. Scalloping along thefoot ofa sail due to lack ofouthaul tension.

aspect ratio, the gaff sail's weather performance is

hampered by excessive twist from the sagging off of

its heavy gaff. Indeed, too much gaff sag can hinder

performance on any point of sail, and, when com-

bined with a lifting boom, can cause a whacking

jibe of calamitous proportions.

The sag is more pronounced with a lower peak

and is exacerbated by the general lack of controls

in traditional rigs and hardware. Aesthetics, clas-

sic appearance, and class rules often put the

kibosh on effective countermeasures.

This is not to say that sail twist and gaff sag

should be eliminated. A certain amount is neces-

sary, because the apparent wind angle is wider

aloft (see Chapter 4). Telltales, wind indicators, and

the break of the sail's leading edges are the best

guides for judging proper high and low sail trim.

Trim angle, gaff sag, sail twist, and leech sag are

not to be confused with one another. The last three

must be controlled in order that the first may be

optimized. Gaff sag is the tendency—due to gravity

and wind pressure—of the spar to fall away to lee-

ward. Sail twist is the helical configuration the sail

assumes under the influence ofwind pressure and

differing apparent wind angles aloft and alow.

Leech sag is the falling off of the roach under pres-

sure of the wind.

The camber ratio and draft position are both
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important in a fast gaff sail. Sail shape also plays a

distinct roll in helm balance.

Rarely does one see draft stripes on a gaff sail.

They might blemish a classic appearance, but even

temporary stripes can be an invaluable aid to judg-

ing sail shape. The more vertical the leech, the

more horizontal the cloths in a crosscut gaff sail. If

such panels were to be sewn with thread of a con-

trasting color, the seams would offer an easily read

indication of sail shape. Draft stripes, however, are

better.

The best draft positions and camber ratios for a

gaff sail under particular circumstances are impos-

sible to generalize. A fast sail on a cat rig would not

be so on a sloop, and one sloop or cutter mainsail

will differ from another depending on the hulls and

headsails. The available sail-adjusting gear, not to

mention spar types and rigging configuration, are

also major factors when determining a designed

sail shape.

So how do you discover what designed shape

your sail should have? A sailmaker or another sailor

may already have determined the optimum shapes

for your boat, and you may be able to find out from

them. If not, you'll have no alternative but to find

out for yourself—through a meticulous process of

trial and error—what works and what does not.

Here are some basic guidelines:

With its more vertical leading edge and

reduced gaff sag, a higher aspect ratio

(higher peak in particular, and a shorter

boom) will yield better upwind perfor-

mance. The gaff might parallel the fore-

stay On a split rig, a gaff vang is the best

compensation for a low peak.

The most suitable sailcloth is a woven fabric

of balanced or slightly fill-oriented con-

struction, with some but not too much bias

elongation control. In contemporary terms,

it is a soft cloth. Narrow panels arc appro

priate for smaller sails.

Because the doth is so giving, the Initial

draft position should be somewhat forward

in anticipation oi die wind's blowing il all

Starting about 40 percent of the chord

length aft in a catboat sail, the draft should

ultimately settle in a 45- to 50-percent pofl

ition. In a sloop or split rig the draft position

might start farther aft, depending on the sail

ahead of it, the sail overlap, and the boats

beam; the idea is to create a good slot and

maximize the flow of air over the leeward

side of the sail.

A gaff sail wants to be flattest in its uppei

sections, which sag off with the gaff, par-

ticularly when no gaff vang is used. I he

midsections are fullest, and the lowei anas

are moderately full. Too lull a sail will be

detrimental to sail interaction and pointing

ability, and will overpower the hull too soon

when the wind breezes on.

A moderately full and rounded entry in a

cat-rig gaff sail makes a more forgiving sail

in terms of sheeting angle ami compensates

for gaff bend aloft, Gafl sails in general

should have a slightly flatter entry along

the head than the lull. ( )t course, loo full .in

entry will hamper pointing ability, ami mi a

sloop will crowd the slot and m\ ItC ba< k

winding of the mainsail.

A centrally distributed roach in tin- lee* h

should be maximized, but not so cm cssiwh

as to be unsuppotlable with die available

leech control techniques, it appropriatt

Say. to fill a sp.u e in a spin lie,, the id.ii h

could be distributed higher, but nevei lower,

than midleech. I he fewei i ontroli you have,

the more moderate die roa< h should be

All but the preceding generalizations an
affei led I o some extent In what sail < on Hols \ oil

have particular!) the ability to control sail twist

and t^atl sag h\ sheeting, vanging, and peak halyard

tension what follows is a description of the poul-

hie controls at youi disposal Ifam -\ir unavailable

to you because of class rules oi any othei reason,

you should le.un what they do anyway lie

possible, contrive alternative means to accomplish

the same ends
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figure 12-5. Gaff-rig adjustments: (1) peak halyard; (2) sheet; (3) throat halyard; (4) horse
and traveler; (5) boom vang; (6) gaffvang; (7) peak outhaul; (8) clew outhaul; (9)

downhaul and/or Cunningham; (10) leech cord; (11a) gaffbend; (lib) mast bend; (lie)

boom bend; (12) running backstay.
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Peak halyard: Along with sheeting, one of

the most useful and versatile controls.

Greater peak halyard tension serves to pull

the draft forward through bias elongation as

the length between peak and tack increases.

Simultaneously, depending on the type of

throat hardware, the head of the sail would

also be elongated.

Peaking up also tightens the leech and

reduces gaff sag. The peak halyard demands

constant adjustment for optimum sailing.

Easing the peak in a blow spills wind and

lowers the center of effort, which reduces

heeling and eases helm.

Sheet: Sheet tension controls trim angle,

leech tension, and gaff sag, and may induce

boom bend. Any tightening of the leech and

hooking it to weather makes the sail fuller

and moves the draft position farther aft.

Throat halyard: Affects luff tension and thus

influences lower and midsail draft place-

ment through bias elongation. Varying the

luff tension can also radically alter the

shape of the sail's entry.

Horse and traveler: This hardware provides

the means by which the athwartship lead of

the sheet, and thus the sheet's direction of

pull, may be controlled. A downward pull on

the boom reduces leech twist and gaff sag. An

adjustable traveler position also provides the

means of sheeting closer to the centerline,

and can compensate for the lack of a boom
vang when close-hauled in a light breeze.

Boom vang: Set up to work in conjunction

with the sheet, a vang offers even bettei

leech and gaff control. Using the v;mg in

conjunction with the peak halyard can bring

the gaff well inboard and tighten a lorestav

This handy device may also he used to

flatten a sail through mast, gaff, and boom
bend.

Boom bend: Influenced In sheet blo< V

configuration, vang placement, and spai

material and construe tion. Indu< ed bend

flattens the lower sail.

Running backstays: These stays provide aft

support to the mast while regulating

forestay tension and mast bend. They are

also a safety feature in a boat without a

standing backstay.

Gaff vang: Permits complete athwartship

trim of the gaff and thus the head ofthe Bail

Peak outhaul: Adjusting the outhaul

influences fullness, draft position, and the

shape of entry in the head of the sail. \s

with the luff, more tension flattens the

upper sail while pulling the draft forward

and rounding the entry. It is usually not

adjustable underway, and must be Bet up In

anticipation of the conditions to he met.

and to allow for the strain Imposed by the

peaking of the gaff.

Clew outhaul: Similar to the peak outhaul.

but governs foot tension and Influences the

lower sail fullness and the shape ol the shell

above the boom. The OUthaul has a pro

found effect on the lamhei of a loose

footed sail.

Downhaul and Cunningham. I ike the throat

halyard, these Control lull tension hut aie

more easily tightened while the sail is lull

and drawing. Both permit greatei tension

within a fixed lull length.

leech cord: I he small line running horn

peak to clew inside the leei h tabling

provides leerh suppoil on am point ol sail

\ tight leech means mine dial t alt lo he

used sparingly; it is not a substitute fol

sheeting, vanning, 01 peaking

Gaffbend: Fostered bj peak halyard con

figuration, lee< h tension, and spat main
ial. gafl bend Battens the head <>i the

sail.

X/fasi bend ' loverned i>\ sheeting and run

ning bai ksu\s. greatei bend flattens tin-

sail, a useful te< hnique depending on n

materia] and < onstrui tion

Which "i diese strings and doodads do

adjust first? I a hie 12 I, adapted from Wallace Moss's
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Sail Power (Knopf, 1984), provides a sequential plan

of attack. The program is most applicable on the

wind. Generalizations, however, can be deduced for

other points of sail.

Even with a lack of any profound knowledge of

sail theory and principles, you can derive great

benefit from this table (I recommend copying and

plasticizing it) and referring to it while making

adjustments as you sail.

The effects and success ofyour adjustments will

have to be judged by observing the sail and the

boat's performance. The sail will inform you of any

gross tensioning errors by displaying obvious wrin-

kles and girts. The most glaring and detrimental

adjustment, indicated by a big wrinkle running

from throat to clew, is that of insufficient peak hal-

yard tension for the wind velocity.

Plainly, you can't mess with one adjustment

without affecting another. Eventually, you find

yourself back at the beginning of the sequence. So,

round you go again, constantly and methodically

readjusting and making refinements in an ongo-

ing quest for an efficient balance and the intuitive

sensation that everything is going just right (not to

mention the tangible evidence indicated by flash-

ing your transom to the rest of the fleet). Herein lies

a significant portion of the art of sailing, and there

is no more exciting, responsive, demanding, and

fulfilling medium of the art than the gaff rig.

SAIL REDUCTION

Anyone with any question concerning what reefing

is all about should take a gander at a Block Island

cowhorn's foresail. Four rows of reefs—now that is

how to make use of one sail! Sale, reliable and

expeditious reduction oi sail area is essential in all

offshore sailers, and is advisable for many Inshore

sailers and daysailers as well. In the absent e oi

alternative, smaller sails, there should be correctl)

placed and constructed reefs. Systems for till kiny,,

rolling, or folding in a reef must he efte< me
Motordom has deemphasi/ed this aspe< I oi sea

worthiness, as have the plethora ol mechanical

stowing and furling devices. Briefly, here is why a

sailor may reef or reduce a sail (sometimes before

the fact in anticipation of the necessity): to slow the

boat, to balance helm, to reduce heel, to heave-to, to

reduce sail and rig strain, to relax, to deal the deck.

because the sailcloth is unable to hold an efficient

shape under full sail, to utilize an undamaged por-

tion of a sail, to remove camber from the font of a

sail (as in a flattening reef), or to keep the boom end

from striking the water in a seaway (as in a trip wet).

Roller Reefing
There is nothing new about the rolling technique

of shortening sail. Colling and I'inkney patented

such a system for the squaretopsails oi ocean carri-

ers in the 19th century. The principle, to quote

Harold Underhill, "is extremely simple and ma) he

seen in a large number of domestic window

blinds." The Colling and Pinkne) system had a te.i

turenot found in any modern counterparts a net

band in the close reef position tor the [impose oi

tying a conventional reel as a reintou einent in

heavy weather; it was there also as an alternative it

the rolling mechanism should tail I heie was the

added possibility of lowering the \aul. theieb\

dousing the whole sail.

Anyhow, there are two forms ol conteinpoi.u \

rolling on a spar: around a round mast oi boom.

and on a wire, or an extrusion rotating about awin
I have met only one voyaging oi \,u in sailoi

who actually liked his tolling boom, though the)

have been used e\lensi\el\ in both ]ibhe.ided .uid

gall headed workboals and i.h eis \fei h.mn ,ill\

(Linked or hand twisted, the s\stein. it it works ,it

all, is hard on the sail, and the sail does not set well

["here is the Inherent tendency, without whtlpt

(tapered battens on the ipai . loi the boom end lo

droop, and the s.ul must be raised tO roll in .i net

Rolling a sail about .i mast is a small piodin

lion boat te( onique i ontrived to lure lax) sail

Into buying throwaway boats it is not a prat tit al »i

sale reefing system it on!) works with |ibheaded

sails, whit b, m oidet to keep the I enter of effort

low. must be on a low. linden ainased rie, whit h is

OOd thing, Si tl< e\on won't fia\e to mess so nit en
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with the ridiculous wrap-around-the-mast reefing

system! Please don't confuse these antirolling rant-

ings with sentiments about stowing sails in this

manner. Therein we'll find some redeeming quali-

ties (see page 464).

For similar reasons, I don't regard wire-oriented

rolling on the stay, or within mast or boom, to be

seaworthy reefing systems for certain types of sail-

ing. They are useful when furling but not efficient

when reefing, and sometimes not even when furl-

ing. These systems enable a small or unskilled crew

to seemingly handle an immense boat and sail

area. It's similar to a total reliance on GPS. Push-

buttons do not a navigator or sailor make. The

trend encourages people who can afford it to

depend on systems that, should they fail, leave

them literally at sea in catastrophic situations. A
critical malfunction can be as simple as overlook-

ing the fact that different-size sails require differ-

ent-length furling drum lines; if you change to a

large sail but fail to set up a sufficient length of line,

the new big sail won't roll up all the way. Recent

development of a continuous-type furling spool

line does, however, offer a solution to this problem.

I find headsail furling systems that provide the only

forward support for the mast to be downright terri-

fying. But it is true—who wants to go out on a

bucking bowsprit to hand a sail? The joy and exhil-

aration of sail handling aside, roller systems are

deservedly popular and have vastly improved in

recent years in terms of reliability and functional-

ity. We shall examine their undeniable advantages

for sail furling and stowage later in this chapter.

Slab Reefing on Boomed Sails

The term originated, I suppose, when some shrewd

sailor thought it was possible with tack and clew

reef pendants, and some form of boom support,

to eliminate a whole slablike section of sail merely

by pulling a couple of lines or even just one. Some-

how, this has fairly recently come to be known as

"jiffy reefing," a term I personally associate with

high-cholesterol aluminum-fried popcorn. But no

matter, it's the same thing: pull a string and you

get a fast reduction in sail area, as illustrated on

page 460. Even if the system is of the type where

the clew pendant is hauled and the tack is brought

down to a hook or lashing, it is better than setting

up a reef clew lashing, especially at sea in a squall.

The next step is the salty practice of tucking and

tying up the reefed portion of the sail (sometimes

known as the "dog's lug") with reef points or nettles.

There is also the continuous laceline method of

tucking in a reef by hauling on one line. This tech-

nique works marginally well for one row of reef-

point eyelets.

It is important for the set of the sail and the sail's

integrity at the reef points that the reef clew be

firmly outhauled and that the topping lift, lazylifts,

or whatever is supporting the boom be used during

the reefing process and afterward to avoid undue

strain on the leech of the sail, particularly a large

Bermudan main with a heavy boom. There is

much less strain on reef-point eyelets, and a neater

tuck to the reef, if reef nettles are not tied around

the boom, but around the foot of the reefed sail.

This, of course, is not possible with boltrope, slot-

bent sails. All this applies as well to taking a reef

with lashings at reef tack and clew. And inciden-

tally, it could be helpful in distinguishing one reef

row from another—or rather one row that's been

tied in from another—if the nettles were of differ-

ent color and material. Furthermore, successive

reefs are tied in on opposite sides of the sail.

The sharpie rig was jiffy reefing back when
nobody had even heard of cholesterol; in this case

the slab is taken from the luff. This is an easy pull-

the-reefing-line-ease-the snotter operation, which

has the disadvantages of leaving weight and

windage aloft and a great wudge of cloth along the

leading edge. Unless there is adequate reefed luff

tension, the sail will set poorly and it will go hard

on the reef-band eyelets. Alternatively, the sharpie

reef can be tied in with the sail lowered, with a

tighter, less bulky tuck to the sail, but it takes more

time. It is a valuable yachting variation.

It is the weight of the sail and battens and

sheet tension in the most ancient of balanced lug-

sails, the Chinese lug rig, that reduces sail section

by section merely by easing the halyard. The
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figure 12-6. Slab-reefing setup on a Bermudan mainsail.

boom, sail, and battens and sheet tension are

contained in the topping Lift/lazyjacks. I his ma\

be done on any point of sail bill is most effective

when the sail is luffing. I he lowered battens < an

then be lashed together, il necessary, lor ( ontrol,

or can be restrained with batten (low nhaiils All

this can be done from the cockpit. Contemporary

full-batten sails do not have the weight or sheet

ing to be lowered into then la/vjarks while the sail

is drawing, and reel besi when set up with the

conventional Blab reefing system <>t < ondnuousoi

separate reel i lew and tai ^ pendants and reel

nettles

I here < an be (iffiness" also to the reefing oi l

boomless sail with conventional reef points i h<'

biggest ODStai le III leehng sik II a sail while hi

is getting sheets bent nil the reeled c lew \llein.i

live sheets i an lie available and nia\ be i i
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for a change in sheet lead anyway. In that event, a

slab reefing procedure can be employed with a reef

tack pendant. Otherwise, the greatest control is

afforded by dousing the sail, lashing the reef tack,

transferring the sheet to the reef clew, and tucking

and tying the dog's lug then or after the sail has

been set again. Regardless of the method, it is very

important to have a sufficient number of well-tied

reef points, particularly at the clew, where there is

much cloth to be tied up. Otherwise, the slatting

about will shake out the reef.

It would be a scandal if I failed to mentioned

scandalizing as a means of reducing sail area.

Scandalizing is one of the virtues of the four-sided

sail. It is truly amazing how much relief there is to

be gained in a squall just by tensioning and making

fast the boom support (topping lift, lazylifts), then

dipping the peak of a gaff-headed sail. Depending

on how low the peak is dropped, much more or less

wind is spilled.

A Bermudan sail is said to be scandalized when
the boom is topped up, permitting the leech to go

slack, twist off, and spill wind. At the same time the

sail loses power due to reduced camber.

The sprit rig offers scandalizing in the extreme.

Unship the sprit and immediately the sail is

reduced by half or so into a handy offwind storm

trysail. In terms of sail life, the flogging involved in

scandalizing is not desirable. But it is preferable to

the alternatives when caught out in a blow, unable

to reef, but having to carry sail.

SAIL CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT

The price of sail control and management is

increased windage and chafe—there are no free

lunches in sailorizing. All the devices and systems

that serve to tame, confine, guide, and gather sails

employ lines—sometimes many of them. These

lines make for a truly seaworthy, handy rig, offering

maximum effect and safety with minimum effort.

Even when using no more and no larger lines than

necessary, windage is an unavoidable trade-off.

Chafe cannot be eliminated either, but chafing

gear applied to line and/or sail will prolong sail

life sufficiently. As for chafe to the line itself, its

lifespan is maximized by fairleads and smooth-

running sheaves of the correct size.

Downhauls, Inhauls, and Outhauls
The dousing of both stay- and spar-bent fore-and-

aft sails can be greatly eased for the shorthanded

sailor with the use of downhauls. The downhaul,

which could be a continuous halyard or a separate

line, ensures that a sail will not only come down
but stay down. In conjunction with lazyjacks, it will

keep a sail well handed—all with no hands except

on the halyard and the downhaul! If possible, it is

best to attach the downhaul's fitting to the same

piece of sail hardware to which the halyard is bent

(thimble, corner ring, or headboard), or to the hal-

yard shackle itself. It is appropriate to use the same

sort of fitting with which the rest of the luff is bent,

or perhaps a shackle. To this is bent the downhaul.

This way there is no chance of twisting the head of

the sail, damaging the sail, or causing the head to

slide or the hank to jam, and no strain is placed

upon the sail if tension is put on the downhaul to

keep it from slatting about when the sail is set.

Like a theater curtain, a voyager's course or

squares'l can be set and handed with a system of

outhauls and inhauls. I have seen this technique

in use with track and slides and also know it to

work quite well with a wire jackstay set up on the

yard and conventional jib hanks along the head of

the sail. The outhaul is bent to the earing and the

inhaul is bent to a shackle, hank, or slide affixed to

the earing. This is important not only for the rea-

sons mentioned concerning downhauls, but also

because there is no earing lashing to maintain

alignment of the earing and the head of the sail.

When not in use the sail is brailed or furled and

lashed to the mast.

Brailing
Once so common with the square rig, brailing can

be adapted to fore-and-aft sails. Any loose-footed

fore-and-aft sail will do, but the standing gaff-
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headed spankers made a regular curtain out of it

with outhauls and inhauls at clew and peak and

brailing lines along the leech. Thames spritsail

barges, with their monstrous, chain-supported

sprits, utilize multiple brailing lines to corral a

rarely lowered mainsail. The usual 60- to 100-

square-foot small-craft boomless spritsail makes

ideal use of a single brailing line (see Figure 3-6B),

which gathers both sail and sprit up into a bundle.

A brailing line can be effective, too, on a boomless

standing lugsail or lateen sail.

Tricing Line
Brailing pertains to any gathering of a fore-and-

aft sail by drawing the leech forward. Lifting the

foot of a fore-and-aft sail with similar lines is called

tricing. For a sail to be triced up, it must be loose-

footed or boomless. Release the tack and haul the

tricing line to clear the deck, gain visibility, or kill

some of the sail's power.

Lazyjacks
Lazyjacks and their derivations, to the extent that

they gather and contain the lowered, boomed sail,

do so passively. How is it that such a marvelously

simple piece of gear, of such virtue, could have

lapsed into obscurity—this piece of rigging with

such universal application as to make almost any

boat, large or small, safer and easier to handle? I

imagine that lazyjacks were assumed to be appro-

priate only for the gaff rig, which took them along

to its forced obsolescence. But now the jacks are

back! Full-batten contemporary Bermudan sails

reef and drop sail with the greatest of ease, thanks

to a simple basket of lines. Any boomed sail, loose-

or fixed-footed—even club-footed—can employ

lazyjacks.

One tends to think of ease of dropping sail when

considering lazyjacks, but they also facilitate mak-

ing sail, and in particular, they offer the means of

raising just the head or the peak ot a sail olfwmd lor

a short period, with topping lilt supporting the

boom as the lazyjacks hold the test ol the sail Any

other sail would be all over the deck and in tin-

water, with no sheeting possible. It is the topping

figur] i.' Lazyjacksand topping lifton afidfy
battened Bermudan mainsail

lift Function ol the rig's lazyjai ks that mkM tin-

Chinese lug the reeferi dream i here is no need to

top up the boom m the i niivcntion.il slab reefing

manner the sail sections f. ill i ie.it l\ into tin- < ladle

I he Chesapeake Bay oyttei boat) and th<- Hudson

Hivcr sloops ( .lined la/\|ac ks on then he.ids. ills .is

well. I a/yjai ks. ,is pnielv ,i s.nl ^atherin^ mr< ha

nism. are relatively light and simple, and must be

able to be sl.K ked off when s.nl is set to inililini/e

( bate ,ind pen lilt the s. ill to set c or lei tl\ ( )f ten they

are used in < oinbinalion with a separate topping
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LAZYJACKS

Q: / recently purchased a HerreshoffAmerica catboat and want to rig lazyjacks. Should they be

adjustable? I would prefer not to have any more lines to the deck in way of the mast

HALYARD
BLOCK- FlXE-D

5TRAPE-VE.

ROLUN<v
HITCH

EyE-SPUCE.

FlXE^>

FIXE-P^//*
FAIRL.E.AD5

A: For a gaff-headed sail, the simplest two-

legged lazyjack arrangement should divide the

boom roughly into thirds. The lazyjacks are car-

ried in pairs so that one set runs to each side

of the boom. The upper ends should meet the

mast somewhere in the vicinity of the throat

halyard block.

To minimize chafe and avoid impeding the set

of the sail, it is important that lazyjacks can be

slacked off. Lazylifts (not illustrated here), a vari-

ation on lazyjacks, both gather the sail and act

as a topping lift. Lazylifts and jacks are often set

up with lines running down the mast.

If you wish to avoid adjusting these lines and

don't want the topping function of lazylifts, the

legs of the lazyjacks—rather than being one

continuous loop—can be broken with an eye-

splice and made adjustable with a rolling hitch.

The upper ends would then be deadended on

the mast. Alternatively, the lower legs of the

lazyjacks could have one end fixed to one side of

the boom, and the other end made off to a cleat

on the other side of the boom. With some fair-

leads along the boom to the gooseneck, that

arrangement could be made to permit adjust-

ment from the cockpit on any point of sail.
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lift, which is a necessity, really, on all but the small-

est of the boomed Western rigs.

It is when the functions of lazyjacks and topping

lifts are combined that the more complex gear

—

lazylifts and quarter lifts—are used. Lazy- and

quarter lifts perform the offwind partial sail-raising

maneuver just described even better than lazy-

jacks. The thing to avoid when raising sail is catch-

ing batten ends or gaff peak under the diagonal

lines as you hoist. Even though lazy- and quarter

lifts are slacked off when sail is set, there is still

much chafe to the sail; for this reason, on any sort

of voyaging charter or commercial vessel, there is

extensive use of baggywrinkle on the diagonal lift

portion of the gear.

The "Dutchman" System
In a recently patented alternative to lazyjacks, a

Bermudan boomed sail is guided in its descent by

two vertical lines rove through a series of vertically

placed eyelets in the sail. The sail tends to fold itself

in the process. In theory and under ideal condi-

tions, this looks good, but in practice there is likely

to be much chafe and difficulty dousing a sail when

it is drawing. I wonder, too, how much the guide-

lines hamper sail set and trim.

Pull-the-Sock Systems
This is a spinnaker and auxiliary spinnaker-drifter

dousing system that works wonderfully on kayak

spinnakers. Sending any size sail up in a sock

works, and greatly eases the setting. It's the process

of trying to haul the hoop and sock back down over

a voluminous sail that can be difficult. All in all. it's

an effort to make fairly uncontrollable sails accept-

able to a cruising clientele who would be bettei oil

with drifters and hanked-on auxiliary sails. When
not in use, the sock and hoop remain scrunched up

aloft at the head of the sail—looking unsightly and

adding weight and windage.

Furling and Storage on Spar or Wire
I [ere is where the roller stay systems gel the award

for convenience, despite then man) drawbai

expense, sail life, sail shape, windage, reefing, and

gear failure. I don't begrudge people who are

unable to handle conventional sails the opportu

nity to enjoy sailing aided by mechanical devices,

as long as they are aware that if the de\ ices fail,

they will be doubly handicapped. The best one can

do to enhance the reliability and sail life of these

systems is: (1) buy high-quality gear; (2) service it

regularly; (3) install edge covers on the sail, with

complete coverage; and (4) roll up the sail com-

pletely so as not to leave the clew exposed. ( )n this

type of sail, by the way, a hydraulic-ally pressed clew

ring makes sense. There is no wa\ to protect the

stitching of a handsevvn ring horn the sun. and all

in all, the hydraulic ring is consistent and compat-

ible with the rest of the sail and gear ol this type

Internal (boom or mast) roller-furling geai does

not need edge covers, but does require protection

on the corner of the sail that protrudes From the

spar in the furled position.

If you add to a set of lazyjat ks a large peapod

of canvas above the boom ol a Bermudan main

sail, you have a currently popular, commen iallj

made, zip-up sail catchment and covering s\stein

The lazyjacks guide the dest ending sail into the

pod; you tamp it in, then pull the /ippei shut, and

go below lor a cup of tea. It's an appealing idea it

you like how the conspicuous pod looks, and il it

doesn't hinder reefing. I he pod doesn't alwa\s ( o\ei

the sail's corners • ompletely, and the zippei is not

always easy to pull, i venture to say that a nimble

sailor with a good conventional saili owi and la/\

jacks could he down below sipping tea m less tunc

than the pod packer, il sail i Overage and a neat job

are scored. I he pod does nothing, ol < nurse, to pio

te< t spai oi hardware

Hie big daddy ofzippered furling systems Is the

vertical mast fitted stringbean pod type with

wIik h you try to corral a fully set Bermudan sail i>\

hauling the zippei down \s it i.isps its wa\ alo

the lee( h ol the sail and the < lew onlh.Mil i

the Zippei is supposed to lone the s.ul into the

pod I have never had the occasion lo heave on one

ol these pod pa< keis hut I h.ne inspe ( led []

lein aboard a OH loot ken h rigged ( h.ntei

I he professional skipper Without hesitation
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roundly cursed the pod and zipper, saying it was

useless for getting in sail when drawing at all, or

really at any time but a light breeze on the nose.

Consequently, they had to motor to get in sail.

Finally, a great wudge of sail remained uncovered

at the foot and clew. Like the spinnaker sock, these

items strike me as being fads, which is okay for

variety's sake if they work, but seem to endure

about as long as flashy flavors of supermarket

breakfast cereal. It's just hard to take them seri-

ously.



APPENDIX A

Glossary

WHAT TO PUT IN A GLOSSARY when the sub-

ject of a book such as this is so expansive

and technical? To solve this mind-boggier, a ran-

dom selection of hapless individuals was abducted

from among the motley riffraff that may be found

at any given time loitering along the Camden Har-

bor waterfront. In exchange for food, freedom, and

anonymity, these enthusiastic volunteers—ranging

in nautical know-how from nozzer to salty as an

oyster—were obliged to read this entire book and

reveal their savvy and prejudice by disclosing the

words and phrases they found to be the most mys-

terious and unfathomable. Here are the results of

that scientific and impartial study.

aback When the clew of a sail is to windward or

pressed back against the mast with the wind on

the forward side of the sail, tending to give the

vessel sternway or drive her to leeward. Not to

be confused with backwinding. A sail may be

backed intentionally; for example, to hack a jib

in order to bring the bow through the eye ol the

wind when tacking a boat that is slow in stays.

angel's footstool Another name lor the skysail of

a square- rigger.

angle of attack The angle ofa sail's chord to the

apparent wind.

apparent wind The vector combination ol Un-

true wind and the wind developed In the boat

speed.

backwind Wind deflected from a forward sail

onto the sail abaft it.

bag reef See flattening reef,

balance reef A deep diagonal reel running from

the leech to the throat ol a gaff-hetded sail for

heavy-weather purposes

baldheaded rig A schooner with gall headed

sails but no topsails.

balloon sails Hxlra large sails ol li^ht niatciials.

used as large jibs 01 spmnakeis

bend (1) To tie two ropes together. CM Iotie

to an anchor. (3) To tie a rope to a ipai (4] i<>

lectin a sail tO a spai 01 wnr

bias Indicates the direction thai is l > degrees

to the warp and till of a t.ibiK I his is ,ih\.i\s

the itreft hied dire< don «»i ,m\ woven

material

blade (loth M.ilen.il used In "
I |ibv <>i

"blades, " and low aspect mams. tils It has a

high fill orientation but be« bum H needs

enhaiK ed bias strength and then- is groatM

c rimp m the v-aip, warp strength is s.k iiIk id

slight!)
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calendering A process in which a finished sail-

cloth is run between hot steel rollers to flatten

it, shrink it, stabilize it, and make it thinner

and less porous.

canvas Originally a coarse fabric made of flax,

obtainable from heavy (#00) to very fine (#10)

and supplied in bolts (rolls); used for making

sails and awnings. Now a general term used to

indicate a sailcloth or marine fabric or, collec-

tively, all of a vessel's sails.

center of effort The point at which the sum total

of the forces of the sails is focused.

center of lateral resistance (CLR) The focal

point (on the vertical plane at the centerline

of the hull) of the total hydrodynamic force

that resists leeward movement of the hull. The

CLR noted on a sail plan drawing is actually

the center of lateral plane (CLP), which is a

constant, whereas the CLR constantly shifts,

especially with a centerboard.

chafing gear Mats, baggywrinkle, Scotchmen

(rollers), leather, or lamb's wool for protecting

rigging, spars, and sails from wear of different

sorts.

chord A hypothetical straight horizontal line

from the luff to the leech of a sail; the baseline

of an aerodynamic shape.

cloth direction The "weave" or "grain" of a fab-

ric formed by the perpendicular crossing of

warp and weft threads.

crimp The "unstraightness" of a fiber that may
be generated, for example, as it goes under and

over the perpendicular fibers in a weave. The

amount of crimp affects the strength of the

fabric; the straighter a fiber is, the stronger it is.

crow's feet Wrinkles radiating from a luff or foot

eyelets, indicating insufficient halyard or out-

haul tension.

Cunningham hole A ring a short distance up

from the tack of a sail, used for tensioning the

luff.

denier A unit measure of weight of a fiber bun-

dle, or yarn. The denier of a yarn is how many
grams a piece 9,000 meters long would weigh.

A 200-denier yarn, then, is a yarn that weighs

200 grams at a length of 9,000 meters.

dog's lug The idled, projecting portion of a

reefed sail; that is, the portion between the

corner ring and the reef ring.

douse To lower and stow a sail hastily.

dressing sails The treatment of sails by the

application of any of several preservative for-

mulas to render them waterproof and resistant

to mildew.

duck Derived from the Dutch word doek. Origi-

nally an untwilled flaxen material, thicker than

calico, lighter than working-sail canvas, used

for auxiliary sails and tropical clothing. Now a

collective term for cotton fabric of various

uses.

Duradon Originally a truck tarp fabric, a soft,

loosely woven, synthetic sailcloth that resem-

bles natural-fiber sailcloth. Available in

weights appropriate for larger voyaging and

classic boats.

dyeing A process that changes the natural color

of a material. Dyeing can have an adverse

affect on the properties of many materials.

Nylon, for example, suffers very little degrada-

tion when it is dyed, whereas Dacron, or poly-

ester, suffers considerably. This is because

there is nothing for the color molecules to

adhere to; in order to color them, you must

treat the fibers with harsh chemicals that etch

their surfaces. This treatment reduces the

strength of the fibers and also increases the

stretch.

edge curve The form of a sail edge (convex,

straight, concave, or some combination of

these) that is cut into the sail prior to finishing.

elastic limit The extent to which you can stretch

a material before it cannot recover its original

shape.

fid out To ream or round out an eyesplice,

cringle, clew, eyelet hole, grommet, etc., prior

to inserting a thimble or liner or otherwise fin-

ishing off.
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fill The threads that run across the bolt from

edge to edge. Also known as weft, woof, or

picks.

fill-oriented When the strength of the material

is mainly across the roll, or in the fill direction.

film A thin sheet of plastic.

finish (1) A process or processes that convert a

material from greige goods, or loom-state fab-

ric, to its final form. This may involve scouring,

rinsing, dyeing, calendering, resin coating or

impregnating, heat trimming, and drawing the

sew-to line on the selvage edge. (2) The resin

applied to a sailcloth (i.e., a hard finish for rac-

ing material or a soft finish for cruising), the

purpose being to stabilize the yarns and

improve bias strength.

flake a sail To furl a sail by folding it in bights on

the boom.

flattening reef, or bag reef A small arced or

diagonal reef along the foot of a fixed-footed

boomed sail to reduce camber in higher wind

velocities.

furl To gather and secure sails with stops, gas-

kets, etc.

gaskets Pieces of webbing or line used to tie up

a sail when it is furled; also called stops.

genoa cloth Material used in a genoa. It has a

balanced weave to carry the evenly distributed

loads it must withstand and has good strength

in all directions.

girts Creases or wrinkles in a sail due to cloth

distortion under localized strain.

greige goods Woven but unfinished material

that still contains the lubricants added to the

yarn to reduce damage during weaving. From

this stage, depending on the finish applied, a

material could become a fine, hard racing cloth

or a soft, dyed cruising material.

half-hand sail A sail sewn with machine stitch-

ing on one edge of the seams and hand stin h

ing on the other edge of the seams, for extra

strength.

hand (1) To gather and furl a sail. (2) The "feel"

of a fabric or rope in reference to how hard or

soft it is. For example, "firm hand" refers to a

sailcloth with a hard finish or a rope that is

stiff.

handy billy A small tackle used for odd jobs;

also used to tension the luff rope of a sail.

hank (1) The spring-loaded snap used to secure

a sail to a stay (also called a jib hank). (2) A
metal fitting seized to the luff of the sail. Tradi-

tionally hanks are of rope, wood, or iron,

remaining on the stay, to which the sail is then

seized.

heat set Process of running woven material

between hot steel rollers. This shrinks the

fibers and draws them closer together. It is sim-

ilar to calendering, but not as much pressure is

applied by the rollers. Heat setting increases a

fabric's bias strength but can degrade the

strength of the material slightly and increase

fiber crimp.

hoist The forward edge of a sail or flag that is

against a mast or stay.

impregnation The process of saturating a lahiu

with resin and then squeezing out the exeess. It

leaves just enough resin to bond the fihei htm

dies together.

jackstay(s) (1) Hopes, wooden hattenv 01 mm
bars stretched along the yards to whu h

squaresails are bent. (2) A wire set up eithei

vertically or horizontally hut running parallel

to a spar, to which a sail is bent 00 With

hanks

Jamie Green A sail set imdei the phhoom. to the

dolphin striker

jib hank See hank.

Kevlar An aiamid hhei made hv Do I'ont. < h.ir

acten/rd by tligtl tensile slnnelh and modulus

of elasticity. It is more brittle than Decron and

will degrade shrink in sunlight [too types <>f

kevlai air i ouminnlv used n, pr H m stiu<

tUTSl laminates, and l\pr ."l in Balk loth

He( ause of its hnttleness. sails made out of
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Kevlar should be folded as loosely as possible

or rolled.

knock Another name for the upper forward cor-

ner of a four-cornered sail, alternative to

throat.

lacing, or laceline A long line used in bending

and reefing sail.

laminate In sailcloth this refers to the applica-

tion of a film to a network of reinforcing fibers.

lash (1) To bind two or more objects together.

(2) To wrap a single object with a series of

turns or hitches. (3) To secure any movable

object on shipboard to prevent its shifting.

last seam The miter seam of a miter-cut sail,

so called because it is the last seam to be

seamed up.

lay ( 1 )The direction of twist in a rope. (2) The

lead of the strands. (3) The nature of the twist,

as in hard, soft, left, right, long, or short.

leech ( 1 ) The side edges of a squaresail or spin-

naker and the after edge of a fore-and-aft sail.

(2) Contraction of the "lee edge."

loose To unfurl a sail.

mainsail cloth A highly fill-oriented material

that, due to the unbalanced weave, will tend

to have relatively poor warp and bias

strength. It frequently will have a "soft" finish

even on racing sails. It is typically used in

high-aspect mainsails and sometimes in high-

aspect jibs.

make sail (1) To set sail and get underway. (2) To

set an additional sail.

melamine resin A resin that is similar in com-

position to polyester resin but is normally used

to impregnate greige goods to stabilize woven

polyester sailcloth.

middle stitching Reinforcing a seam by stitch-

ing along its center; also called triple stitching.

modulus of elasticity The ratio of stress to

strain of a material, or the amount a material

stretches if a load is applied. A material with a

high modulus of elasticity will stretch less than

a material with a lower one.

monkey seam, or monk's seam A flat seam

made by overlapping two hemmed edges, as in

the miter seam or "last seam" of a mitered nat-

ural-fiber sail.

motorsailer A boat especially designed—in hull

form and rig—to use motor or sails or both.

Mylar Trade name for a polyester film devel-

oped and marketed by the Du Pont Corpora-

tion. It is very stiff, strong, and stable and is

entirely nonporous, but it has low tear

strength. In sailcloth it is used to control bias

stretch.

offset, or cutback A shift in position of sail cor-

ner placement in order to accommodate spar

fittings; e.g., positioning the tack ring of a

mainsail aft and out of alignment with the luff

in order to attach to a tack fitting aft of a goose-

neck.

panel Also known as a cloth. Typically, several

cloths or panels must be stitched together to

make a sail.

radial A triangular panel in a sail that radiates

out from the area of stress. This gives the low-

est bias load on the sail fabric of any kind of

construction and is especially effective for sail

construction when made out of Kevlar or Spec-

tra 1000.

reeve To pass the end of a rope or twine through

any hole, opening, or sleeve.

resin-coating Finishing process in which resin,

usually urethane, is applied heavily to a cloth

and a minimal amount of excess resin is wiped

off. This leaves an extremely hard, crisp finish

that is heavier but much more stable than a

resin-impregnated finish.

roping Rope sewn to the edge of a sail for

strength and gathering of edge curves. Square-

sails are roped on the after side and fore-and-

aft sails are roped on the port side.

sail design The scaled-down construction plan

of a particular sail.
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sailmaker's yard The weight of a piece of mater-

ial that measures 36 by 28!4 inches, which is

about 80 percent of a square yard. It is used

only in the United States and, the story goes,

the Americans started using this as a unit of

measure during the Revolutionary War just to

be different from the British! More likely it

reflects the width of the looms.

sail plan The drawn profile of a sailboat—its

hull, rig, and sails—above the waterline.

sail shape The three-dimensional form or cur-

vature of a sail commonly referred to as draft,

belly, or flow. Technically designated as cam-

ber and characterized by depth, position fore

and aft of maximum depth, and the relation-

ship between depth and chord length.

scrim A very loose, open weave that in sailcloth

applications is only used between laminated

films. The main advantage to a scrim is that

thread crimp is minimized; however, most

scrims have very wavy yarns. Orcon's Aero-

form is a scrim, but the fibers are all preten-

sioned and absolutely straight, so there is no

crimp.

seizing A lashing of twine, small stuff, or mar-

line with or without riding turns.

serve To wrap a rope or wire very tightly with

multiple close-fitting turns of twine, marline,

or other small stuff, which is called service

when used for this purpose.

set flying A sail hoisted taut on its luff and not

hanked to a stay; e.g., a jib.

shake out (a reef) To remove the gaskets or

untie the reef points and loosen the sail.

sheeting angle The vertical angle of a sheet

made fast to the clew of a boomless sail. A hor-

izontal sheet lead would give a sheeting angle

of degrees and would tension the foot hut not

the leech. A vertical lead would give a sheeting

angle of 90 degrees, tensioning the leech but

not the foot. Real-world sheeting angles are

typically near 45 degrees.

sick seams Seams that are weak due to worn,

aged, or sunrotten stitching.

sizing A substance, usually linseed oil and

starch, added to yarn to lubricate it during

weaving or handling.

slat The flapping of a sail when in the wind.

Spectra 900 or 1000 A polyethylene fiber devel-

oped by the Allied Corporation. As do all poly-

ethylene fibers, Spectra yarn floats, but

because of its extremely long, straight mole

cules it is a very strong fiber with very low

stretch. This material is still under develop

ment but is sure to achieve a prominent posi-

tion in marine applications.

stabilize To add resin in either an impregnation

or saturation coating to a woven material m
order to make it more resistant to stretch, pri-

marily on the bias.

strain The deformation of a material th.it is

being subjected to a load, or stress.

stress A load that is applied to a material) «. 1 1 v i

ded by the cross-sectional area of the matei i.il

substrate Any woven, knit, or scrim material

attached to a film. Its function is to reduce

tearing, increase seamability, and ^iw orients

tion to the cloth, which makes it more weight

efficient than an unreinlorc ed film

sunrotten Said of sailcloth or marine lahiu that

has suffered deterioration due to prolonged

exposure to ultraviolet lavs

tabling The folded hem, cut. Ol taped reinfon B

ment along the edge ol a sail.

tensile strength I he stress level that hieaks a

material.

throat See knock.

triaxial a material woven iii an advan ed loom

that has yams in thiee dnei lions I his gives a

material the unique propem ol having three

strong, low stieti h orientations,

trim angle I he athwaitship relationship ol a sail

or section ofa sail to the centeriine ofthe huO

trip reef A small diagonal n-el running horn the

tack to a short v\av up the lee* h to hti the

bOOm and prevent it honi hitting the water

in a seavvav as the hoat tolls
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that has a heavier orientation in one direction

than in the other. It is created by using a heav-

ier denier, higher count, or different fiber in

that direction.

up-and-down cut A panel configuration in

which the cloths are laid parallel to the leech;

vertically cut.

urethane resin A finishing resin used the same

way as polyester or epoxy in boatbuilding, but

to stabilize woven sailcloth.

vang (boom) A tackle or mechanical con-

trivance to exert downward pressure on the

boom, thus affecting leech tension and

shape.

vang (gaff) A line or lines rigged to the peak of a

gaff in order to control the extent to which the

spar sags off to leeward.

warp (1) The yarns that run lengthwise in the

cloth. (2) The lengthwise direction of a bolt of

cloth.

warp-oriented Indicates that the cloth is

strongest in the warp direction.

weave The exact pattern in which yarns go over

and under each other in a given fabric. In some

aerospace applications, a yarn will go over as

many as eight other yarns before it goes under

one. This reduces the crimp and improves

strength and modulus.

wind gradient The variation in wind velocity at

different heights above the water.

yarn Discrete bundles of filaments of a material.

These may be combined by twisting to form a

plied yarn. Yarn is the longitudinal and trans-

verse element of a weave.

yield The point at which a material has

exceeded its elastic limit and is permanently

distorted. It is the point on a stress-strain

graph where the curve becomes linear.

zoli The toilet box slung over the side of an Ara-

bian dhow. (I include this word of no great sail-

making relevance just so's you get an entry that

begins with the last letter of the alphabet.)


